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PREFACE

Wish diminishing world fuel supplies, and a global increase in fuel price over the last ten years, the reduction of aircraft
drag has .)ecome a technology of major importance to aircraft manufacturers. Likewise, advances in test and evaluation
techniques have facilitated the accurate evaluation of drag and led to concurrent developments in drag prediction methods.
A noteworthy development is the use of a number of novel flow control methods which, through either passive or active
interaction witt the flow physics, can lead to substantial drag reductions.

This special course covers some of the more recent progress in drag reduction, measurement and prediction. The topics
presented discuss the different sources and contributions to aircraft drag with particular emphasis on those areas in which
significant new developments have taken place.

The course begins with a general review of drag reduction technology. Then the possibility of reduction of skin friction
through control of laminar flow is discussed, with design aspects of laminar flow control hardware included. The other
possibility of skin friction reduction through modification of the structure of the turbulence in the boundary layer is also
discussed.

Methods for predicting and reducing the drag of external stores, of nacelles, of fuselage protuberances, and of fuselage
afterbodies are then presented.

Transonic drag rise, the prediction of viscous and wave drag by a method matching inviscid flow calculations and
boundary layer integral calculations, and the reduction of transonic drag through boundary layer control are also d:scusscd
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AIRCRAFT DRAG REDUMION TECHNOLOGY - A SUMMARY

by

Andrek S W Nhoma,,
Advanced Hight Science,,

lockhced-Gcorgia Company
Marietta, Georgia. 30063

USA

SUMMARY

This paper presents a review of the current techniques of aircraft viscous drag reiuction and some of the more recent
developments that have taken place in this technology. The various sources and relative contributions of aircraft drag
are described including skin friction drag, pressure drag, interference drag and lift induced drag. In the discusion,
emphasis is given to the physical processes that lead to these drag contributions, followed by a discussion of
methods of reducing the =mpact of these drag sources. Finally same brief discussion is presented to show how
innovative and optimized aircraft configurations can lead to drag benefits.

1. I1MrlOMCTIO".

Since the early seventies and the subsequent trend in world fuel prices (Figure 1), aircraft drag reduction technology
has become of prime importance to military and civilian operators. For example, a 10% drag reduction on a large
military transport aircraft is estimated to have the potential to save up to 13 million gallons of fuel per aircraft
over the lifetime of the aircraft. Considering also that US domestic operators spent a staggering 2.1 billion dollars
on fuel in 1976 alone, it is clear that enormous benefits are to be derived from drag reduction technology.
Additionally, with the very high cost of aquisition of new aircraft, existing fleet lifetimes are being extended and
derivative designs are now coming on to the marketplace. Thus, retrofittable drag reduction technologies are
critically important.

The aerodynamic forces experienced a& che surface of an aircraft may be either tangential to the surface or normal to
the surface and both will contribute to the total drag on the body. The interrelation and development of these forces
is shown in Figure 2. The only tangential force that is present is the viscous skin friction due to the development of
boundary layers over the surfaces. The development of the normal forces, i.e. pressures normal to the surface, is more
complex and, as Figure 2 shows, these can arise from a amber of contributions. Firstly, there is the pressure field
modification due to the displacement thickness of the boundary layers and possible formation of regions of separat-
ion (and which, with the skin friction, constitutes the profile drag). Next, there are pressure forces that arise from
the formation of vortices in the wake and which may further modify the flow around the body. This is termed vortex
drag. If compressibility effects are nresent, then there are additional pressure forces due to the compressibility
effects and the presence of waves in the flow.

The non-zero integrated stremoaise component of these pressure forces constitutes the pressure drag on the aircraft.
Because lifting conditions are present, there is a strong component of the lift-dependent vortex drag which in
conjunction with a mller ount of lift-dependent profile drag gives rise to the so-called induced drag.

Although the relative importance of different drag sources varies for each aircraft type and mission that is flown, a
representative breakdown is shown in Figure 3. The important contributors to the total drag are the following:

(1) Skin friction drag due to viscous boundary layer formation.
(2) Lift induced drag due to the conserved circulation developed around the wings.
(3) Pressure drag due to the open separation in the afterbody and other regions.
(4) Interference effects between aerodynamic conponents.
(5) Wave drag due to compressibility effects at near-sonic flight conditions.
(6) miscellaneous effects such as roughness effects and leakage, etc.

All these drag sources contribute to the total drag by different relative amounts for different types of aircraft and
the breakdown in Figure 3 corresponds to the case of a large subsonic transport of the type flown by most major
airlines. The greatest contribution arises from turbulent skin friction drag, a fact that has provided the impetus for
moat of the friction drag reduction work that will be described. The next moat significant contribution arises from
the lift induced drag and this, added with the friction drag. accounts for abot 85% of the total aircraft drag.
Interference drag, wave drag, trim drag to balance the aircraft, and miscellaneous effects account for the remainder.
In drag reduction studies, it might be argued that it is more worthwhile to address only the more significant drag
contributions. Bowever, this is not necessarily the case because very often it is easier to obtain smch greater
percentage reductions in the mailer drag sourees than in the larger contributions. For examle a 50% reduction in
afterbody drag is feasible and might represent a 5% total drag reduction. To achieve the sm total drag reduction
through skin-friction reduction alcne may be a much more difficult task.

The purpose of this paper is to review and summarize the various aircraft drag reduction technologies that are
currently being explored. Compressibility effects and transonic wave drag reduction wll not be discusaed explicitly
and instead, ephasis will be given mastly to the drag sources associated with viscous flows. This is because viscois
flow drag reduction twchnology is the area that has advanced most rapidly in recent years and which is currently
receiving the greatest attention. The discussion will therefore concentrate on skin friction reduction, afterbody drag
reduction, induced drag reduction and interference drag reduction. Finally, some brief discussion will be given to
show how innovative aerodymmic configurations can be exploited to achieve low drag characteristics.Ji 2. SKIN RICION U II 2M MONCII(.

For the reduction of skin friction drag, either of two different philosophies my be fclloved. The first is to

capitalize on the low friction characteristics inherent to laminar bounary layers and to delay traisition ca the
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wetted surfaces as much as possible. This is the approach that has been followed in the laminar flow control programs
that were undertaken in England (summarized in Ref. 1) after the second war and later in the United States at Northrup
(Ref. 2) and more recently at NASA Langley (Ref. 3). An alternative philosophy for friction reduction that has
recently emerged is to accept the inevitability of turbulent flow and to attempt to modify or interact with the
turbulent structures to reduce the friction (Ref. 4).

2.1 Laminar Flow Control (LFC).

Although laminar flow control is a generic term, it has, by association, come to mean the maintenance of laminar flow
through the use of wall suction. The suction may be in the form of distributed porosity over the surface (Refs. 5 and
6) or in the form of a series of spanwise-running slots (Refs. 5, 7 and 8). The suction is not sufficient to suppress
any existing turbulence, but serves to modify the curvature of the laminar velocity profile which in turn reduces the
amplification of any instability waves in the boundary layer that grow and lead to the formation of turbulence. As
depicted in Figure 4, local friction can be reduced to about 20% of its turbulent value and with sufficient care,
laminar flow can be maintained up to Reynolds numbers of the order of 60 million. An extensive bibliography of the
literature describing LFC can be found in Reference 2.

The current Lockheed concept for an LFC aircraft is showin in Figure 5 taken from Ref. 9. Control is only exercised on
the wing surfaces because of the greater difficulty of maintaining laminar flow at the high fuselage Reynolds numbers
as tell as the problems of surface discontinuities at the windows. The suction units for this configuration are
mouri.ed in the lower fuselage at the wing root and the propulsion engines are mounted in the tail to minimize noise
and %ibration on the wings. The real benefits of such a configuration must be evaluated against the performance -f an
equivalent advanced turbulent aircraft and, as Figure 6 (from Ref. 9) ahows, these benefits are greater for long stage
lengths and represent a 27% performance improvement. Whether or not this is sufficient 'o justify the higher
aquisition and maintenance costs of a new fleet of such aircraft will depend largely on future fuel price
developments.

While the feasibility of IFC has been known for a long time, the system does suffer from a number of design,
manufacturing and maintainability problems as depicted in Figure 7. An essential problem with any laminar flow
condition is its susceptibility to dirt and other particulates, such as insect debris accumulating near the leading
edge during low altitude flight. These can trip the flow to turbulence which will then spread over a wide area of the
wing. To avoid this, close manufacturing tolerances must be followed and some kind of in flight cleaning system (Ref.
9) or leading-edge protection must be employed (Ref. 10).

From an aerodynamic viewpoint, probably the greatest difficulty lies in being able to confidently predict where
transition will occur. The design procedure requires that the boundary-layer characteristics, with suction, first be
accurately determined using a boundary-layer analysis of the type in Ref. 11. This is followed by a stability analysis
to determine the amplification of the instability waves in the flow (Ref. 12).

A fundamental difficulty is that the stability analysis is based upon a set of linearized emall-disturbance equations
so that the actual amplitudes cannot be calculated, but the amplification can. Furthermore, the receptivity of the
flow to the free stream disturbances that drive the instabilities is also not well known (Ref. 13). The problem,
therefore, is analagous to predicting the output of an amplifier given its gain, but knowing nothing of its input
signal level.

To circumvent these difficulties, empirical transition criteria must be used, such as the e criterion (Ref. 14),
which assmes that transition takes place once the amplification ratio (or system gain) exceeds some critical
threshold given by the value of e . The critical values of N are typicplly 11-12 for the mid-chord regions dominated
by quasi-two-dimensional Tollmien-Schlichting instability (Ref. 15), and 10-11 for the croasflow instability that
originates most severly near a swept-wing leading edge (Ref. 14).

in order to derive the optimal efficiency of the IYC system it is best to minimize the suction quantities thdt are
required and this generally requires a careful iteration of the design procedure that has been described. Furthermore,
the way that the suction is achieved can have a bearing on the overall systu efficiency both from an aerodynamic and
a structural weight penalty viewpoint. One approach is to use discrete slots as in Figure 5, or through the use of
strips of porous material as an integral part of the wing surface. The porous strips have been studied in References
16 and 17, and it has been demonstrated that discrete suction through porous strips can be as effective as suction
distributed continuously over a greater stremsise length. Both the suction approaches have been critically evaluated
in work that has been undertaken at Lockheed-Georgia (K.C. Cornelius, private communication). As Figure 8 shows, it
has been demonstrated through stability measurements that the suction slots have a greater stabilizing influence, for
a given suction flow rate, than do the porous strips. Naturally, other parameters such as skin structural integrity
must also be considered before a final choice of surface type can be made.

2.2 Natural Laminar Flow (NLF).

The simplest technique for maintaining laminar flow over a suface is to capitalize on the stabilizing effect that
favorable pressure gradients have on laminar boundary layers (Ref. 18). In order to implement NIF on a wing, it is
necessary to bring the point of maximam thickness as far aft as possible so as to create extensive regions of
favorable pressure gradient over the wing surface as depicted in Figure 9. The concept can be employed without the
need for considering the attendant weight and structurai penalties associated with the LFC suction system and, from an
aerodynamic point of view, the design procedures are similar to those used in LFC (including the inherent
empiriciema).

A number of low-speed aircraft are currently flying with ELF (Ref. 19), although in some cases this has been
fortuitous. in a high-speed application where good transonic cruise is needed, additional design considerations arise.
For exmple, permissible vwng sweep is limited by the onset of croseflow instability at the leading edge. Also, in
order to rise to the correct pressure at the trailing edge after a large region of favorable gradient, large adverse

4: gradients are necessary and these can lead to strong shocks and a wave drag penalty or the possibility of separation.
Careful design studies are needed to minimize these detrimental effects.
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2.3 Hybrid Laminar Flow Control (HWFC).

A compromise LFC system that avoids some of the problems associated with LFC and NLF is the Hybrid Laminar Flow
Control System (HlFC) shown in Figure 10. This is a mix of the other two systems and suction is applied only at the
leading edge to minimize crossflow instability. Control of the iTjtabilities ia the mid-chord region is achieved with
tailoring of the pressure gradient as with Nkl. In this way a larger wing sweep can be achieved for transonic flight
than with NLF, and the weight penalties are not as great as for LFC. Also, the suction orifices at the leading edge
can double as a leading-edge-cleanser discharge system to prevent accumulation of dirt and insects during the low-
altitude climbout.

2.4 Wall Cooling.

Another favorable physical effect that could conceivably be exploited in a drag reduction scheme is by the use of wall
cooling (Ref. 20). As Figure 11 (adapted from Ref. 22) shows, a reduction in surface skin temperature can lead to
significant increases in the minimm critical Reynolds number. This is not because the kinematic viscosity goes up

(the reverse is true), but arises because the heat transfer modifies the viscosity distributicn across the boundary
layer which causes the mean profiles to become more full, thereby increasing their stability. This has been
substantiated by the flat plate experiments of Ref. 20 for Tollmien-Schlichting type disturbances. However, the

calculations in Ref. 21 have shown that while the ease is true for crossflow-type instabilities, the effect is much
smaller as depicted by the growth curves in Figure 12.

In order to implement such a concept, a very large heat sink is needed. One possibility would be to use liquid
hydrogen in the cryogenic state to fuel the aircraft (Refs. 22 and 23). To maintain the laminar flow, the fuel would
be circulated just below the wing surface as a preheater to the combustion process. The sase effect could be achieved
if liquid methane was used.

2.5 Active Wave Suppression (Wave Cancellation).

The transition control concepts that have been described are passive and do not require a dynamic interaction with the

flow. A new transition control concept that has been suggested and tested under laboratory conditions (Refs. 24, 25,

26 and 27) is by the use of active wave suppression or wave cancellation. The idea is to detect any low amplitude pre-

tranvitional instability waves in the flow and then to introduce a control disturbance that is of equal amplitude and

180 degrees out of phase with the original disturbance. In principle, superposition slould then remove the primary

distu-bances from the flow.

To date, the concept has only been evaluated under low speed conditions but significant. Licreases in the transition
Reynolds numbers have been reported. An example of the streamfise amplitude history of an instability wave, with and
without the control disturbance is shown in Figure 13, and a m*ke-vire visualizrtion of the corresponding flow

conditions is shown in Figure 14 (from Ref. 27). These demonstrate that while an impr.ssi've degree of control of the

two-dimensional disturbances is possible, some residual three-dimensional disturbances remain in the flow and that

these bring about transition.

Th., reason for this ii that transition axises from complex wave interactions between a piimary disturbance and three-
dimensions, disturbances Lhat have their origins with the free stream (Ref. 28). Thus, while the control disturbance

removes most of the Lnergy of the primary disturbance, the now amplified three-dimensionalities still remain.

Therefore, any real implementatiou of the concept will probably require a complex three-dimensional control system,
even for two-dimensional flow. Whether or not this is possible at the very high instability growth rates
characteristic of flight Reynolds numbers remains to be determined.

3. TURBUIENT SKIN FRICTION REDUCTION.

An alternative approach to the reduction of skin friction is based not upon trying to maintain laminar flow, but

instead on attempting to modify the turbulence in some way so as to reduce friction. Possible approaches may be

passive, as in the case of the riblets and large eddy breakup devices etc., or active as in the case of the synthetic
boundary layer. These efforts are still quite new and arose largely from a series of ongoing tests that were begun at

NASA Langley during the late seventies (Ref. 4).

3.1 Riblets.

Because it is known that the near wall structure of a turbulent boundary layer is dominated by streaks of streamaise

vortices with an average spacing of z+-100, it has been argued that changing the surface geometry with micro-grooves
should sp-itially lock the structures which may alter the momentum transport characteristics and reduce the skin

friction. Studies have therefore been made of the friction characteristics of a boundary layer that develops over

surfaces with various geometries of emall streassise grooves carved into them (Ref. 29). As shown in Figure 15, it has
been demonstrated that local drag reductions of the order of 10Z are indeed possible, despite the increase in wetted

area. The optimized groove spacing is of the order of ten wall units. Also, sharp pointed grooves tend to perform

V better than grooves with rounded peaks (Ref. 29).

Because the optimized groove spacing is about an order of magnitude less than the streak spacing, it is difficult to

picture them as interacting with the streaks and experimental studies have been made to look at the characteristics of
the turbulence that develops over the grooved surfaces (Refs. 30, 31). These studies have attempted to measure the

mean turbulent bursting frequency and conditional averages of the velocity fluctuations during the bursting process,
since this activity is a measure of the turbulence production mechanim. One example, that of the mean turbulence

bursting frequency is shown in Figure 16 taken from Reference 30. Some apparent change is indicated due to the

presence of the riblets. Unfortunately, there is a fundamental difficulty in objectively defining the turbulence
activity thresholds that are used to measure when a turbulent burst is taking place. Therefore, whether or not the
changes in Figure 16 accurately represent flow structure changes associated with the drag reduction is difficult to

say.

An alternative model for the drag reduction is proposed in Reference 31 and iz based upon the idea that the drag

reduction does not arise from a direct interaction with the turbulence structure, but arises instead because of the

way the viscous fluid flows over the ribbed surface. The flow in the valley of th.t grooves is at low Reynolds nmber

-7-
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and is creeping in character and the local wall shear is low. Because of the mean velocity gradient, the wall shear is
higher at the top of the rib as found in the data of Ref. 30. If the geometry is right, the low shear dominates and,
even though the wetted area is increased, and a net drag reduction results. In this model, any turbulence changes are
then merely a passive attendant to the wall shear change, rather than a direct cause. This would also serve to explain
why the sharp groove tips have better drag reducing characteristics since they minimize the surface area exposed to
high shear.

The multi-colored dye visualizations shown in Figure 17, from Ref. 31, show the inhibited lat-ral spreading of the
flow in the grooves and its creeping nature. By themselves they do not prove the proposed model, but they are
certainly consistent with that view. More detailed experimental studies of the flow field within the grooves as well
as numerical simulations are needed to resolve this question.

3.2 Large Eddy Breakup Devices, Manipulators (LEBU).

Another very promising concept for the reduction of turbulent skin friction is by the use of plates or fences inserted
into the boundary layer flow. Friction reductions of the order of 20Z have been recorded downstream of the devices
(Refs. 32-36) and because it has been suggested that the devices break up the large scale structures of the flow, they
have been referred to as large eddy breakup devices (LEBU). The term turbulence manipulator may be more appropriate.

The boundary-layer development downstream from a set of thin plates immersed in a flow is depicted in Figure 18 taken
from Ref. 4. The change in slope of the curve of momentum thickness development is representative of friction changes
by virtue of the momentum integral equation. There is a device drag penalty that must be paid before a break-even
point is reached, but thereafter a net drag reduction can be achieved. The best drag reduction configuration for these
devices appears to be thin airfoil shapes to minimize the device drag. They should be of the order of the local
boundary layer thickness in streamwise extent and located at about 80% of the boundary layer thickness from the wall.
Tandem devices also appear to perform well and the geometrical characteristics cf the devices are critically important
for good performance (Ref. 34).

At present there is some controversy over the mechanism behind the observed drag reductions. The first investigations
suggested that the devicea serve to break up the large eddies of the flow and the smoke-wire visualizations in Figure
19 (from Ref. 35) show that while large eddy structures are clearly visible in the uncontrolled flow, they are not
apparent in the controlled flow. This is perhaps surprising in view of the fact that logarithmic behavior is still
evident in mean flow measurements of the controlled flow (Ref. 33). However, conclusions about structural features
should not be based on streakline data alone and measurements of correlations and length scales are needed to clarify
this issue.

An alternative description for the behavior of the devices has recently been proposed in Ref. 36. In that model, the
large eddies are viewed as conglomerations of smaller scale hairpin vortices and the wake eddies of the manipulator
interact with these hairpins in such a way so as to inhibit wallward motions. Thus, it is the introduction of new
structures into the flow rather than the destruction of existing ones that is important. Finw visualization data seem
to support this interpretation and it is consitent with the continued existence of logarithmic behavior in the
velocity profiles. However, the examination was based on manipulators that were quite thick and which consequently had
large wakes.

An important fundamental issue with the devices is how long the drag reduction effect will persist in the downstream
direction. The indications from Ref. 34 are that the flow does indeed return to an uncontrolled state after about 150
boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the device. Whether or not further devices can be used to reimplement control
is an issue that remains to be examined.

3.3 Other Stirface Geometry Effects.

In addition to the riblets, a number of other surface geometry effects are recieving attention as possible friction
reduction concepts. Among tiese are strealise surface curvature, transverse surface waves and transverse micro-
grooves.

While concave curvature increases near wall turbulence intensities through the GUrtler instability, convex curvature
appears to reduce intensities and skin frictiom (Ref. 37). The mechanism for this is not clear and Ref. 4 suggests
that the effect is mostly due to a change of the outer eddies. An alternative and quite plausible possibility, is that
if the near wall streaks themselves arise from a Gdrtler rotational instability due to local streamline curvature as
suggested by Ref. 38, then it is possible that the convex wall curvature changes the streamline curvature to suppress
these structures. Whatever the case, it does appear that there is a very long relaxation distance of low drag after
regions of convex curvature which can be exploited in a drag reduction scheme.

If the scale of the curvature is reduced and made periodic, transverse surface waves result. This has been suggested
as a possible drag reduction scheme since measurements over surfaces with low amplitude waves and wavelengths of the
order of the boundary layer thickness have shown friction reductions (Rei.39). Unfortunately, the static pressure
distribution over the wall shifts in phase relative to the surface wave and there is an attendant pressure drag (Refs.V 40 and 41). NASA Langley experiments on non-symmetric surface waves have attempted to minimize this effect, but no net
drag reductions have yet been reported and the wall shear reductions appear to be diminished (Ref. 40) For the case of
moving (compliant) sinusoidal ..avy walls beneath turbulent boundary layers the situation is not clear and is curently
under investigation. Numerical simulations suggest that there may be drag reductions for the case of wave speeds
approaching the free stream velocity (Refs. 42 and 43), but for passive compliant surfaces, careful experiments have
shown no net drag reductions in air (Ref. 44).

Another transverse surface geometry that is recieving attention is to use closely spaced transverse cavitiets (D type
roughness, Ref. 45) of small scale to reduce drag (Ref. 4). These have been referred to as micro-air bearings with an
implication that small vortices recirculate in the cavities providing low shear stress to the external flow at the lip
of the cavity. As with wavy walls, there is an attendant pressure drag, and the vortex structures, if they do form at
these low Reynolds numbers, will not be stable and will periodically burst out of the cavities giving rise to pulses
in the pressures drag. This may explain why no net drag reductions have been achieved. Ref. 4 suggests that these
cavities in conjunction with some other device (LBIU's, strea•wise vortex generators etc.) to minimize the eruptions

•- may be a viable approach.



3.4 The Synthetic Boundary Layer.

In a unique series of experiments, Coles and Savas (Ref. 46) have shown that it is possible to create turbalence with
large scale structures that are spatially and temporally periodic. This was achieved using an array of turbulent spot
generators in a laminar boundary layer driven at the appropriate frequency and relative phase. This is a form of
controlled transition and has been suggested as a possible means of creating stable turbulent flows of reduced skin
friction. This is currently under examination at Lockheed-Georgia (Ref. 47) and tests at NASA Langley (Ref. 48) have
shown local friction modifications. As with the L~EU's, a fundamental issue that remains to be resolved is whether or
not the flow will remain in the modified state ad infinitum, or whether it will ultimately relax back to some
uncontrolled state.

Although the concept is dynamic in character, it could conceivably be implemented by a purely passive means. This is
because periodic disturbances are not necessarily the only way to produce periodic arrays of spots. Indeed, it has
been found that an array of periodic spots will arise from a small non-lmoving pin placed on the wall beneath a 1laingr
boundary layer. Thus, an appropriately spaced (strea isie and spamiise) array of such pins could be used to produce
the desired phase and frequency of spots. Since the pins are small (<0.3 d) and in a region of low velocity laminar
flow, their device diag might also be quite low.

4. AFTERBODY DRAG REDUCTION.

4.1 Separation Control as a Means of Drag Reduction.

For the reduction of the drag associated with the separated flow of generic streamlined shapes, concepts such as the
use of vortex generators have been in use for many years. Recently, however, a number of novel flow control methods
have been developed. For example, Ref. 49 describes a technique whereby it is possible to use a disk mounted in the
wake region of a bluff body (Fig. 21) to lock a vortex in the wake. This gives rise to some pressure recovery on the
afterbody which in turn reduces the total drag. The same tecbnique has also been used with considerable success to
reduce forebody drag (Ref. 50). Likewise, tests at NASA Langley have shown that transverse grooves on a tapered
afterbody can i'educe drag (Ref. 51, Figure 21,22) as can large streamaise grooves (Ref. 52, Figure 23). In each case
the vortex structure set up within the grooves changes the near wall momentum transfer to modify the separation point.
In one case the vortex structure is transverse to the flow, while in the other a streamwise vortex system is present.
Control of separated flows can also be achieved by periodic re-energizing of the near wall flow using, for example,
the embedded rotating cam devices suggested in Ref. 53.

Direct base suction has been suggested as a drag reduction scheme since it does reduce the wake region. However, as
shown in Ref. 54 high drag inevitably results due to the low pressure created at the base of the body. In any case
prodigious aounts of suction are invaribly required.

If the geometry of the body allows the flow in the afterbody region to be attached, then these kinds of flow control
concepts are not necessary. Inste-d, inverse design procedures can be used to devise shapes that have a prescribed low
skin friction from which the required body bhape can be determined. This approach is based upon a Stratford type (Ref.

55) flow that has low wall shear, but a penalty is paid in the higher pressure drag that can result with the thicker
boundary layers. Some optimization is therefore necessary. Ref. 56 describes the procedures and resulting shapes for
axisymetric flows and Ref. 57 describes similar calculations for 3-D wings with prescribed skin friction. More work
in the area of 3-D flows would be useful since it may be possible to define optimized shapes by minimizing the drag
producing streamwise component of skin friction while allowing the cross-stream component to vary as needed to keep
the flow attached.

4.2 Upswept Fuselages - The Real Problem.

In order to meet operational requirements and take-off rotation, it is necessary that the aircraft aft fuselage have
upsweep as depicted in Figure 24. This gives rise to a flowfield that is fundamentally different from the closed
separations typical of bluff bodies and limits the applicability of some of the separation control methods that have
been described. In order to implement any drag reduction scheme, it is important that the physics of this flowfield be
correctly understood.

The important characteristics of the flow field typical ot upswept fuselages are also shown in Figure 24. It is
characterized by a 3-D bcundary layer with significant crosaflow regions on the fuselage. This boundary layer
seperates into a pair of counter rotating-vortices trailing downstream. The flow is analagous to the flow abou a
missile at high angle of attack or the flow over a delta wing, although in the present case a hard separation line
does not exist.

The total drag associated with this kind of flow can be split into two components. First, there is the pressure drag
that arises because of the reduced pressures on the lower surface of the fuselage. In addition, there is a
considerable loss of flow energy in the form of rotational kinetic energy of the vortex structures and this is
manifested as a vortex drag component. (This loss is analagous to the lift induced drag that can be related to the tip
vortex structures behind a wing.) Depending upon the geometry of the aircraft, the relative contributions of each may
vary.

An important point to be made is that the other asrodynmic components can interfere with this flow and compound, or
possibly relieve the drag problem. Wing downwash is the most severe contributor to this effect since it changes the
effective upsweep angle. Externally mounted gear pods, if present, can also feed vorticity to the trailing vortex
structure. Accurate drag definition therefore requires testing and optimization of complete aircraft configurations.

A survey of the wake structure behind a fuselage with large upsweep and large drag is shown in Figure 25. The wake
vortex structure is clearly in evidence. These data were recorded with 5-hole pressure probes and the corresponding
data for a low upsweep fuselage with much less drag are shown in Figure 26. The reduction in the intensity of the wake
vortex y-tem is evident. These kinds of data are very uneful for drag reduction studies since integration of the
crosp#•. velocities enables the vortex drag to be determined and integration of the wake total pressure enables the
pressure drag to be found (Ref. 58). This information is therefore of such greater utility than force measuremer.ts
alone.



For reducing the drag associated with this kind of flowfield, the best approach is to attempt to optimize the geometry
of the configuration at the design stage. Thus, high upsweep angles should be avoided. Also, slender fuselages with
little or no flatness in cross-section should be used since these minimize the area exposed to the low presnure. An
example of the importance of the geometry is shown in Figure 27 where a tail cone was added to a blunt fuselage to
reduce its drag (Ref. 59). As can be seen a significant drag reduction is obtained, presumably through a reduction in
the size of the separation region.

In many applications it is not possible to optimize the geometry due to the need to meet structural and operational
requirements and significant amounts of vortex drag can sometimes result. One very good approach for reducing the
drag, and one which is finding application as a retrofit to existing aircraft, is by the use of strakes. These were
first fitted to a Short-Belfast strategic transport (Ref. 60) and are shown in Figure 28 for a Lockheed C-130 Hercules
aircraft. Essentially these are mall vertical plates or fins placed beneath the fuselage and embedded in the vortex
flow. They act to reduce the intensity of the swirl of the vortex structures and so reduce the vortex drag. To be
effective the devices must be optimized since they carry a skin friction and weight penalty. It might be added that
the same devices Lan be used to control the vortex flow over forebodies (Ref. 61).

The utility of some of the uther separation control concepts that were mentioned previously has not yet been evaluated
for these kir.ds of fuselages and this would appear to be an area for fruitful research. Also, modification of the
structure of the iuceming boundary layer that separates and feeds vorticity to the vortices is an area that warrants
examination.

5. LIFT-INDUCED DRAG REDUCTION.

Lift induced drag arises primarily because the lift producing circulation around the airfoil leads to a sheet of
trailing vorticity in the wake which rolls up into a pair of --ounterrotating vortices. This vortex structure is
concentrated at the tips and induces a downwash over the wing which reduces the effective angle of attack. Therefore,
to achieve the same lift, it is necessary to tip the wing back which rotates the lift vector away from the vertical
thereby producing a component of drag force (Ref. 62. As in the case of the afterbody flow, this drag is manifested
in the wake as rotational kinetic energy. The minimum induced drag is achieved for an elliptical lift distribution
across the span which also corresponds to the case of constant wing dowuwash.

To reduce the induced drag, wings of large aspect ratio should be used since these enable the tip vortex structures to
be separated which reduces the strength of the average induced flow between them. However, a point that is not well
eppreciat-ed is that for the same chord, this will also lead to a weight penalty that may offset the drag reduction. In
fact, the selection of optimal aspect ratio is intimately tied to the criteria used to define aircraft gr netry. This
is diacussed in Ref. 9 and as Figure 29 from that reference shows, optimal wing aspect ratio for a transport aircraft
varies from 7.5 for minimm aquisition cost, to 9.8 for minimum gross weight, to 12.0 for minimum direct operating
cost, and to 15.2 for minimum fuel. At present aspect ratios as large as 15.2 are not structurally feasible but the
importance of aspect ratio is clear.

Other techniques for the reduction of induced drag include various wing tip devices, tip blowing, span extension and

active controls for load relief.

5.1 Wing-Tip Devices.

Winglets.

It has long been recognized that ,he addition of tip mounted surfaces to a wing can reduce and diffuse the vortex
structures arising from the tips. Induced drag reductions result, but these may be offset by unfavorable interference
and viscous effects. The winglet concept shown in Figure 30 is one of the most promising of these concepts and can be
thought of as a device to increase the effective span of the wing. As shown in the Figure, the winglet is a mall wing
mounted in the swirling flow at the wing tip. The lift on the winglet acts as a sideforce and, with proper positioning
of the winglet, it will have a thrust component in the stream direction. As with the afterbody strakes, the structure
of the vortices is somewhat diffused due to the winglets. Most of the development work for these kinds of devices has
been undertaken at NASA Langley and is described in References 64 and 65.

The computed spanwise lift and drag distributions for a wing with and without winglets are shown in Figure 31 (from
Ref. 63). As can be seen , there will be an increase in wing root bending moment due to both the increased wing
loading and the winglet loading. This may limit the utility of winglets as retrofittable devices. A nose down pitching
moment can also occur due to the above cenLer thrust location and this can lead to a trim drag penalty. In addition
there are attendant increases in other forms of drag such as skin friction drag and interference drag at the junction
region. Thus, while typical total drag reductions of the order of 3-6% may result, comparable performance can in some
cases be achieved by a simple tip extension (Ref. 63).

For best performance, proper design of the winglets is clearly very important and some specific design details are
discussed in References 63, 65, 66 and 67. These may be summarized as follows:

(1) For good supercritical performance, the winglet should be tapered and swept aft. It should be mounted behind the
region of lowest pressure of the main wing to minimize interference effects.
(2) Some outward cant is desirable and helps to minimize interferences at the junction.
(3) As Figure 32 shows (from Ref. 63), mooth fillets should be used between the wing tip and the winglet or smaller
drag reduction benefits might result.
(4) From Ref. 65, some toe-ont of the witglet is needed due to the inflow angles at the wing tip. This is also
desirable since it reduces the likelihood of vinglet stall duritg sideslip.
(5) Although the drag reduction increases with winglet span, it is less than linear (Ref. 66). Therefore, the optimal
winglet height must be a trade-off between the improved aerodynsnics and the increased moments due to the larger
ment arms.
(6) In principle vinglets can be mounted above or below the wing, but operational requirements and ground clearances
favor upper mounts. A smaller winglet below and ahead of the main winglet is desirable for preventing stall on the
main winglet at high lift conditions (Ref. 65).

It might also be mentioned that winglets confer other favorable characteristics, besides drag reductions, which might
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be important. Among these are the better control of the spreading and dispersal of particulates behind agricultural
aircraft and improved hanger and ground maneuvering clearances for large aircraft. In certain integrated aircraft
designs they can also act as control surfaces (see, for example some of the configurations in Ref. 20).

Vortex Diffuser Vanes.

Another concept that is similar to the winglet and which attempts to extract some of the rotational energy from the
tip vortices arc the vortex diffuser vanes devised at Lockheed-Ceorgia (Ref. 68). The device is shown schematically in
Figure 33 and operates on the same principles as winglets. The advantage of these devices is that the aft mount places
them in a region of more intense vortex flow with the possibility of greater energy recovery. Figure 34 shows the
reddction in crossflow kinetic energy that can be achieved using a tvo-vane version of the device. The total
integrated reduction for this test condition was 19%.

Another advantage to the rear mount of the vanes is that unfavorable wing interference effects are minimized.
Furthermore, unlike for winglets, some inward cant appears to be desirable for optimal aerodynamic performance and as
Figure 35 from Ref. 68 shows, th;.s can, under certain circumstances, lead to a reduction in wing-roo.-bending moment
rather than an increase.

Wing-Tip Sails.

A logical extension of the tip devices that have been described is the use of multiple winglets or vanes as suggested
by Spillman (Ref. 69). These are shown in Figure 36. These are referred to as sails and are rounted in a spiral array
around the wing tip. They are similar to the tip feathers of some species of soaring birds. Induced drag r•,uctions of
up to 30% have been reported and for best performance, the array should be essentially horizontal rather than vertical
and rearward mounts seem to be preferable. The angle between each successive vane should be about 15 to 20 degrees and
four vanes with spons no more than 30% of the wing chord are recommended (Ref. 69). A larger number of vanes is to be
avoided, presumably due to the increased interference and viscous losses.

Wing-Tip Devices versus Wing-Tip Extensions.

A fundamental issue with the devices that have been described is whether or not it is better to fit some kind of wing
tip device in preference to merely extending the wing tips. This question can not be answered in generality and each
configuration must be examined for its weight penalty, bending moment increases, structural integrity as well as the
likely vortex drag reductions.

The example described in Ref. 65 has shown that winglets were to be preferred over tip extensions but that case was
for quite short tip extensions. The example quoted in Ref. 63 indicates that in order to get 5% drag reduction with
tip extensions then a 12% increase in aspect ratio is needed. Such an increase is likely to be heavier than the use of
vinglets optimized for the same drag reduction. This is because the winglets generally have a smaller chord than the
wing tip. From Ref. 68 it is shown that an impox."ant correlating parameter is the lift coefficient at the tip. Thus,
wings that carry considerable outboard loading are good candidates for wing tip devices.

Comparative analyses of wing tip extensions, winglets, vortex diffusers and tip sails are given in Ref. 63, and the
findings are summarized in Figure 37. The even trade lines are for an equal percentage reduction in irag and in
bending moment at the wing root and correspond closely to the lines of constant lift coefficient. The added area for
each device was kept equal in all cases. The data do not show a clear preference for winglets over tip extensions and
overall, the sails showed the beat drag reduction for a given area increase. These data apply, however, only to a low
aspect ratio wing, and similar data for large aspect ratio, tapered wings may yield differing results.

5.2 Wing-Tip Blowing.

Because of the poorer performance that is obtained from devices such as winglets at off-design conditions, an
alternative that has been suggested is to use spanvise-blown jets of air at the tips to increase the effective span
(Ref. 70). The idea may have originated with tip blowing as a means of vortex wake hazard alleviation where
improvements in L/D were also observed (Ref. 71). Increases in the normal force coefficient of about 0.1 have been
reported for quite modest blowing rates. The main advantage of the concept lies in being able to vary the blowing and
to be able to select the dcsired blowing ports in order to get the best performance at any particular flight
condition. System studies are needed to determine whether or not the weight of ducting and the effect of the bleed
from the engine are sufficient to outweigh the benefits of the concept.

An alternative form of blowing that has been suggested is described in Ref. 63 and is to blow the jets of air in the
streamwise direction so as to breakup the tip vortex structure. Measurements of the vortex structure in the wake do
show structural chanrges (Ref. 63), but it does appear that the benefits of the concept level off at higher blowing
rater and a tradeoff must be made between blowing energy requirements and the drag reduction.

A logical development of this concept is to mount engines at the wing tips and to use the fan exhaust to break up the
tip vortex structure. Whitcomb 'Ief. 65) has reported induced drag reductions of the order of one-third with such a
configuration on a wing that has significant outboard loading. A large part of this arises from the end-plate effect
of the nacelle itself and would be less for a tapered wing. Also, there would be flutter and other structural problema
associated with such an installation.

5.3 Active Controls for Load Alleviation

Installation of any wing-tip device, including direct wing-tip extensions, leads to the possibility of undesirable
increases in the wing-root-bendin- moments. Indeed, this essentially limits the emrant of tip extension that can be
fitted to an aircraft to reduce its induced drag. One possible way to avoid this is to use controlled aileron
deflections to off-load the outer wing panels during certain critical phases of tOe flight when large bending msents
are present. To do this requires a sophisticated active control system and three possible applications can be
considered (Ref. 72):

(1) Use of symmetric aileron deflections to reduce wing loads during maneuver,
(2) Use of aileron deflections to reduce the wing elastic respose to gust loads, and,
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(3) Use of the horizontal stabilizer to reduce the overall airplane response to gusts.

Concepts such as these enable the peak winr 4oadings to be reduced which enable tip extensions to be added to an
aircraft for the same cruise loadings. Alternatively, they enable the weight of the wing structure to be reduced so
that the lift (and hence the drag) may be reduced.

The active control concept is currently finding application on the Lockheed L-10ll and has enableO 4.5 foot wing-tip
extensions to be added to the aircraft (Figure 38) with no change tL the fundamental wing structure. Appropriately
distributed accelerometers are used to provide the required inputs to the control systems which in turn drive the
aileron servos. The consequent reduction in the induced drag represerts about a 3Z increase ia fuel efficiency for the
aircraft.

6. MIMFERECE DRAG REDUCTION.

Detrimental interference effects usually arise when aerodynamic components are mated tcgether to complete a
configuration such that the configuration drag is may be greater than the sum of the drag of the individual
components. Very often however, it is posbible to capitalize on interference effects to get favorable dras, benefits. A
vory simple example of a favorable interference is given in Ref. 73 where it is show that the drag of two disks in
tandem is less than that for a single disk. For aircraft, the important drag producing interferences are the regions
of juncture flow at the wing-root, empennage and pylon junctions etc., and the interferences between the engine
mounting and the wing flows.

6.1 Juncture Flow Irterferences.

The juncture regions of the various aerodynamic components of an aircraft all lead to a drag penalty and various

examples are cited in Refs. 73 through 79. This juncture drag is due to the occurrence of an unfavorable modification
ot the local pressure field and the additional rapid straining of the vorticity of the incoming boundary layer that
usually lpads to the formation of vortices in the juncture regions. The flowfield in an unfilleted juncture region is
shown it Figure 39 and has long been known to be characterized by the formation of a horseshoe vortex structure ahead
of the junction. Careful filleting can reduce these effects, and Ref. 73 gives an example of reducing the drag at the
juncture of two struts by more than an order of magnitude with careful fairing. Even with fairings, however, a vortex
structure may still ultimately form in the downstream corner regions with its attendant energy loss.

The importance of the geometry to these kinds of flows is also shown by the examples in Figure 40 (from Ref. 59) that
correspond to a wing root and an externally mounted gear pod. It is evident that significant drag reductions can be
obtained from careful design. At present, the optimized design of these kinds of juncture regions must rely heavily on
the use of wind tunnel evaluations and empirical engineering methods. This is because computational methods are not
yet sufficiently advanced to correctly account for the couplex three-dimensional viscous and transonic effects that
are present. Indeed, in many cases only a 3-D Navier-Stokes simulation will provide sufficient accuracy to enable
favorable designs to be developed theoretically.

6.2 Engine Installation Effects.

Interferences between the engine/nacelle flow and the wing flow can represent a major souce of interference drag and
some specific examples are given in Refs. 80-83. Part of this drag is due to juncture of the pylon, but a large
contribution also arises from the presence of the pressure field of the nacelle and the suction and exhaust flows.
This is especially true for some of the large fan engines that are now being used (Refs. 84, 85). As a consequence,
the positioning of the engine installation can leaA to either favorable or unfavorable influences and each
installation configuration may have its own merits. For example, Ref. 65 givec two examples where optimizing the
engine installation can reduce drag. In one case, that of an underwing mount, careful positioning of the pylon
inhibits the spanwise flow induced by the tip vortex system and reduces the induced drag. In the other case, that of a
forward-overwing mount, the entrained flow of the exhaust accelerates the upper surface air to enhance the lift. As
Figure 41 from that reference shows, induced drag reductions can be obtained through the reduced loadinge on the other
regions of the wing. Some recent work has also abne that, an aft-slung-underwing mount (Ref. 86) might be a
particularly pzomising concept because the engine is in a region of lower velocity and has less unfavorable
interference with the lift producing flow over the wing than does a forward lower mount.

The work in Refs. 87 and 88 han shown, however, that for conventional configurations, the geometry of the
installation, the capture ratio and the exhaust velocity all have a bearing on the problem. Subtle variations in these
parameters can lead to either beneficial or detrimental effects. Computationas methods are currently being developed
by industry and government agencies (Refs. 87 and 88) which will enable more optimized engine installations to be
developed and some of the recent developments in the area of propulsion system d& sign and installation can be found in
Ref. 89.

0 7. INUMATIVE AIRCRAFT ONFIGURATIONS.

Because drag reduction techniques are providing drag decreases in smaller and smaller increments, an additional area
that warrants some mention is the use of innovative aerodynamic configurations (as cpposed to aerodynamic concepts) to
reduce the drag penalty and fuel consumption associated with transporting a given Pmount of load over a given flight
mission. This is not a viscous flow drag reduction problem per se, but novel configurations do have the possibility of
reducing fuel consumed per tonage of load carried.

nuA mber of these concepts are abown in Figures 42 through 44, and each is designed with some specific aerodynamic or
structural advantage in mind. Thus, the spanloader in Figure 42 (frot Ref. 9) is designed to have large aspect ratio
and reduced fraction of afterbody drag. The control surface at the wing tips provide an added advantage as winglets.
Unfortunately, the operation of such a configuration will require much larger runways and taxi areas than currently
available and the high aquisition cost of the system would limit its application under current airline economica.

An alternative method for achieving high span that is receiving considerable interest at the present is to use tandem

fuselages as shown in Figure 43 ýfrom Ref. 9). The advantage of this configuration is that because the load is
concentrated at two points rather than one, then it is possible to significantly reduce the ving-root beiing moment



and consequently the struc'ural weight of the wing box over that of an equivalent large single-body a. rcraft. The
studies in Ref. 9 suggest that this may be as great as a 7% reduction.

The configuration shown in Figure 44 (from Ref. 90), is less extreme and utilizes over-the-wing engines to enhance the

wing circulation. The engines are mounted on canards to avoid pylon/wing interferences and because th- c.mards can

also act as an aunlliary control surfaies, the empennaCe size can be reduced.

Use of full canard control surfaces, rather than tail mounted surfaces is also desirable from a drag point of view,

because, for static stability and balance, conventional configurations require a download on the horizontal control

surface at the tail. This must be balanced by higher wing lift -id an attendant drag. For the c-nard configtration,

the canard control surface produces an upload, but the aircraft will be inherently dynamically unstable. Application

of an active control system to provide stability will eliminate this problem and the indtced drag will be lessened

than thac for the aft-control surface configuration. The problen is that control hystm failure may lead to an

unflightvortby condition. (The original Wright Flyer flew in this mode, but the instebility responses .vre ac slow

that the pilot could correct for them.)

Use of active controls on conventional configurations has already been mentioned in the context of load relief, but

there is an additional benefit to be derived with relaxed static stability (RSS). If approrriate dynaiic and active

control surface deflections are avai lable, it is possible to allow the center of gravity to be moved further aft and

relax the stability of the aircraft. Smaller control surface sizes are then -)ecmissible and the skin- friction drag

can be -educed. Figure 45 (from Ref. 70) shows that for the L-1011 aircraft, the benefits that can be derived by
utilizing relaxed static stability amount to a 40% reductiun in the size of the hi :izontal stabilizer,
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BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION: T-S WAVES AND CROSSFLOW MECHANISMS

by

William S. Saric

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Arizona State Univeraity

Tempe, AZ 85237

SUMMARY

The basic instability mechanisms are discussed from an elementary standpoint
considering only boundary layers in external flows. The current state-of-thc-art of
boundary-layer trannition prediction is reviewed and by using recent re3ults, it is shown
that a number of unique transition mechanisms exist and each can play a different role in
the breakdown to turbulence. The control of the stability and transition characteristics
of a particular flow field requires thoroughly understanding the details of these
breakdown mechanisms.

NOMENCLATURE

A disturbance amplitude
A. amplitude at R=R 0 , usually Branch I
a ar/R = Y/Uok., dimensionless chordwise wavenumber
b Pr/R = e/UoX, dimensionless spanwise wavenumber
Cp :pressure coefficient
D d/dy
F = w/R = 2wvf/Uo2 ', dimensionless frequency
f dimensional frequency [hz]
H 5*/# : shape factor
i %(-]
k kr - iki : complex ,iavenumber vector, (k E a for 2-D)
kr, (ar'Pr) wavenumber vector
k,(a,, ) growth-rate vector
L length scale
N Jn(A/Ao) :. amplification factor
P basic-state pressure normalized by pUn2
p disturbance-state pressure
Q : basic-state dependent vari,,ble
q' disturbance-state dependent variable (i.e. u',v',w',or p')
R A. = Uo5r/y : boundary-layer Reynolds number
R,,Rjj ". Branch I and II neutrally stable Reynolds numbers
R% initial boundary-layer Reynolds number, usually Branch I
R. = Uox*/y : x-Reynolds number or chord Reynolds number
Rcf = Wtaax~lo/v :. crosaflow Reynolds number
T temperature [eK]
U basic-state chordwise velocity normalized by U.
U. freestream velocity, [m/s], (normalizing velocity)
Ut :component parallel to inviscid flow over swept wing Cm/s]
S• t inviscid flow velocity over swept wing [m/si
u v',w. disturbance velocity field normalized by U.
Iu'I rms of u'

basic-state, normal-to-the-wall velocity normalized by U0
V. blowing or suction velocity at the wall [a/s]
W basic-state spanwise velocity normalized by U.

Wt :.crosaflow velocity, (m/s], (perpendicular to Ut)
Wtsax :maximum of crossflow velocity [m/s]
x,y,z chordwise, normal-to-the-wall, and spanwise coordinates normalized by 

8
r

x*,y;*,zs ¢dimensional coordinates (m]
xtzt :coordinates tangent to and perpendicular to the inviscid velocity vector

Ymax locatioii of maximum crossflow velocity

a ar + iai: cbordwise complex wavenumber normalized by 8,
:r 2

W5r/ix
P Pr + ip#: spanwise complex wavenumber normalized by 5r

-r 0 
2

War/kz
S:boundary-layer thickness, (m], at U/U 0 = 0.99
ar =0 "T7' : boundary-layer reference length, [m], (normalizing length)

displacement thickness [m]
510 largest thickness where Wt/Wtmax = 10% [a]
,= Y*/$r = y , boundary-layer coordioste
e - U(adx + Sdz - wdt) phase function

.~Z I ....... ...
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a .momentum thickness [m)
Xx :hordwise wavelength [a]
X2 "spisnwise wavelength (m)
C .dynamic viscosity [ns/m2

]
v :kinematic viscosity [m

2
/s1

Sp density [kg/ml]
disturbance streamfunction amplitude, 0 #(y)

01 : disturbance strt-amfunction, #' : 0'(x,y.z,t)
w 2

wf6r/Uo. dimensionless circular- frequency

1. INTRODUCTION

This lecture on boundary-layer stability and transition comes at 'he beginning of
the course on Aircraft Drag Prediction and Reduction and serves as a tutorial on the
basic concepts of stability and transition. During March 26-30, 19F4, an AGARD-VKI
Special Course on Stability and Transition of Laminar Flow was held at VKI (AGARD Report
No. 709). During that course, the written lectures by Arnal (1984), Mack (1984b),
Reshotko (1984a,b), Poll (1984b), and Herbert (1984b,c) covered vast amounts of detail.
Therefore it will not be necessary to present here a detailed research document with
complete references but rather it is possible to rely on this considerable collection of
information. Before presenting a detailed review of these pioceedtngs, some basic ideas
will be discussed.

In fluids, turbulent motion is usually observed rather than laminar motion because
the Reynolds number range of laminar motion is generally limited. The transition from
laminar to turbulent flow occurs because of an incipient instability of the basic flow
field. This instability intimately depends on subtle, and sometimes obscure, details of
the flow. The process of transition for boundary layers in external flows can be
qualitatively described using the following (albeit, oversimplified) scenario.

Disturbances in the freestream, such as sound or vorticitv, enter the boundary layer
as steady and/or unsteady flucLuations of the basic state. This part of the process is
called receptivity (Morkovin, 1969) and although it is still not well understood, it
provides the vital initial conditions of amplitude, frequency, and phase for the
breakdown of laminar flow. Initially these disturbances may be too small to measure and
they are observed only after the onset of an instability, The type of instability that
occurs depends on Reynolds number, wall curvature, sweep, roughness, and initial
conditions. The initial growth of these disturbances is described by linear stability
theory. This growth is weak, occurs over a viscous length scale, and can be modulated by
pressure gradients, mass flow, temperature gradients, etc, As the amplitude grows,
three-dimensional and nonlinear interactions occur in the form of secondary
instabilities. Disturbance growth is very rapid in this case (now over a convective
length scale) and breakdown to turbulence ocrurs.

Since the linear stability behavior can be calculated, transition prediction schemes
are usually based on linear theory, However, since the initial conditions (receptivity)
are not generally known, only co-relations are possible and, most importantly, these
correlations must be between two systems with similar environmental conditions.

At times, the initial instability can be so strong that the growth of linear
disturbances is by-passed (Morkovin, 1969) and turbulent spots or secondary instabilities
occur and the flow quickly becomes turbulent. This phenomenon is not well understood but
has been documented in cases of roughness and high freestream turbulence, In this case,
transition prediction schemes based on linear theory fail completely.

The literature review follows the outline of the process described above and begins
with Reshotko (!984a) on receptivity (i.e, the means by which freestream disturbances
enter the boundary layer). In this paper, ReAhotko summarizes the recent work in this
area and points out the difficulties in understanding the problem. Indeed, the
receptivity question and the knowledge of the initial conditions are the key issues
regarding a transition prediction scheme.

Mack (1984b) is actually a monograph on boundary-layer stability theory and should
ba considered required reading for those interested in all aspects of the subject. It
covers 58 pages of text with 170 references. In particular, hi- report updates the three-
dimensional (3-D) material in Mack (1969), covering in large part Mack's own
contributions to the area. This lecture will rely on Mack(1984b) to some extent since
all of the basic details for deriving, analyzing, and solving the stability equations for
2-D flows, compressible flows, and 3-D flows are given. The discussion on suction
stabilization for laminar flow control is limited, but this is covered in some detail in
the next lecture (Saric, 1985).

The two papers of Herbert (184b,c) cover the problems of secondary instabilities
and nonlinearities i.e. those aspects of the breakdown process that follow the growth of
linear disturbances. Two-dimensional waves do not completely represent the breakdown
process since the transition process is always three-dimensional in bounded shear flows.
Herbert describes the recent efforts in extending the stability analysis into regions of
wave interactions that produce higher harmonics, three-dimensionality, subharmonics, and
large growth rates--all harbingers of transition to turbulence. More is said about thisin section 5. "
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The paper by Arnal (1984) is a-extensive description anc review of transition
prediction for two-dimensional flows that covers 34 pages of text and over 100 citations.
A description of different mechnnisms that cause transition such as Tollmien-Schlichting
(T-S) waves, Glrtler vortices, and turbulent spots is given. The effects that modulate

Sthe transition behavior are presented. These include the influence of freestream
turbulence, sound, roughness, pressure giadient, suction, and unsteadiness. A good deal
of the data comes from the work of the group at ONERA/CERT part of which has only been
available in report form. The different transition criteria that have been developed
over the years are described in Chapter II. This paper is of interest to the aircraft
systems designer from the standpoint of giving an overall historical perspective of
transition phenomena and their anfractuous nature.

Poll (1984b) extends the description of the transition territory to 3-D flows. When
the basic state is three-dimensional, not only are 3-D disturbances important, but
different types of instabilities can occur. Poll concentrates on the problems of
leading-edge contamination and crossflow vortices, both of which are of interest to the
designer. The history of these problems as well as the recent work on transition
prediction and control schemes are discussed, Additionai discussion of 3-D flows is
presented in section 4.

Reshotko (1984b) reviews the application of stability and transition information to
problems of drag reduction and in particular, laminar flow control. He discusses some of
the laminar flow control issues which are not covered in the next lecture (Sarnc, 1985).
A portion of his work is also devoted to the issues of viscous simulation. Reshotko
(1985) also addresses problems of transition control that are of interest here.

The objective of this report is to provide the basic ideas and results of stability
and tiAnsition research in order that the reader can understand laminar flow control for
aircraft systems. The above reference reports by Reshotko, Mack, Herbert, Arnal, and
Poll are relied on to provide the details of the research in this area.

2. LINEAR STABILITY EQUATIONS

In this section, the stability analysis of three-dimensional disturbances in an
incompressible parallel boundary-layer flow, without curvature, is presented. The basic
state velocity vector, V (U,V,W), is defined by the following one-dimensional flow:

u = 11(y) , V = 0 , W W(y) (1)

where U is the chorowise velocity component, W is the spanwise velocity component, and y
is the coordinate normal to the wall.

It is, of course, an incongruity to speak of a parallel boundary-layer flow since no
such thing can exist except under very special circumstances. However, the parallel-flow
assumption is an important first approximation to the actual two-dimensional basic-state
problem because the Reynolds number is very large. It is beyond the scope of this
lecture to discuss non-parallel stability effects so the reader is referred to Mack
(1984b) for a summary. Likewise, the role of compressibility in subsonic flows is minor
and all of the essential physical ideas are represented in the flow of Eq.(l),

The stability equations are obtained by superposing small disturbances on the basic
state in the following way:

u*/U. z U + u'(x,y,z,t)

v*/U. = v'(x,y,z,t)
(2)

w*/U 0 = W + w'(x,y,z,t)

P/PU -- P + p'(x,y,z,t)

where u*, v*, w*, and p* satisfy the complete dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, (')
denotes dimensionless disturbance quantities, and capital letters denote dimensionless
bnsic-state quantities. Equation (2) is substituted into the Wavier-Stokes equations
which are made diAensionless by introducing the length scale L. The basic-stste velocity
components also satisfy the usual Navier-Stokes equations so that basic-state solution
drops out. Thus, equations in terms of the disturbance velocities result which are
simplified by making the additional approximation that products of disturbance quantities
are neglected. This results in the following set of linear disturbance equations:

au, + + au' 0 (3)
Yx jy 8z (3

.u' + Ul u' 4 + U + -- - Vau' 0 (4)

at ax az dy ax R

\-77,
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av' .uV' .wV' ap' 1 7-,' = 0 (5)
at +x Wa- ay R()

8w' u w' . w' vdW ap' 7 w 0 (U-- -B +wa--+ ••+B---•vw (6)
at ax aR y 7- i

where the Reynolds number is given by R UL/Y for the time being. The question of
stability is one of whether the solution set of Eqs.(3)-(6) contain disturbances that
grow or decay in space (or time).

The disturbance equations are linear and the coefficients are only functions of y,
This suggests a solution in terms of separation of variables using normal modes (i.e.
exponential solutions in terms of the independent variables x,z,t) that would reduce
Eqs.(3)-(6) to ordinary differential equations. One possible normal mode is the single
wave:,

q'(x,y,z,t) = q(y) exp[i(ax+Pz-wt)] + C.C. (7)

where C.C. stands for complex conjugate, q' represents any of the disturbance quantities
of Eq. (2), a is the chordwise wavenumber, P is the spanwise wavenumber, and w is the
frequency. Here, a and p are in general complex and given by a = r + i", and Pr +
ipi and w is real. The amplitude function q(y) is complex and q' is real.

The parallel-flow assumption is essentially a local one in that, at each chord
location, U and W are re-evaluated and L is chosen to be the boundary-layer reference
length L = 6

r = l'YXU. In this case, a, p, and R depend on the chordwise position, x*.
Therefore, the use of Eq.(7) is not rigorously correct and the phase function, 0, must be
introdaced to define the normal mode as:

q'(x,y,z,t) = q(y) exp(iol + C.C. (8)

wherc

a- (9)

aee- = p (10)

t W _ (11)

This step can be rigorously justified using a non-parallel analysis (e.g. Gaster, 1974;
Saric and Nayfeh, 1977). Substitution of Eq.(8) into Eqs.(3)-(6) gives

iau + ipw + Dv = 0 (12)

i(aU + PW - w)u + (DU)v + iap - !.(D- - k-)u = 0 (13)

i(aU + pW - w)v + Dp - I (D2 - k2)v = 0 (14)

1
i(aU 4 pW - W)w + (DW)v + ipp - 1 (D

2 
- k

2
)w = 0 (15)

where D S d/dy and k2z a
2 

+ S2.

Although Eqs.(12)-(15) look like a 6th-order system of equations, they can be I,
combined into a single 4th-ordcr equation called the Orr-Sominerfeld equation,

D4v - 2k2D
2
v + k4v - iR[(aU + pW - u)(D 2

v - kiv) - a(DVU)v - p(Diw)v] 0 (16)

When the definition, kU = U+pW is used, Eq.(16) immediately resembler the 2-D form of
the Orr-Sommerfeld equation as

(D
2 

- k
2 )2v - ikR[(U - w/k)(D

2  k2 )v - (D
2U)v] 0 (17)

with boundary conditions

v(O) Dv(O) 0, v(y.-) - 0 (18)

____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ _,a
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Thus, all of the 3-D stability characteristics for the class of flows defined by Eq.(1),
can be found by solving Eq.(17). This is the subject of the next two se(tions. The
extension of Eq.(17) to the case of nonparallel flows is formally done by Nayfeh (1980)

f

3. T-S WAVES

For tutorial purposes, the disturbance state is restricted to two dimensions with W
0 0, p = 0, and k = a = or + ia,. The 2-D instability to be considered is a viscous

instability in that the boundary-layer velocity profile is stable in the invistid limit
and thus, an increase in viscosity (a decrease .n Reynolds number) causes the instability
to occur. All of this is contained within the framework of Eqs.(17)-(18). This
mechanism is inappropriately called the Tollmien-Schlichting instability after two of its
very early investigators. The historical development of this work is given in Muck
(1984b).

Equations (17)-(18) are linear and homogeneous and form an eigenvalue problem which
consists of determining a (=kl as ý function of frequency, w, Reynolds number, R, and the
basic state, U(y). The Reynolds number is usually defined as

R m r6/Y vTi (19),

and is used to represent distance along the surface. In general, ar / 1_vx--/Uo is the
most straightforward reference length to use because of the simple form of Eq.(19) and
because the Blasius variable, 9, in 

2
fipp1 + fflq = 0 is the same as y in the Orr-

Sommerfeld equation. The reader will still find the archaic use cf 6* and a as reference
lengths so care must taken in comparing data; in using these lengths, additional
constants must be carried around.

When comparing the solutions of Eq.(17) with experiments, the dimensionless
frequency, F, is introduced as

F w-/R = 2rf.,/Uo 2  
(20)

where f is the frequency in Hertz.

Usually, an experiment designed to observe T-S waves and to verify the 2-D theory is
conducted in a low-turbulence wind tunnel (u'/Uo - 0.02% to 0.06%) on a flat plate with
zero pressure gradient (determined from H = 5*/1 = 2.59 and not from pressure
measurements) where the virtual-leading-edge effect is taken into account by carefully
controlled boundary-layer measurements. Disturbances are introduced by means of a 2-D
vibrating ribbon using single-frequency, multiple-frequency, step-function, or random
inputs (Costis and Saric, 1982) taking into account finite-span effects (Mack, 1984a).
Hot wires measure the U + u' component of velocity in the boundary layer and d-c coupling
separates the mean from the fluctuating part. In comparing with the theory, v in Eq.(17)
is proportional to the disturbance streamfunction so that u' is proportional to av/ay.
The frequency, F, for single-frequency waves remains a constant.

Figure I shows the data of the mean flow and disturbance flow measurements from a
routine single-frequency experiment conducted by the author at VPI & SU. These data are
compared with the Blasius solution and a solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation (171 as
shown with the solid lines. In comparing the disturbance measurements (of rms u') and
theory (of ]5v/ayj) both profiles are normalized by their respective maximum values.
The agreement between theory and experiment is quite good and illustrates that the 2-D
problem is well understood. The fact that the wave amplitude is 1.5%U. while still
remaining linear and 2-D is discussed in section 5. The disturbance signature of figure
1 is a recognizable characteristic of T-S waves. The sharp zero and second maximum of
lu'j occur because of a 1800 phase shift in the region of the critical layer. This shape
is quite unlike a turbulence distribution or even a 3-D, T-S wave.

When the measurements of figure 1 are repeated along a series of chordwise stations,
the maximum amplitude varies as shown in the schematic of figure 2. At constant
frequency, the disturbance amplitude initially decays until the Reynolds number at which
the flow first becomes unstable is reached. This point is called the Branch I neutral
stability point and is given by R, . The amplitude grows exponentially until the Branch
Ir neutral stability point is reached which is given by R,,. The locus of R, and R',
points as a function of frequency gives the neutral stability curve shown in figure 3.
For R > 600 the theory and experiment agree very well for Blasius flow. For R < 600 the
agreement is not as good because the theory is influenced b, nonparallel effects and the
experiment is influenced by low growth rates and nearness to the disturbance source.
Virtually all problems of practical interest have R > 1000 in which case the parallel
theory seems quite adequate (Saric and Nayfeh, 1977).

In order to compare the stability behavior of figure 2 with theory, Eq.(8) is
interpreted locally to have the form of Eq.(7) and is rewritten in the following form:-*1N.

-.- - - - -.-

/ i i i
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v' (x,y,t) v(y)[exp(-a, x)Iexp[i(ax--wt)] (2l)

which shows -a, as the spatial growth rate. Depending on the sign of this term, the flow
is said to be stable or unstable, i.e. if o, > 0, the disturbances grow exponentially in
the streamwise direction and the neutral points are determined by finding the R at whiuh
a, = 0. From the eigenvalues of Eq.(17), figure 3 is o,(R,F) 0 0. Recall that Eq.(7) is
said to only hold locally (within the quasi-parallel flow approximation) since a
a(R,F). In this case, Fqs.(9) (11) are integrated along the surface to give:

x
O(x,t) - O(xo,t) --J f dx - wt (221

X0

Since x and R are related through Eq.(191, Eq.'(22) can be written as

R
O(R,t) - O(Ro,t) = 2J adR - wt (23)

where R. is the starting point of the integration. Equation (23) is used in Eq.(8) in
order to see how much the disturbance has changed from R. to R. The real part of 0 in
Eq.(23) is just the phase and does not contribute to amplitude growth. Thus the change
in amplitude of the disturbance is carried by the imaginary part of 0 as shown in
Eq.(24).

RR
exp[i(O-Oo)] = [exp(2J odR)]expfi(2 f'rdR-wt)] (24)

In order to determine the relative amplitude ratio, A/A0 , or as most commonly done,
the amplification factor, N, Eq.(24) is used in Eq.(8) to obtain:

R

N ln(A/A.) = -2J f ,(R)dR (25)
2 RI

where R, is the Reynolds number at which the constant-frequency disturbance firs becomes
unstable (Branch I of the neutral stability curve) and A and A, are the disturbance
amplitudes at R and R,.

The basic design tool is the correlation of N with transition Reynolds number, RA,
for a variety of observations. The correlation will produce a number for N (say 9) which
is now used to predict RT for cases in which experimental data are not available. This
is the celebrated eY method of Smith and von Ingen (e.g. Arnal, 1984; Mack, 1984b). The
basic LFC technique changes the physical parameters and keeps N within reasonable limits
in order to prevent transition. As long as laminar flow is maintained and the
disturbances remain linear, this method contains all of the necessary physics to
accurately predict disturbance behavior. As a transition prediction device, the em
method is certainly the most popular technique used today. It works within some error
limits only if comparisons are made with experiments with identical disturbance
environments. Since no account can be made of the initial disturbance amplitude this
method will always be suspect to large errors and should be used with extreme care. When
bypasses occur, this method does not work at all. This discussion is continued at the
end of section 5.

Mack (1984b) and Arnal(1984) give examples of growth-rate and e" calculations
showing the effects of pressure gradients, Mach number, wall temperature, and three
dimensionality for a wide variety of flows. These reports contain the most up-to-date
stability information.

4. CROSSFLOW VORTICES

Three-dimensional flows offer a rich dessert of instability mechanisms and the 3-D
boundary-layer flow over the swept-wing is no exception. This type of flow is
susceptible to four types of instabilities that lead to transition. They are leading-
edge contamination, streaswise instability, centrifugal instability, bnd the topic of
this section, crossflow instability. Leading-edge contamination occurs along the
attachment line and is caused by disturbances that propagate along the wing edge (Poll
1979, 1984a,b). Streamwise instability is associated with the chordwise component of
flow and is quite similar to processes in two-dimensional flows, where T-S waves
generally develop. This usually occurs in zero or positive pressure-gradient regions on a

r-<
-a--.
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wing. Centrifugal instabilities occur in the shear flo% over a concave surface and
appear an th- form of Gdrtler vortices (Floryan aind Sarnc, 1979; Halt, 1983).
Attachment-line contamination problems arc' important for transition control but not
discussed here because of the existing reviews cited above. On the other hand, H review
of G•ttler vortices may be beyond the goals of this lecture.

The focus of this rection is on the crossflow instability which occurs in strong
negative pressure grad;ent regions. In the leading-edge region both the surface and flow
streamlines are highly curved. The combination of pressure gradient and wing sweep
deflects the invisccd-flow streamlines inboard as shown in the schematic of figure 4.
This mechanism re-oicurs in the positive pressure -gradient region near the tralling edge.
Because of viscous effects, this deflection is made larger in the boundary layer, and
causes cross fow, i.e. the development of a velocity component inside the boundary layer
that is perpendicular to the inviscid-flow velocity vector. This is illustrated in the
schematic of figure 5. The crossflow profile has a maximum velocity somewhere in the
middle of the boundary layer, going to zero on the plate surface and at the boundary-
layer edge. This profile exhibits an inflection point (a condition which is known to be
dynamically unstable) causing so-called crossflow vortex structuies to form with their
axes in the streamwise direction. These crossflow vortices all rotate in the same
direction. Descriptions of this instability are given in the classic paper by Gregory,
Stuart and Walker (1955) and in the reports bi Mack (1984b) and Poll (1984b). Since this
is an inchoate area of research at the present time, a more detailed review of the
current work is given with emphasis on the results that have appeared since the AGARD
special course in March, 1984.

In the past ten years considerable progress has been achieved in calculating the
stability characteristics of three-dimensional flows. The state-of-the-art transition
prediction method still involves linear stability theory coupled with an ex transition
prediction scheme (Mack, 1984b,. Poli, 1984b). Malik and Poll (1984) extend the stability
nnalysis of three-dimensional flows, analyzing the flow over a yawed cylinder, to include
curvature of the surface and streamlines. They show that curvature has a very
stabilizing effect on the disturbanceg in the flow. This is cumpared with the
experimental results of Poll (1984a) which show good agreement with the transition
prediction scheme. They also find that the most highly amplified disturbances are
traveling waves and not stationary waves. This is in disagreement with Malik, Wilkinson
and Orszag (1981) who showed for the rotating disk that the fixed disturbances produced
the highest amplification rates. Here again Malik and Poll (1984) obtain good agreement
with Poll's (1984a) recent experimental work where Poll identifies a highly amplified
traveling wave around one kHz near transition. Malik and Poll obtain N factors for the
fixed-frequency disturbances between 11 and 12 which agreed with the work of Malik,
Wilkinson and Orszag (1981) on the rotating disk. In both cases (the disk and cylinder),
when the extra terms involving curvature and Coriolis effects are omitted in the
stability analysis, the N factors ate much larger which illustrates the need to do the
realistic stability calculations.

Michel, Arnal and Coustols (1984) develop trinsition criteria for incompressible
two- and three dimensional flows and in particular for the case of a swept wing with
infinite span. They correlate transition onset on the swept wing using three parameters:'
a Reynolds number based on the displacement thickness in the most unstable direction of
flow, the streamwise shape parameter, and the external turbulence level. They simplify

the problem by not including curvature effects and assuming locally parallel flow and
even with these simplifications, the comparison with experiment shows good agreement.

The current experimental work of Poll (1984al focuses on the crossflow instability
where he shows that increasing yaw has a very destabilizing effect on the flow over a
swept cylinder. He characterizes the instability in two ways. The first is by fixed
disturbanies visualized by either surface evaporation or oil-flow techniques. These
disturbances are characterized by regularly spaced streak.i aligned approximately in the
inviscid-flow direction, leading to a "saw--tooth" pattern at the transition location.
The second way is with unsteady disturbances in the form of a large-amplitude high-
frequency harmonic wave at frequencies near one kHz. At transition near the wall
surface, he obtains disturbance amplitudes greater than 20% of the local mean velocity.
Initially he tries to use two parameters to predict transition. They are the crossflow
Reynolds number (R..) and a shape factor based on the streamwice profile. However, based
on the results of his research, he found that two parameters alone are not enough to f
predict transition, and that one needs at least three parameters to accurately describe
the crossflow instability.

Michel, Arnal, Coustols and Juillen (1984) prenent some very good experimental
results on the croqsflow instability, conducted on a swept airfoil model. By surface
visualization techniques they show regularly spaced streaks that are aligned practically
in the inviscid-flow direction, with a "saw-tooth" pattern near the transition area.
They perform hot-wire measurements on the stationary waves. Their results show a span-
wise variation of the boundary layer before transition that becomes chaotic in the
transition region. The variations are damped in the turbulent region. From their
boundary-layer measurements they deduce that the ratio of X,/6 is nearly canstant and
equal to 4, where X. is the spanwise wavelength and 8 the physical boundary-layer
thickness. They also find a small peak in the spectra around one kHz (like Poll, 1984a),
which is due to a streamwise instability. In addition to this they provide some
theoretical work on the secondary velocities, and show counter rotating vortices in the
streamwise direction. However, when these components are added to the mean velocities
the vortices are no longer clearly visible. Even with all this progress there are very
little experimental data with which to compare the theoretical models.

3. .-
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A major unanswered question concerning qwept-wing flows is the interaction of
crossflow vortices with T-S waves. If the vortex structure continues aft into the mid-
chord region where T-S waves are amplified, some type of interaction could cause
premature transition. In fact, the unsteadiness at transition observed by Poll and
Michel et al. could be due to this phenomenon. Indeed early LFC work of Bacon et al.
(1962) show a somewhat anomalous behavior of transition when sound is introduced in the
presence of crossflow vortices. It is well known that streamwise vortices in a boundary
layer strongly influence the behavior of other disturbances. Nayfeh (1981) shows that
Gortl,,r vortices produce a double--exponential growth of T-S waves. Herbert and
Morkovin (1980) show that the presence of T-S waves produces a double-exponential growth
of Gortler vortices, while Floryan and Saric (1980) show a similar behavior for
streamwise vortices interacting with Gbrtler vortices. Reed (1984) analy~ec the
crossflow/T-S interaction in the leading-edge region by using a parametric-resonance
model. Reed s~sows that the interaction of the crossflow vortices with T-S waves produces
a double e-punential growth of the T-S waves. The results of Bacon, Pfenninger and Moore
(1962) and Reed (1984) clearly show the need to experimentally study problems of this
kind. These papers are discussed later in the context of the results from Saric and
Yeates (1985).

Saric and Yeates (1986) established a three-dimensional boundary layer on a flat
pla,- that is typical of infinite swept-wing flows. This is done by haVing a swept
leadi ig edge and contoured walls to produce the pressure gradients. The experimentally
messred C distribution is used along with the 3-D boundary-layer code of Kaups and
Cehbeci (19ý77 to establish the crossflow experiment and to compare with the theory. Some
of the results of Saric and Yeates (1985) are discussed below because they illustrate
that not everything is as it should be in three-dimensional boundary layers.

4.1 Boundary-Layer Profiles

Detailed measurements of the inviscid-flow velocities in the chordwise and spanwise
diiectiaons are conducted (Saric and Yeates, 1985) using hot-wire anemometry. Straight-
wire and slant-wire probes are used to obtain the velocity components (U,W). The vector
sum of U and W forms the velocity vector which describes the inviscid streamlines over
the plate and establishes the the tangential direction, xt, with respect to the x-axis.
Where applicable, the experimental results are compared to the theoretical calculations
(Kaups and Cebeci, 1977) of the mean flow, not as a test of the theory, but as a
verification that a typical swept-wing flow is established.

Boundary-layer profiles are taken at different locations along the plate with both
the slant-wire and straight-wire probes. Reduction of both the straight-wire and slant-
wire data at one location produces a crosaflow profile which provides comparison with the
theory. Initially a boundary-layer profile is taken with a straight-wire probe and then
repeated with a 45" slant-wire probe, The direction of x, is obtained from these
measurements. The velocity components (U,W) are then transformed, placing the new
component Uet in the direction of the inviscid-flow velocity vector. Finally boundary-
layer profiles, parallel and transverse to the inviscid-flow velocity vector, are
obtained. The velocity component perpendicular to the inviscid-flow velocity vector is
ralled the crossflow velocity. By definition, since the crossflow profile is
perpendicular to the edge velocity, the crossflow velocity is zero in the invias id flow.
From this profile a crossflow Reynolds Number is calculated., It is defined (Pfeno,:-'.r,
11,77) as

where 6,, is the largest of the heights at which the crossflow velocity is 10% of the
maximum value, and Wta.. is the absolute value of the maximum crossflow velocity.

Figure 6 is a normalized boundary--layer plot of Ut and Wt at x = 170cm from the
leading edge with a reference velocity of 1Gm/s. Similar measurements were taken every 5
is ill the chord direction and the data showr here have the least scatter. These results
are compared with the theoretical calculations of the Kaups-Cebeci (1977) code using the
experimental pressure distribution. In general, at low values of crossflow (closer to
the leading edge) the experimental results tend to agree with the theory in the magnitude
of the crossflow and the location above the test surface where the maximum of crossflow
occurs. Further hack, the magnitude of crossflow begins to differ, but the location of
the maximum crossflow is still in good agreement. However, a slight reversal of flow
near the wall appears in the data of both these cases that does not appear in the theory
and is due to experimental error in trying to extract out such small differences in the
data. The scatter in all the data is due to resolving small differences of large numbers
after each is interpolated from a straight-wire and slant-wire profile and then
transformed into the U. and Wt directions. The profile of figure 6 has very little
scatter but differs from the theory in both magnitude and location of the maximum
crossflow primarily because the experiment has a higher than anticipated value of
crossflow velocity because of the wall modifications. Even though the experimental model
does not quite represent an infinite swept wing, the differences between the theory and
experiment are minor in light of the objective of establishing a thick crosaflow-velocity
boundary layer.
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4.2 Spanwise Measurements of Vortices

Disturbance measurements of the mean flow are conducted (Saric and Yeates, 1985ý
within the boundary layer by making a spanwise traverse (parallel to the leading edge) of
the hot %ire at a constant y location with respect to the plate. These measurements are
carried out at many different x and y locations using two different mean velocities. The
results show a steady vortex structure with a dominant spanwise wavelength of
approximately 0.5 cm. Figure 7 shows a typical spanwise measurement at x = 160cm for a
reference velocity of lm/s. In this region, the structure is well defined and shows
large spanwise variations. The corresponding spectrum for this disturbance measurement
is shown in figure 8. It shows a sharp peak at a wavelength of about 0.5 cm, but it alsc
shows a broad peak at a larger wavelength, generally at a lower amplitude. The cause of
this broad peak at the larger wavelength is explained by the linear-theory predictions
(Dagenhart, 1981) for crossflow vortices. This 0.5.cm wavelength does not agree r:::n the
flow-visualization results of the next section nor with the theoretical calculations of
the MARIA code (Dagenhart, 1981). However, the reason for the disagreement may be known
and is given by Reed (1985). This is discussed later.

Moving back in x (aft of x = 200cm) toward the transition location, the spanwise
variations decrease and the structure begins to show signs of unsteadiness." These
changes are thought to be due to some type of interaction with weakly growing T-S waves.

4.3 Flow Visualization

A type of flow visualization employed in the experiment is a sublimation technique.
In this procedure, a solution-of trichloroethane and naphthalene is sprayed directly onto
the plate surface. The trichloroethane acts as a solvent when mixed with the solid
naphthalene crystals and once the solution is sprayed on the plate, the solvent quickly
evaporates leaving the solid naphthalene. The test conditions are set and surface
patterns on the plate are o,served and photographed as the naphthalene sublimes.

This flow-visualization technique shows that there exists a crossflow vortex
structure on the swept flat plate. Figure 9 shows typical surface patterns that develop.
This vortex structure is made visible because of the differential sublimation of the
naphthalene according to variations of the surface shear stress The pattern of
disturbance vortices is rearly equally spaced and aligned approximately in the inviscid-
flow direction. The wavelength of the vortices is on the scale of 1 cm and this spacing
agrees quite well with the calculated wavelength from the MARIA code. The fact that on
cold days it took 45 minutes to establish the vortex structure gives every indication
that the vortices are steady until the transition region is approached. The conditions
did not permit accurate enough measurements to pro ide information on the chordwise
variation of wavelength as reported by Michel, Arnal, Coustols, and Juillen (1984).

4.4 Determination of Spanwise Wavelength

The flow visualization photograph of Figure 9 clearly indicates a spanwise

wavelength of 1 cm on the surface. On the other hand, the spectra of the hot-wire

measurements (taken near Y...) show a dominant sharp peak at 0.5 cm and a smaller broad-
band peak at 1 cm. This apparent incongruity can be explained with the wave interaction
theory of Reed (1985), who uses the actual test conditions of this experiment. Reed
shows that it is possible for a parametric resonance to occur between a previously
amplified 0.5 cm vortex and a presently amplified 1 cm vortex and that measurements taken
near the maximum of the crossflow velocity would show a strong periodicity of 0.5 cm.
Moreover, Reed's wall-shear calculations and v-w streamline calculations show the 0.5 cm
periodicity dying out near the wall and the I cm periodicity dominating.

Interactions of this sort are apparently not unusual. The experiments of Bacon,
Pfenninger and Moore (1962) are crossflow stability experiments that show a shift to
smaller spanwise wavelengths when sound is introduced into the flow. The sound could
enhance the vortex-vortex interaction discussed above or could be the result of a vortex-
TS wave interaction of the type proposed by Reed (1984).

4.5 Summary j
The spanwise boundary-layer measurements of Saric and Yeates (1985) show a steady

spanwise variation in the mean flow with a wavelength of about 0.5 cm with smaller
variations at a 1.0 cm wavelength. Flow visualization using a sublimation technique show
a fixed surface pattern with a spanwise wavelength of about 1 cm. This I cm wavelength
agrees quite well with the linear stability of Dagenhart (1981) while the 0.5 cm is
accounted for by Reed (1985). In all cases the vortex structure appears to be steady
until transition is approached.

These phenomena are not observed by Michel et al. (1984) who measure phenomena not
measured by Poll nor Saric and Yeates. All of this serves notice that stability and
transition phenomena are extremely dependent on initial conditions.

5. SECONDARY INSTABILITIES AND TRANSITION

There are different possible scenarios for the transition process, but it is

generally accepted that transition is the result of the uncontrolled growth of unstable

three-dimensional waves. For swept-wing flows, this growth occurs because of the |- . -
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interactions of 3-D waves witi either of the two basic instabilities discussed in
sections 3 and 4 of this lecture. Secondary instabilities with T-S waves are reviewed in
some detail by Herbert (1984b, 1985) and those with crossflvw by Reed (1984,19851.
Therefore, only a brief ovtline is given here in order to give the reader some
perspective of the different types of breakdown.

5.1 Secondary Instabilities

The occurrence of three-divensional phenomena in an otherwise two-dimensional flow
is a necessary prerequisite for tre.aition (Tani, 1981). Such phenomena were observed in
detail by Klebanoff et al. (1962) and were attributed to a spanwise differential
amplification of T-S waves through corrugations of the boundary layer. The process leads
rapidly to spanwise alternating "peaks" and "valleys", i.e., regions of enhanced and
reduced wave amplitude, and an associated system of streaswise vortices. The peak-vailey
structure evolves at a rate much faster than the (viscous) amplification rates of T-S
waves. The smoke-streakline photograph (Sarnc and Thomas, 1984) in figure 10 clearly
shows the rapid sequence of events after the onset of "peak-valley splitting". The
unstable waves are observed to be two-dimensional until the 160 cm location when the
pattern breaks down vwry quickly. This repres$,nts the path to transition under
conditions similar to Klenanoff et al. (1962) and is called a 9-type breakdown. The A-
shaped (Hama and Nutant, 1963) spanwise corrugations of streaklines, which correspond to
the peak-valley structure of amplitude variation, are a result of weak 3-D displacements
of fluid particles across the critical layer and precede the appearance of Klebanoff's
"hair-pin" vortices. This has been supported by hot-wire measurements and a Lagrangian-
type streakline predictor code (Sarnc and Thomas, 1984).. Note that the A vortices are
ordered in that peaks follow peaks and valleys follow valleys.

Differont types of three-dimensional transition phenomena recently observed (e.g.
Kachanov et al. 1977; liachanov and Levchenko, 1984; Saric and Thomas, 1984;, Sarnc et al.
1984) are characterized by staggered patterns of peaks and valleys (set figures II and
12) and by their occurrence at very low amplitudes of the fundamental T-S wave. This
pattern also evolves rapidly into transition. These experiments shoved that the
subharmonic of the fundamental wave •a necessary feature of the staggered pattern) was
excited in the boundary layer ant, produced either the resonant wave interaction predicted
by Craik (1971) as shown in figure 11 (called the C-type) or the secondary instability of
Herbert (1983) as shown in figure 12 (called the il-type). Spectral broadening to
turbulence with self-excited subharmoilcs has been observed in acouttics, convection, and
free shear layers and was not identified in boundary layers until th, results of Kachanov
et al, (1977). This paper re-initiated the interest in subbarmonics and prompted the
simultaneous verification of C-type resonance (Thomas and Saric, 1981; Kachanov and
Levchenko, 1984). Subharmonics have also been confirmed for channel flows (Kozlov and
Ramazanov, 1984) and by direct integration of the Navier-Stokes equations (Spalart,
1984), There is visual evidence of subharmonic breakdown before Rachanov et al. (1977)
in the work of Hama (1959) and Knapp and Roache (1968) which was not recognized as such
at the time of their publication. The recent work on subharmonics is found in Herbert
(1983a,b, 1984a,b) and Saric, Kozlov and Levchenko (1984).

The important issues that have come out of the subha'.Ponic research is that the
secondary instability depends not only on disturbance amplitide, but on phase and fetch
as well. Fetch means here the distance over which the T-S wave grows in the presence of
the 3-D background disturbances. If T-S waves are permittad to grow for long distances
at low amplitudes, subharmonic secondary instabilities are initiated at disturbance
amplitudes of less than 0.3%Uo. Whereas, if larger amplitudes are introduced, the
breakdown occurs as K--type at amplitudes of IUo. Thus, there no longer exists a "magic"
amplitude criterion for breakdown.

5.2 Iransition Preeiction and Control

When the recent work on subharmonics is added to the discussion at the end of
section 3 on the limitations of the ev method, one indeed has an uncertainty principle
for transition (Morkovin, 1978). Transition prediction methods will remain conditional
until the receptivity problem is adequately solved and the bypass mechanisms are well
understood, In the mean time, extreme care must be exercised when using corellation
methods to predict transition. Additional problems of transition prediction and control
are discussed by Reshotko (1985). The main principle of laminar flow control is to keep
the disturbance levels low enough so that secondary instabilities and transition do Lot
occur. Under theme conditions, linear theory is quite adequate and el methods can be
used to calculate the effectiveness of a particular LFC device.

The idea of transition control through active feedback systems is an area that has
received considerable recent attention (Liepmann and NosenchucU, 1982;j Thomas, 1983;
Kleiser and Laurien, 1984, 1985; Metcalf.- at al., 1985). The technique consists of first
sensing tho amplitude and phase of an unstable disturbance and then introducing an
appropriate out-of-phase disturbance that cancels the original disturbance. In spite of
some early success, this me.hod is no panacea for the transition problem. Besides the
technical problems of the implementation of such a system on an aircraft, the issue of
three-dimensional wave cancellation must be addressed. As Thomas (1983) showed, when the
2-D wave is canceled, all of the features of the 3-D disturbances remain to cause
transition at yet another location. Some clear advantage ovtr passive systems have yet
to be demonstrated for this technique.

- - -- -.---- - ._ _ _ _ _
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Figure 9. Naphthalene Surface Patterns. Flaw from left to right.
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Figure 10. K-type breakdown. Distance from leading edge shown in cm. The
vibrating ribbon in at x - 48cm. The smokewire is at x - 138cm which is R -
784. Branch II for F = 83 x 10-- is x = 170 (R - 870). U. - 6.6 m/s and 4
= 39hz. Chordwism wavenumber a - a/R = 0.22 x 10-1, spanwise wavenumber b -
A/R = 0.33 x 10-1, b/a = 1.5. Maximum rms u" at Branch II is approx. 1%.

Figure 12. H-type breakdown. Same as figure 10 except u' at Branch II is
approx. 0.4%. At R - 1000, b - 0.32 x 10-s, b/a - 1.46.

Figure 11. C-type breakdown. Same as figure 10 except u" at Branch II isapprox. 0.3%. At R = 1000, b = 0.15 x 10-1, b/a 0.67.
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LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL WITH SUCTION: THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

by

William S. Saric

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Arizona State University

Tempe, AZ 85287

SUMMARY

The concept of boundary-layer stabilization with weak wall suction is introduced at
a basic level and the means for calculating the effects of suction are described. The
historical development of this technique is reviewed and the state-of-the-art of theory
and experiment is covered. Some problems associated with the implementation of suction
into aircraft boundary layers are discussed.

1.INTRODUCTION

The advent of higher fuel costs in the mid-1970's prompted initiation of the
Aircraft Energy Efficiency program (ACER) within NASA in 1976 (Provinelli et al., 1976).
This program has supported drag-reduction activity in all aspects of aircraft design
(e.g. Pfenninger et al., 1980) and has been recently summarized by Wagner and Fischer
(1983) and Braslow and Fischer (1985). One important aspect of this program is Laminar
Flow Control (LFC), which is an attempt to maintain lominar boundary layers on the wing
surfaces by delaying transition to turbulence.

The attractiveness of LFC is a subsequent decrease in the skin friction of 60-80%
when the boundary layer is laminar instead of turbulent. In commercial transport
aircraft, the viscous drag accounts for 50% of the overall drag. If fully laminar flow
can be maintained on the wings, overall drag is reduced by 25%.

The feasibility and effectiveness of viscous drag reduction in aircraft via LFC has
been demonstrated through the extensive research efforts of Pfenninger and co-workers
over the last forty years. This work has been summarized in the lecture notes of
Pfenninger (1977) which are required reading for anyone interested in LFC. The reports
of Bushnell and Tuttle (1979) and Tuttle and Maddalon (1982) are rather complete
bibliographies that catalog all of the important LFC papers and thus it is not necessary
here to survey all of the literature. Moreover, the lectures by Thomas (1985) and
Braslow and Fischer (1985) bring the current technology up to date.

The objective of this report is to describe in some detail the role of wall suction
and pressure gradients in delaying transition on aircraft systems. The state-of-the-art
in predicting the effectiveness of suction is described and some technical issues
regarding the implementation of suction are discussed. The LFC roles of heating and
cooling are not discussed, since they are not considered to be aircraft applications and
excellent surveys on the topics already exist. For example, the heating and cooling
applications in LFC systems are reviewed by Reshotko (1978, 1979, 1984b, 1985)

2. STABILIZATION MECHANISMS

Given the caveats described in the first lecture (Saric, 1985b), the process of
laminar-turbulent transition is generally the result of the uncontrolled growth of small
disturbances. A number of instability mechanisms may be in operation in the boundary
layer, and together these eventually lead to transition. The job here in describing the
transition process is made easier by the recent monograph-like AGARD Special Course on
the subject (Arnal, 1984; Mack, 1984b; Reshotko, 1984a,b; Poll, 1984; Herbert, 1984b,c).
Therefore, only a brief outline is given here.

One type of instability to be considered is the viscous instability with respect to
laminar boundary-layer disturbances, called Tollmien-Schlichting (T-S) waves (e.g, Arnal,
1984; Mack, 1984b; Saric, 1985b). Theme waves are initially two-dimensional and are
selectively amplified or damped depending on Reynolds number and frequency. This
instability is most important in the mid-chord region where the C distribution may be
flat or decelerating. A second type of instability results when a three-dimensional flow
exhibits an inflectional velocity profile (in this case due to crossflow on swept wings).
The resulting inviscid instability becomes more important as sweep angle increases and
dominates in the leading-edge region where the crosaflow is maximal (e.g. Mack, 1984b;
Poll, 1984; Saric, 1985b). This instability is characterized by streauwise vortices all
having the same sense of rotation that are called croaaflow (C-F) vortices. Another
possible inviscid instability mechanism depends on the nature of the wall curvature. The
presence of concave curvature and the accompanying centrifugal forces give rise to the
Gbrtler instability (e.g. Floryan and Ssric, 1979; Hall, 1982, 1983). In this case the . iinstability is in the form of counter-rotating streamwise vortices called Gdrtler

•ul w •m~mwm Gortler instability'm (e m g. Floyanan m Ssricmm 1979 all 1982,m~m 1983. I this case the• asm
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vortices. Finally, there is the case of leading-edge contamination (Poll, 1984) which
involves the propagation along the attachment line of disturbances that originate from
local disturbances or from the turbulent boundary layer on the fuselage.

The principle behind LFC is to keep the growth of these disturbances within
acceptable limits so that 3-D and nonlinear effects do not cause breakdown to turbulence.
With this philosophy, one only deals with lijear disturbances and thus, the difficulties
with tr.:,sition prediction do not directly arise. The manner in which LFC works can be
described using the following example of Reshotko (1984b,1985).

It is well known that the velocity-profile curvature term in the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation, -(a2U/ayz)#, is an important driver of the stability behavior. In fact, it is
more important than unmeasurable changes in the mean velocity itself. The boundary-layer
flow can be made More stable by making the curvature term more negatzve near the wall.
In the notation of Sarnc (1985b), the boundary-layer momentum equation can be evaluated
near the wall, as shown in Eq.(l), and used to illustrate the stabilizing effects of
different LFC techniques.

pVoaU/ay + dP/dx -- (do/dT)(aT/ay)aU/8y pa2U/ayi (y U 0) (1)

Equation (1) shows that wall suction ( V. < 0 1, favorable pressure gradient
( dP/dx < 0 ), cooling in air ( d1/dT > 0, aT/ay > 0 ), and heating in water ( dp/dT < 0,
aT/oy < 0 ) all tend to stabilize the boundary layer by making the curvature term more
negative.

It should be pointed out that these are very sensitive mechanisms and that even weak
suction or weak pressure gradients produce strong effects. For example, a Falkner-Skan
pressure gradient of p = 40.1 (which can only be measured by comparing a 6.6% change in
the shape factor, S*/8, from Blasius) increases the minimum critical x-Reynolds number by
a factor of 9 (e.g. Wazzan, Okamura, and Smith, 1968). At the same time, average suction
velocity ratios of Vo/Uo t 10-3 - 10-4 are not unusual for LFC applications and can, for
example, reduce relative amplitude growth from e

2 6  
to es at F = 10 x l0-6 (Saric and

Nayfeh, 1977). That the system works is evidenced by the fact that the X-21 achieved
laminar flow at chord Reynolds numbers of 47 x l06 with a 20% decrease in overall drag
(Pfenninger, 1977).

Present designs for supercritical energy-efficient airfoils have LFC systems with a
porous region near the leading edge. Generally, suction is applied near the leading edge
of a swept wing in order to control leading-edge contamination and crossflow
instabilities (Wagner, Maddalon and Fischer, 1984). Appropriate shaping of the pressure
distribution stabilizes mid-chord instabilities (Wagner and Fischer, 1984). This
arrangement is called a hybrid LFC system in that it combines active LFC (suction) with
passive LFC (pressure gradient).

3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL DISTURBANCES

The mid-chord region is expected to be dominated by two-dimensional T-S waves so it
serves as a good high-Reynolds-number reference for describing the stability calcu-
lations. In general, there have bee- no difficulties in predicting the stabilizing
effects of pressure gradients since +he mean-flow calculations are well in hand (Kaups
and Cebeci, 1977). The situation with regard to suction has not been as straightforward.
Althcugh the theory up to the mid-70's was adequate to predict the general nature of the
effects of suction for continuously distributed suction cases (e.g. Saric and Nayfeh,
1977;. Srokowski and Orszag, 1977; Lekoudis, 1979), the capability for calculating the
mean flow (and its stability) over finite-width suction strips was still unknown. More--
over, it was thought at the time to use suction slots or strips in the mid-chord region.
The abrupt change in wall boundary conditions for this type of flow raised all sorts of
questions regarding the adequacy of distributed-suction calculations to account for the
upstream influence and non-parallel effects of slots or strips. This situation prompted
a series of theoretical works by Nayfeh and co-workers and a parallel experimental
program which together, put the cap on the understanding of stabilization with suction of
two-dimensional T-S waves (Reed and Nayfeh, 1981, Reynolds and Saric, 1982),

3.1 Theory

The objective of the theory of Reed and Nayfeh (1981) was to not only determine the
effectiveness of suction for LFC, but to determine the optimal number, spacing, and mass
flow rate through finite suction strips, taking into account all of the changes in the
sean flow. Because of the sensitivity of the stability problem, it is necessary to
calculate the basic state as accurately as possible. Nayfeh and El-Hady (1979) used a
nonsimilar boundary-layer code to solve the mean flow. However, nonsimilar boundary-4 layer calculations fail to account for the upstream influence of the suction slot. On
the other hand, solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations or of the interacting boundary-
la3,er equations usually require prohibitively large amounts of computer time and storage
as well as having difficulties at high Reynolds numbers.

Reed and Nayfeh (1981) used the linearized triple-deck, closed-form solutions of
Nayfeh, Reed and Ragab (1980) for the flow over porous auction strips. It will be shown

4!
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below that these results compare well with interacting-boundary-layer solutions and with
the experimental data of Reynolds and Saric (1982). Moreover, they developet an elegant
and workable optimization scheme for idealizing the location of the suction strips; a
result that was also experimentally confirmed.

3.1.1 Disturbance State

The stability equations are formulated in the usual way by superposing small
disturbances on the basic state to form total flow quantities, Q*, in the following way.

Q*(x,y,t) = Q(y) + q'(x,y,t) (2)

where Q(y) is a basic-state quantity such as a velocity component that only depends on
the coordinate normal to the surface and q'(x,y,t) represents a small unsteady
disturbance quantity such as velocity or pressure,

These total flow quantities are substituted into the Navier-Stokes equations, the
solution of the basic state drops out, and the equations are linearized (e.g. Mack,
1984b). These linear partial differential equations are locally separable in x and t
with the separation of variables solution given by:

q'(x,y,t) = q(y)exp(i(kx-wt)] (3)

where k and w are the dimensionless streamwise wavenumber and frequency, respectively,
normalized with respect to the boundary-layer reference length, 8, = 1sx/7Io, and the
freestream velocity, Uo• Here w is real and k = k, + iki is complex.

Substitution of Eq,(3) into the linearized partial differential equations results in
the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for the streamfunction #:

(D1 - k2)21 - iR[(kU - w)(D2 - k2 )# - k(D
2 U)•] 0 (4)

with boundary conditions:

#(0) DOM = 0 , O(y - oo) - 0 . (5)

where D d/dy. Equations (4)-(5) are linear and homogeneous and form an eigenvalue
problem which consists of determining k as a function of frequency, Reynolds number, and
the basic state. The Reynolds number is usually defined as

H = U.,Ov/ te' (6)

and is used to represent distance along the surface. When comparing the solutions of
Eq.(4) with experiments, the reduced frequency, F, is introauced as

F = w/R = 2Wfy/Uo
2  (7)

where f is the frequency in Hertz.

In order to interpret the stability behavior, Eq.(3) is rewritten in the following
form:

#'(x,y,t) = #(y)[exp,-ktx)]exp[i(krx-wt)j (8)

which shows -k, as the spatial growth rate. Depending on the sign of this term, the flow
is said to be stable or unstable, i.e. if -k, > 0, the disturbances grow exponentially in
the streamwise direction. Recall that Eq.(8) is said to only hold locally (within the
quasi-parallel flow approximation) since k = k(R) and H represents the streanwise
coordinate (Mack, 1984b).

Equation (8) can be integrated along the surface to determine the relative amplitude
"ratio, A/Ao, or as most commonly done, the amplification factor, N.

R 
(9) 

RSN I nAbo -2j k,(R)dR(9R.
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where R. is the Reynolds number at which the constant-fr.iquency disturbance first becomes
unstable (Branch I of the neutral stability curve) and A and A. are the disturbance
amplitudes at R and R.. As mentioned in the previous lecture, the basic design tool is
to keep N within reasonable limits in order to prevent transition. This is the
celebrated eN method (Arnal, 1984; Mack, 1984b).

3.1.2 Stability Calculations

The eigenvalue problem is solved with the appropriate basic state used as input
(Reed and Nayfeh, 1981), Justification for using the usual homogeneous boundary
conditions on the disturbance velocity (Eq. 5) over the porous sections follows the work
of Gaponov (1971) and Lekoudis (1978).

Figures 1 and 2 are comparisons between the growth-rate calculations made with three
different techniques and the Blasius flow as reference. Figure 1 is a low-Reynolds-
number calcula'ion of the growth rate for the case of a flat plate with one porous strip
of width 20mm centered at a distance of 300mm from the leading edge. The x-Reynolds
number at the center of the strip is 1 x 105 and the dimensionless flow rate through the
suction strip is VO/Uo = -2.3 x 10-4. A disturbance with a dimensionless frequency F =
2wfvjUo2 

= 210 x 10-s is superposed on the mean flow. This figure shows good agreement
between the linear triple-deck model and the more complicated interacting boundary-layer
solution. The nonsimilar calculations are poor in comparison due primarily to the
impulsive imposition of the wall-suction boundary condition. Figure 2 has the same
geometry and suction level as figure 1 except the strip is at Re. = 106 and the
disturbance frequency is F = 40 x l0-5e A small upstream influence is observed and a
significant reduction in growth rate is shown in the vicinity of the strip even for such
a small auction level.

The elegance of the linear triple-deck solution is that multiple-strip
configurations can be considered with ease. Reed and Nayfeh first developed a
perturbation technique to determine the correction to the Blasius-flow growth rate at X
due to a strip centered at x, that has a unit suction velocity. The result is a set of
influence coefficients, asi, that can be used in a superposition technique to calculate
the growth rates at locations xj modulated by the presence of a number of porous suction
strips at x, with suction velocities V,,. The local amplification factors are found
similarly. Since the a,, are independent of the suction levels, an optimization scheme
for minimizing the amplification factor is possible.

These results were used by Reynolds and Saric (1982) to reduce the parameter space
in their experiments and to provide a basis for a comparison between the theory and the
experiment. The remainder of the theoretical results are discussed along with the
experiments,

3.2 Experiments

Much of the work of Pfenninger and co-workers (Pfenninger, 1977) was concerned
primarily with the implementation of wall suction through narrow (slOO#m width) slots.
This uLativated the detailed experiments of Kozlov et ale (1978) and Thomas and Cornelius
(1981) who seasuteo the flow field and stability characteristics downstream of the
suction slot. The tuo-dimensional nature of the suction slot offers a number of distinct e
advantages over the use of holes (see section 5) as well as over 2-D suction strips
(Thomas, 1985). Althoigh the issue is not settled, design considerations may dictate the
use of porous strips (ar0mm width) as the suction device (Braslow and Fischer, 1985).

The objective of the experiments of Reynolds and Saric (1982) was to conduct careful
and thorough measurements of the effects of suction strips on boundary-layer stability
and thus provide a data base for theoretical models. The experiments were conducted on a
flat plate fitted with porous suction panels. The porous-panel surface material was a
woven stainless steel materiul of 80 x 700 mesh with a 80 x 80 mesh backing layer. The
substructure was divided into spanwise flutes that manifold the airflow. With this
configuration, the suction distribution was varied on each panel from continuous suction
over 254mm to discrete suction with 16am strips. Later, Saric and Reed (1983) performed
additional experiments by usii.g porous panels made of the perforated Titanium skin (630m
holes on 635#m centers) that is presently considered for LFC systems. They found the
results of Reynolds and Saric (1982) qualitatively unchanged with this new material, the
titanium surface gave more consistent results, and the agreement between theory and
experiment was better.

3.2.1 Disturbance Measurements

In Reynolds and Saric (1982), detailed hot-wire measurements were made of the mean
flow and of the disturbance flow in the low-turbulence wind tunnel at VPI&SU. The
disturbances were introduced by means of a vibrating ribbon. This technique permits the
introduction of a wide variety of initially two-dimensional disturbances (Costis and
Saric, 1982) and is a valuable tool provided the ribbon span is long enough (Mack,
1984a).

V
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Figure 3 (with data taken from Reynolds and Saric) shows the mean-flow velocity
profile, U(y), and the rms disturbance velocity profile, Iu'(y) , downstream of a single
auction strip (16mm wide) located at x = 1.94m from the leadIng edge. The suction
velocity was V./U. = 5.7 x 10-3 at a freestream velocity of 15m/s. The dimensionless
frequency was F = 20 x 10-6 and the strip was at a x-Reynolds number of 1.8 x 106.
Measurements were taken at Re, = 1.9 x 106. The thecry of Reed and Nayfeh (1981) is
superposed on the data with good agreement.

A composite of the experimental data from a no-suction case and figure 3 is shown in
figure 4. The disturbance amplitudes have been normalized to have their maxima equal to
1.0. The unnormalized lu' .., are 0.55%U, and 1.2%U. with and without suction,
resnectively. One observes only a slight change in the mean flow velocity profile
whereas a more pronounced distortio of thz normalized disturbance velocity profile is
present and the disturbance energy is redistributed to a region of higher dissipation.

In the following presentation of the data, the disturbance amplitude at a given
stresamwise station was expressed in terms of the integral of lu'l across the boundary
layer given by.

A(x) = ju'(x,y)I/Uody (10)
0

Integration of the disturbance profile using Eq.l0 is a more desirable method for the
evaluation of the disturbance behavior than the the usual single-point measurements for a
numbe- of reasons. First, the non-parallel effects in the boundary layer are minimized
when compared to single-point measurements conducted along constant y or constant y/6
(e.g. Gaster, 1974; Saric and Nayfeb, 1977). In addition, the experimental errors of
scatter that are inherent in single-point measurements are reduced by integration of the
disturbance profile. Finally, integration allows profile shape changes due to suction to
be included in the measurement.

Figure 5 shows the corresponding disturbance toplitude behavior as a function of
Reynolds number for the conditions of figure 3 with a,d without suction. The amplitudes
have been normalized to the initial Reynolds-number Ltasurement, A. = A(Po), which in
terms of maximum rms u', was lu'a . O.O; U.. In this case the suction was strong
enough to cause decay from a region ahead of ,he strip to 206 downstream. Of particular
interest is that the theory predicted the upstream influence rather closely and in
general did very well against the experiments. Other measurements were conducted at
lower suction levels and with multiple-strip configurations. In each case the theory
agreed with the data in every aspect.

3.2.2 Optimization Theory and Experiment

To obtain an efficient suction-strip configuration, Reed and Nayfeh (1981) minimized
the amplification factor N, while maintaining constant mass flow rate. Other
optimization choices are possible with the theory and some may be more desirable from a
system standpoint e.g. minimize drag with constant mass flow. However, the first choice
was the easiest to verify experimentally. Their perturbation solution showed that
suction should be concentrated not in the region of maximum growth rate, but further
upstream near Branch I of the neutral stability curve.

Figure 6 is a direct test of the optimization scheme and contains three sets of
data. The first is the no suction case as a reference. The second is a configuration
with 7 strips open on one panel and 3 strips open on another with a flow unit Reynolds
number of .923 x lo1m-1. The third is the same suction configuration except at a flow
unit Reynolds number of .769 x lOmi-. This lower flow velocity shifts the suction
strips to a lower boundary-layer Reynolds number (closer to Branch I) while keeping
everything else more or less constant. The suction levels and the location of the strips
are shown on the figure. The theory agrees with the experiment in all respects.
Moreover, this figure was duplicated by Saric and Reed (1983) at a later time with
perforated titanium panels.

It appears that the theory provides an adequate tool for predicting the suction
requirements for LFC systems in so far as two-dimensional T-S waves are concerned. In
the remaining sections, other problems on the application of the suction technique are
discussed.

4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISTURBANCES

The most important consideration in LFC with suction is the leading-edge region
where the both the basic state and the disturbance state are three-dimensional and
crossflow disturbances are expected to dominate, The question is not one of whether or
not suction will stabilize the flow. The calculations of Floryan and Saric (1983) show
that typical LFC suction levels will stabilize Gbrtler vortices and the crosmflow pr.'dIem
should not be much different, The real question is what are the C-F disturban=es doing.

As described in the first lecture, the recent work of Saric and Yeates (1985), Reed
(1984, 1985), Malik and Poll (1984), and Michel at al. (1984) have raised more questions
with regard to crosaflow instabilities. Whether these vortices are: (1) steady or
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with regard to crosaflow instabilities. Whether these vortices are: (1) steady or
unsteady, (2) interacting with T-S waves, (3) interacting with other C--F vortices, (4)
changing wavelength, and (5) always co-rotating or counter-rotating are questions that
need to be resolved. Do nonparallel effects in the leading-edge region strongly
influence the C-F pro-lem to the extent that a complete 3-D, nonparallel analysis (e.g.
Nayfeh, 1980) should be used

9  
Moreover, do the C-F vortices provide th' spanwise

modulation required to produce the rapid growth of secondary instabilities p-'edicted by
Nayfeh (1981), Herbert and Morkovin (1980) and Floryan and Saric (1980)? Needless to
say, the C-F problem is still one of active consideration by a number of investigators,

5. SUCTION THROUGH HOLES

One possible candidate for a porous surface is perforated titanium ith a sub-
assembly manifold slot (Pearce, 1982; James and Maddalon, 1984). This has the advantage
over surface slots because the skin remains a continuous structural member. An important
characteristic of such a surface is that it contributes only a small perpendicular
pressure drop when suction is applied. In the leading-edge region, the streamwise
Dressure gradient may be strong enough across a manifold slot to cause outflow in the aft
region of the manifold while inflow occurs in the forward region. The effects of outflow
on boundary-laycr transition were investigated by Saric and Reed (1983) in a preliminary
study following the work of Reynolds and Saric (1982). They showed that blowing was
indeed destabilizing. In order to avoid the problems of outflow destabilization, it has
been suggested that one either lower the manifold pressure or decrease the number of
holes. It is generally accepted that, in any case, it may be necessary to increase the
local flow rate and perhaps increase the hole spacing over present designs. This is
called the oversuction problem.

There are u number of important and inseparable stability and transition issues
arising from oversuction in holes that are not present when one uses slots. Some of them
are:, (1) the creation of streamwise vortices at each suction hole as the flow rate
increases, (2) the creation of resonant spanwise scales when the hole spacing is
changed, (3) the different roles that issues (1)-(2) play with regard to destabilizing
C-F vortices or T-S waves or the C--F/T-S interaction. These topics are discussed below
in the light of the fact that there is a dearth of solid experimental data and
theoretical models to guide the designer and researcher.

5.1 Local Streamwise Vortices

Streamwise vorticity is the major source of three-dimensional disturbances within
the boundary layer that cause secondary instabilities leading to transition (Saric and
Thomas, 1984; Herbert, 1985). Other analyses (Nayfeh, 1981; Herbert and Morkovin, 1980;
Floryan and Saric 1980) have shown that certain types of spanwise modulations of the mean
flow produce additional amplification that results in double exponential growth of
disturbances i.e A at exp(exp(ex)). The importance of the control of three-
dimensionality in boundary-layer stability is only now being understood (Nayfeh, 1980;
Saric, 1985s) and must be part of any laminarization work. Since the usual stability
theory does not include interactions between 3-D disturbances, one would expect premature
transition and failure of the ex method in this case.

The flow over a hole with suction resembles in principle the flow over a finite wing
with lift (or more appropriately, a circular disk at angle of attack) in that a pair of
tip vortices are generated. As the suctior. velocity increases in the hole, the coupling
of the local 3-D flow with the streamwise flow intensifies the vortex structure. The key
result in the early Northrop work tGoldsmith, 1953; Goldsmith, 1954; Meyer and
Pfenninger, 1955; Goldsmith, 1957) was that an increase in suction velocity destabilized
the flow through a basic instability of the vortex structure.

These phenomena may be parameterized by a hole Reynolds number, R, = VoD/v, and the
velocity ratio, r, = Vo/U0, where Ve is the average velocity through the suction hole, D
is the hole diameter, and U. is the freestream velocity. An equivalent way of express ng
the hole Reynolds number is with the volumetric flow rate, Q., Thus: R. = 40/wDv. Other
important parameters are the boundary-layer Reynolds number, R = Uo,/v, the unit Reynolds
number, R' = Uo/y, and the thickness ratzo, 8/D. What is unknown at this time are the
threshold values of Ro and r. that cause the appearance of streamwiae vortices.
Moreover, it is not known at what strength and spanwise scaling these vortices begin to
effect the stability behavior..

In the experiments of Saric and Reed (1983), there was no apparent effect on
stability when the hole Reynolds number, RD, was increased beyond 200. In these
experiments RD and rv were choseu to be typical LFC applications but R, R', and 8/0 were
off the mark.

The NMcthrop experiments varied hole spacing, number of holes, freestream velocity,
suction velocity, hole diameter, and location of holes. They contributed a vast amount
o f data over different ranges ot parameters, Only a few highlights will be summarized/4 here. It was observed that a pair of vortices were shed from each hole for both an
isolated hole and a row of holes. At low suction rates, the flow was undisturbed in all
cases. For a row of closely spaced holes with an increased suction rate, the trailing
vortices of adjacent holes linked together to form horseshoe vortices which grew with
time and then shed downstream followed by tho formation of new horseshoe vortices. The
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result was a continuous series of horseshoe vortices forming between holes and shedding
downstream. From the Northrop data, it appears that this instability of the vortex
pattern (although it was not called that) occurred in the lange 370 < Ro < 720 with a

k velocity ratio, rv, approaching 1. These suction levels are probably a bit high and the
experiments relied on qualitative measurements that would not, of course, be considered
to be state of the art today. As with the Saric and Reed work, the unit Reynolds number
and the thickness ratio, 6/D, were not in the proper range. However, this work is very
valuable in pointing out the extreme sensitivity of boundary-layer stability to small
changes in hole spacing, hole diameter, and flow rate.

5.2 Resonant Spanwise Scales

The use of discrete suction holes produces a weak spanwise nonuniformity of the mean
flow, Spanwise nonuniformities of the order of T-S wavelengths, i)s, or of the order of
C-F vortex wavelengths, `CF, can produce resonant wave it.teractions (Saric and Thomas,
1984; Saric and Yeates, 1985; Reed, 1984, 1985; Herbert, 1983, 1984a,b,c, 1985)). For T-
S waves, XTs : 56, whereas for C-F vortices, Xc. u 6. When the hole spacing, L, is
around 1 mm, there is little chance of resonant T-S interaction, but there is indeed a
chance for C-F interaction in the flight case. The experiments of Saric and Yeates
(1985) and the theory of Reed (1985) demonstrate the strong possibility of C-F
interactions that changes the usual stability behavior. Moreover, if one increases the
hole spacing in order to obtain a larger pressure drop across the surface, critical hole-
spacing lengths for T-S wave interactions may be reached. The Northrop experimei.ts
(Goldsmith, 1957) demonstrated a significant sensitivity to hole spacing and orientation.
Their qualitative data showed that the critical suction levels for tripping the flow were
lower in the case of a number of rows of holes than in the case of a single hole or a
single row of holes, What are missing here are hard data coupled with theoretical
predictions that define the extent of this problem.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The understanding of the effects of suction and pressure gradients on the stability
of T-S waves is well in hand, Computational tools exist that can be used with confidence
by the designer. The issues with regard to the leading-edge problem that include
crosaflow vortices an, leading-edge contamination are not as well understood. The shift
of LFC suction techniques from slots to holes may cause problems of secondary boundary-
layer destabilization.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR APPLICATION OF LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL SYSTEMS
TO TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

by
-'Albert L. Braslow* and Michael C. rischer

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665

SUMMARY

Research and development in laminar-flow control (LFC) has been
intensive in the past 10 years since the "oil crisis" of the early
1970's. The prospects for the i-nplementation of the technology on
commercial transports are now better than at any time in the past.

This paper briefly summarizes the current status of the
laminar-flow control technology. Factors that have previously
inhibited the application of LFC are first reviewed. Involved are
the effects of atmospheric ice crystals, surface irregularities,
aceustical environment, and off-design operating conditions. Air-
craft design trends that are different from turbulent aircraft are
discussed as are various design requirements unique to the LFC
systems. Current design approaches for the principal LFC systems
are reviewed. These include the system for protection of the
leading-edge region from surface contamination and icing and the
system for removal of a portion of the boundary-layer air. The
latter includes consideration of both multiple spanwise suction
slots and distributed perforations and required differences between
the wxng-box and leading-edge box regions.

NOMENCLATURE

a wave amplitude
AR aspect ratio
b wing span or slot depth
BPR engine bypass ratio
c chord
CD total airplane drag coefficient
CDi induced drag coefficient

CDo profile drag coefficient

CL aircraft lift coefficient
ACN slot spacing
C surface pressure coefficient
Cps slot pressure drop coefficient
Cq Suctpon flow coefficient

C1 airfoil lift coefficient
d perforated hole diameter
Di indu.ed drag
DOC direct operating cost
EMD equivalent melted diameter
FL field length
FVR fuel volume ratio
g gap width
GASP global atmospheric sampling program
h step height
k roughness height
L lift
LECF leading edge crossflow
LFC laminar flow control
M Mach number
q. free stream dynamic pressure
Q surface porosity
Rk Reynolds number based on roughness height

Reynolds number based on slot width
RYft unit Reynolds number
s perforated hole spacing
S area of wing or tail

:1 Sf flap deflection
t wing thickness
TECF trailing edge crossflow
TICF fraction of time-in-clouds fo. a flight
TICR average fraction of time-in-clouds for a given route

*Reired

t1

~ '-43
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TOGW takeoff gross weight
T-S Tollmien Schlichting
U velocity

SV. velocity of sucked flow through surface
w slot width
W aircraft weight
Wb wing box weight
W /WREF relative wing b.:: weight
W/S wing loading
x distance from leading edge
(X/C)L fraction of wing choro laminarized
z sucked height b
aw slot design parameter defined as -

boundary-layer thickness w
p density
P viscosity
A wave length
A wing sweep at 4C

Subscripts-

crt critical conditions
e boundary-layer edge conditions
MAX maximum value
SUB subsurface conditions
THEOR L.ieoretical value
w conditions at wall
z conditions at sucked height

free stream conditions

INTRODUCTIOV

Fuel costs comprise a major portion of air transport operating costs. Thus, energy
efficiency is an essential design goal for transport aircrrft. Technology for mainte-
nance of a laminar boundary layer over extensive regions of aiccraft surfaces during the
cruise phase of flight offers great benefits in fuel efficiency and direct operating
cost. NASA and the Amercan air transport industry have been cooperating since 1976 in
a comprehensive program to expedite introduction of laminar-flow technology into produc-
tion aircraft.

An immense background of information had been developed at the time of the decision
to reactivate efforts to apply laminar-flow control to aircraft. See Reference I for an
extensive survey and bibliography on these pioneering efforts. Although this informa-
tion established and verified basic concepts, no applications had been made to either
commercial or military aircraft because the technology for a reliable and economically
practical application was 4nadequate and the fuel-cost savings at that time did not
warrant the time and effort required to bring the technology to a state of readiness for
application. Advances in materials and manufacturing technology and large increases in
the relative cost of fuel since the hiatus in LFC activities commenced in the mid 1960's
fostered the reactivation of an LFC program. The program was formulated to focus on the
industry needs and concerns regarding a reliable and economically practical application
of laminar-flow technologies. The factors of concern are indicated in Figure 1.

They include sweep, where laminar-flow control experience with the high values
required for high-speed transports is very limited, and airfoil shape, where new "super-
critical" type profiles lesired for high subsonic speeds must be accommodated. The
advanced airfoils are req-ired so that LFC aircratt can retain the projected performance
advantage over advanced-technology turbulent aircraft. Efficient suction distributions
are necessary to minimize the size and power requirements of the suction-system compo-
nents, the laminar skin frictior, and sensitivity to surface roughness. Also, Ilterna-
tives for surface openings must be evaluted. The very fine upenings of the suction
system must not unduly corrode or clog and must be cleanable and repairable. New mater-
ials currently available must be manufacturable to close shape and smoothness tolerances
without excessive cost. The sensitivity of the laminar boundary layer to adverse opera-
tional influences such as accumulation of insects or dirt, erosion, foieign-obiect
damage, and engine noise must be attenuated. Finally, the degree to which atmospheric
ice particles will impact the performance of a fleet of laminar-flow control aircraift
must be known.

This paper briefly reviews some of the advances made during the recent program in
these areas of concern that had previously inhibited the application of LFC.

.3 FACTORS AFFECTING LFC VIABILITY
itmospheric Ice Crystals

During flight tests of the X-21 laminar-flow control airplane (Ref. 2), a factor
that adversely affected retention of laminar flow was the existence of ice particles in
cirrus clouds or haze. When penetrating light cirrus clouds ot haze at typical cruise
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conditions, laminar flow was partially degraded or erratic. At cruise altitudes, cirrus
clouds are comprised mainly of ice crystals indicating that the crystals are detrimental
to the maintenance of laminar flow. A theory was developed (Ref. 3) to explain and pre-
dLct the effect of ice particle encounter on the maintenance of laminar flow. It was
theorized that turbulent vortices shed by ice particles in the boundary layer will
trigger boundary-layer transition for certain combinations of particle size, concentra-
tion, and residence time ix the boundary layer. Figure 2, adapted from this analysis,
illustrates the combLnations that affect laminar flow at an altitude of 40,000 ft for a
Mach number of 0.75. Columner ice particles, for which the analysis was made, with an
equivalent melted diameter of less than 33 4m will not cause boundary-layer transition
at any ambient concentration level (region 1). For particles larger than 33 u m EMD,
particle concentrations smaller than about 500 particles/m3 

produce no effect on main-
taining laminar flow (region 2). As particle concentrations increase above about 500/m3
(for EMD greater than 33 1m), there is an increasingly detrimental effect on laminar
flow (regions 3 and 4). The critical values of particle size and concentration are
functions of airfoil leading-edge shape and aircraft speed and altitude, all of which
affect the number of ice particles that penetrate the boundary layer. Quantitative
validation of the regions of Figure 2 for several flight conditions await planaed flight
research.

Based upon the available theory, however, the magnitude of the cloud problem on
operational LFC aircraft has been assessed. Firstly, all available meteorological data
were studied to determine the probability of cloud encounter as a function of altitude,
season of the year, and geographic location. Secondly, estimates were made of the prob-
ability of laminar-flow loss along various airline route/alti4 tude profiles.

The desired cloud-encounter data did not exist in documented form but, fortunately,
unanalyzed cloud data were available from the NASA CASP (Global Atmospheric Sampling
Program) archive. As part of the GASP effort, some 88,000 cloud-encounter measurements
on more than 3000 Boeing 747 airliner flights were o'btained during 1975-79 and are pre-
sented in References 4 and 5. These reports, as well as Reference 6, also include
estimates of average cloud-cover statistics for several long-distance airline routes.
Statistics for seven high-density airline routes are presented in Table I.

In the table, for each route/altitude band, parameter values are given for: the
number of flights actually in the sample; TICR, the sample average percentage time-in-
clouds for the route; P(TICF < 1%), and P(TICF < 5%), the modeled probabilities that
the average time-in-clouds will be below 1 and 5%, respectively; P(TICF > 5%),
P(TICF > 10%), P(TICF > 25%), and P(TICF > 50%), the modeled probabilities that the
route-average time-in-clouds will equal or exceed 5, 10, 25, and 50%, respectively.
All probabilities are expressed as percentages.

In an example of using Table I, on the California-'iawaii route, in the 28,500 ft to
33,500 ft altitude band there were 22 flights in the sample, and the route-average time-
in-clouds is 9.4%. There is a 52.4% probability of being in clouds for more than 5% of
the route, a 32.5% probability of being in clouds for 10 percent or more of the rouLe,
but only an 8.9% probability that one-quarter or more of the route will lie within
clouds. There is only a 1.2% probability that half or more of the route will be in
cloud. In the 33,500-38,500 ft altitude band a much larger sample - 177 flights - was
available for this route. It is noted that the respective parameter values are all much
lower than for the preceding band. For the 38,500-43,500 ft altitude band there were
only 2 flights in the sample - insufficient data to derive reliable statistics.

Based on these results, conservative estimates of the probable loss of laminar flow
on major airline routes were made. Conservatism was introduced by assuming that all
cloud encounters cause total loss of lamiiar flow and that the percentage loss of
laminar flow on a given flight is equal to the percentage of time spent within cloud on
that flight. It was also assumed that no cloud avoidance measures are taken. Figure 3
is an example of the potential laminar-flow loss on some of the major airline routes.
It is now apparent from the results, such as Figure 3, that cloud encounters during
crvise of long-range air transports are not frequent enough to invalidate the large
-nprovement in fuel usage attainable through application of LFC.

Surface Conditions

The sensitivity of laminar flow to surface irregularities, especially at high
Reynolds numbers, is well known. The establishment, therefore, of appropriate toler-
ances for the manufacturing and maintenance of LFC airplane surfaces is of principal
importance. The primary types of surface irregularities are waviness, two-dimensional
type discontinuities such as steps and gaps, and three-dimensional type protuberances
such as rivets, fasteners, and insect debris.

Surface Waviness

The basic criteria for permissible surface waviness are presented in Reference 7.
A simplified relationship in general agreement with Reference 7 was presented in

.1.
A.
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Reference 8 as (59000C (cos 2/2 for single two-dimensional waves parallel to the

wing span. For multiple waves parallel to the wing span, the tolerance limits are one-
third of that for single waves. For chordwise waves, the permissible wave amplitude is
twice as high as for spanwise waves. A quantitative example of permissible wave
amplitude for a representative LFC airplane wing sweep and cruise altitude and Mach
number is presented as Figure 4. These waviness criteria were originally derived for
airfoils with a maximum local Mach number of about 1.04. The current LFC study airplane
designs utilize supercritical airfoils with higher maximum local Mach numbers. Wave
criteria for such airfoils with more extensive local supersonic flow will almost
certainly be more strict. Adverse effects of surface waves under these conditions might
involve: 1) a decrease in local external pressure sufficient to induce outflow of air,
with a resultant premature transition, for the design value of internal suction-duct
pressure and flow rate; 2) a change in pressure distfibution which can influence the
growth of boundary-layer disturbances; and 3) generation of a pressure wave that
reflects to the airfoil from the sonic line which might induce immediate or forward
transition movement in the vicinity of the reflection. Establishment of a general
criterion for waviness on airfoils with large regions of supercritical flow, therefore,
is obviously impossible. Insight to necessary tolerances for each particular airfoil,
suction configuration, and flight condition can be obtained with pressure distribution
and boundary-layer stability calculations using up-to-date computer techniques, as was
done for many cases in this program.

Two-Dimensional Type Discontinuitiec

Tolerance criteria for two-dimensional type discontinuities are reported in Refer-
ence 8 and presented in Figure 5. Some typical results using these criteria are pre-
sented in Figure 6. The step and gap equations used do not account for distance of the
discontinuity from the wing leading edge. Even with suction, the boundary layer in-
creases in thickness with downstream distance with a resultant decreased sensitivity to
surface disturbances. Figure 7 presents criteria obtained from Reference 7 that account
for distance in a very limited way. Typical results using these equations are presented
in Figure 8. For determination of permissible tolerances, it appears wise to use the
method that predicts the smallest allowables for each type of discontinuity with a unit
Reynolds number at least as large as the maximum in the cruise envelope. Even then, the
tolerance goals used weL, smaller to allow for the probable increased sensitivity of the
boundary layer to surface discontinuities in the supersonic region of supercritical
airfoils and in regions where significant crossflow prevails.

Three-Dimensional Type Protuberances

Use of the transition criterion for three-dimensional type surface roughness Rkcrt

on unswept wings is reviewed in Reference 9. A low value of Rkcrt was generally used

in this program (about 200) to provide some conservatism for an indicated adverse effect
of sweep, as previously noted. Some typical allowable roughness heights are presented
in Figure 9.

Acoustics

One of the disturbance inputs that influences the ability to attain laminar flow is
the aircraft's own noise environment. The noise incident upon the airplane surfaces may
be conveniently categorized into three major source groups, as indicated in Figure 10
with their subsources. The major source groups are the airfiame noise sources, the
propulsion system noise sources, and the lamirar-flow control systems noise sources.
Considerable progress has been made in the last decade rega-ding the understanding and
prediction of airplane noise generation and in improvementr to the acoustic criteria for
maintenance of laminar fl-"-

Reference 10 developed general procedures for prediction of noise levels incident
upon the surfaces of future subsonic commerc'al air transports during cruise. A summary
and explicit definitions of these prediction methods are contained in Reference 11.

In the area of acoustic criteria for laminar flow, with the exception of a few
ad hoc experiments on sound-induced boundary-layer transition, the only sets of data
available from an engineering application point of view are those developed during the
X-21 research and development program. The X-21 program data were derived from turbu-
lence-induced transition and, therefore, do not account for the spectrum or direction-
ality of the sound field. In Reference 10, the existing criteria were improved with the
use of a semi-empirical method that includes the sensitivity to frequency and direction-
ality. The empirical constant defines the level to which the acoustically-induced
boundary-layer disturbance must amplify before transition starts and varies with the
amount of suction. A quantitative example of results obtained with this method is pre-
sented in Figure 11. For each of five chordwise stations, the critical sound pressure
level spectra are presented for sound incident on an airfoil in the same direction as
the mean flow, i.e., sound directionality of 0. The sensitivity of critical SPL to
noise frequency is evident. This frequency sensitivity was not apparent, of course,
from the spectrally integrated X-21 criteria, which are superimposed on Figure 11.
This comparison indicates that sound pressure levels may exceed the X-21 criteria values
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except in rather limited ranges of noise frequency where boundary-layer dLsturbances are
most amplified. Other results in Reference 10 indicate that the amount of boundary-
layer suction and the suction distribution affect not only the depth of the critical SPL
spectrum but also the critical frequency and the critical region along the chord.

Operations
Effects of Off-Design Flight Conditions

During cruise, a transport airplane usually flys at a constant altitude until
sufficient fuel has been used to allow the cruise altitude to increase by an increment
of usually 4000 ft. The design lift coefficient is that required for the initial cruise
altitude. As fuel is burned, the CL decreases from the design value until the step
climb returns it to the design value. An indication of the effect of lift coefficient
on the chordwise pressure distribution and, more importantly, on the required suction
velocity distribution is presented in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The burn off of
fuel with a reduction in C during constant-altitude flight causes no problem for the
suction system. Cruise flight at lower than design Mach number, however, should be
avoided because the increase in required CL (Fig. 14) causes a large penalty in suc-
tion (Fig. 15).

Effect of Loss of Laminar Flow on Flight Characteristics

An example of chordwise pressure distribution normal to the leading edge at design
flight conditions and with the design chordwise extent of laminar flow is presented in
Figure 16 as the solid line. If laminar flow is lost, the section lift coefficient at
the original angle of attack decreases about 20% (dashed line). To maintain a constant
lift coefficient, the angle of attack must increase about 0.80 (solid line with
circles). The pressure distribution indicates formation of a shock on the upper surface
which would adversely affect the ability to restore laminar flow when the cause of the
initial loss of laminar flow is removed. A small deflection of a 15% chord trailing-
edge flap, however, was found to be adequate to maintain the local lift coefficient with
no change in angle of attack and no formation of upper-surface shock (Fig. 17). Such a
segmented trailing-edge trim flap can, therefore, be used satisfactorily to compensate
for any local disruption of laminar flow in flight.

Effect of Loss of Laminar Flow on Airplane Range

An area of concern frequently expressed regarding the viability of LFC transports
is the ability either to reach the scheduled city-pair range in event of loss of laminar
flow or to return safely to the point of origination or to an alternate airport. The
airplane design studies of this program and associated economic benefits and costs in-
cluded allowances for increased reserve fuel as compared with turbulent airplane re-
quirements. Assumptions and results for one of the airplane designs studied follows.

For the 6500 nmi study airplane, fuel reserves were increased above the inter-
national fuel reserve requirements to 1) permit loss of laminar flow due to weather
phenomena during 6% of the mission cruise time; 2) permit flight against a 50-knot wind
and allow for fuel efficiency variations with a 2% fuel penalty; and 3) increase the
200 nmi diversion distance included in the international reserves to 390 nmi (6% of the
design range). With these modified fuel reserve assumptions, Figure 18 presents the
sensitivity of range to intermittent loss of lami'nar flow for the basic design point
takeoff weight, payload, cruise speed, and cruise altitude. With no laminar loss, the
attainable range is 6550 nmi. With a 50% loss of laminar flow, similar to complete
laminar loss at the critical mid point of the 6500 nmi mission, if no prior loss of
laminar flow had been suffered, a range of 5800 nmi is attainable. After use of the
diversion-distance fuel allowance, only a small part of the 10% contingency fuel reserve
(equivalent to more than 600 nmi for this airplane) would be required to reach the
original destination. Considerable flexibility exists, therefore, in establishment of a
revised flight plan, if desired. Also, more of the range reduction may be recovered by
revision of cruise Mach number and altitude to more fuel-efficient values.

Effect of Fuel Cost on Direct Operating Cost

Each of the study LFC airplanes of the present program used approximately 20% less
fuel than advanced turbulent airplanes designed for the same payload/ range missions.
The benefit of the fuel savings in terms of reductions in direct operating costs
depends, of course, on the cost of fuel. An example of the sensitivity of DOC reduction
due to LFC as a function of fuel zost is presented in Figure 19 for an airplane with
laminar flow to 70% chord on both surfaces and for one with laminar flow to 85% chord on
the upper surface only. The economic benefit of LFC increases rapidly with rising fuel
costs for either design approach.

LFC System Operation

The in-flight operation of an LFC airplane differs from turbul nt airplanes by the
addition of a leading-edge protection system and a boundary-layer air suction system.
Operation of the leading-edge protection system is limited to ground operation during
takeoff roll and the initial portion of the climb (to about 5000 ft altitude) and during
final descent and landing. The suction system is designed for laminarization during
cruise only and, therefore, will be operable only at and near cruise speed and
altitudes. Both systems will be automated to the extent that actuation of a single
control would be required for in-flight operations. *

S4
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AIRCRAFT DESIGN TRENDS AND REQUIREMENTS UNIQUE TO LFC
Suction Requirements

Laminar-flow airfoils for transport aircraft have two principal types of .oundary-
layer instabilities to consider in their design in determination of the amount of suc-
tion required to maintain laminar flow. In the leading- and trailing-edge regions of
swept wings (regions of strong favorable and adverse pressure gradients), there are
disturbance modes which are sensitive to the strong crossflow velocity profile. This
type of instability is characterized as inviscid because the instability results from
the presence of an inflection point in the crossflow profile. This condition causes
formation of crossflow vortices which have their axes in the streamwise direction and
which rotate in the same sense. The second type of instability on a swept wing, known
as a Tollmien-Schlichting wave, has a direction of propagation close to the local
boundary-layer edge flow direction and under certain conditions exhibits viscous insta-
bility. Tollmien-Schlichting waves are sensitive to Reynolds number and the shape of
the mean velocity profile. Tollmien-Schlichting disturbances generally occur in the
mid-chord region where the pressure gradient is flat or slightly adverse. A third type
of instability mechanism which can trigger turbulent flow on swept wings is leading-edge
turbulence contamination which is caused by disturbances that propagate down the wing
leading edge along the attachment line. This type of instability can be controlled by
proper treatment of the inboard leading edge, such as concentrated local suction in the
attachment line region or tailoring of the leading-edge radius, and will not be dis-
cussed further in this paper. Taylor-Gortler instabilities, associated with surface
concavities, did not !xist in the laminarized regions of this study.

Figure 20 illustrates the regions where the crossflow and Tollmien-Schlichting
types of disturbances predominate and shows how suction applied in the proper amount can
control the disturbance growth rates to prevent their exceeding an allowable amplifica-
tion rate. The design process (Fig. 21) generally involves development of an airfoil
shape which has the desirable pressure distribution and use of an advanced transonic
wing code to develop a wing shape with very similar desirable pressure distributions.
The next step is to assume an initial suction distribution based on previous experience
and to use the wing coordinates, suction distribution and design conditions (M, Re,
etc.) to compute 3-D laminar boundary-layer profiles. These profiles are then input
into an advanced boundary-layer stability code where the disturbance amplification
levels are computed and compared to the upper limit allowed (determined from existing
transition criteria). If the stability levels are unacceptable, an iterative process
follows wherein the initial suction distribution is changed and the amplification rates
are recomputed. Once the stability levels are considered acceptable, the suction
requirements are known and the LFC system design can proceed.

To minimize the penalties associated with a laminar-flow suction system and to
maximize the aerodynamic benefits, it is important to minimize the suction flow required
to maintain allowable disturbance growth rates, with a small additional allowance for
conservatism and off-design operation. Excessive suction requirements result in
increased suction drag, larger duct volume requirements, excessive surface suction-slot
or porous-suction regions, and increased aircraft weight. Fortunately, advanced
boundary-layer stability codes, e.g., Reference 12, predict lower suction requirements
than earlier methods.

Wing Sweep

The selection of wing sweep for an LFC aircraft is different from that for a turbu-
lent aircraft. For turbulent airplanes, experience indicates the most efficient designs
for high subsonic cruise speeds involve wing sweep angles between 250 and 350. For LFC
airplanes, however, sweep has a very powerful adverse effect due to increased crossflow
instability, increased spanwise turbulence contamination along the front attachment
line, and increased sensitivity of the laminar boundary layer to external disturbances.
A compromise is necessary, therefore, for the LFC airplane. Figures 22 and 23 from
Reference 13 illustrate the trade relations among sweep, thickness, and relative wing
weight. Figure 22 indicates the outboard wing thickness ratio required to achieve a
given cruise Mach number as a function of wing sweep angle. The lower sweep angles
desired for easier laminarization require thinner wings which Figure 23 indicates will,
in combination with the lower sweep, increase the relative weight of the basi, wing
structuie. A sweep of about 250 is required to approach a minimum wing weight for a
long-range cruise Mach number of 0.80. Figure 24 shows results of a wing-sweep trade
study as a function of wing loading. In addition to an increase in airplane gross
weight, decreased sweep also significantly increases the fuel burned but has no signfi-
cant impact on wing loading or high-altitude cruise trends.

Wing Loading and Aspect Ratio

Definition of the other principal geometric features of the wing first requires
definition of some design criteria. Principal airplane design guidelines for a baseline
airplane wing study conducted in this program included: near minimum airplane direct
operating cost with moderate block fuel penalty; moderate aspect ratio to assure suffi-

J.4 cient LFC duct volume and provide adequate design flexibility; and fuel volume in the
wing and wing center section. It is important fir'. to ceview qualitatively the direc-
tion in which the wing loading of a laminar-flow airplane wing tends. At the maximum
value of lift to drag ratio, close to that desired for high-speed cruise, the induced
drag approximately equals the friction drag. For a laminar wing, with its friction draglower than for a turbulent wing, it is desirable, therefore, to reduce the induced drag
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relative to ,a turbulent airplane in order to maximize the laminar benefits. The induced

drag Di can be reduced by increasing the wing span b. (Di = (gW')rq as derived from

Di = C Dq S L- qS and W = L Ctq For a constant wing area S, however, which

is attained by decreasing the wing chord C as span is increased, the wing weight
increases which offsets some of the fuel saved from the lower induced drag, If one were
to decreise the chord a lesser amount, thereby allowing the wing area to increase with a
resultant app-oach to a constant aspect ratic, the increase in wing weight might be less
but the total drag decrease attained from the lower induced drag is reduced by the
increased friction drag of the larger wing area. Because the friction drag increase due
to increased wing area is much lower for a laminar wing than for a turbulent wing, the
laminar wing design tends towards an increasad span and an increased area and, there-
fore, a reduced wing loading for the same weight.

The following series of figures are quantitative examples of the effects of wing
loading and aspect ratio on the important airplane performance parameters mentioned
previously with consideration given to the important design constraints of FAA field
length limit and fuel volume. The values presented are EL•c-gly dependent upon the
airplane design mission and are included only to indicate trends and considerations.
For a given airplane size, the adequacy of available fuel volume is best judged with the
parameter fuel volume ratic FVR. ,his parameter is the ratio of available fuel volume
to that required to fly the design mission range with fiel reserves at constant altitude
carrying the full passenger payload. In this study, a value of FVR of 1.1 was chosen as
a constraint for design conservatism to allow a possible increase of required suction
duct volume as the design pro',ressed. Figure 25 gives FVR results for a matrix of air-
planes sized for a cruise altitude of 40,000 ft and a cruise Mach number of 0.8. A
field length limit of 10,000 ft, selected for the airplane designs of this studyis
superimposed to complete delineation of a boundary which defines wing loading/aspect
ratio combinations which are excluded from consideration by the FVR and field length
constraints. Figure 26 indicates that the minimum direct operating cost DOC lies at the
intersection of the fuel/field length limit lines. The variation of DOC with aspect
ratio AR is fortunately rather flat at the intersection. After establishment of engine
bypass ratio and cruise power ratio from trade studies, Figure 27 led to selection of a
near-optimum aspect ratio of 11.6 based on DOC, a value that also meets the guideline
for moderate aspect ratio. The near-optimum DOC choice, however, is not the optimum
from a fuel-usage viewpoint, as indicated in Figuie 28. Selection of an aspect ratio of
14 rather than 11.6, for example, decreases fuel usage by 6%. The technical risks of
such a choice would be considerably greater and the small portion of total flights that
would be flown at the maximum range with full passenger payload did not appear to
justify use of such a high aspect ratio at the current state of the art of structures
and materials.

Cruise Mach Number and Altitude

The effect of cruise Mach number and altitude on DOC is presented in Figure 29.
Although DOC decreases with increased M, greater wing sweep is required which, as dis-
cussed previously, aggravates the leading-edge spanwise turbulence contamination problem
and the adverse effects of boundary-layer crossflow instability and external distur-
bances. Increased cruise altitude, with the associated reduced unit Reynolds number, is
very desirable from the point of view of reduced sensitivity of the laminar boundary
layer to all disturbances. The effect of an increase in cruise altitude on DOC,
however, is adverse, as indicated in Figure 29. The figure also indicates that a
progressively greater DOC penalty occurs as altitude is increased aoove 40,000 ft.

Chordwise Extent of Laminarization

The reduction of profile drag by extending the percentage of chord laminarized is
an obvious way of decreasing fuel usage. The penalties in LFC system weight, cost, and
complexity are less obvious. For practical design of conventional-looking transports,
these penalties are significant enough to limit the chordwise extent of laminarization
to a value below the theoretical ideal of full-chord laminar flow. The following
figures indicate general trends for conventional transport arrangements with chordwise
extent of laminarization but absolute values vary with design mission and aircraft
geometry. The design variation of suction flow with caordwise position, a principal
input to these general trends, is represented in Figure 30.

Figure 31 illustrates the increase in LFC system weight with increasing (X/C)L.
Aircraf÷ gross weight decreases at first with increasing (X/C)L and then increases
rapidly w-.th a further increase in (X/C) The trend is consistent with the trend of
wing area with (X/C)L and results directly from a smaller wing volume available for fuel
when the increased suction ducting volume required toward the rear of the wing is con-
sidered (Fig. 30). A continuously favorable effect of increased laminarization on the4 wing and tail profile drag coefficients, the total airplane profile drag coefficient,
and the total airplane drag coefficient is shown in Figure 32. The rate of decrease in
drag coefficient slows as laminarization approaches full chord. When the required in-
crease in wing area is considered for laminarization past about half chord (Fig. 31),
however, the total drag of each component, as represented by CD S in Figure 33,
reaches a minimum at (X/C)I. n about 0.80 and then increases. This drag variation with
(X/C)L along with the airplane gross weight variation with (X/C)L (Fig. 31) result in a

/
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minimization of both block fuel and direct operating cost (DOC) at an aft position of
laminarization considerably ahead of the trailing edge - in the order of 80%C for
minimum block fuel and 70%C for DOC, depending upon the fuel price (Fig. 34), As a
result of these trends and other considerations, each contractor involved in these
studies elected to terminate laminar flow considerably ahead of the trailing edge.

Limiting Laminarization to Upper Surface

Because of the difference in skin friction between the upper and lower wiIg sur-
faces due to the differences in local velocities, it is possible to obtain nearly the
same drag reduction by laminarization of only the upper surface to 80% chord as can be
obtained by laminarization of both surfaces to 70% chord (Fig. 35). This is an inter-
esting approach to application of LFC which provides significant simplifying advantages
that compensate for the higher drag coefficient. Conventional access panels to wing
leading- and trailing-edge systems and fuel tanks can be provided for inspection and
maintenance purposes without disturbing any LFC surface. Laminarized surfaces in areas
susceptible to foreign-object damage are eliminated. The possiblility of fuel leakage
into the LFC panels and ducting is avoided. The initial cost and maintenance costs are
reduced. A shield for contamination avoidance can be deployed forward of the wing lead-
ing edge which can be retracted into the unlaminarized lower surface when not required.
The contamination-avoidance shield will be discussed in more detail later.

CURRENT DESIGN APPROACHES
Leading-Edge Protection Systems

Questions are continuously raised about the significance of airborne insects on the
practicality of attaining and retaining laminar flow in flight. Are insects really a
problem for transport aircraft? If so, isn't that sufficient teason to dispute the
practicality of laminar-flow concepts? Is there any effective method of eliminating the
adverse effects of insects if they are, in fact, significant?

With respect to the first question, the degree to which insects may be a problem
varies with geographic location, season of the year, and local atmospheric conditions.
The fact that insects do, in fact, adhere in the wing leading-edge region is evident
from observations of transport and other aircraft as well as from some flight tests with
a Jetstar airplane made specifically for this purpose in this program. Figure 36 pre-
sents the maximum height of insect accretion permissible in the most sensitive regions
near the wing leading edge for no premature boundary-layer transition at a cruise Mach
number of 0.8, as obtained for unswept wings from Reference 14. It is possible that
even these low values may be somewhat optimistic in that a limited amount of data
indicates an aggravating effect of wing sweep on permissible roughness (Ref. 13).
The favorable effect on permissible height of increased cruise altitude is indicated.

A conservative assumption was made in this program that insect accumulations could
be significant, a- least for some seasons and geographical locations, so that efforts
were made to develop practical means for ali-rviating the adverse effect. Results to
this point in time are quite encouraging. The first part of the program involved flight
tests at the NASA-Dryden Flight Research Facility with a Jetstar airplan, under airline
operating flight conditions. The Jetstar was instrumented to detect transition on the
outboaro leading-edge flap and equipped with a system to wet the leading edge in flRht
(Fig. 37). The significant tesults were: use of superslick or hydrophobic coatings
does not offer a complete solution; low cruise temperatures and high cruise Mach numbers
are ineffective in a hoped-for erosion of accumulated insect residue; wetting the wing
leading-edge region during insect encounter is effective in prevention of insect accumu-
lation although washing the surface after insect accumulation did not sufficiently re-
move the residue (Ref. 15). Follow-on wind-tunnel tests (Ref. 16) of liquid ejection
through a combination liquid ejection-air suction slot system indicated an effectiveness
of surface wetting in prevention of insect adhesion to the surface (Fig. 38). Use of a
freezing-point depressant as the wetting fluid provides the dual function of anti-icing.

A second leading-edge protection approach offering promise was developed for the
LFC concept with laminarization of the upper surface only (Ref. 17). In this case, a
retractable shield is used as the primary contamination avoidance device. The shield,
which also serves as a leading-edge high-lift device, provides line-of-sight protection
of the wing leading edge from insect impingement (Fig. 39). A supplemental freezing-
point depressant is sprayed on the wing upper surface to provide an additional precau-
tion against insect adhesion and to provide protection against icing. Insect trajectory
analyses and wind-tunnel tests indicate complete shielding of the upper surface during
climb and other high angle-of-attack conditions. The supplemental spray is required to
shield against small insects during operation at low angles of attack such as during
take-off roll and descent. Flight validation in simulated airline flight profiles will
be accomplished for both of these approaches to alleviate the potential insect-
contamination problem (Ref. 18).

Suction System

The objective of the suction system is to maintain laminar boundary-layer flow

through an efficient removal of part of the low-energy boundary-layer air on the sur-
face. The system design must satisfy the stringent requirements for surface smoothness
and waviness, must be compatible with production-environment manufacturing procedures
and with in-service inspection, maintenance, and repair capabilities, and must provide a
high degree of reliability with imposition of minimum airframe weight and cost

- ~- ~4-
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penalties. The basic elements of the system include the suction surface through whicn
the air is sucked, a system for metering the level and distribution of the ingested
flow, a dzcting zystem for collecting the flow, and pumping units which provide
sufficienc compression to discharge the suction flow at a velocity at least as high as
the airplane velocity (Fig. 40).

Althoagh the schematic of Figure 40 illustrates the use of multiple slots, the
suction surface may be also fabricated with a porous material or perforated. Early
studies of numerous metiods of fabricating porous surfaces using varicus materials
failed to yield surfaces that could be satisfactory for both structural and aerodynamic
requirements. The program then concentrated on development of surfaces with multiple
spanwise slots and with perforations. Very careful design analyses are required for
either of these surface types because of the nonuniformity of required suction ov-r the
chcrd and span of a wing, in combination with external variations in surface pressure.

Multiple Slots

Slot Configuration Considerations The design of multiple suction slots must pro-
vide TIo; characteristics that are predictable, stable, uniform along the length of the
slots, and free from flow disturbances that would interfere with laminarization.
Criteria for slot design developed to meet these requirements are reported in Refer-
ence 7. Figure 41 defines the design criteria and a brief description follows. The
goal for the parameter H , the ratio of the slot width to the sucked height, is a rangew

from 1.0 to 1.4. These approximate limits are indicative of slot stability but may be
exceeded up to a value of about 2 if the minimum slot width is limited by fabrication
considerations. It is desirable to maintain the ratio of the velocity in the boundary
layer at the sucked height to the velocity at the edge of the boundary Layer Uz/U, as
low as practicable (< 0.3) to limit the influence of suction on the flow outside the
sucked boundary layer. The value of aw saould exceed approximately 0.0075. For lower
values, separated flow from the forward slot lip may not reattach in the slot with a
resultant undesirable destabilizing oscillating flow. The reader should be aware that

4b b
some references define a, as w4b rather than b. The value of Cps should exceed

w w
apprcximately 0.02 to provide sufficiently uniform flow along the slot and to damp out
disturbances from metering holes and acoustic disturbances beneath the slot. The slot
Reynolds number Rw is based on the slot width and flow conditions and is indicative of
slot-flow stability. The lower the value of Rw, the more viscous and steady the slot
flow and the less susceptible the external flow is to slot and internal disturbances.
An Rw less than 100 is the goal.

The criteria parameters are interrelated and dependent upon the influences of
differences in flight conditions. An analysis of the governing equations of each design
criterion (Ref. 16) indi-zated that 

8
w' w/z, C and Uz/Ue could all be expressed

in terms of slot Reynolds number Rw, and slot wKh w, and properties associated with
a specific chordwise location X/C. Evaluation of slot spacing ACN requirements for
distributed suction indicated that spacing could be expressed in terms of only Rw and
the local distributed-suction rate. A plot of the limiting values of the design crite-
ria, therefore, could be made in terms of Rw as a function of w for each X/C and a
plot of the corresponding slot spacing in terms of K. as a function of ACN for each
X/C could be constructed. A sample plot of this very useful interrelationship of the
design criteria and slot spacing is shown in Figure 42.

In this sample figure, the upper point within the design boundaries is more favor-
able from construction considerations than the lower point in that a fewer number of
wider slots is required. The lower point, however, is not as close to the Uz/Ue limit
and, thereforej is preferable from the performance viewpoint. The final design process
involves compromises between the production and performance considerations as the range
of cruise design and cruise off-design conditions and wing locations are considered.

Win_ Box A crucial concern in the definition of a practical production LFC trans-
port is the wing structural design. Initial st-iies were performed (Refs. 13, 16, and
17) to define future LFC transports and the rcquired systems. Structural slotted con-
cepts were selected, and structural, flow and environmental testing were performed to
establish concept feasibility (Fig. 43). Structural components were subjected to light-
ning strikes, corrosion, impact damage and icing. Other tests included moisture expo-
sure, fatigue, residual strength, and compression tests. Figure 44 illustrates there
were no significant problems with lightning strikes, corrosion, foreign-object damage
and icing. Repair techniques with hand-held tools were developed. These tests demon-
strated the feasibility of manufacturing slotted LFC panels within the permissible
step/waviness tolerances and developed the needed manufacturing technology for thick
graphite/epoxy structures. Considerable effort was devoted to developing methods for
producing slots in titanium skins. Methods evaluated included electro-discharge
machining, electron-beam cutting, w-ter jet, laser, chem-milling and sawing. The most

:i consistent slot widths were made with the sawing technique which was selected as the
approach in these studies.

The slotted wing-box design, illustrated in Figure 45. employs extensive use of
graphite epoxy (G/E) composite materials. The primary load-carrying structure is thick
G/E wing skin stiffened with integral G/E hat section stiffeners. Titanium sheet, with
spanwise slots, is bonded to the G/E wing skins. Suction air passes through the slots
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into small plenums molded into the G/E skins and through metering holes to spanwise
ducts formed by the hat stiffeners. At every other rib station, the suction air is
metered into ducts formed by rib caps of truss ribs. The rib-cap ducts penetrate the
front spar web to transfer the suction air into trunk ducts in th2 leading-edge box.
The trunk ducts collect the suction air into independently driver, suction pump units
located under each wing root. Laminar flow is maintainea to 75% chord on upper and
lower wing surfaces.

To evaluate the design, an extensi-. fabrication and testing program (Fig. 46) was
undertaken that examined materials, adhesives, cure process variables, structural char-
acteristics, and fabrication techniques. Numerous specimens of a materials verification
series (consisting of 68 specimens) have been fabricated and tested. Processes for
fabrication of thick G/E skin panels with up to 40 plies and molded slot plenums were
developed that produced void free laminates with excellent structural properties.
Critical details of the wing surface design were selected for developing manufacturing
pcocedures. The four specimens selected were (the concept selection series in Fig. 46):
a rib duct to wing surface element: an integral spar cap section; a chordwise splice
joint; and a spar-cap/chordwise splice joint. These specimens were also structurally
tested and confirmed design analyses. Fatigue and compression tests performed on the
concept verification specimens (Fig. 46) verified the structural feasibility of the
design.

For the slotted approach, manufacturing studies, based in part upon the experience
gained in the structural specimen fabrication, was a major effort. The data baie
accrued allowed an assessment of manufacturing costs which was used to reassess benefits
evaluated in initial studies reported in Reference 16. A comparison of features of the
slotted baseline LFC aircraft with an advanced turbulent aircrdft is presented in
Figure 47. The turbulent aircraft is designed for the same mission as the LFC aircrait
and employs the same technology level. The LFC aircraft has a gross take-off weight
that is 8.5% lower than the turbulent aircraft and burns 21.7% less fuel. While the
acquisition cost is $2.4 million higher per aircraft, fuel usage per year indicates that
the LFC systems cost would be offset in the first six months of operations with annual
fuel cost savings thereafter of nearly $4 million per aircraft, assuming a fuel price of
$1.50 per gallon.

Leading-Ed e Box The leading-edge region of a laminar-flow wing represents a
icult teh al and design challenge. The leading edge is subject to insect impacts

(as previously discussed), foreign object damage, erosion, and ice contamination. The
required systems for protection from insect contamination and anti-icing must be de-
signed to perform synergistically with the required suction system in the limited volume
available. These problems are exacerbated by the fact that suction requirements are
large in the leading edge due to the need to control the boundary-layer crossflow insta-
bilities present. These large suction requirements may in turn mean that design crite-
ria are pushed to the limit or exceeded, that slots be closely spaced or that porous
surfaces be designed with special considerations for pressure drop and chordwise
inflow/outflow.

As for the case of the slotted wing-box design, many slotted leading-edge concepts
were evaluated (Ref. 16). The approach selected evolved as a result of extensive design
studies and development testing. These studies focused on addressing special concerns
associated with systems and structures, including development of leading edge insect/
anti-icing protection systems and development of practical, reliable structures which
meet the more stringent external smoothness and waviness requirements of the leading
edge. Evaluation of the slotted suction-panel designs also included considerations of
suction duct efficiency, weight, cost, integrity, manufacturability and repairability.
Concepts were fabricated and flow tested to evaluate and improve upon configurations of
slot, slot plenum, collector ducts and metering holes. Structural specimens were sub-
jected to tension, compression, bending and fatigue tests. Repairability tests were
also performed. The slotted leading-edge concept selected (Refs. 16 and 19) is illus-
trated in Figure 48 and involves suction through fine spanwise slots (0.004 inch width)
on butfl the upper and lower surfaces to the front spar. No leading-edge high-lift de-
vice is required. A 0.016 inch thick titanium outer sheet is bonded to a sandwich sub-
structure of graphite epoxy face sheets with a Nomex honeycomb core. The suction flow
is routed through the structure by a combination of slot ducts, metering holes and col-7
lector ducts embedded in the honeycomb. Six slots in the leading edge serve the dual
purpose of providing a protective fluid film for both insect protection and anti-icing.
These slots are purged of fluid during climbout and join the other suction slots for
laminarizing the boundary layer in cruise. ThE feasibility of this concept for pro-tecting the leading edge against insect residue was verified in wind-tunnel tests as

discussed in an earlier section. Flight evaluation of the slotted leading-edge concept
is currently in progress (Ref. 18).

Perforated Surface

Perforation Configuration Considerations The aerodynamic feasibility of perforated
suction surface3s at transport flight conditions has not yet been completely established.
The aerodynamic uncertainty regarding perforated surfaces involves the possibility of
premature transition due to introduction of perforation-induced disturbances, which,
based on limited previous data for circular holes, is dependent upon perforation
geometry (diameter, spacing) and suction flow rate in combination with the unit and
length Reynolds numbers.
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Based on previous tests and physical reasoning, the perforation configurdtion
parameLers that are most significant to the ability to maintain large extents of laminar
flow are: 6/d, the ratio of the boundary-layer thickness to perforation diameter, which
should be as large as possible; Rd, a local Reynolds number based on the velocity
through a hole and the hole diameter, which should be as small as possible; and s/d,
the ratio of hole spacing to hole diameter, which should be equal to about 10. Results
of hand calculations based on unswept flat-plate boundary layers for simplicity are
presented in Figures 49, 50, and 51 to indicated principal trends. The ratio 6/d is
plotted against chordwise location from the leading edge of an unsucked flat plate at a
unit Reynolds number of 1 x 10

6
/ft in Figure 49 for perforation diameters of 0.0040,

0.0028, 0.0020, and 0.0014 in. Regardless of suction flow requirements, the decrease of
6/d near the leading edge is obvious and the need to decrease d is apparent. The
absence of a rigid criterion on the minimum permissible value of 6/d led to the con-
cern about the maximum permissible d in the thin boundary-layer region near leading
edges. The hole diameter Reynolds number Rd is plotted against suction flow coefti-
cient Cq in Figure 50 for the same hole diameters with spacings of 0.010, 0.020, and
0.040 in. These data are cross plotted against hole spacing for two values of Cq in
Figure 51. Figures 50 and 51 indicate that for any given value of C as d is de-
creased (as desired for larger 6/d), the hole spacing s must be de~reased in order to
decrease Rd as desired. Fortunately, this trend is compatible with the previous
experimental determination that a small spacing of the holes with respect to the hole
diameter is required to minimize formation of undesirable vortices at each individual
hole. The previous data indicated that a value of s/d of about 10 should be satis-
factory.

From the preceding trends, it is apparent that to maximize 6/d and minimize Rd
while maintaining s/d at about 10, it is necessary to minimize hole diameter. The
smallest diameter holes developed in the current program with clean edges and a satis-
factory variation of diameter through the material werf. produced with the electron-beam
technique. Photomicrographs of the selected configurakion are presented in Figure 52.
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of this configuration in the critical leading-edge region
yielded laminar flow. These tests were made at a unit Reynolds number of 1.2 x 10 6

/ft
whereas the value for transport flight at 38,000 ft altitude at a Mach number of 0.8 is
1.68 x 10

6
. An increase in unit Reynolds number decreases 6/d and increases R for

a given perforation geometry (d and s), both in an adverse direction. Laminar flow
was also attained in the wind tunnel at the lower R/ft, however, with larger perfora-
tions of 0.004 in. diameter, which increases the confidence that laminar flow ;.LlI be
obtained at the larger flight value of R/ft with the smaller perforations of 0.0026
in. in the leading-edge region. A question still remains as to the possibility of a
continual reinforcement of hole disturbances as suction through holes is rontinued
downstream.

Another design consideration that requires careful analysis is that of appraising
the relationships between perforated-surface porosity, the subsurface suction pressure,
and the integrated suction flow rate in regions where the chordwise pressure gradient is
steep, e.g., in the wing leading-edge region. The interrelationships among these vari-
ables are illustrated in Figure 53. The value Q has been defined as the surface
porosity in terms of flow quantity per unit area for a given pressure differential
across the surface.

To prevent outflow of air in any given flute (a condition to be avoided because of
severe adverse impact on transition), the subsurface fluce pressure Psub must be equal
to or lower than P2 , the lowest external pressure over the chordwise extent of the
flute. For the value of Psub = P 2 , a porosity of Qma is required for the integrated
suction flow rate across the flute to be equal to the hntegrated theoretical design
value. '?or a porosity greater than Qmax, the integrated flow rate is greater than the
theoretical value required. More suction than required is to be avoided as indicated in
a previous section. If the porosity is lower than Qm x attainment of an integrated
flow rate equal to the theoretical value requires a sugsurface pressure Psub lowe.
than the minimum external pressure P2 . For this case, some inflow - rather than zE;o
flow - occurs at the minimum pressure station 2. This case also gives a smoother s --
tion velocity profile than that obtains with more porous surfaces and an increesed
tolerance to external pressure varia, ins resulting from surface contour variatiu.s,
spanwise design variations, and off-design conditions.

The chordwise widths of the open flute areas and of the blocked surface areas
affect the porosity--pressure drop-flow rate relationships. For example, an increase in
the ratio of open flute chord to blocked chord necessitates a lower surface porosity so
that the higher pressure drop across the surface required for no outflow (higher
external pressure differential subtended by the flute) will not increase the integrated
flow rate above the theoretical value due to the resultant increase in suction velocity.
A decrease in open-chord ratio, of course, results in the opposite effects.

Surface Panel The selected perforated surface (Ref. 17) was fabricated of
0.025 in. thick 6AL4V titanium alloy sheet drilled by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft using
EB-perforating equipment produced by Steigerwald Strahltechnic GMBH in Germany. The
taper of the holes shown in Figure 52 is a natural outcome of the EB process and
attenuates the possibility of clogging the holes from surface particles. The
"Steigerwald chart of Figure 54 confirms that the selected configuration is pushing the
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state of the art with respect to hole size and material thickness and that the hole
production rate is quite rapid. Figure 52 shows that the holes are of true circular
shape at the outer surface. The EB-pirforated surface was bonded directly to a corru-
gated fiberglass substructure to form a simple LFC glove panel (Fig. 55).

Selection of the final glove panel arrangement was preceded by much fabrication
development and environmental and structural testing. Results indicate that the
EB-perforated titanium glove panel provides a tough, corrosion-resistant, effectively
smooth, and easily cleaned LFC surface that can be worked satisfactorily to strain
levels corresponding to those of an advanced-technology wing structure. This conclusion
is partially based on the types of environmental tests indicated in Figure 56. Examples
of results are presented in Figures 57 and 58. Figure 57 shows the reduction of
porosity of an EB-perforated titanium sheet after a long-duration exposure to a contami-
nating environment on a building roof near an airport. The original porosity was
completely restored b7 a simple steam cleaning from the outer surface with a simple
hand-held steam-cleaning wand. The curves of Figure 58 show that the impact resistance
of the EB-perforated titanium sheet is better than that of a thicker 7075-T6 aluminum
alloy sheet matprial commonly used for airplane leading edges.

Wing Box The main wing box (Refs. 17 and 20) is formed by internal blade-stiffened

graphite epoxy wing covers (Fig. 59). Suction panels are gloved to the main wing box
and suction air collection is external to the wing box. The EB-perforated titanium
sheet is bonded to a fiberglass sandwich panel with a corrugated core forming flutes for
subsurface airflow transfer. The impervious bond areas divide the panel surface such
that perforated-strip suction occurs at the surface. The suction panels are attached to
generally chordwise oriented blades on the outer surface of the wing-box cover. These
blades form ducts for suction air collection into trunk ducts in the leading-edge box.
This collection scheme is advantageous, over for example spanwise air collection,
because the quantity of airflow and the collection distance are such that the ducts can
be comparatively shallow with a minimum loss in structural depth. Wing bending
efficiency, therefore, is only slightly compromised. Behind the rear spar and in the
leading-edge box, air collection is in spanwise ducts. In the development of the per-
forated-surface wing-box concept, emphasis was placed on he structural development of
practical suction panels, as indicated in the previous section. The assumption was made
that sufficient technology for the primary wing structure will evolve from other on-
going programs.

Leading-Edge Box With the selection of suction on the upper surface only, the
elimi on o suction systems and the stringent surface smoothness requirements from
the lower surface permits the use of a Krueger leading-edge protection shield and high-
lift device. A principal problem in the design of the leading-edge box was the defini-
tion of a geometry that would provide for both the air suction system and the Krueger
flap in the limited volhue available. Figure 60 is a schematic of the selected arrange-
ment (Refs. 17, 21 and 22). Similar to the wing-box region described in the previous
section, the concept for the perforated leading-edge surface is a perforated-strip
approach with about 60% of the surface perforated and about 40% blocked where the skin
bonds to the land area of the corrugated substructure. The suction ducts or flutes
collect the sucked air which is routed to the suction source. Spray nozzles are mounted
on the Krueger underside to supplement thE insect-protection capability of the shield or
to providt a coating of anti-icing fluid i.r leading-edge icing protection. A system
for purging fluid from the suction flutes and surface perforations is provided, if
required. The leading edge of the shield itself is provided icing protection through
the use of a commercially available ice-protection system manufactured by TKS, Ltd. The
perforated leading-edge concept is undergoing flight evaluation in the same program as
the slotted leading-edge concept (Ref. 18).

Natural Laminar Flow and Hybrid Laminar-Flow Control

While this paper addresses systems for laminar-flow control, i.e., the maintenance
of laminar flow to large chordwise extents by active wall suction, the systems developed
for the leading-edge region are equally applicable for natural laminar-flow and hybrid
laminar-flow-control concepts. More limited regions of laminar flow than that possible
with laminar-flow control may be attainable through design with favorable pressure
gradients over part of the wing (decreasing surface pressures in the direction of the
flow). Adverse cross-flow effects induced by sweep of the leading edge, necessary for

cruise at high subsonic speeds, limit the extent of natural laminar flow attainable.
Recent boundary-layer stability analyses, hcwever, indicate that wing sweep angles up to
about 17*, corresponding to a lower cruise speed than today's transports, may be per-
missible. Verification of the analytical predictions is being pursued in a flight-test
program of a natural laminar-flow airfoil incorporated in partial gloves on the wings of
a variable-sweep airplane. Results wilý help define the types of airplane for which
natural laminar flow may be feasible. For any type, smoothness of surface finish and
contour must be provided as well as leading-edge protection from insect-residue and ice
accumulation, as in the case for laminar-flow control.

A combination of the principles for laminar-flow control and natural laminar flow
may find application to large high-speed transports (Fig. 61). Suction in the leading-
edge region, where the cross flow due to sweep is large, may be used to control the
cross-flow disturbances, and favorable pressure gradients. not large enough to induce
unacceptable cross flow, may be used aft of the front spar to maintain natural laminar
flow to the vicinity of midchord (Ref. 23). Such a hybrid approach may provide more
extensive laminar flow than possible with natural laminar flow at high sweeps, and has

-L
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the advantage of avoiding the complexities associated with providing suction in the
region of the wing torsion box where fuel is stored. Analysis of the feasibility of
this hybrid concept is underway.

"CONCLUDING REMARKS

Results of this program to date indicate that LFC configurations utilizing either
slotted-surface or perforated-surface structural airangements should result in practical
LFC transport aircraft that provide substantial reductions in fuel usage and direct
operating costs as compared with equally advanced turbulent configurations. Continued
efforts are necessary for further development of efficient LFC structures and for flight
validation of LFC reliability and economics under realistic operating conditions.
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TABLE I.- PROBABILITY OF ENCOUNTERING VARIOUS LEVELS OF AVERAGE CLOUDINESS
ON SEVEN LONG-RANGE P!RLINE ROUTES, AS ESTIMATED FROM A GANMA

PROBABIL MTY DISTRIBUTION

Code: No. of flights P(TICF > 5 % %

TICR, % P(TICF ;10 4%), t4

P(TICF < 1%), • P(TICF ; 25 %}, %4

P(TICF < 5.4), o P(TIC, ) 50 %), .4

Altitude, kft

Route 28.5-33.5 33.5-38.b 38.5-43.5

California - 22 52.4 177 37.2 2
Hawaii 9.4 32.5 5.5 17.4

17.3 8.1 24.7 2.1
47.6 1.2 62.8 -O

East Coast - 3 58 46.2 13 14.0
West Coast (USA) 7.5 25.9 2.4 2.8

20.1 5.3 41.3 -0
53.8 0.4 86.0 -0

West Coast - 6 53.8 26 16.9 26 17.8
Northwest Europe 9.9 34.0 2.7 4.0 2.8 4.4

16.7 9.9 38.6 0.1 37.7 0.1

46.2 1.4 83.1 -0 82.2 -0

East Coast - 38 52.1 99 47.7 24 23.1

Northwest Europe 9.3 32.2 7.9 27.4 3.4 7.1
17.5 8.7 19.5 6.0 33.5 0.3
47.8 1.1 52.3 0.6 76.9 -0

Australia - 16 49.4 20 5' .0
SE Asia 8.4 29.2 8.9 30.9 No

18.7 7.0 18.0 7.9 data
50.6 0.7 49.0 0.9

West Coast - 4 3f' 26.2 14 12.1
Japan (westbound) 3.8 9.1 2.2 2.1

31.3 0.5 43.5 -0
73.8 -0 87.9 -0

west Coast - 12 51.0 29 24.7

Japan (eastbound) No 8.9 30.9 3.6 8.1
data 18.0 7.9 32.3 0.3

49.0 0.9 75.3 -0

--- .

,,
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Figure 1. Factors affecting laminar flow Figure 2. Effect of atmospheric ice crystals on
laminar flow
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FORWARD FACING STP ~R a hl. = 2 3.x10

FOR STEP LCA1TED DOWNSTREAMOF 25C M. =.8 M. z.8 M.
AFT. FACING STEP ALTITUDt Z1.0 .. ALTTUZ = .t ALTITUDE = I.

Rhr = I 0 k 104 RM = 3 16 x 106 R. =2 25 x 106 RNt 168 x 106
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edge
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Figure 10. Noise sources on LFC aircraft
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TRANSITION IS CAUSEO BY THI SELECT IV AMPLIFICATION Of
BOUNDARY LAYER DISTURBANCES

12 LFC RELATIVE TO TURBULENT AIRCRAFT TODUMIEN- TRAILING EDGE
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Figure 19. Effect of fuel cost on aircraft oo 500
direct operating cost S/C. PERCENT

Figure 20. Schematic of effect of suction on
crossflow and Tollmien-Schlichting
disturbance growth
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Figure 21. Block diagram of LFC wing design methodology
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0 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AIRFOIL SECTIONS
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Figure 22. Relationship between wing thickness Figure 23. Relationship between relative
and wing sweep wing-box weight and wing sweep
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Figure 24. Results of a wing-sweep trade study Figure 25. Fuel volume ratios for a matrix of

as a function of wing loading airplanes; 0.8 Mach number, 40,000
feet altitude
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Figure .29, Effect of Cruise Mach number and
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Figure 28. Sensitivity of black fuel to aspect
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Figure 31. Effect of chordwise extent of
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S~ NASA JETSTAR

LE. UPPER SURFACE LE. LOWER SURFACE
WITH TOTAL HEAD TUBES. WITH WATER SPRAY NOZZLES

Figure 37. Leading-edge contamination flight test

k 30 deg. swept model

* Insects injected into freestream
*Velocities up to 154 kts.
*Angle-of-attack to 15 dag.
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BUG IPINGME ~IMPINGE CRITICAL AREA FOR.BUG IMPINGEMENT, INBOARD STATIONS AT HIGH
T -S FLAP SETTINGS

SUPPLEMENTAL LIOUID FILMSYSTEM NEEDED FOR SOME
A AREAS

G siC•'"o

Conclusion - Fluid dispensed through slots
in leading edge provided protective surface Figure 39. Leading-edge Krueger/insect shield
film on the upper and lower surfaces which analyses and wind-tunnel tests
prevento0 insects from adhering

Figure 38. Swept wing wind-tunnel model for

eval'ation of liquid dispensing
through slots for protection of

leading edge
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SLOT DESIGN CRITERIA
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Figure 41. Slotted-surface schematic and
Figure 40. Schematic uf basic suction system elements design criteria
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0 CONCEPT WITHSTANDS LIGHTNING STRIKE,
NO CATASTROPHIC FAILURE, SURFACE
REPAIRABLE

* CORROSION, ICING, LOW TEMP. NO SIGNIFICANT
PROBLEM

* FOREIGN OBJECT IMPACT ONLY A PROBLEM
OVER A SLOT (UNSUPPORTED TITANIUM SKIN)

"* DAMAGED SLOT CAN BE REPAIRED TO ORIGINAL
CONDITION USING HAND HELD TOOLS

"* DEMONSTRATED FEASIBILITY OF MANUFACTURING
LFC PANEL WITHIN PERMISSABLE STEP/WAVINESS
TOLERANCES

80 PLIES

"* DEVELOPED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY FOR 1-20 PLIES
THICK GRAPHITE/EPOXY STRUCTURES -- 68 PLIES

Figure 44. Results of structural development of slotted-suction concept
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/ DUCTS C-

DIT HLE CS-I CONCEPT VERIFICATION

SLOT PLENUM

TRUNK DUCT DIVIDESR bOX SUCTION SLOT ONCEPT SELECTION

CLEARING SLOTS C-
CS-S

Figure 45. Slotted wing-box design Figure 46. Slotted wing-box fabrication and
testing program
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Figure 47. Comparison of a slotted LFC aircraft IN(TITANIUM)

with an advanced turbulent aircraft Figure 48. Slotted leading-edge box design
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Figure 49. Variation of boundary-layer thickness to perforation

diameter ratio with chordwise position
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Figure 52. Photomicrographs of electron-beam

drilled perforations in 0.025 inch

thick titanium sheet
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Figure 54. Electron-beam POROUS SURFACE MATERIAL
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TURBULENT DRAG REDUCTION FOR EXTERNAL FLOWS

D. M. Bushnell
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665

ABSTRACT

Paper presents a review and summary of turbulent drag reduction approa hes appli-
cable to external flows. Because relatively recent and exhaustive reviews (xist for
laminar flow control and polymer (hydrodynamic) drag reduction, the paper focuses upon
the emerging areas of non-planar geometry and large-eddy alteration. Turbulent control
techniques for air generally result in modest (but technologically significant) drag
reductions (order of 20 percent or less) whereas hydrodynamic approaches can yield drag
reductions the order of 70 percent. Paper also includes suggestions for alternative
concepts and optimization of existing approaches.

NOMENCLATURE

a land width for micro air bearings
C chord
CD drag coefficient
Cf local skin friction coefficient
CF area averaged skin friction coefficient
D total drag
f piie friction factor
F, PVW!/p U 1/2
h (HU /vr rC /2)S.f
H device height
M Mach number
R longitudinal radius of curvature
Rc chord Reynolds number
Rq gas Reynolds number
RL body length Reynolds number
Rx Reynolds number based upon local trface distance
R morentum thickness Reynolds number
s riblet transverse wavelength
S slot height 1/2s suJ /) (cfl/2)"
UV longitudinal and normal velocity components
X,,y curvilinear coordinates along and normal to the surface,

respectively
AX downstream surface distance
6 boundary layer thickness
n loading ratio
0 momentum thickness
A wavelenoth
X kinematic viscosity
p density

Subsclipts

g gas
3 slot flow
o reference flat plit' condition
P pressure drop
s gas + solids
W wall value
- free stream

INI.j DUCTION

Previouf :esearch on "form" or "pressure" drag reduction and roughness control
decreased the zero-lift drag coefficient of most air and underwatec bodies to very low
values (nearll that of attached viscous flow). In fact, P'zin friction reduction is
currently conszidered .. m,'jor "barr-e. Problem" to the further optimization of most aero-
dynamic and hydrodynamic bodies, wnetier platforms or weapons. Viscous drag accounts
for (a) approximately 50 perc'nt of CTOL aircr.rt and surface ship drag, (b) the order
of 70 percent of the drag for aost underwater bodies, and (c) nearly all of the pumping
power for long distance piuelines. Typical be efits resulting from a sizable reduction
in viscous drag include design options for (a) longer range, (b) reduced fuel volume/
cost/weight, and (c) increased speed. As an example, a 20 percent reduction in fuselage
skin friction drag for the U.S. CTOL civilian aircraft transport fleet translates into a
yearly fuel saving approaching 400 million dollars. This estimate does not include
additional savings and increased performance from either DOD or surface ship/pipeline

Head, Viscous Flow Branch, High-Speed Aerodynamics Division
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applications. Therefore, the "leverage" in this area of research (viscous drag reduc-
tion) is quite considerable and justifies the study of"unusual," or "high risk"
approaches on an exploratory basis, e.g., "so little is known about the nature of turbu-
lent boun, ary layers, and so much benefit would accrue to aviation from a reduction in
turbulent skin friction, that all avenues for its reduction should be thoroughly
examined" (Ref. 1).

A basic question concerning skin friction reduction is whether the "unmodified"
viscous flow over the bulk of the body is laminar or turbulent. Three oroblem regimes
can be readily identified. In the first, the body Reynolds number is relatively low
(ordet of 106 or less) and, in the absence of transition "promoters" such as adverse
pressure gradients, three-dimensional flow, roughness, waviness, stream disturbances,
etc., the boundary layer flow is laminar. For this case (RL < 0(106)) the viscous drag
reduction problem is one of reducing laminar skin friction. Applicable tecxniques
include (1) reducing the tangential momentum accommodation coefficient, e.g., introduc-
ing a slip velocity at the surface (Ref. 2), (2) use of convex longitudinal curvature
(Ref. 3), (3) adverse longitudinal pressure gradients, and (4) fluid injection through
the wall. Each of these, except for the slip layer (Ref. 4), can be included in design
tradeoffs using state-of-the-art computational techniques. The ma3or difficulties with
skin friction reduction for laminar flows are (11 the consequent increased tendency
toward separation for an already "separation sensitive" flow and (2) increased probabil-
ity of transition (for adverse pressure gradient and in3ection options).

A second problem cegime typically embraces body Reynolds numbers from 1 x 106 to
10 x 106 (or greater). In this regime large portions of the vehicle can be subjected to
transitional flow, and tLi obvious drag reduction ploy is to delay this transition pro-
cess for as long as possible. Typical techniques include (Ref. 5) (1) wall suction,
(2) favorable pressure gradient (on two-dimensional or axisymmetric bodies), (3) wall
heating (in water) or cooling (in air) and (4) compliant surfaces (in water ) (Ref. 6).
These laminar flow control (LFC techniques can be quite successful, with laminar flow
occurring up to RL = 25 x 106 and even higher (Ref. 7). However, there are residual
questions concerning maintenance and reliability (failure modes) asaociated with LFC,
exacerbated by the relatively large parameter space of possible transition "spoilers"
(e.g., Fig, 1). An extremely important consideration in LFC is the occurrence of "unit
Reynolds numbers" in the range of 3 x 106/ft or less, thereby allowing reasonable rough-
ness tolerances.

The third problem regime concerns bodies with Reynolds numbers in excess of
10 x 106, e.g., where the boundary layer flow is generally turbulent. This third
problem class includes many applications of technological interest (transport aircraft,
missiles, submarines, torpedoes) and is the principle focus of the present paper. Fig-
ure 2 indicates schematically the difference in philosophy (and payoff) between LFC and
turbulent drag reduction. Wings and other appendages (empannage, control/dive planes,
etc.,) may have Reynolds numbers low enough for LFC (and the consequent large local drag
reduction payoff). However, fuselages (which are responsible for approximately 50 per-
cent of the friction drag) are generally at too large a Reynolds number for LFC and
therefore something else, perhaps some alteration of the turbulence structure, is usu-
ally required. Indeed, the area of turbulent drag reduction could be looked upon as
part of a larger discipline termed "turbulence control." Historically, the research in
the turbulence control area has focused upon the (perhaps simpler) area of turbulence
amplification, primarily for heat transfer augmentation, separation delay, and increased
combustion efficiency. The opposite side of the tvrbulence control question is the
present subject of turbulence dimunition or drag reduction.

It is of interest that techniques developed for turbulent drag reduction can, in
many instances, be employed for other purposes such as self-noise reduction (Ref, 8),
cavitation inhibition, increased performance of airborne laser, telescone and IR win-
dows, alteration of hydrodynamic wave drag (Ref. 9), heat transfer optimization
(Ref. 10), improved hull boundary laver - propellor interaction, flow separation control
in shock-boundary interactions (Ref. 11), and reduction of attached flow form drag
(Ref. 12).

Previous summaries in the area of turbulent drag reduction include References 13 to
26. Much of the information in these references concerns "polymers," (or other addi-
tives, see Ref. 27) which are primarily applicable to water (as opposed to air) flows
and can provide large skin friction reductions (up to 0(70 percent)). In view of the
BHRA review in this area (Ref. 17) the present paper will concentrate upon newer (and
generally aiu-applicable) turbulent drag reduction techniques, such as the non-planar
geometry approaches which first surfaced in the 1979 time frame (see Ref. 18).

The present paper is an update of Reference 22 and summarizes the current state-of-
the-art in the area of turbulent drag reduction for external flows (excluding, as stated
previously, the polymer case). The presentation is organized around the influence or
physics of the various approaches, including (1) reduction of near-wall momentum,
(2) alteration of conditions within or upstream of the boundary layer, (3) alteration of
the local wall boundary conditions, and (4) use of a stabilizing body force. Since this
field is evolving at a rapid rate, and in the absence of a strong theocetical base for
turbulent shear flows, much of what is stated herein concerning (1) drag reduction mech-
anisms and (2) techniques which have not yet achieved actual net drag reduction (experi-
mentally) is speculative, and included primarily as a tentative guide to further experi-
mentation and opti..ization. It should be noted that the internal flo problem, because

- ... ~.
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of the mass flow constraint, may react quite differently from the external flows
discussed herein. As an example, fluid injection from the surface decreases drag and
excites turbulence fluctuations in external flows whereas surface injection leads to a
higher shear and eventual relaminarization in the fully developed internal case
(Ref. 28).

STRUCTURE AND SENSITIVITY OF TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

Before discussing the various approaches used to control (reduce) turbulent drag,
it is of interest to briefly examine the structure of the turbulence one is trying to
modify. A schematic of the typical wall turbulence flow modules is indicated on Fig-
ure 3. This information is a result of both detailed flow visualization and "condi-
tional sampling" measurements conducted over the past 20 years, particularly at Stanford
University (e.g., Refs. 19 and 29-31).

The turbulence production process appears to be composed of at least three differ-
ent scales of motion; a large outer scale (which for low RL, is evidently the residue of
the Emmong spots (Ref. 32), intermediate scales, sometimes referred to as typical or
Falco eddies with dimension the order of 100 wall units, and a near wall region where
the Reynolds stress is produced (in a very intermittent fashion) by a process termed
"bursting." Within the wall region quasi-stationary weak longitudinal (counter-
rotating) vortices exist with an individual dimension the order of 30 to 40 wall units
and an average transverse spacing of approximately 100 wall units. The wall streak
structures and the intermittent turbulent production events (or "bursts") in the near
wall region are generally referred to as "coherent structures" in the wall boundary
layer. The bursting occurs randomly in space and time, but does have identifiable
scales and frequency. The bursts are at least partially induced by the upwelling
associated with the counter-rotating wall region vortices (wall streaks). ",irbu].-ce
production, which is a violent ejection of fluid from the wall region, is preceded by
the somewhat more gradual formation, at approximately 20 to 30 wall units from the
surface, of an inflection in the instanteneous longitudinal velocity profile.

What is agreed concerning this turbulence production process is the stages, scales,
and frequency of the burst cycle and the presence, scales, and structure of the wall
streaks. What is not clear is the origin of the unbiquitous wall streaks, and uetails
of the inter-relationship(s) between the three (or more) scales involved (outer, Falco
or "typical" and inner regions).

One approach to the turbulent drag reduction problem is to attempt to interfere
cither with some cc-mponent of the turbulence production cycle (e.g., breakup the large
eddies, stabilize the irstantaneous inflectional profile, etc.,) or to alter the commu-
nication between the vari)us scales. At a minimum, the "coherent structure" information
provides scales and freqtencies which one can use in inventing and applying turbulence
suppression concepts. In fact, Liepmann in Reference 33 states, "Probably the most
important a3pect of the existence of deerministic structures in turbulent flow is the
possibility of turbulence control by direct interference with these large structures.
Such control could lead to very significant technological advances."

Narasimha (Ref. 28) indicates that wall turbulence can indeed be altered fairly
easily. "We may conclude by remarking on 'How easy it appears to be to surpress
turbulence' -- whether you suck or blow, squeeze or bend, heat or cool, or do any of a
vast number of other things to it, turbulence can be destroyed, or at least disabled,
provided the operation is done properly." For several years, Professor Kline of
Stanford has made a hobby of collecting a list of known first order influences upon
turbulert flows (Ref. 34). A mocified form of his list is shown on Figure 4 and indi-
cates the large number of possible "knobs" one has available when attempting to produce
a net turbulent drag reduction. Many of these influences will be discussed in detail in
subsequent portions of the present paper. Additional possible variables in the turbu-
lence control problem include (a) combinations of influences and their relative phasing,
(b) the rate at which effects are applied or removed (equiliL.-ium/nonequilibrium turbu-
lence structure), and (c) the length scale of the application (a/10, a, 106, etc.), It
is relatively easy, using the items on Figure 4 (or anything which puts a large momentum
defect into the boundary layer), to locally reduce skin friction (i.e., a separated flow
has a negative skin friction). The present paper focuses upon techniques which do (or
might) provide net drag reductions.

TURBULENT DRAG REDUCTION APPROACHES BASED UPON REDUCING THE NEAR WALL
LONGITUDINAL MOMENTUM

Having just, in the previous section, discussed how one may be able to obtain net
drag reductions by suppressing turbulence production, we begin the actual drag reduction
discussions with a series of approaches which generally increase turbulence intensity,
yet reduce lacal skin friction. These methoc are aimed particularly at altering, by
brute force, the longitudinal velocity gradieiat at the wall; i.e., drivigg the flow
toward separation. It should be noted that tnese techniques increase 6 and hence
(unseparated) form drag. In many cases the form drag increase can be greater than the
skin friction reduction.

*1*
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Adverse Pressure Gradient

This drag reduction approach is extremely straightforward. When an adverse pres-
sure gradient is designed into the body geometry, the flow near the wall is retarded and
the skin friction reduced. In fact, not only is Cf lowered, but so is the local dynamic
pressure and therefore the viscous drag force can be considerably diminished. The
conventional "end point" of this philosophy is the so-called "Stratford Distribution"
(Refs. 35 and 36) where the boundary layer is kept quite close to separation over a long
distance. The adverse pressure gradient approach is locally applicable to almost any
body, but severe problems occur when one tries to approach the limit of a nearly sepa-
rated condition. The most obvious difficulty is one of off-design sensitivity; e.g.,
flow separation and consequent large drag increases can easily occur due to small angle-
of-attack excursions. A "standby" separation control device could perhaps be utilized
to overcome this off-design difficulty.

Nevertheless, in spite of these problems there have been several applications of
the nearly separ-iting condition, in particular to high performance airfoils (yielding
lift-to-drag ratios of over 100 (Ref. 37)) and in diffusers, As stated previously, this
approach can be applied locally, and in a moderate manner, to produce a net gain. In
particular, very long wavelength waviness (e.g., waisted body results may produce as
much as a 10 percent benefit (Ref, 33). (Adverse pressure gradient effects will surface
again under the subject of "wavy walls.") The effect of an adverse pressure gradient
upon the turbulence itself is well known, both the rms turbulence intensity and wall
burst frequency is increased (Ref, 39) probably due to a biasing (strengthening) of the
instantaneois near wall inflections discussed previously. However, although the turbu-
lence is in fact enhanced, the skin friction drag is reduced.

Wall Mass Transfer

Slot Injection. - This drag reduction approach essentially replaces, for some
distance downstream, the actual free stream velocity which the wall senses by a lower
value imposed by injecting low momentum fluid in a tangential direction at the surface
from a discrete slot (Ref. 40 and Fig. 5)). A simple description of this method is the
use of a "wall wake" as opposed to a "wall jet." The latter is utilized in somp high
lift devices to keep the flow attached. In the present context, the interest is in
driving the flow toward separation; hence, the use of a wall wake. The initial skin
friction level and the downstream relaxation rate are a function of the slot velocity
ratio, with lower slot velocities (which use less mass flow) giving lower initial skin
friction but fa3ter recovery (Fig. 6 (Ref. 40)). The lowest surface-integrated skin
friction generally occurs for a slot velocity ratio in the neighborhood of 0.3 (Fig. 7
(Ref, 40)). Obviously, repeated slots could be used to keep the skin friction low
beyond the influence of tne first slot,

The force balance for the slot approach is shown on Figure 8. The major problem
with the slot injection method for drag reduction is securing a "low loss" source of
air. Simple sums indicate that a net drag reduction is extremely problematical if one
has to pay free stream intake ram drag for the injected air. There are, however, sev-
eral possible sources of "low loss" air including (a) LFC suction air from the wings and
empennage, (b) fuselage relaminarization suction air (discussed in a later section of
the present paper), (c) (passive) bleed air for separation control (discussed in connec-
tion with "convex curvature" effects and in Ref. 41. (d) mass flux from local suction
within the boundary layer (also discussed herein, however, much more speculative than
some of the other sources mentioned), and (e) mass injestion at the leading edge of
transonic wings to allow thicker, more efficient sections. Figure 9, (Ref. 42), indi-
cates the computed Cf distribution over a transport fuselage resulting from the injec-
tion, through a sing e slot, of LFC (wing and empennage) suction air. Note that Cf can
be reduced where the unmodified levels are the highest (forward portion of the
fuselage).

There is a strong possibility that the drag reduction efficiency of the slot injec-
tion method can be further enhanced. The extent of the low skin friction region is
dictated by the rate of mixing in the shear layer between the slot and boundary layer
flows. There exists a rapidly developing technology involving the control of such tur-
bulent free shear layers (e.g., Refs. 43-45) which could be applied to the slot problem
and which may result in up to a factor of two increase in surface area exposed to the
lowest skin friction levels. Also, pulsed injection could perhaps be utilized to reduce
the mass flow requirement far a given drag reduction (ref. 46).

Distributed Normal Injection. - This approach also involves mass injection from the
wall, but in this case the injection occurs approximately normal to the surface in a
distributed mannar (porous or perforated geormtry). Obviously there exist possibilities
for situations in-between the slot (tangential, highly localized) and wall or distrib-
uted (normal, continuous) injection. Calculations (Ref. 47) indicate that a surface
with quite discrete normal injection is nearly as effective as the distributed normal
injection case.

The amount of drag reduction obtainable from distributed normal inlection is indi-
cated on Figure 10 (Ref. 48). The basic problem with this technique is the same as for
slot injection, a low loss source of air is required. The Possible air sources men- -
tioned in connection with slot injection could also be employed for the continuous, nor-
mal injection case. However, research in Reference 49 indicated, on the basis of amount
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of drag reduction per pound of injected air, that slot injection can be more efficient
than normal injection. This may be at least partially due to the injected air thrust
recovery obtainable in the slot case (see Pig. 8). As an aside, Soviet studies of a
system with alternating regions of suction and injection (which requires no net mass
addition) indicate net drag increases (Refs. 50, 511.

The influences of normal injection upon the mean and turbulent velocity fields are
somewhat similar to those of adverse pressure gradient. The near wall mean longitudinal
velocity profile can become highly inflected near the wall and the turbulence intensity
increases (e.g., Ref. 52).

Ion Wind

This technique is quite new with initial exploratory studies docunzvnted in Refer-
ence 53. The basic concept is to attempt to "turn around" a phenomenon which has been
known for many years (Ref. 54). If one places electrodes above a boundary layer and
creates a corona discharge between the electrodes and the plate, it is possible to
induce, due to the non-uniform electric field near the electrodes, a mean molecular
motion directed away from the electrodes and toward the plate. The experimentally
observed effects of such an electric wind upon the boundary layer are what one would
expect, the boundary layer is thinned and convective heating (and presumably skin
frition) is increased (e.g., Refs. 55 and 56). Also, transition can be delayed
(Ref. 57). The literature in this area is quite extensive. Only a very small ion
concentration is required to initiate the corona (or glow) discharge and reasonably
large mean velocities (several meters/sec) can be induced. Howeve-, sharp electrodes
(which stay sharp) are necessary.

In all of the previous ion wind research, the electrodes were placed above the
plate. In the present context of drag reduction, the ion wind is studied with a
reversed geometry, the electrodes are placed on (in) the wall (Ref. 53). If the dis-
charge is either to space (virtual ground) or to a ground on the wall farther down-
stLeam, the electrostatic body force in the normal momentum equation should induce a
larger mean normal velocity in the vicinity of the wall. As there is no net mass
transfer thourgh the surface, this larger mean normal velocity can only appear at the
expense of the average longitudinal velocity component and therefore one might reason-
able expect s':,e drag reduction. The fact that the ion wind is induced in the wall
region, wb're the longitudinal velccity is lower than the external value, may increase
the Maci number range over which the ion wind velocity is of sufficient magnitude to
affect the flow (Ref. 55).

In the present, very early, stage of the ion wind drag reduction studies, all that
is known for c~rtain is that there are many potentially serious questions and some
intriguing possibilities. The questions (or critical issues) include (a) the amount of
power required to produce a measurable drag reduction, (b) possible destabilization of
the turbulence due to the discrete electrode spacing and the inherent pulsing of the
discharge (Ref. 58), and (c) whether a large enough normal velocity can be induced close
enough to the surface to significantly affect drag. The intriquing possibilities
include (a) utilizing the static electricity (streaming potential) which builds up on an
aircraft in flight to furnish some or all of the required electric field (up to 600 kv,
this is now dissipated at discharge points to avoid large scale arcing/ball lighting
(Ref. 59 and 60), and (b) utilization of the polar molecules in the nearly 180 lbs/mmn
of cabin flush air to create a corona discharge at lower power (Ref. 61). Favorable
effects of altitude and photo-ionization should also be studied. Initial experiments
indicate an exquisite sensitivity to moisture content in the airstream. As of now, the
ion wind is only a possibility requiring further investigation. Also of interest are
related studies of a and 0 particle injection from the wall (Refs. 62 and 63). This
somewhat similar boundary condition change results in a small drag reduction, wnich may
be due to a mechanism similar to that postulated herein for the ion wind (particle
impacts providing increased normal velocity near the wall).

Boundary Layer "Thickeners"

As stated in a previous section, approaches which increase momentum thickness usu-
ally result in a lower local skin friction level. The basic problem with sucO methods
include the drag of the device used to thicken the viscous flow and larger 6 /form
drag. Examples of apparently successful utilization of the thickener approach include
the favorable influence of aircraft length upon viscous drag (the forward portion of the
fuselage increaes the boundary layer thickness so that the drag on the aft end is quite
low) and the swordfish "sword" (where the high skin friction region occurs on a portion
of the body with small wetted area (Ref. 6). Recent research in West Germany (Ref. 64)
and previous work by Lang (Ref. 21) suggest the use of an energy extraction device (a
wind turbine) at the front end of the fuselage to thicken the viscous flow (reduce
momentum near the surface). This shaft energy is then transmitted and added to the main
aircraft propulsion system. The e.sence of this approach (Ref. 64) is that the thicken-
ing process should be one of useful energy extraction rather than deleterious drag.
Variations on this same theme, such as small scale transverse shaft turbines placed
within the boundary layer itself have evidently not yet been investigated. The concept
of useful energy extraction for subsequent viscous drag reduction requires considerable
Sfurther innovation and research.
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TURBULENT DRAG REDUCTION APPROACHES BAbI. uPON ALTERING CONDITIONS WITHIN
THE BOUNDARY LAYER

The Philosophy for this class of methods is somewhat new. Historically, local wall
region modifications have constituted the favored "approach of choice" for drag reduc-
tion. T.,e metheds considered in the present group are based upon modification of the
flow in the outer portion of the turbulent boundary layer,

Large-Eddy Breakup Devices

Large-eddy breakup devices (termed "manipulators" in Ref. 65 and "ribbons" in
Ref, 66), constitute probably the most exciting and promising single recent development
in turbulent drag reduction. The genesis of the large-eddy breakup idea is a 1977 paper
by Yagnik and Acharya (Ref. 67). Evidently Yagnik initially suggested such a concept in
1968 (Ref. 68). "Hence it can be concluded that if a stationary, impervious, thin bar
is introduced in an eddy of a fluid of low viscosity, there will be a noticeable change
in the flow, although the diameter of the rod may be small in comparison with the diame-
ter of the eddy." "The constraining effect can be used as an inexpensive and highly
effective method of control of vortices."

Simple estimates indicated that net reductions would not be possible with the
Yagnik et al. screen device (see also Refs. 70 and 71) and therefore a search was begun
for a lower drag configuration which woild still break up large eddies. Initial tests
in early 1978 with various sized honeycombs (Ref. 72) indicated that sizable downstream
drag reductions were possible (with much lower device drag than a screen) but still no
net drag reduction, at least within 506 downstream. Around this time frame Nagib at
Illinois Institute of Technology, drawing upon his extensive expertise in free stream
turbulence management (e.g., Ref. 73), suggested trying only a very few horizontal ele-
ments. Initial IIT (Ref, 74) and NASA Langley (Ref. 72) results on such devices both
indicated that the device drag was recovered (from downstream skin friction reductions)
at a distance of approximately 406. Additional IIT work (Ref. 65) carried further
downstream obtained (1) a net drag reduction of up to 20 percent (Fig. 12) and (2) a
decrease in burst frequency of approximately 18 percent. Reference 66 and Langley work
(Ref. 69) obtained more modest net reductionj (0(5%)) for essentially the IIT device
geometry (but not at the same chord Reynolds number, which turns out to be crucial).

In the meantime, a "vortex unwinding" mechanism (Ref. 75) was identified as a
probable mechanism to ex~lain the apparent success of such few elements (Ref. 72).
Basically, the element could act as a low Reynolds number airfoil on a gusty day. As
the gust (turbulent rotational motion) approaches the leading edge, a starting vortex is
3nduced which is phase locked with, and of opposite sense to, the incoming gust. The
resultant downstream flow therefore contains only smaller scale motions. The lIT flow
visualization (Refs. 74 and 65) indicates this expected behavior, the larger outer
scales being much reduced. Also, the fact that the skin friction is decreased along
with the outer eddies is strong circumstantial evidence for an outer-to-wall communica-
tion which is of first order importance to the burst cycle.

More recent LEBU work (Refs. 76-87) indicates cconsistent results for the amount of
local skin friction reduction (0(20 percent - 30 percent)) produced downstream of a
tandem set of plates. Of particular importance is the observation first made in Refer-
ence 76 that the altered boundary layer relaxes back to undisturbed drag levels in the
order of 1206 downstream of the device. At this point another device would have to be
placed to "do it again." On a typical CTOL fuselage 1206 corresponds to the 0(50 ft.).
Of particular interest in the recent work is the realization of the importance of having
a high device chord Reynolds number to avoid inordinately high device (separation) drag
(Ref. 83, see also Ref. (88)). The results from Reference 80 indicate up to 25 percent
net reductions are possible for thin devices at high device chord Reynolds number. This
geometry produces minimum device drag and hence greatest net drag reduction. Unfor-
tunately, these thin devices are inefficient for CTOL application due to the large
device support drag (vertical supports would have to be placel every few 6 apart
circumferentially/spanwise). Thicker, flight capable a

4
rfoil shaped devices were there-

fore developed at NASA Langley (Ref. 83). These elements are 103 stiffer than the con-
ventional thin plate devices while still providing 8 percent net drag reduction. From
current indications, the higher chord Reynolds numbers associated with flight should
make these devices ever more efficient.

Several drag reduction mechanisms have been postulated to explain the drag reduc-
tion effectiveness of these devices (e.g., Ref. 84). These include (1) blocking effect
of the embedded impervious surface, (2) device mean momentum wake (a portion of which
could induce "negative production" of turbulence, (3) incident turbulence distortion due
to the device average flow field, (4) the unwinding mzchanism already mentioned and
(5) the :ownstream influence of control vortices shed from the device trailing edge.
The latter is favored in Reference 82. The recent IIT research (Refs. 85, 86) and con-
sistent experimental observations (Ref. 83) indicate that the device (1) affects the
large eddies and (2) acts at the device site, rather than downstream. This suggests a
combination of mechanisms 1-4 above, as opposed to mechanism 5. It should be noted that
preliminary flight tests of LEBU devices have already been carried out (Ref. 87).

Conclusions thus far in the large-eddy breakup device area include (a) thin ele-
ments are required to keep the pressure drag low (held as tension members rather than
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beams to reduce support strut drag, (b) the element chord should be the order of 6 with
(c) the height of the outer element the order of 86 and (d) no more than two horizon-
tal elements preferably in tandem. Thick (Airfoil) devices are probably required for
CTOL application (Ref 83). Also for the R 0 0(6000) the actual net drag reduction
obtainable from a small number of horizontal elements is dependent upon the particular
transition process of the experiment. This is reasonable as 4 Wygnanski et al (Ref. 32)
and lIT (Ref, 65) suggest that the large eddies for R < 10 are the remmants of the
transitional Emmons spots.

Aside from drag reduction, there exist several intriguing possible applications for
the "turbulence control" offered by large-eddy breakup devices. These applications
(which should be investigated) include (a) decreased distortion of laser signals beamed
through fuselage boundary layers, (b) lower self noise on hydrodynamic and aerodynamic
bodies, and (c) reduction of noise radiation from turbulent eddy-propellor interactions
(also possible increased propulsor efficiency). In addition, these LEBU devices could
probably be employed in conjunction with other drag reduction approaches to obtain
increased overall pe'-formance (several such combinations are discussed in subsequent
sections of the present paper).

Local Suction Within the Boundary Layer

The only research of this type known to .-a author is Reference 89, which was a
study of highly localized suction through an enlarged pitot tube. The results of
Reference 89 indicate that quite large suction rates were required to alter the turbu-
lern-e, but the suction was so localized that the results are not definitive. The
suggestion is that exploratory tests might be tried on large-eddy breakup type devices
with suction through the leading edge, the lateral surfaces, the trailing edge, or a
combination thereof. There is no firm rationale for expecting a net drag reduction; but
since the experiment has evidently not yet been tried, it may yield some interesting
turbulence control/alteration results. Sreenivasan suggested (at the Drag Reduction
Symposium in Washington, DC, September 13-17, 1982) that control of the v' fluctuation
field is probably the most effective means of altering the outer turbulent flow. In
terms of overall efficiency, the v1 control offered by large-eddy breakup devices
(impervious sirfaces in the flow) is probably more favorable than employing active
suction.

Modification of Emmons Spot Formation

As mentioned in connection with the large-eddy breakup devices, there exists some
evicence which indi,.ates that the larger scale turbulent boundary layer motions (at
least for R. + 6 x 103) may be produced by the transitional Emmons spot production pro-
cess (Ref. 32). Also, observations of turbulence intensity (e.g., Ref. 9C) indicate
higher levels close to the end of transition and, at high speeds, the velocity profile
"N factor" decreases with distance from the end of transition (Ref. 91). Therefore,
there is little doubt that the transitional (Emmons spot production) process can result
in high levels of turbulence activity which slowly decrease with distance once the
Emmons spots have merged (nominal end of transition). If this is the case, then an
obvious turbulent drag reduction approach would be to attempt to alter these transi-
tional spots in their region of formation. The observation in References 76 and 83 that
large edaies "heal" in 0(1206) suggests that this approach would be of only limited
usefulness as it could not be repeated (only go through transition once, usually).

A simple-minded possibility is that, in the transitional regicn, the Emmons spots
(which appear to be convecting "islands" of fully turbulent flow in a "laminar sea"
(Ref. 92• contain more virulent motions than their remmants in the "asymptotic"
(R > 10 ) region due to the low intensity (laminar) surrounding flow. A crude analogy
might be the favorable effect of open space upon plant growth.

Possible experiments to check this simplex reasoning include (1) examining the
boundary layer downstream of a transition region induced by a forward or backward facing
step, where the transition is completed within the free shear layer bounding the sepa-
rated flow region (this should bypass the Emmons spot formation region altogether but
miLght not reduce intensity levels) and (2) promoting "instant transition," for example,
by pulsing air jets through a transverse line of closely spaced holes in the surface at
the longitudinal position of the first "natural" Emmons spots. The purpose of the lat-
ter experiment wojld be to induce the spots to form simultaneously at the same longitu-
dinal location and quite close together, thereby eliminating the "laminar sea.," Prelim-
inary experiments along these lines at Langley by Goodman (Refs. 93 and 23) indicate
lower skin friction levels in the low R8 (R < 104) region for particular driver ampli-
tude and frequency values as well as indication of smaller scales from "flow visualiza-
tion." Other related experiments (without the close spanwise spacing) indicate little
effect (Ref. 94). An additional piece of relevant physics is the Klebanoff et al.
"calming effect" caused by the passage of an artifically-induced Emmons spot (Ref. 95).

Large Eddy Substitution

This is also a relatively new area, suggested in Reference 84 with initial studies
documented in References 96 and 97. The basic concept is to control/replace the usual F
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Large-Eddy Structures with control vortices shed from various fixd Bodies. In Refer-
ence 96 the control vortices are "stationary" and longitudinal, aid provide stabilizing
streamline (as opposed to wall) curvature. Once the outer turbulence is organized and

k altered by these input vortices the organized motion is "unwound" (using a vortex gener-
ator of the opposite circulation) and the flow relaxes back to an undisturbed state.

4 The "uniinding" is necessary as the steady pumping action of the embedded input vortices
increases mean shear. In Reference 97 a transverse cylinder is used in the outer region
with a control (LEBU-Iikc plate placed above it to force the shedding of unsteady
transverse control vort'.es of the sign opposite to the dominant boundary layer vortic-
ity. Many other realizations of this approach are possible, using various types of
bodies/classes of control vortices. From tht results thus far this method provides, at
the very least, opportunities for wall turbulence control. Net drag reductions, if
obtainable, are still quite far in the future.

TURBULENT DRAG REDUCTION APPROACHES BASED UPON ALTERATION OF THE WALL
BOUNDARY CONDITION

rhese methods are based primarily upon the following query: "Is it correct that
the lowest drag occurs (in zero pressure gradient) for a smooth, flat surface, or is
there some micro-geometry which (while conventionally a roughness) might alter the
turbulence wall production processes in a net favorable manner?" The LEBU results
already discussed indicate that it is indeed possible to lower net drag using nonplanar
geometry. This section of the paper discusses nonplanar geometry approaches for the
wall region, along with affects of wall motion and wall slip.

Riblets

The micro-geometry associated with the riblet approach consists of small longitudi-
aal striations in the surface. The basic concept arose from the drag reduction which
occurs at the apex of Isoscles Triangle ducts (Ref. 98) and invciveb creation of a
highly viscous sub-tegion in the transverse direction which alters the formation and
growth/bursting of the wall streak. Additional considerations include the possible
alteration of the transverse pressure field and a quasi-two-dimensionalization of the
very near wall r1ow. Since the grooves are flow-aligned, parasitic form drag is minimal
but the wetted area is considerably increased. From Reference 99, the drag is consider-
ably reduced over the riblet valley and increased somewhat over the peak. A potpourri
of riblet models tested at Langley is given on Figure 13 (Refs. 160-103). Experimen-
tally, tie optimal drag reducing surface is also one of the first ones tried, the
sawtootv. arrangement indicated at the upper left of Figure 13. Research on this riblet
concept indicates (a) net drag reductions are possible if the height and spacing of the
grooves are the order of the individual wall streak dimensions (approximately 30 wall
units (Fig. 14)), (b) net drag reductions of up to 10 percent can be obtained on sharp
tip v-groove surfaces (Fig. 15), (c) rms turbulence intensity near the surface is
reduced, but burst frequency is not (Ref. 102, 104) although a burst frequency Reduction
was observed in Reference 105 and (d) riblet surfaces can provide increases in heat
transfer (0(38%)) with essentially no increase in "pumping power", Reference 106. Data
taker, at Leanigh (Ref. 107) indicate that the wall streaks tend to align themselves ovr
the riblets, at least in the range of spazing greater than 50 wall units. Confirmatoil
data for riblet drag reduction are available in References 108 and 109.

Of interest in connection with these riblets is that fast shari-s have a surface
covering of dermal denticles with flow-aligned keels having nearly an optimal riblet
spacing Ref. 110. These keels are lined up peak to peak down tne body, developed
relatively recently in the fossil record and (as the shark grows) the keel-to-keel
spacing does not change, the fish merely adds keels onto Lije sides of the denticles.
There is no prima-facie evidence that these dermal keels on the shark do, in fact, act
as drag-reducing riblets. For the denticle-keel combination there are indeed alterna-
tive drag r.duction mechanisms which include their acting as a guide for polymer (slime)
deposition into the near wall region (see also Ref 109).

The application of riblets need not involve tedious and delicate surface ma.nining.
In one concept, thin (low specific gravity) films could be inexpensively extruded
through dies with the correct geometry and attached with adhesive to the surface.
Smooth Surface films of this type have already been tested on aircraft (Ref. 111) and
found in the flight tests to be satisfactory in .erms of maintainability, uv degradation
and cycle life. An interesting further possibility is ths use of three-dimensional rib-
let configurations. The surface morphology of Marlin (Ref. 112) can be crudely likened
to an array of non-aligned flattened half-cones pointing backward. This configuration
gives the impression oý diverging flow (in a three-dimensional sense) which, from
Reference 113, may damp the wall streaks

Bubbles

This approach is suitable for liquids only and involves placing a gas "slip layer"
between the surface and the liquid. Due primarily to the lower density of the gas layer
large drag reductions are possible (Ref. 121). This is an ancient concept, with patents
dating back to the last century. Historically, the major problem with the imr.plementa-
tion of this approach has been the instability of the air film. Very large air enve-
lopes obviously have very large buoyancy diffic,,lties/instabilities while smaller
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bubbles can induce roughness effects if the surface coverage is not uniform. Neverthe-
less, sizable local drag reductions have been obtained (Fig. 16, Ref. 114), in this case
using electrolysis for bubble production. A net drag reduction using the electrolysis
approach is problematical; however, other techniques for gas or vapor production
(including surface boiling (Ref. 115) and "cavities" (Refs. 116 and 117)) indicate
considerable promise, especially for high-speed operation.

Relatively recent Soviet research seems to have provided an answer to several of
the bubble difficulties (Ref. 118). Their basic approach was to utilize distributed air
injection through microporous surfaces to produce a relatively uniform covering of very
small bubbles. Using this method, quite large (0(70%)) reductions in skin friction were
obtained with relatively low gas flow rates. The application of this technology to
surface ships would be quite straightforward, involving an externa: skin through which
compressed atmospheric air is continuously (in surface space and time) injected. Soviet
estimates indicate a possible 0(30) percent decrease in installed horsepower and there
are additional possibilities for reduced fouling drag and fouling maintenance costs if
water is kept away from the hull surface, even while berthed (this would also increase
aeration/0 2 content of normally oxygen deficient harbor waters). Experiments at Penn
State by Merkle et al (Refs. 119-122 indicate large drag reductions over a sizable
parameter range, i.e., the reduction is rather easily obtained. To circumvent the large
quantities of air/gas required an attempt should be made (using surface chemistry,
Ref. 123) to create (as an end point) a "mono-layer" of microbubbles on the surface
which would provide a slip velocity directly with minimum gas usage.

Compliant Walls (Interactive Wall Motion)

The status of compliant walls for turbulent drag reduction is, as usual, murky.
Soviet research reported in Reference 6 indicates that, in water, several types of
"soft" surfaces can (in the linear instability region) both increase the lower critical
Reynolds number and decrease the amplification rate of unstable disturbances but even
these data are now in question (Ref. 124). The data and analyses cited in References 18
and 125 indicate that there are no reproduced experiments, at least to the date of this
writing, which indicate sizable (greater than 5 percent) net drag reduction for compli-
ant surfaces under turbulent boundary layers, either in air or water. The Soviets have
reported some recent favorable results (Refs. 126 and 184 as has Taylor et al at Applied
Physics Lab (Ref. 127) but these have not yet been confirmed. Due o the tremendous
density difference between air and any reasonable surface material, the compliant wall
approach is probably confined to water for the foreseeable future. (See also Ref. 128
for an acoustically-orientated proscription for compliant wall design.)

Relaminarization Using Masslive Wall Suction

This method is of particular interest to the CTOL fuselage drag problem. A
conceptual layout is indicated on Figure 17. The forward portion of the fuselage is
typically characterized by a host of excressences, including windshield wipers, bugs,
probes, attachment points and access hatches. The basic concept is to "writeoff" this
forward portion of the flow as transitional/turbulent and subsequently relaminarize the
boundary layer downstream of the cockpit using massive suction. Maintenance suction
and/or wall cooling would be required further downstream to maintain the laminar
condition.

Pfenninger (Ref. 129) successfully carried out a series of relaminarization exper-
iments applicable to this concept but found it necessary to ingest the entire mass flow
in the boundary layer (up to 1.56) to capture all of the "superlayer" fluctuating
vorticitý. Suction of less than this amount compromised and complicated the downstream
maintenance LFC problem. The key ingredients to maximizing the overall system effi-
ciency of this approach are (1) ingesting the minimum mass flow consistent with down-
stream maintenance LFC and (2) obtaining maximum pressure recovery in the suction inlet.

There exist several possibilities for optimizing the fuselage relaminarization
approach. Th( most obvious is to place the massive suction forward of the minimum pres-
sure region on the fuselage. This placement performs two functions: (a) places the
initial (thi. and tender) laminar flow region in a stabilizing favorable pressure gradi-
ent and (b) snould lower the required pumping pow-r (and possibly allow for selfbleed to
the side of the fuselage where slot injection might be utilized in regions where laminar
flow could not readily be maintained, such as the wing juncture contamination zone).
Another optimization possibility is to design the aircraft for minimum disruption of
fuselage LFC fror the wing-induced pressure field (providing this could be accomplished
without unduly altering the wing efficiency). Historically, alterations in the wing and
fuselage design for interference have been in favor of the wing. As a "blue sky" possi-
bility, the maintenance laminar flow could be made somewhat easier on passenger aircraft
by replacement of the wind ,s with a smooth skin and providing the passengers with a
small video screen giving a pilot's-eye-view (or a view in any other direction) using
the recent advances in microelectronics.

A final optimization possibility is to "preprocess" the fuselage boundary layer
through a large-eddy breakup device (see previous bection) which should, by altering the
superlayer structure and thickness, reduce the suction mass flow requirements and tnere-
fore possibly increase the overall system efficiency. Research on this last possibility
is currently underway at NASA Langley. Closing arguments in favor of downstreamn
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fuselage relaminarization include (a) possibility of using cooling (from liqulo H2 fuel)
as a maintenance LFC technique (not feasible for swept wings (Ref. 130), (b) greatly
reduced problems from "insect remains," (insects impinge in the nose region, which is
turbulent anyway) and (c) reduced roughness sensitivity compared to the swept wing case
(Ref. 131).

Non-Interactive Wall Motion

This boundary condition change is meant tc Ue distinct from the compliant wall
approach. The essence of the latter is that the wall motion is, somehow, tied to the
turbulent motions and/or burst process within the flow. In the non-interactive wall
motion case (as defined herein), the wall simply translates in thee downstream direc-
tion. The wall geometry could be either flat or wave shaped.

Typical drag reductions for rectilinear wall motion with a flat wall geometry a-e
shown on Figure 18 (Ref. 132). The rectilinear wall motion in the stream direction
essentially acts as a slip boundary condition and reduces the mean shear. The end point
of such wall motion (Uwall = U ) is zero boundary layer thickness and zero mean shear.
If the moving wall has a wave-sgaped geometry, it is even possible to produce thrust
with this approach (for a large enough wall velocity). However, for U. < U the wavy
surface usually has an additional pressure drag component (e.g., Ref. 133) n~t present
in the flat wall case.

The application of downstream moving walls to actual systems for turbulent drag
reduction is probably not feasible except in very specialized circumstances. In fact,
as a general observation, turbulence control approaches which require moving solid
objects are generally extremely difficult in practice (due to inertia and fatigue
considerations) and may result in drag increases due to periodic eddy shedding (from
oscillatory object motions). However, as noted in connection with the postulated drag
reduction mechanism for large-eddy breakup devices, it is not necessary for objects to
move in order to force a time-dependent interaction with the turbulence. The fact that
the turbulence itself is unsteady automatically ensures unsteady flow interactions even
with stationary objects,

Micro Air Bearings

The approach is highly speculative, but does bring to light (in fact makes us of)
several apparent anomalies in the literature. The first of these is a reduced Reynolds
stress level measured near the wall over a "D" type roughness (Ref. 134). This special
type of-rough surface consists of closely spaced spanwise cavities. Near-wall flow
visualization over such surfaces indicates an absence of wall streaks over the cavities
(Ref. 135) and an inteuaittent eruption of cavity fluid (Ref. 136), the latter perhaps
due to strafing from the "typical eddies."

A second apparent anomaly is the very low drag (essentially laminar skin friction)
over such surfaces in laminar flow (Fig. 19, unpublished NASA Langley data by L. M.
Weinstein, see also Ref. 137; e.g., in the absence of the turbulence-induced cavity
eruption (Ref. 138). The inference from the foregoing information is that the innate
drag over moderate-sized D-type roughness may be quite low, providing that the cavity
eruptions (which presumably cause space and time variable pulses of pressure drag) can
be reduced. Possible approaches to the reduction of these cavity eruptions include (a)
use of large-eddy breakup devices (see previous discussions on LEBU's) and (b) use of
imbedded (co-rotating?) vortex generators. The latter device is suggested by data in
Reference 139, which indicate that wall shear stress fluctuations are significantly
reduced downstream of such imbedded vortex generators (see also Ref. 140 for remarks
on partial substitution of longitudinal vortex structures for the usual trarsverse
(horseshoe?) turbulent"vortex" motions). Moreover, Reference 141 indicates that such
longitudinal structures can survive for large streamwise distances. Simplistically, one
may be partially substituting "stable" three-dimensional longitudinal vortex structures
for unsteady horseshoe/ring/transverse vortex motions; i.e., utilizing a more stable
type of flow structure to "insulate" the wall from a portion of the turbulent chaos.
Therefore, the micro-air bearing approach conceptually combines both a wall boundary
condition change (substitution of intermittent pressure drag for attached sk-n friction)
and a flow field alteration method (LEBU, imbedded vortex generator or ?) to reduce the
level of intermittent pressure drag. Whether net drag reductions can be obtained is, of
course, problematical, but the research (currently on-going at Langley) is of consider-
able interest for the turbulent drag reduction of rough surfaces (e.g.. ship hulls).
Initial data (Ref. 142) indicate no net drag decreases for the LEBU cavity combination.

TURBULENT DRAG REDUCTION APPROACHES BASED UPON USE OF A STABILIZING BODY FORCE

Longitudinal Convex Curvature

Reference 143 provides a premiere discussion of the effects of longitudinal wall
curvature upon turbulent boundary layers. The general result is that concave longitudi-
nal curvature increases turbulence intensity and generally produces Gortler vortices
"imbedded in the turbulent flow (which greatly increases mean entrainment/drag). The
effects of convex curvature are, however, very favorable with large decreases in 1 "
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turbulence intensity and skin friction (Fig. 20 (Ref. 144)). Moreover, quite small
curvature inputs (6/R - 0(.1)) produce tremendous effects. There exist indications
that the convex curvature affects primarily the large, outer eddies (e.g., Refs. 145 and
146). Simplistically, therefore, convex curvature should have effects s&milar to the
large eddy-breakup devices discussed previously, with ultra long downstream relaxation
distances. That such is the case is indicated on Figure 21. The skin friction distri-
butions shown are in the downstream relaxation region; e.g., downstream of the end of
the curvature region (Ref. 147), downstream of the LEBU (Ref. 65), or downstream of
other (conventional) boundary condition changes (Ref. 69).

The data on Figure 21 indicate that convex curvature does indeed tend to act in a
similar fashion to large-eddy breakujz devices. In fact, heat trallsfer data (Ref. 148)
downstream of convex curvature indicates relaxation distances in the 506 range. The
necessary criteria to ensure sizable downstream distances of low drag ,due to convex
curvature) are (a) 6/R in the range of .01 to 1 (note the lower level on Figure 22 for
the larger 6/R , (b) the curvature must be applied downstream of the end of transition
(so that all of the large eddies are in place to be modified), and (c) the curvature
must be applied over a surface distence the order of 156 or greater. These criteria
were deduced from the available Stanford data (Refs. 147 and 148). Also of inte'est,
from Reference 149 is that, at least locally, convex curvature also damps turbulence in
the supersonic case, something that LEBU devices may not do.

Simplex concepts for application of convex longitudinal curvature for turbulent
drag reduction are shown on Figure 22. The basic tricks are (1) to deal, at least
initially, with the nose regions of axisymmetric bodies such as fighters or missiles
(which are fairly slender), and (2) to first establish the end of transition on a
forebody with small wetted aea (somewhat similar to the swordfish case (Ref. 6)) and
and then process the boundary layer through a short (a x/6 < 10) region of concave
curvature on the way to the convex portion. The critical observation is that the
limited extent of the concave curvature region may not allow formation of any lasting
alterations to the turbulent structure. Research on both subsonic and supersonic convex
curvature appioaches is currently underway at NASA LaRC.

In addition to longitudinal (x-y) curvature there are obviously cuvature possibili-
ties in two other planes, transverse (y-z) and "in-plane" (x,z). For external flows
convex transverse curvature is a second order effect compared to the longitudinal case
(requires 6/R - 1 or greater) which acts similar to favorable press'ure gradients, drag
is increased with increasing 6/R, with relaminarixation for large enough values.
In-plane curvature results have, in some cases, indicated reduction in both turbulence
scale and drag (Ref. 150) but the experiments are not yet "clean" in the sense that the
curvature is not the only major parameter affecting the flow. For the swept wing
transition problem in-plane curvature is stabilizing (Ref. 151)

Fibers and Other Particles, Plus MHD

The bulk of the drag reduction research on fibers and particles is for liquid flows
(see Refs. 17, 152, and 153). The situation in liquids appears to be the following:
large length-to-diameter particles (fibers) can provide reasonably large drag reductions
(0(20 percent to 50 percent)), but spherical particles generally do not. In gases,
spherical paricles sometimes give drag reductions up to 50 percent or greater (Fig. 23
from Ref. 154) and sometimes not. Fibers have evidently .iever been tried in air flows.
Some evidence (Refs. 155 and 156) indicates that the particle drag reductions in air may
be due to the electrostatically induced formation of chains of particles or fibers.
This explanation may also apply to some of the liquid data, where mixtures of blue clay
particles (non-fibers) provided a drag reduction (Ref. 157). Blue clay is known to be
electrostatically active. The bulk of the data therefore seems to indicate that long
length-to-diameter fibers, either mechanically introduced or electrostatically formed
from particles, are responsible for drag reduction in turbulent flows.

A possible explanation for fiberous drag reduction is that the fibers provide a
distributed anisotropic body force. If one assumes (reasonably) that the fibers are
approximately aligned with and follow the main flow, there then exists a large fiber
Reynolds number difference in the streamwise and cross-stream directions (based upon
pulsation velocity). This in turn gives rise to large directional differences in the
drag coefficient which the particle induces upon the pulsation velocity field. This
heuristic model suggests that the longitudinal velocity fluctuations should be affected
much less than those in the cross-stream directions. Since shear flow turbulence is a
three-dimensional phenomena, the possible "mono-dimensionalizing" effects of a fiber-
induced anisotropic distributed body force should be to alter the turbulence production
and reduce drag.

The application of fiber drag reduction to external flows is not 3traightforward,
due to the innately non-circulatory nature of the problem. Conceptually, one could
inject particles near the nose and then attempt to recover them near the tail of the
body for recirculation, but this simplex approach demands non-realistic fiber capture
efficiencies (as well as energy for fiber return). A possible (but still improbable)
approach would be to form fibers from the fuel, use the fibrous fuel for drag reduction
(utilizing nose injection and subsequent boundary layer transit), and then collect fuel
plus boundary layer into an engine at the tail for subsequent combustion.
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Another body force which tends to mono-dimensionalize the turbulence is MHD
related. Practically any value for skin friction between laminar and turbulent is
possible in magnetic fluids depending upon the level of the applied DC magnetic field
(e.g., Ref. 158). Since these particlar data (Ref. 158) are for a magnetic field
aligned with the mean flow, the magnetic force can or.ly directly affect radial and
tangential velocity fields, which aro entirely fluctuational (obviously radial and
tangential mean velocity components are zero in a developed pipe flow). Transverse
fields are also effective (Refs. 159, 160). Unfortunately, MHD control requires a
magnetic fluid which is singularly lacking in the usual external flow problems, except
perhaps (weakly) for sea water. Super-conducting magnets may, in fact, allow turbulent
boundary layer control/drag reduction in hydrodynamic-applications; e.g., Reference 161.

Wall Cooling

As is well known in geophysical fiows, buoyancy forces can either stabilize, or
destabilize, turbulent shear flows. For air, wall cooling tends to stabilize, with the
amount of stabilization indicated, for example, by the local gradient Richardson number.
A value greater than 0.05 generally indicates the beginning of measurable effects, with
a value of 0.5 indicating major stabilization (Ref. 162). This approach could conceiv-
ably be of interest on aircraft utilizing liquid hydrogen (cryogenic) fuel where a
sizable heat sink is readily available. In a large scale, low-speed boundary layer
experiment, wall cooling provided an 18 percent skin friction reduction (Ref. 163).
Unfortunately, if one estimates from the Richardson number the free-stream velocity
range over which such stabilization is operative, the numbers are disappointingly low
(less than 0(10) fps) for even the extreme case of liquid nitrogen wall cooling. There-
fore, the wall cooling approach is evidently suitable only for specialized applications.
On the other hand, the well known decrease in skin friction due to wall heating (primar-
ily due to wall density reduction, in air) can be utilized locally (using waste
propulsion heat) e.g., Reference 12.

SOME INTERESTING APPROACHES WHICH EVIDENTLY MAY NOT PROVIDE NET DRAG REDUCTION

Passive Porous Walls

One would expect that relaxing the wall irdenetrability condition, (without impos-
ing a net mass flux tnrough the surface) might alter the near-wall turbulence production
cycle, with the extent and type of alteration perhaps a function of the detailed micro-
geometry of the surface. Research on high pressure drop passive porous surfaces
(Refs. 164 and 165) and noise absorbing walls with considerably less pressure drop
(Ref. 166) indicates that the net effect of relaxing wall impenetrability (without net
mass transfer) is to increase skin friction drag. Recent research at Langley (Ref. 167)
indicates that the drag increase is due to unsteady pressure forces on the edges of the
perforations. Non-normal orientations of the surface openings have not yet been
evaluated.

Such passive porous surface may be useful for flow separation control by allowing
self bleed of boundary layer displacement thickness buildup (e.g., Ref. 168). In a
related problem steady-state computations (Ref. 47) and experiments (Refs. 50, 51) of
spatially-adjacent (alternating) regions of suction and blowing also indicate net drag
increases.

Oscillatory Longitudinal Curvature and Pressure Gradients (Wavy Walls)

The original impetus for the wavy wall studies at Langley (Refs. 38, 169, and
170 and 171) was the apparent average skin friction reductions obtained by Kendall
(Ref. 133, 20 percent, Fig. 24) and Sigal (Ref. 172, 10 percent) over wavy walls with
X/6 - 0(l). Computations in Reference 170 indicated that these reductions were probably
due to periodic partial relaminarization approaching each wave crest, caused by the
coincidence of large favorable pressure gradient and convex curvature influences.

The major problem with wavy walls for drag reduction is the attendant pressure
drag, caused by a downstream phase shift in the oscillatory pressure distribution for
A - 0(8). This pressure drag is larger than the skin friction reduction usually obtain-
able over the wave. A Langley investigation into non-sinusoidal wave shapes with possi-
bly lower pressure drag culminated in a family of skewed waves with gradual (straight)
downstream-facing slopes and much steeper upstream facing surfaces (Fig. 25). However,
initial tests of such surfaces suggest that the surface modifications necessary to
reduce pressure drag have also apparently nullified much of the viscous drag reduction.
Therefore, although we can now design wavy surfaces with essentially flat plate drag
levels, a sizable net drag reduction may not be obtainable. Net benefits the order of
10 percent do evidently accrue from the use of "marco" waves (x/8 >> 1) where CD,P ' 0
(see section entitled "Adverse Pressure Gradient" and Ref. 38).

Wall Turbulence "Sieves" and "Furry" Surfaces

"A particularly simplex concept for reducing the intensity of turbulent motions near
the wall is to "*ieve" them through a local (wall region) breakup device. Results from
Reference 139 (using restricted length vertical plates placed quite close together and
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horizontal "small eddy" breakup devices placed close to the surface) indicate sizable
drag reductions downstream, but estimates of the device drag penalty indicate net drag
increases (at least thus far). Since this approach je.1 s with the near wall region, the"downstream relaxation distances are much shorter than for he large-eddy breakup devices
discussed previously (Ref. 69). Further work on the Sandborn type devices (Ref. 139) is
probably warranted., If the sieves are distributed continuously over the body surface
and moreover the device elements are fleyible, then one has a "furry" (Ref. 173) or
"wheatfield" type of wall tr-atment (Refs. 174-180). This latter type of surface is of
obviot's interest to boundary layer meterologists. The general conclusion, thus far,
from the work on long, thin, closely packed and flexible wall roughnesses such as fur
and wheat or rice indicates (a) that the overall drag increases substantially due to the
increased effective wetted area contributed by the multitudiness individual elements and
(2) the elements undergo a vibratory limit-cycle motion (at their characteristic
frequency) and this "compliant-wall like" response usually feeds back into the turbulent
boundary layer structure as a destabilization.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Turbulent drag reduction is beginning to p-ovide a viable and probably less sensi-
tive alternative to laminar flow control for viscous drag reduction, particularly for
fuselages and other bodies. The relatively recent (within the last 20 years) studies of
"coherent structures" in wall boundary layers provide, for the first time, guidelines as
to scales, frequencies, and possible mechanisms which might be used to control the
turbulence structure and perhaps provide a net drag reduction.

An important (but simple) concept is that the turbulent drag reduction approach
must be tailored to the particular application. For example, there are several very
powerful techniques available for water flows (e.g., polymers and bubbles/gas layer (and
perhaps compliant walls)) which have no counterpart in the air flow case. The air
problem is much more difficult, with current approaches providing 5 to 20 percent type
reductions as opposed to the 50 to 70 percent levels obtainable in water. Within the
water-only approaches, the bubble method is particularly interesting for surface ships
where a large reservoir of air (the atmosphere) is readily available for compressing and
injecting.

Aside from relaminarization, for air flow applications the "best" current
approaches appear to be nonplanar geometries: (1) large-eddy breakup devices (20 per-
cent thus far for low speeds), (2) convex curvature (at low speeds, reductions in the
20 percent range appear to be obtainable, although this has not yet been demonstrated),
and (3) riblets (10 percent). On a localized basis, adverse pressure gradients and slot
injection can probably provide meaningful reductions, along with the old standbys of
wall heating and porous wall injection, depending again upon the application. The
remaining techniques are mainly applicable only to very specialized situations; e.g.,
wall cooling 'very low speeds) MHD (magnetic flowing media) and fibers (requires fiber
availability or a recirculating system). It should be noted that very little research

J is yet available for combinations of methods. Limited data for the riblet/LEBU com-
bination (Ref. 103) indicates that the drag reductions are nearly additive, and various
combinations of polymer systems have been attempted (polymers and particles (Ref. 181),
polymers and magnetically controlled particles (Refs. 182), polymer and air film
(Ref. 183) and polymer and compliant walls (Ref. 184). In addition to the drag reduc-
tion techniques discussed herein, there are several passive approachcs available which
lead to "relaminarization" (Ref. 28), such as a favorable pressure gradient. Also, the
combined "thicke -r" and energy extraction methods remain to be explored fully.

Some possibility exists for development of a "smart wall." Since the wall pressure
signature of the preburst flow is known (e.g., Ref. 185), this could be sensed and used
to trigger a real-time wall (or flow field) reaction designed to alter/modify the burst
process (see Refs. 186-188). The correct phase relation is the critical issue, simply
pulsing at some average frequency is not suitable/effective (see Refs. 189, 190). The
obvious problem with this approach is the extremely small scales and attendant high
frequencies associated with the turbulent boundary layer wall production processes.
(The ion wind or an electric approach might have the necessary spatial and temporal
response for a "real time" feedback control system in air). For the water case phased
control is evidently feasible (Ref. 188).

Finally, the turbulence modification and drag reduction approaches discussed herein
are probably a small subset of the real range of possibilities. A key to uncovering
other (perhaps better) techniques is to approach the problem from the viewpoints of tur-
bulence control and invention. Much of the previous turbulence research was of the pas-
sive (study what exists) type. Thiq is a plea for more active (e.g., control/invention)
studies. The research aimed at basic understanding should continue, but significant
increases in understanding otten result from attempts to control for technological
purposes.

..... ......
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PARASITIC AND INTERFERENCE DRAG PREDICTION AND REDUCTION

by Ph. POISSON-QUINTON,
Senior Advisor, ONERA, Fr.

ABSTRACT

For a realistic evaluation of the total drag of an Aircraft, we must add to the drag due
lift (" wave drag) and to the friction drag of the "clean" configuration, some other drag components:

- Parasitic Drag related to excrescences, leaks, etc., and to local flow separations;

- Interference Drag related to wing/fuselage, propulsive nacelle/wing or fuselage, external stores/wing
or fuselage, etc.

Although a precise prediction of such drag terms is still difficult to obtain in wind-tunnel
testing -and even more by calculation-, a large number of typical trends are available to the designer
to avoid too large penalties on transport or combat Aircraft at the preliminary design stage; several
e~amples are given to illustrate these trends, together with some optimisation methods.

In this presentation, we have used a lot of results already given in various AGARD Reports
and some more recent unpublished data,

The paper is split in five partsf illustrated by self-comprehensive charts:

- Introduction to "other" drag components,

- Excrescence drag componentsj

- Aircraft drag due to airframe aerodynamic interferences,

- Propulsion/Airframe interferences,

- External stores/Airframe interferences.

I - INTRODUCTION TO "OTHER" DRAG COMPeSENTS

An excellent NASA-Langley paper [I] was given during an AGARD/VKI special course on
"concepts for drag reduction" in 1977, from which is taken the Figure I illustrating the various drag
components listed on table (b)j the graph, (c) and (d) show that the drag build-up is very different
for subsonic and super sonic "clean" configuralions5 and inside these two categories, there are again
large differences between well-streamlined subsonic or supersonic transport (where a very good cruise
L/D is vital for a'decent'operatic.enal efficiency) and a helicopter (large parasitic drag), or a super-
sonic fighter (large w.ve drag, even without external stores); in factý for many cases, the "minor"
drag components are quite large!

To improve the aerodynamic efficiency of a subsonic transport configuration, it is possible
to act on the two terms of its polar curve (Fig. 2), with less minimum drag and less induced drag:
parasitic and interference dra; zomponents are minor terms in both of these components,but still
important for a better fuel ecoaomy, ranging from 3 to 5% [21.

To compare the aer.ýdynamic performance of various existing civil or military transport
Aircraft, or future projects, it is convenient to look at their effective parabolic polar curve at the
cruise condition, i.e, at their maximum lift-to-drag ratio (where CDo = CDi, by definition):

- with C = CfS wetted surface
Do f.S reference wing'

where Cf is an effective friction drag taking into account parasitic and interference terms at zero
lift,

- and with CDi = CL2/n.e M,

where e is a "span efficiency factor", which integrates also various parasitic/interference drag
terms increasing with the angle of attack.

The Figure 3 [2] shows that it is possible to drad a mean curve through various experimental
points obtained from flight results for well-known operational Airliners: (L/D) 14 b/sV- "

(the not-so-streamlined military cargos are below this mean curve), here the convenient experimental
terms used are: e = 0.75 and T. = 0.003 respectively,

This equivalent skin friction value T is obtained from a survey shown on Figure 4b relative
to various subsonic transport or bomber Aircraft; for typical combat Aircraft, the • value is equal
or larger than 0.0035 (Fig. 4c)0; in fact, the summation of the form drag (flow separation induced by 4
viscous effect) and interference drag (mutual interaction between various aircraft components,
increases by about 50% the turbulent friction drag (flat plate) calculated with the Karman-Schoenherr
method (Fig. 4a); these charts are taken from a recent comprehensive synthesis by USAF/FDL 19].

\ - --- ,-.
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Ii - EXCRESCENCE DRAG COMPONENTS

Estimates of typical roughness and excrescence drag contributions for the C-5A military
transport at cruise regime are given on Figure 5 [1, 3], which amount for about 3.51 of the total
drag: 30% of the roughness drag is attributable to steps, ridges and gaps and about 25% due to mass
transfer in and out of the Aircraft skin (vents, pressure leaks, air conditionirg, etc.),

Estimates of various parasitic drag: stepsý ridge, gaps are based on fundamental wind-tunnel
investigations (mainly from a RAE-Bedford program 4f 5 ), and illust'ated on Figure 6: such roughness
drags can be much greater than the turbulent skin friction on i smooth flat plate, even if such
excrescence are smail relative to the boundary-layer thickness: the rear facing step drag (b) is about
one-half that of the forward-facing steps, uhereas the ridge drag (c) is tuice that of the
forward-facing step; these excrescence drags largely increase from subsonic to supersonic regime.

Two such typical excrescence estimates on an Airbus-type fuselage [1;3 are illustrated on
Figure 7 for only one forward-facing step (3 mm sheet-metal joint, Fig. 7a): half a count drag; and
for an anti-collision light (h = 75 mm, Fig. 7b): 5/100 count.

Roughness drag breakdown for a typical transport Aircraft wing was estimated by the Boeing
Company [1] and illustrated on Figure Saj ty bonding a plastic film over only 50% ot the surface area
(Fig. 8b), the total drag of such' A/C could be reduced by 0.7%; covering a T-33 A/C wing model wit, a
5-mil Kapton plastic film has reduced the drag (measured in a NASA-Langley pressurized tunnel) by 12
to 40%, depending upon the Reynolds number (Fig. Sc). The quite severe drag due to control surface gap
can be appreciably reduced by decreasing the airfoil thickness by 15% just ahead of the aileron: a 76%
gap drag redaction is shown on Figure 8d.

Every Aircraft manufacturer is deeply involved %ith parasitic drag reduction during the
development of their projects: for example, Figure 9 illustrates the evolution of the total parasitic
drag on the Airbus A/C family (71: more tha' 3% gain on the total Aircraft drag from the A-300
prototype to the A-320 project...

Even during the operational life of a subsonic transport Aircraft, it is rewarding for an
Airline Company to undertake periodically an "Aerodynamic clean-up" operation on their fleet (about
0.5% block fuel-saving, see ref. [2]).

III - AIRCRAFT DRAG DUE TO AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCES

"Aerodynamic interference in Aircraft is defined as the change in the flow over given
elements of the configuration due to the presence of one or more of the other elements; such
interference is mainly severe with transonic flow" (H. Yoshihara [8]).

To show how large can be this parasitic interference drag, it is interesting to begin with
an USAF/FDL study, undertaken some years ago for improving the drag of the C-141 military cargo-
Aircraft [2]; wind-tunnel tests have shcwn that it would be possible to reduce its cruise drag by
about 8% (Fig. 10) thanks to minor modifications around the wing-fuselage juncture at the landing-gear
pods, and by a small wing-tip extension: the corresponding fuel saving for the C-141 fleet would be so
important that the cost of modifications would be paid by only one year fuel-saving!

111,1 - Wing-Fuselage interference

This wing-body juncture is particularly critical on high-wing configurations, as shown on
Figure 11, where the redesign of the top-fuselage shape and a well design wing-root fairing has given
a substantial drag reduction at cruise conditions (see B. Haines contribution in Ref. 181).

Since few years, thanks to the computational Fluid Dynamics development, it is possible to
optimize the wing-fuselage juncture at the preliminary design stage, as illustrated on Figure 12 for a
low-wing/fuselage "active" fairing, which reduces the supercritical flow on the wing root upper-
surface (see J. Sloof contribution in Ref. [81).

Another examples, taken in the same Ref. 183 and relative to Airbus-type root-fasring
optimizition, are illustrated on Figure 13: for example, about 2% cruise drag saving has been obtained
between the A-300 and A-310 fillet designs.

111,2 - Fuselage drag improvement

Another example of a rewarding redesign of the fuselage shape on a cargo-Aircraft project
0io) is given on Figure 14: thanks to fuselage tail-cone extension, and to gear-pod and wing fillet

modifications, the total drag wa3 reduced by 50 counts at cruise condition, after extensive computa-
tion and wind-tunnel testing by Lockheed-Georgia Company.

The parasitic drag due to the rear-fuselage shape is always an important item in the drag
build-up: two good examples given by Aerospatiale [73 are shown on Figure 15:

- During the project development of the ATR-42 commuter Aircraft in wind-tunnel, a gain of 1% on the"cruise drag was obtained by extending the rear part of the fuselage (Fig. 15a);

S. . . . . .. . ,- - I- -• ... 'i .
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- During the development of the Concorde project, it appeared mandatory to improve the drd; of the
prototype, and one of the izportant decisionS was to extend the rear-fuselage cone for improvint, the
supersonic cruise drag by 1% (Fig. 15b); Such "small" gain at M = 2 on A/C drag was vit.1 for *he
supersonic-transport payload, as illustrated on Figure 16b. Several other modifications between the
Concorde prototype and the production A/C are indicated on Figure 1

6
c, a part of them beeing made

for drag reduction at H - 2 cruise (extended fuselage nose, extended elevons and rudder trailing-
edge, extended fin leading-edge, etc.).

111,3 - Wing-tip o"timization for drag reduction

Here, the main objective is to reduce the induced drag by increasing the effectiie aspect-
ratio: a well known favorable interference effect has been obtained through "winglets" fitted at the
wing-tip [131, but with some drawback (increased friction drag, increased wing bending-moment, flutter
risk, etc.); an elegant compromize has been recently installed on the Airbus A-310-300 with some small
"wing-tip fences" integrated on the tip fairings (Fig. 17a), which give a 1.5% drag rpduction, already
demonstrated in flight [7].

Other solutions to reduce the induced drag [21 are: to fit a small jet-engine at the wing-
tip (Fig, 17b), or to install a blowing slot on the tip fairing, to reduce the tip vortex development
(Fig. 17c),

111,4 - Helicopter Air'rame drag reduction

For various reasons, many helicopter fuselages have a poor rear-shape, which gives an
important drag penalty; an interesting experimental study in wind-tunnel was recently undertaken at
the University of Bristol by Prof. Seddon [is] to analyse the various types of flow occuring at the
rear base of typical helicolter fuselages: as shown on Figures 18a and b, the two main parameters
acting on the types of flow are the fuselage angle of attack and the rear-fuselage upsweep angle. When
decreasing the angle of attack for a given upsweep angle, the "eddy flow" regime is suddenly changed
into a "vortex flow" regime, which resulti in much larger parasitic drag; and the same trend appears
when reducing the upsweep angle for a given angle of attack. In such conditions, it is possible to
draw a critical boundary between the two flow regimes in the (upsweep, incidence) plane which
indicates the favorable low drag zones (Fig. 18c),

A similar critical boundary appears for a tapered base instead of the previous untapered
fuselage base, as shown on Figure 18d, where two other boundaries are also indicated.

This high drag vortex flow regime can be reduced by a spoiler fitted on the bottom of the
base (Fig. 18e) or suppressed by a serxejof small deflectors fitted all along the lateral corners of
the base (Fig. 18f)5 such simple devices greatly improve the fuselage drag at negative incidences
(high-speed regime).

Since few years, the helicopter manufacturers are more aware of potential gains on total
drag with a better aerodynamic design [2]; a typical example of such gains obtained between the first
Aerospatiale "Dolphin" prototype and the production model is give,. nn Figure 19: a 25% drag reduction
through numerous improvements on the fuselage, the rotor hub, the engine inlets, and a retractable
landing-ge'r installation.

111,5 - Wave-drag reduction through area-ruling

One of the most revolutionary process to improve the transonic drag rise (and to avoid a lot
of transonic troubles) before crossing Mach one was first proposed in the fifties by R. Whitcomb, from
NACA-Langley [121, and this very simple method das then sucessfully applied to almost all high-speed
military Aircraft; this evolution appears clearly on Figure 20, which gives the transonic drag jump as
a function of the equivalent fineness ratio calculated for a number of Aircraft [9]. The price to pay
for crossing tie sonic barrier has continuously decreased up to almost attain the value given by a
SEARS-HAAK minimum .sonic-drag-body. On this Figure 20, it should be observed that for the B-58 bomber,
the drag jump is less for the configuration with a well integrated pod undar fuselage than for the
clean configuration; we shall see other examples of favorable stores/weapons interference in Section V.

The usefulness of the sonic area-rule for large aspect-ratio transport Aircraft type was
demonstrated by NASA on a modified F8-U with a supercritical wing perfectly integrated on a smooth
axial cross-section distribution; xt is interesting to note that in the early seventies (pre-fuel-
crisis), near-sonic transport configurations were envisaged [2]. A Boeing wind-tunnel study for a
successor to the B-747 has demonstrated a drag divergence at M = 0.98 instead of M = 0.87 for the
c.3nventional B-747 (Fig. 21), but obtained by a very sophisticated (and certainly expensive) airframe
area ruling.

IV - PROPULSIVE NACELLES/AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE

In this section are reviewed some difficult interference problems arising from propulsive
nacelle installation on two types of Aircraft: subsonic transport with various Turbo-fans or prop-fans
locations, and supersonic transport/bomber.

5,• m i al I m I l l I lI l Iin li m •" '
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IV,I - Tut bo-fan installation drag on conventional subsonic transport

Figure 22 illustrates the case of underwing nacelle arrangements [1]1 the wing-pylon-nacelle
flow field (Fig. 22a) is influenced by the engine positioning (Fig. 22b), the more ahead longitudinal
location being the most favorable because a better local area-ruling and a less supercritical channel
flow between nacelle and wing. Wing leading-edge contouring and pylon trailing-e0-e contouring (Fig.
22c) are shown to have either favorable or adverse effects on the interference dra;, depending on the
flight Mach number.

Even at low speed, some adverse interference sometimes appear when the high lift devices are
deployed: on Figure 22d, a strong boundary-layer separation, which occured in the front of the slat,
was cured by a small strake fitted on the nacelle: this device induces a vortex which siphons.off the
low energy boundary-layer, and its reattachment greatly improves the slat lift efficiency (see paper
no I in [81).

On Figure 23, the interference drag for a typical underwing nacelle configuration is quanti-
fied from wind-tunnel measurements: a loss of I to 2% of the Aircraft drag is mainly due to a lift
reduction at constant incidence, which must be compensated by incidence increase, which generates more
induced drag.

At the present time, the major unfavorable interferences between propulsive nacelle and
airframe (wing or fuselagel can be detected -and then improved- by computing a theoretical model of
the complete Aircraft: for example the panel method 13 illustrated on Figure 24 (underwing pylon/
nacelle/jet interference) and on Figure 25 (rear-fuselage/nacelle interference), see the J.W. Sloof
paper in L8]: there is a good agreement between computed and reasured detailed pressures in the
critical regions between nacelle and main airframe at cruise regime.

In the case of a rear-mounted engines configuration, it i. most important to avoid a parasi-
tic supercritical 'low thanks to several efficient solutions:

- a local area-ruling with a fuselage contouring (Fig. 25),

- an extensive fairing along the fuselage and a pylon modification, as shown on Figure 26, for a
business-jet optimization (see the Withcomb paper in [83: here the wing trailing-edge and the
nacelle were so close that the wing fairing was designed with a "concave" region to obtain a
"channel area-rule": the strong shock-wave (inducing a complete flow-separation on the aft-fuselage)
was completly removed and the drag-creep was suppressed up to M = O.S cruisej the same exercise was
sucessfully untertaken during the development of the Dassault Falcon-50 executive Aircraft.

To conclude on these "conventional" propulsive nacelles interfering with the airframe, it is
interesting to quantify the potential gains obtained with i better optimization: ror an Airbus
configuration t 7), Figure 27 illustrates these gains, demonstrated on the various parameters acting on
the wing/pod/nacelle interference drag at cruise regime.

IV,2 - Turbo-fan installation drag on STOL transport ubing a powered-lift scheme

Since the discovery of the circulation control on a wing through the "jet-flap" effect in
the fifties, it was very attractive to use the large momentum of the tirbo-fan engines to induce a
substantial lift by deflecting their exhaust flow; the various proposed schemes are illustrated on
Figure 28: the two first solutions were sucessfully tested in flight at low-speed on USAF Military
cargo-Aircraft projects with the External-Blown-Flap configuration tEBF-Douglas YC-15) and the upper-
Surface-Blowing scheme (USB-Boeing YC-14)j this later solution was then applied to an experimental
NASA/Boeing four-turbo-fan engine Aircraft (QSRA), which has demonstrated usable lift coefficients
around ten in flight!

The third solution, an "over-the-wing" location of the turbo-fan, was first proposed by VFW
in Germany (14) and their low-speed wind-tunnel results have shown a much better polar curve than for
an usual underwing configuration (Fig. 29).

However, transonic wind-tunnel results were more pessimistic, because the "upper-surface"
and the "over-the-wing" nacelle configurations give a quite large installation-drag at cruise regime,
due to parasitic shock-waves development. An interesting experimental study by NASA-Langley was
undertaken on a transport Aircraft model, to compare these two configurations (Figure 30): the very
large installation drag with symetrical motorized nacelles was sensibly reduced at cruise regime, ,"
M = O.8f by contouring the shape of these nacelles,

The third configuration shown on Figure 30, an "aft-mounted nacelle" fitted on the wing
lower-surface, is quite interesting for its low installation-drag compared to a conventional poded
solution, but this rear location can induce some difficult structural problem (flutter risk?).

To conclude on these configurations, very attractive for their outstanding STOL capabilities,
it must be recognized that their nacelle installation-drag penalties are still too large for an
economical application to high-speed transport Airtraft; but a better transonic optimization by CFD
seems possible in the future,

: if
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IV,3 - Prop-fan installation-drag

Sw The "prop-fan" concept, first developed by NASA and Hamilton-Standard and now in several
countries (151 is very attractive for its fuel-saving capability compared to conventional turbo-fan.
Substantial gains on propulsive efficiency are already demonstrated on isolated propellers tested in
wind-tunnel up to Mach 0.8 . But two difficult problems remain to be solved:

- the large aerodynamic interference of their siipstream on the airframe,

- the large near-field noise generated by these highlv-loaded propellers with supersonic blade-tip
speed.

To minimize both of these problems, an aft-fuselage mounting seems much more attractive than
a wing-mounting scheme, as explained on Figure 31.

Indeed some preliminary NASA tests, summarized on Figure 32, show that a tractor single-
ro.ation prop-fan in the front of a swept wing has a very strong effect on the inboard-wing pressures
duc to swiil and super velocity in the slipstream; a theoretical approach developed at Grumman r16]
(based on small perturbation equation coupled with mesh-system embedding and simple planer boundary
conditions), gives a good picture of the local flow, including a strong shock-wave; this spanwise
shock-wave, followed by a large boundary-layer separation on the wing upper-surfacef visualized on
Figure 33a, gives an important parasitic drag at cruise regime; further tests with small local
contouring around the nacelle and the wing-leading-edge have shown an important reduction on the
parasitic drag (Fig. 33b).

IV,4 - Nacelle/Airframe interference on supersonic cruise Aircraft

Flow interference between the propulsive nacelles and the airframe has a vital effect on the
aerodynamic efficiency of a supersonic cruise Aircraft, either for a bomber (B-58, B-70, B-i,...) or a
SST (Concorde, Tu-144, US SST projects,...).

For an "under-wing nacelles" configuration, as illustrated on Figure 34a (a Boeing SST
advanced design, see paper no 35 by R.M. Kulfan and A. Sigallo, from Boeing in 1143), the
nacelle-installed-drag is calculated by a modified linear theory (linear small-perturbation for
supersonic flow, and a time-marching solution of the Euler Equations to compute mixed regions of
subsonic/supersonic flow including shock-wave locations)j this calculated drag is the sum of the
friction drag of the nacelles, the net wave-drag, and the lift interfirence effects. For this
aft-nacelle location, there is a very favourable interference lift effect due to the increased
pressures on the wing lower-surface, i.e. an effective reduction in wing-body drag-due--to-lift: at
moderate lift coefficients, the installed nacelle drag is less than half the isolated nacelle drag
level.

Such "compression from nacelles" effect on the wing lower-surface was also very favourable
on B-70 and on Concorde.

Furthermore, Figure 34b illustrates some satisfactory comparisons between experimental and
calculated shock-wave patterns/pressures on the wing lower-surface; two cases are shown, without and
with spillage (inlet mass-flow ratio = 0.8) for a flight Mach number = 1.4.

To conclude, theoretical approaches are already available to understand the supersonic
t interference effects between nacelles and wing-body, including spilling nacelles and detached shock-

waves: it should help the designer to avoid configurations having high inherent interference drag
(paper no 35 in (14]).

V - EXTERNAL STORE/AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE ON MILITARY AIRCRAFT

"The military effectiveness of a combat Aircraft may be measured by the number and the range
of weapons it can carry, and by its performance with stores installed" (L. Davies, paper no 8 in
E17)). This statement war also a motivation for a very sucessful AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Working
Group (WG-03) in 1976-77 "to study means for reducing the drag and other aerodynamic penalties a-socia-
ted with carrying external stores on both current and future Aircraft" (18).

V,l - In his introduction, the WG Chairman, Clifford Bore, observed that "when the designer has
meticulously reduced the drag of the wing of a combat Aircraft by 2 or 3%, he believes that he has
accomplished a significant ecoo~omy -until he sees arrays of stores provided to hang under the wing,
with perhaps 7 times the drag of the wing (Fig. 35b)...; and he is entitled to ask why the standard of
aerodynamic cleanliness should change so abruptly halfway down the pylons"(Fig. 35a).

"Very substantial improvements could be made to the overall effectiveness of store-carrying
Air-Forces3 and when looking at the total life-cycle costs of a combat %ircraft (Fig. 35c), the price
to pay for a better design, the development and the tests represent a very small part of the total
expenses: 30-40% improvement to the effectiveness/cost ratio of a ground-attack force could be
"obta~ned for an investment of around 1% of that benefit!"

In the following paragraphs, a quick survey is given on the drag of various store installa-
tions and on possibilities for its reduction.

S/
V,
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V,2 - Single stores

The store chordwise position is often the most important parameter for an underwing store
configuration; at transonic speed, it is mandatory to examine again the area distribution, as demons-
trated on Figure 36: a tank-like store mounted below the wing (paper no 2 in (18)) gives a very strong
drag divergence when located at a rearward location, .hich increases the area distribution, But in a
"forward position, the area-rule is improved and the addition of the store actually reduces the total
drag above M - 0.9.

On Figure 37, the maximum interference drag near Mach I can var) from I to 3 when moving a
typical %inged missile from a rear to a forward underwing location! (18].

Wsng-tip carriage is often the best option for carriage of slender missiles: Figure 3P
presents some interesting detailed results for a sweptback wing research model fitted alternatively
with a curved wina-tip and with a cropped bquare-cut tip on which is mounted a missile and its
launcher (see the paper on "External store interference, by A.B, Haines in [8))t the tests given for
M N 0.7 are typical of those obtained to at least 4 = 0.9:

- the drag increment decreases with CL, becoming negative above C 0.3 (Fig. 38a);

- the reduction in the lift-dependent drag collates hith an increased lift for a givei, incidence (Fig.
38b) both on the inner wing and on the missile system itself; and the total lift is almost the same
than with an extended curved wing-tip.

On Figure 38c, it is shown that the wing-tip mounting offers the most attractive installa-
tion for both subcritical flight conditions and when crossing Mach 1, when compared with underwing-
pylon or fuselage-mounted location-...(see the L, Davies paper in [ 17)).

V,3 - Multiple store carriage

In some cases, a favourable interference effect is obtained when coupling a great number of
small stores, mounted on a pallet below a flat-bottomed fuselage (see Haines paper in (8)): on Figure
39a, it is shown that, above Mach 0.92. the total drag increment, for 4 rows x 5 small stores with
flat bases is smaller than the increment for a single row of five stores; even for larger boattailed
stores, the lower picture show that an array of 3 rows of two stores is less than the sum of the
free-air drag of the stores in isolation (again a favourable "tandem carriage effect").

On the other hand, Figure 39b shows the adverse interference observed at low C when the
same large boattailed stores are carried on separate pylons under a 4 00 sweptback wing: with only one
store pylon system,the drag-rise Mach number is already strongly reduced; but with 3 pylon-mounted
stores, a strong upswept shock appears between the pylons, which translates in a significant drag
creep ahead of the steep drag-rise. This adverse interference is particularly severe with standard
triple-carriers mounted under the wing of a combat A/C: a considerable drag increase is shown on
Figure 40; ACD = 78% (M = 0.7) to 136% (M = 0.9). A better design, with cleaned-up triple-carriers
improve the drag penalty, but mainly at low-speed.

All these results were obtained in transoric wind-tunnels, and it is interesting to show, on
Figure 41, that such types of comparative testing in wind-tunnel are in good agreement %ith flight
tests - here on a HSA Buccaneer with three types of underwing stores (see the A.J, Grundy paper in

V,4 - For a better Airframe/Weapon Integration

To conclude this section, it seems important to show -at last- some interesting efforts to
optimize the airframe/weapon integration (Fig. 42):

a) - The first example deals with the conformal weapons carriage experimentaly mounted on a F-4
"Phantom" Airplane (US Navy/Air Force/'ASA/Boeing program, see paper no 2 in [18)); the conformal
carriage adaptator fairing contains 3 rows of 4 racks = 12 bombs/500 pounds.
The Flight performance comparisons with this carriage and with a conventional system (2 triple
ejector racks on wing pylons + I multiple ejector rack on centerline pylon) show that :

- At subsonic cruise regime (M = 0.7-0.8) the specific range is reduced by 6% and 20% respectively
when compared with the clean F-4 A/C

- At low altitude dash M = 0.8 , the specific range is reduced b. X and 31%

- With the confo.mal carriage the flight envelop is much less limit-d than with conventional
carriage.

b) - The second example deals with the development of the "Fast pack" conformal carriage mounted on
the sides of the fuselage/under the wing of the Mc-Donnel F-15 C 18). The fuel capacity of these
two streamlined packages is between those of two and three external fuel tanks. The wind-tunnel
results, confirmed in flight, have shown that the two conformal Fast packs reduce the subsonic
drag of the clean F-15, and produce much less parasitic drag at transonic/supersonic regimes than
with the external tanks (much better area-ruling).

Thanks to the fuel contained in the Fast packs:

- The Air Superiority Mission radius is doubled when compared with the clean configuration;

- The loiter time at 50 NM and the payload for an Air-to-Ground Mission to 275 N increase about
three-fold'

.I Finally,, it is still possible to cruise at M > 2 with this conformal carriage.,
c) At the design stage, the manufacturer can integrate a large weapon - or fuel tank~under the fusela-ge to optimixe the A/C area-rule; such sucessful designs were made on the Mirage IV by Dassault and

on the B-58 Bomber by G.D.
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AEPOOYNMA!IC EFFICIVnCY
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Ft00 7PARASITIC DRAG OF A FORWARD-FACING STEP AT M " 0.8 CRUISE

EXAMPLE FOR A SHEET-METAL JOINT ON AN AIRBUS-TYPE FUSELAGE
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Fi _--__EVOLUTION OF THE PARASITIC DRAG (EXCRESCENCES, SURFACE DEFICIENCIES,...)

ON THE AIRBUS A/C FAMILY
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F19 11 WING BODY FAIRING RESEARCH HIGH WiNG SUBSONIC TRANSPORT
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Fi 5 PARASITIC DRAG REDUCTION THROUGH WING ROOT FAIRING
ON AIRBUS-TYPE TRANSPORT A/C AT CRUISE
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15 F.. R~I!EA.-FISELAGE SHA~PE OPTIMIZATION IN WIND-TUNNEL AEROSPATIALE-AERO OPT
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DAUPH1IN PAPA51TIC DRAG REDUCTION1 PROGRAMME1
~<Prototy~e on the 5N1IA5 365 helicopter Dolpbin~
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ACRODYMAMIC Ir1TERFERENCe CompUTATIOnl
foro TRAM1PORT A/C
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Fick 61

HOW TO U5E A JET-ENGIME TO INDUCE AERODYM1AMIC LIFT?
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL WAKE ANALYSIS

by

J.E.Hackett
A.Sugavanam

Dept. 72-66 Zone 404
Lockheed Georgia Co
Marietta, GA 30063

USA

Slgn'fi-ant advances in the determination of drag end its components (viscous, vortex, "source".

"blockage", etc.% have been made in recent years These were triggered by the reduction of the vortex

drag Integral to a w.'e integral by Maskell in the early 1970's In 1079. Wu., Hackett, and Lilley

broadened the basis for hN-kell's results and., in 1984, Hackett and Sugavanam devised methods which make

it suitable for use in the near-wake of wind tunnel models.

The present paper reviews these advances and provides a consistent derivation, starting from a

simple form of the momentum equations, which include the best and least restrictive assumptions and

procedures. The paper conclude, with a practical example.

INTRODUCTION

Though wake integration procedures have been tsed routinely to determine the profile drag of airfoil

sections for very many years, there have beer relatively few Instances of applications In three
dimensional flows. Not only Is there an order of sagnitude more traverqe points to -ontend with, if the

time-honored Betz wake Integral is used (Ref 1), b t the three dimensional nature of the flow makeq the

perturbations small and difficult to measure accurately,

Betz reduced the domain of integration to the wake for profile drag but crossflow drag integration
still Involved the entire crossflow plane. In 1972, E. C. Maskell (Ref 2) made a major contribution by

reducing this Integral, also, to wake form. At the same time he pointed out the omission, by Betz, of

an axial-flow perturbation term and he appears to have been also the first to include the effects of
atunnel boundary constraint. Haskell recognized the existence of sodrce-like terms In the crossflow

Integration. which were (and still are) whole-plane Integrals, but he showed them to be small in the

far-wake of the model.

Maskell's form of the three dimensional wake drag Integral was Implemented in the mid-197Gcs a8 a

collaborative effort between Lockheed- Georgia and Professor J. C. Wu. of the Georgia Institute of
Technology. Reference 3 eives a rederivation of Haskell's results, using different analysis methods,

together with experimentnl check, for some simple attached flow cases. This was followed by a further

collaborative effort, under NSP sponsorship, In which the meti-is were applied to the more difficult
cases of a stalled w ng and an idealired car shape (See Ref 4). Near-f -ld measurements were Included

in these studies.

The Reference 4 work confirmed the need for near-field traverses In measurements In the wake of a
car-model for example, it was found there was sharp reduction In vortex drag within one or two car

lengths. Other significant features were also lost at downstream locations. This caused a resrousal of

interest in the "source-term" crossflow drag associated, In this case with flow closure behind the car.
The most recent work, described In Reference 5, returns to the fact that the source term Is a whole-

field Integral. A procedure designed to circumvent this difficulty is introduced.

The analyses discussed above are largely incremental ir nature and In some cases tne references are
difficult to obtain. The need has been expressed to lay out the complete theo)retical development,,

starting with Betz, In a slnglt documint. That is the intent qf the present paper. An attempt will be
made, while doing this, to clarify unfamiliar features and to use engineering-oriented analyses where

possible

Consecutive analyses will be given which parallel those of Fl'tz (Ref 1), Maskell (Ref 2), Mu, et al

( Ref 3)., and finally Hackett and Sugavan"a (Ref 5). Improved versicns of the orJqinal proofs will be

* •used where appropriate. Thus Haskell's proof will be employed for the Retz result - so picking up the
u 2 -squared term - and Hu's more general proof will be used for Mackell's cronsflow drag integral. -

- -- Finally, "Nett" and "Gross" forms of the wake drag Integral equation, defined In Reference 5, will be

introduced. The paper concludes with a practical example.

S• r' - -
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N[OMENLTUR

a ,Fig 3) Vertex core radius (ft)

A (Foo 3) Tunnel radius (ft)

A (elstwhere) Tunnel Area (ft2

CD Drag Cetflcielnt

D Crag (lbs)

Di Crossflow drag (vlgure 8) calculated using vortclcty and stream function

(Eqn 24)

D2 Crousflow drag (Figure 8) calculated uing the Integral of crosuflow

kinetic energy (Eqn 2C)

03 Drag (usually -rust, Figure 8) asncIated with the quantity u
2

(See Zqns 3 and 4)

T Mean of D1 and D2 (Ibs)

f Source density (ft
2
/sec/ft2)

H Total pressuze (lbs/ft
2

)

n Normal-to-surface direction

P1,P2 Static pressure at planes I and 2 (Ibs/ft2

Q Source strength (ft
3

/sec)

r (Fig 6) Radius of integration (ft)

~l( Components of the drag Integral (See Fquatlons 2A. 26, 2C)

T3

U0  Veloc'ty far-upstrean in the tunnel test section (ft/sec)

UI Axial velocities In planes I and 2

V2
U2 (Fig 1) Velorlty which, on replacing U2., increases total

pressure at plane 2 from H2 to H0

Le Sum of U. and ub
u.vw Perturbations to mainstream velocity (note, u-U -U1. s- Fqn 3)

ýft/secl

ub "blockage" velocitj., ee Equations (13A) and (131), (ft'uec)

YVI rectangular Cartesian coordinates (it)

F Total circL-atlo' (ft
2
/sec)

AXid (i.e x-wise) vorticity (see -3)
2Stream function (ft /sec)

4' Velocity Potential (ft
2

/see)

IU Doublet strength (ft4/sec)
o Source density (ft

2
/sec/ft?)

Fluid density (slugo/ft3

AXIAL FLOW rNTEGRATIONS

Derivation of the Betz form of the Wake !nteeral

If we consider two planes at I'Y upstream and x2., down-troat of a model -ituated in a constant-

section wind tunnel (Figure 1), then the drag on the model can be expressed from momentum considerations

as

D Jf (pl+ .5U28fd 2j~2  ()dy.dz------------------------------ (1)

A A

02

-hA 2

-~. 2

U

U.

OISPLACEEIUIT
EFFECT

Firwe 1. Definitions of Wo•Ie Quantities

77727
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where p and U are static presqure and axial velocity repectively (see Figure 1) in A flow of constant
density k in a tunnel of cross sectional area A Since A Includes the tunnel boundary layer, tunnel wall
skin friction is Implicitly Included in D. It is possible to avoid this region in moat practical cases

unless ground effact is being investzgated.

For steady Incompresslble flow.,

122

or 1 u2 1 2+ 2

giving, from (1)

(v w2+! U 
2
dd - H (V2+ M2) + U2

dy.dz

A A

For xI at an upstream location, Hl=NO. the mainstrean value.

Thus

D I~0  2 dy.dz + 1t(fU2_ U2 )dy.dz + iti(V 2+ V2 I - (V 2+ W2 )Idy.d.

11 AA

= I,+ T2+ T3 ------------------------------------------------------ (2)

Where, by definition,

TI f H2 ýdy.dz ----------------------------------------------- (2A)

W

- U 2_U U 2)dy.d- ------------------------------------------- (2B)T2= 2
tf 1 2

A

3 
2 J(v 2+M (v 2- 02 w)dy.dz ------------------------------12C)

2t ý'= v2 .2) - 1+ 1

A

Of these, only TI Is a wake integral (1 e. H2 < HO)

tie next define a fictitlioj velocity u* (Vigurp 1). first Introduced by Betz

2  
-------------------------------------- (3)

also define

u - U- U 0

rAt plane 2,. for example, U2 is an axial velority in the wake which exceeds the true velocity u2 as{.needed to restore M2 to NO' U20 nay therefore be thought of as an equivalent potential flow velocity:

It becomes equal to U. in the potential flow outside the wake.

"" =-- .....-- }- -,•• ,-V, jl=. .l • •;.;= .,
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We now seek to reduce T2 to a wake Integral We shall deal first with the general case for U, which may
represent either U1 or U2. Consider the identity:

2_~u U2Id,.dz Uj' 2_~ U*2 dy.d. +J{U*2_ U 2 dy.dz
A A IW

=P+

No., Q,, a wake integral, Is given by

g IfJ IU*2- U2 Idy.dz =ff~ flu. 5+U IU* j~dy.dz

W W

Re-expresslng P-

P ffI,•.o_ • oddz + 2UoJfjUoo U*Idy.dz

A A

and using

0Udy.dz =, U dy.dz (continuity) and (U - UO) = u.(by definition)

A A

we obtain

p -f•uody.dz - 2•offJu*- U Idy.dz

A W

and finally

p + 0 =ff(u2- U2 )dy.-z
A

ff (U*- U)(U*+ U -2U0)yd ff2 yd------------(4

W A

Applying (4) at planes 1 and 2. to obtain T2 . we get

T = J U- U2 ) U2- 2Uo)dy.dz - 2 u~dy.dz

W A

)(U* U )(UI+ U,- 2U )dy.dz + • 24_dy.dz 4

I- I 1 0 2-

SA 

\.
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Since H1 HO, U = 1) so t'- third term is zero, leaving

T2 2U )U2f (u1- u2)dy.dz

=2 . 2 (U2- U2)'U+ U2 - 2 0 dy.dz A

= T2A+ T2B 2-------------------------------------------------------- (5)

where

T
2A= ~Jj' ~�U2 )(U2+ U2  2U0 )dy.dz

N

T2z 4 (fu2_ u 2)dy.dz

A

The first term, T2A, is the original Betz result. T2., which is not a wake integral, was derived by

Haskell

Haskellis Axial Perturbation Term T28

The perturbation u complies with the conventional definition only in non-viscous regions In viscous

regions, It exceeds the normally-defined value by an amount which depends upon the local total pressure

deficit

There are two possible approaches for determining the term T2B, designated "wet" and "Gross" by

Hackett and Sugavanam in Reference 5 In the first, which represents Haskoll's analysis, a tunnel

blockage form Is derived which is applicable for downstream traverse locations. The "Gross", approach

evaluates the u-perturbation term directly, but in a manner consistent with the crossflow terms This

makes it applicable In the near field where flow closure, for example, gives apparent crossflow drag in

potential flow.

We shall start with a de-cription of MasI'ell's blockage interpretation of the axial perturbation

term. The "Gross" approach will be discussed later.

Haskell's Blockaae Term

Haskell postulates a mot]el represented by a simple, planar horseshoe vortex on the tunnel center

plane together with a line source at the bound vortex position and. by implication, a sink far downstream

as needed for continuity Appropriate images are added to represent conditions in a rectangular tunnel

test section.

Figure 2 shows the synametries which result in the axial flow velocities. The u-component induced by

the the model source 1.0 us is symmetric in z and anti-symmetric in x; U., due to the bound vortex, is

anti-symmetric in z but symmetric in x: the downstream sink provides an axial velocity., ub, which is

uniform throughout the test soction The trailing legs of the horseshoe vortices do not contribute to

axial velocity.

Using this potential flow model, we may express the perturbation velocities st the upstream and

downstream planes ams

"u I uSI÷ U91+ ub u2 S us2 'B2+ U b

- a--- "-s2 - - -- +-2 ..---------------------------------------- (6)

.Uj+u aU U; - .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .r.. . . . ,

S t
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Sz uS2

SOURCE

BOUND
VORTEX

u b (UNIFORM)

Figure 2., Symmetries Assumed in Maskell's Analysis

and
ub - const ------------------------------------------------ ()

where the superscripts denote the sign of z.

On forming the sum (u, 2 - u 2) it 18 obvious that all squared terms cancel, leaving., on substituting

into (5).

T 2_US[-2 u 2
)dy.dzT2B' 2 L1 2

('- 2• u Sl UB u s2d¢. +..................................... 2 )j... . Z0

-If

/= o jfcusingi (6S) 
2  

2
Uib ui) ?ul

2
bu2 yd

A
-------------------------------------------------------------------(9)

If we pair (+xon +Z2) with (-nin va 1e terts in (0). symmetry assures that tne first bracket

integrates to zero. Thes seond bracket also has a zero integral, from 16) and (s). This leaves

T 
2
ub |)dy dz

2- u b Su2 di.dz ---------------------------------------- (0

A

on using (8)

Tiger* 3 shows source-Induced and blockage-induced velocities. It i'j obvious the*. to return
conditions far-upstream to their nominal value, the total flux from s, unt be asborbed by the downstream
o ink Qb. Rence Q5='Qb* As defined above. us and ub are the direct ef fects of Q,~ an respectively.

Also. halZ1 the flux from Q.!lcwe to its right and half to Its left, and similarly for the flux Into b
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U Ub

Sus U

Figure 3. Source-induced and Blockage Velocities

Thus
Sdy.dz = and UAsG

S Sb 2 b

And, since Qb= us

f sdy.dz = ubA

so, from (10)

29' - 2t u•bjfi2dy.dz 2- u • A•----------------------------,1

The total source-sink flow between Qs and Qb is

0= J fusdy.dz + ub A = 
2

Ub A

A

Q may also be defined from the velocity profiles as

0 = JjU~ Uo)dy.dz JJU 2 - U 2 )dy.dz

A W

sf U0dy dy .dz or continuity

Thus on equating the two exprensions for Q., wP obtain

ub z . f (U2 - U2 )dy.dz ------------------------------------ (12)
b 2

(12) may oe used to evaluate ub, in il)., and hence T2,. This, too., is now in wake integral form.

Alternativ,e forms for the Axial Flow Terms

We substitute (11) into (5) to obtain the first form. Thus

T2A TB-,•IU2- U211U2÷ U2 -2Uo~dy.dz - 2(uA ......... ll
1 2A* f;-U)(* U29 2

Ub A--------------------C13A)

N

where ub is given by (12). Also, we say alqo utubstItute for ub directly frnm (12)1 to give

~ -~7 .,,!
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T2A T2B (fU; - U2 )(U+' U2 2U2udyd

CeJ'(U* - U -2U)dy.d ................... . (13B)

on defining Ue=Uo+u

Though the second ters in (13A) is not a tunnel correction in the usual sense,, it Is related to the
model-dependent wake blockage This Is further discussed in Reference 5. It should also be noted that
the first term is purely viscous and the second Is a potential flow effect. We shall see later that this

is important In analyses of near-field traverses.

CROSSFLOW INTEGRATIONS

Reduction to the Haskell form

The crossflow term, T. from (2) is

3 2 f -2 2 1T3 =-• pJJ {(v2+w2) - (vl+wl)} dy'd-----------(14)

A

Theze are at least three published analyseq of the crosaflow term. Those by Maskell (Ref 2) and by
Hackett and Sugavanam (Ref 5) are generally similar and rely upon synametry arguments similar to those
used above. However, the analysis by W•, et al will be followed here because It Is less restrictive.

In a1l of the more recent analyses, the measured crossflow is resolved into vorticity-dependent and

source-depndent components. Consider a stream function ý that deqcribes the vorticity-dependent

component of the crossflow and a velocity potential * for the source-related part The governing

equations are

D 2 3z2

and

~2 ~2• ay2 az2

where & is the x-component of vorticity and f is toe source density in the crossflow plane. Since the
vorticity and source density are Independent experimental quantities the stream function and velocity
potential in (15) and (16) respectively are unrelated.

The boundary conditions, applied at the tunnel surface are

= 0 and (ao/3n = O) (i.e. vn.O) where n is normal to the tunnel surface. Application of the
bounday conditions will be discussed in a later section. 9
If v and w are measured crrssflow velocities., then we may write

v + 1 and w +
az ay ay az

from which

v 2 V. + )--------------------------------------------------- (17A)

w (. . ±+ a#) ------------------------------ (178)
ay 3z 4

N,. - ~

£as
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We may also write

0 2v -(---------------- (08A)

3Zj _Z 3w ay ay 3w

-w- -w) + 1 , w2 - (.w) - -- ----- (18B)

Substituting from (18A) into (17A) and from (183) into (178). summing and regrouping the terms yields

(2 + 2) W(2 _ - !X) - *( ± + aw)
ay Z y DZ

+ ((- -L (*) + 2-L(Mp) + (-2L(OV) + -(w)
3Y z By ?

However. , (3w ) 1- and (LV+ 2•) = f
By 3Z) ay 3Z)

So

I P JJ (V2 + W2) dy dz .P~f (ýr - of) dy dz + R------------------ (19)

A A

where

ip :•ýw + -Lv) + ("L( + -(Ow(•w)
2j 3y 37 a+ a-zv

A

Applying the divergence theorem yields

R 1= - f (4vt)ds + ½pf (Ovn) ds - ------------------------- (20)

b b

where a is the running coordinate around the boundary b and v. and vn are the tangential and normal

velocity components there.

If we choose b to lie on the tunnel boundary then. for solid walls, vn=O Without loss of generality we

may also assign ý =0 to the crosstlow streamihne at the tunnel wall Hence, from (20). R-0 and (19)

becomes 1 PIf (V2 + W
NY (v

2 
+ w2)dy dz 'P i (9p -Of) dy dz ------------------ (21)

A 
A

Using this result (14) becomes

T3 = p '2•2 dy dz + p- p2f2f dy dz ------------- (22)
W A 1,

The first term is P wake integral because vorticity exists only in the model wake. The term,

disappears for the same reason.

The fact that no assumption of symmetry was required in the above derivation shows that Maskell's
result is more general than his analysis indicates.

CJMBINED WAKE INTEGRALS

"Net" and "Gross" Forms

Using symmetry arguments for the crosaflow similar to those used above for the axial flow (see also 4

Figure 2), Mask-ll showed that the source term in (22) is zero in the far wake. (Further details may ii Z
also be found in haference 5, Appendix A.) ' 'I

- = 'p...
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Putting Equations (13) and (22) In (2) then gives the final (Haskell) forms, namely

D 1
(HO- H2 (dy.dz + J U2  (U" +L) U 2 - 2U0 )dy.dz

IiW
+ 2 I •2•2 dy.dz ---- (23A)

W

or, alternatively (using (13B) instead of (13A))

D -f1HO- H2 )dy.dz +jJ U2 - U2 Y(U 2 + U2 - 2U )dy.dz

U V

+ .p J 2 • 2 dy.dz ------ -(23B)

W

The entire Integration, in either form, Is now confined to the wake.

Equations (23A) and (23B) were derived for the far-wake. If applied too close to the model, two

types of error occur. Firstly, the blockage velocity integral (12) may include solld-blockage or other

potential flow efects. Usually ub (or Ue} will be i-creased and the drag from (23A) or (23B) will

decrease. The second effect of near-field application Is the neglect of source-induced croseflow, which

offsets the previous effect in potential flow.

It Is apparent that both (23A) and (23B) lack a positive term (the sourc.-crosaflow drag) and, In

(230), the positive and negative contributions cannot be distinguished. For this reason., Hackett and

Sugavanam characterized these equations as the "Net" fora of the wake integral. Their "Gross" form

removes the preceeding difficulties and Is applicable in the near field- the derivation follows

The "Gross" Form

Using Equations (2) and (5). we may write,

D - HjO- H2 )dy.dz + ff(U2- U2) (U2+ U2 - 2Uo)dy.dz

U Ii 0

+ I _U d~z + "1 (v 2 - v2+W I

A A

The only assumption In the above equation Is that V applies only to the model wake., i.e. the tunnel wall

boundary layers are thin. For the "Gross" analysis we place plane 1 for upstream, where u, v and w

perturbations vanish.

This leaves

D i= HO- H2 )dy.dz + U 2 - 2Uody.dz + 1 + M2 U2 dy.dz

0 2)~I~ 2 (U11. - U2)(U2+ U2  2''2 -

U U A

or., using (22) for the crossflow terms and the condition x*

t D • HO- M2 )dy.dz + -(U- U) 2U

IIifa l

+ 2•2 dy.dz - p J * 2 f 2dy.dz - 2 P uf dy.dz ------ (24)

W A A

-- . . . .. .. .,-
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Th jouc Da nteoa -1 f~ dy dz - 2fu dy dz

A A

One consequence of avoiding Maskell's symmetry arguments and conducting an analysis for near field

application is that the last two terms in (24) are not wake integrals (This is contrary to the heading

or. P6 of Ref 5, which is Inc.,rect ) By definition, flow in the model's near-wake will include source-

like perturbations not only in the viscous region,, but also in the potential flow outside of this We

may examine the fourth and fifth terms of (24) in terms of the limiting case of potential flow. Clearly,

(24) should evaluate to zero in this case

In putential flow, HO - H 2 and 02 = U2 so the first two terms vanish. The third term, concerning

trailing vorticity, includes no axial effects and is independent of the source crossflow Only the

four'.h and fifth terms remain so it becomes obvious that these source and axial flow perturbation terms

must be complementary

If these terms are Integrated to infinity, In free aIr, or to the tunnel walls in bounded flow the

correct zero drag result is obtained, in priciple, without difficulty In practice, the outer flo.

perturbations are too small to be measured and Integrated accurately, even If taken. The crux of the

near field wake integration problem thus concerns the evaluation of the source terms over the whole

cross-section from measurements only over limited traverse areas

EVALUATION OF WAKE-CROSSFLOW INTEGRALS

The evaluation of the flrs', two terms of Equation (24) is relatively straightforward provided that

proper care is taken to ensure that the Integrand Is zero at the wake edges Emphasis will therefore be

made., in what follows., to the three remaining., less-familiar terms.

In the far-wake, the vortex-drag is likely to be the only appreciable crossflow term. This will

therefore be considered first

The Far-Wake

Figure 4 shows the procedure cxirrentl employed to evaluate the vorticity-induced crosaflow (i.e

vortex drag) integral. Local vorticity is determined from crossflow gradients (Step 1) and used to

calculate normal velocities at the tunnel boundary. In Step 2,, imposition of the zero normal flow

condition (Figure 5) yields a distribution of boundary vorticity. This is used with measured vorticity,

In Step 3, to recalculate the crossflow velocities. The d ;tribution of stream function, calculated in

Step 4. then leads to the crossflow drag Intogration in Step 5.

In Step 4,. it is important to set stream function to zero at the boundary, to achieve the condition

R=O in Equation (20). This is done by using a 'double-tunnel' Imaging technique (Figure 5) which avoids

integrating from a region containing wall sqngularities. 'he importance of treating the boundary

properly is illustrated In Figure 6 Here, the croasflow drag integration for a Rankine vortex is

MEASUREO

12 ,1 '2

- .j Figure 4. Evaluation Procedure for Vorex • "a g I -

tuLAIE
~~~~~~~~~~~~2 +.. . .... . . ... .. . . . ..... V 2 *

•.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ý "d -m•ia w|•m sm i • |ni•a |i
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MEASURED

j VORTICITY OR

yTRAVERSE SOURCE

REGION DISTRIBUTION

-e-q-l-- q-e- POINT
.. VORTICES

8A S OR SOURCES

(BYP.) a ZERO NORMAL
. , FLOW ENFORCED

i _L .. .

IMAGE IN I ,
TUNNEL

FLOOR 0

12 PANELS

(TYP.)

Figure 5. E.':,lishment of the Tunnel-Wall Boundary Condition

illustrated for two circular t*.nnels, of three and five times the vortex radius respectively. The Betz,

kinetic energy integral Is continuous to the respective boundary locations However the integrand for

the Maskell, vorticity-strees function form is restricted to the vortex core and it is the Imposition of

the boundary condition that discrlsmlnstes between the two tunnels. This underlines need to treat the

boundary properly. The example also shows the compactness of Maskell's form. A more complete discussion

is given In Reference 5.

The above procedure may appear unnecessarily elaborate for far-field application since, In the

absence of sources, the recalculation of crossflow velocities should yield the measured results.

However, even in the far-wake, source effects or data scatter may remain which can compromise the

evaluation of stream function, by making it non-unique. Steps 2 and 3 thus have an Incidental smoothing

and filtering effect.

DRAG WYTIIIN DOMAIN

/MASKELL

INTEGRAL

RANKINE VORTEX
6 CORE RADIUSo

4,,-1 j.-+'
V'-o~ '''TUNNEL

4KINETIC /RDU

2 INTENRATRAL

DOMAIN

0 1.0 2 0 30 4.0 1 0 /
- •INTEGRATION RADIUS

CORE

Figure 6. Evaluation of Vortex Drag for an Idealized Case
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The Hear-Wake

SAnalyses of the near wake are of practical Importance because the flow is more readily related to

model features. Here the details have not been blurred by viscosity or rearranged significantly by

convection.

The distinctive feature of the near-wake inteqral Is the appearance of source-crnssflow and source-

axial-flow integrals. Though the source-crossflow integral in the Maskell form is similar to the one for

vortex-croseflow, the flow physics and the mathematics differ significantly.

All wake vorticity originates at the model surface so the vortex-induced-crossflow Integral is

inherently confined to the wake. Source effects, in contrast, relate largely to the potential flow and

are widely distributed. This is illustrated In Figure 7 which shows the distribution of apparent source

strength in a traverse plane, caused by an upstream sourre and by a doublet. For both caser. there is a

strong local region of apparent sources near the tunnel axis and an extensive region of apparent sl ks

outsle of *his. It may be shown that integration of the apparent source strength over the whole field

given a total of zero in both canes.

The above situation contrasts sharply with the vortex crosesflow integral,, which is very concentrated

(Figure 6) to the scale of Figure 7,, a practical traverse would have roughly unit radius, and most of

the apparent s.nk region would be missed. A model of the outer region is therefore needed.

The method ;urrently used to evaluate source-crossflow drag parallels that for vortex drag Source

density replaces vorticity in Figures 4 and 5 and source-panels are used at the boundary. Zero-normal-

flow is achieved at the wall,, as required by the condition R-O in Equation 20 However this

representation of the flow physics is somewhat unsatisfactory because the region between the traverse

boundary and the tunnel wall is devoid of sinks. These "missing" sinks are, in effect, moved out to the

boundary when the boundary condition is applied For this reason, a norzal velocity Jump to zero outside

the boundary is Introduced by the above procedure.

A further difficulty concerns the choice of datum for velocity potential This arises because the

zero normal flow condition defines potential gradient but not potential level. If the total singularity

strength integrates to zero (as for vorticity In the double-tunnel. Figure 5) then an arbitrary constant

added to the flow function "washes out" In Step 5. This doe, not occur for sources because there is no

sign change on imaging. With or without the image (Figure 5), the "missing sinks*" create a problem by

making it necessary to define explicitly a datum for velocity potential. Currently, velocity potential

Is arbitrarily set to zero at the center of the image line (i.e near 'A' in Figure 5). The rationale

for this involves a matched axial- and crossflow integration procedure (Reference 5) which will be

reviewed below.

APPARENT SOURCE STRENGTH

[Q/47.3] [1R 40. i
4

] SOURCE Q

6 OR
DC)UBLETji

8
x

DOUBLE!

01

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 r/x

RADIUS

Figure 7. Distributions of Apparent Source Strength for an Axisymmetric
Source and a Doublet "
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The Matched-Inteqration Procedure for Source-Drag

In the theoretical development., we saw that the source-croseflow e.,d the axial flow perturbation

Integrals are complementary in the sense that they sum to zero In potential flow. However, this does not

occur on a polnt-by-polnt basis. If the integrations arc performed directly on the squares of

perturbation velocities it is found that the thrust frr. the axial flow term is concentrated near the

tunnel axis while the offsetting crossflow drag Ji located In the outor field. Figure 8 shows this for

the flow of Figure 7. The axial perturbation integral,, D03 builds negatively much more rapidly than the

crossflow term, D2 builds poltively it is evident that a limited-radius integration., to (r/x)-1 say,

will lead to serious errors if b-ed solely upon D, and 03

The crosaflow integral increases much more rapidly If Maskell's form is used (see D In Figure 8).

In fact., some overshoot occurs. It is shown In Reference 5 that V, the mean of D, and Di2 I identically

equal in magnitude to D3. In consequence, the correct result (zero drag) Is obtained for all integration

radii If (9 + D3) is evaluated. This result is exact for the source and a good approximation for an

axially-directed doublet. Application of the procedure to a sphere In potential flow shows an order of I

magnitude reduction in apparent drag coefficient given by a near-field integration (Reference 5). h'

DISCUSSION

Much of the preceding analysis has concerned source effects This has arisen largely because this

aspect remains the weakest and least-understood feature of near-wake analysis. To place the matter in

perspective, however, It should be observed that present experience suggests that the viscous and the

vortex terms are dominant in most flows of practical Interest, even In the near-wake. In most cases, the

net source drag has been found to be a few percent of the total drag.

The present emphasis on the source term relates also to the fact that it Is difficult to evaluate

accurately. Small, viscosity-dependent source effects must be evaluated as the difference between much

larger crosaflow and axial flow perturbations lihich are driven by potential flow effects such as model >4

thickness. Small Individual errors in these terms or the failure to use consistent integration

procedures can readily cause errors which ace comparable to the true source drag.

The above difficulties In evaluating near-wake source effects arise because traverse areas are

restricted by practical considerations. More specifically., It Is the fact that the measured region is

likely to contain unbalanced sources or vortices which gives rise to the difficulty. Appropriate use of

an Image plane can remove the difficulty for vortices but can not resolve the source problem.

The present procedures restore the source-sink balance when the tunnel boundary condition Is applied

As mentioned earlier, this has the effect of moving unmeasured sources (usually sinks) to the tunnel

boundary and causes a physically unrealistic jump in normal velocity there

DRAG INTEGRAL

pO2//i6. .2]

0.40

0.0CROSS 4TH

40.25 FLOW TERM IN

0.20 INTEGRAL (24) Z

0.10 2

•0

-0.20 Db. 3 -025 XIA 5TH
-0.2FLOW TERM IN

t -0.30 •INTEGRAL (24)

0 0 2!0 3.0 4.0 5.0 /
RADIUS OF INTEGRATION

Figure 8. Effect of Traverse Radius and Integration Technique on the
Apparent Drag of a Source -A N
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It Is clear that a better repreientation of the source flow between 'he traverse boundary and the

tunnel wall Is required before the near-field analysis can be connidered complete Pending this and only

because experience shows source drag to be generally smash, the present approa-h -an be considered

adeauate

A rZST EXAMPLE

Figure 9 shows the results of wake measurements made In the '.ockheed-Georgia 30- x 43-inch low speed

wind tunnel. The model is a 15.4%1 scale replicm of a version of the 1983 Ford Thunderbird. The car

length, width and height we:e 30.41-. 10 51-, and 8.18-inches respectively. The traverse plane is

located 30 inches oft of the model center,, defined midway between front and back wheels. A rake of 7-

orifice pneumatic probes was used with 0.375 inches between centers The ground was fixed and no

boundary layer control was applied.

\\ INTERVAL. 0 05i

PI! IfL CIY

.. .~ . .... j

. .~- . ...... ..

.::. ... .. .- P -CROSSFLOWYVELOCITY:

Ir. 4. .:. . ETORS

6 4A6P * ý

-. K . E. - -

Figure 9. Diistributions of Primary Quant~tijs
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Though the traverse plane 18 only i-inches aft of the hark bumper, some wake distortion has

occurred the main wake has been swept downwards and parts have been swept outwards along the floor by a

trailing vortex pair. This Is apparent in both total pressu-e deficit and axial velocity measurement-

(Figure 9, upper) The crossflow kinetic energy is st:,ngest between the vortlces and nxten'
4
-t ueyond the

viscous wake (Figure 9, lower).

Figure 10 shows derived quantities, the vortex anA source densities, and their associated crossflow

velocity Nlelda Both vortex density (I i vorticity) and source density contours are leso smooth than

the basic measurements ber-uo. they are derived from y- and z-derivatives of crossflow velocities.

However on Integrating for vortex- and source-induced velocities smooth data is again obtained This

resolution of the measured ve,-tors (Figure 9) brings out source-induced components (Figure 10) which were

not apparent before. (A sore complicated example of this is discussed in Reference 5 1 Line

integrations of vortex-Induced and source-induced crossflow velocities, starting from the tunnel floor as

indicated previously, gives the stream function and velocity potential distributions respectively as

needed for the croseflow drag integrations

Figure 11 shows plots of the Integrand distributions for vi-cous, vortex-croxuflow, source-crossflow

and source-axial-flow drag A striking feature is the strong reduction in magnitude for each successive

component The peakiness of the crossflow drag Integrands in Maskell's form (Figure Ii) may be compared

with the kinetic energy form (Figure 9), which is for the total crossflow.

The total drag given by wake integration exceeds ti-nt given by the balance which supports the car

model This Is thought to arise because of the presence of the fixed wind tunnel floor and its boundary

layer Dtspite this, It is apparent from Flgure 12 that very consistent results are obtained acros' a

wide range of configurations and drag coefficients This consistency e<tends from a low drag shape, the

Probe IV and variants at zero-yaw to n yawed production car Itt fact, numo of the inconsistencies which

can be seen for the Thunderbird have been traced to slightly undersized traverse areas employed in early

tests

CONCLUSIONS

A complete derivation ha. been given of the most recent form of the three dimensional wake integral

for drag, Including near-field terms. Conditions for validity are discussed and the importance of

representing the tunnel boundiry properly Is emphasized. Attention is also drawn to the need to treat

source-related axial flow etrd source-induced crossflow terus consistently A "matched integration"

procedure is described for doing this.

The weakest feature, nonetheless, concerns the (usually small) source-crossflow term Improved

methods are required to represent the weak but extensive sink field which lies outside practically-slzed

traverse areas. Current methods place these at the tunnel boundary and lack realism

Analysis of the drag of a model of a Ford Thunderbird car shows strong successive rsductirns In

magnitude for the viscous, vortex, source-crossflow and source-axial flow components of tie drag r

integral
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PREDICTION OF THE DRAG OF WINGS AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS BY
VISCOUS/INVISCID INTERACTION TECHNIQUES

by

R.C. Lock

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hampshire, GUI4 6TD, UK

SUMMARY

After a brief introduction (section 1), in section 2 alternative ways of calculating the drag of an
aerofoil or wing are discussed, and it is concluded that, at the present time, the 'far-field' approach is
both mure accurate and more informative, In this approach, the total drag is split into three components,
wave (CD ) , vortex (CDI) and viscous (C0 v) , and it is shown how simple methods for estimating these

components can be derived. In section 3 a brief account is given of the modern technique of viscous-
inviscid interaction, concentrating on methods in which an accurate inviscid code is coupled with an
'integral' method for calculating the viscous shear layers (boundary layer and wake). Recent advances are
described which should improve the overall accaracy and allow more difficult cases, where boundary layer
separation is present, to be treated successfully. In section 4 some methods of this type for aerofoils
in two dimensions are summarised, at.d their accuracy assesssed by comparison with experiment, including

examples where flow separation takes place. Finally, in section 5 an experiment on a particular wing-body
combination, typical of a modern transport aircraft design, is chosen to show how an analysis -f the drag
can be performed by using the experimental pressure distribution as input to theoretical methods fur
calculating the separate wave, vortex and viscous components of drag.

I INTRODUCTION

In spite of the enormous advances that have been made during the past 20-25 years in the develop-
ment of numerical methods for calculating the flow fields, both inviscid and viscous, over aircraft
shapes or their cuponents, there has been relatively little progress in the application of these methods
to the estimation of the overall drag, particularly at high subsonic speeds. The aircraft designer still
relies almost exclusively on wind tunnel tests for this purpose, with appropriate guidance from theory in
making the extrapelation to full-scale Reynolds number when this is necessary. Yet to be able to make
sLch estimates ab initiO, by purely theoretical means, would have all the advantages in speed, flexibility
and versatility that are justifiably claimed for 'CFD' methods in general.

The main reason for this disappointing lack of progress is that it is often much easier to obtain

apparently satistac-tory agreement with experiments 's regards the pressure distribution or the boundary
layer development on a wing, than to predict the overall drag to the high standard of accuracy required
for practical performance estimates: one or two per cent for a commercial transport, perhaps rather less
exacting for military aircraft where however the complexity of the shapes involved is even greater. In
particular, it is clear that a purely inviscid method is of no use for this purpose in itself; nor can
one expect to use it simply to provide the input to a suitable boundary layer method from whicii it might
be hoped to obtain an estimate of the viscous contribution to the drag, for addition to the irviscid
components separately obtained. It is essential to use only methods in which the effect of viscosity is
taken into account from the beginning. Suct, methods may range in complexity from those in which the full
(time-averaged) Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are solved over the whole flow field, to those employing the
so-called 'viscous-inviscid interaction' (VII) technique, in which a suitrole inviscid flow method is

combined iteratively with a methýl ',r calculating the development of thf boundary layers and wake. In
this Paper, only methods of the second (VII) type will be considered, since at the present time they have
reached - higher stage of development and assessment than those of the hS class, which are not only more
lengthy in execution (particularly for three-dimensional problems), but are also of uncertain accuracy as
regards drag prediction, even in two dimensions.

The scope of the Paper is restricted to cases where the free-stream Mach number is subsonic, so that
the contribution of the wave-drag component, though often significant, is not of the dominant importance
that is usually Lhe crse at supersonic speeds; relatively simple means may therefore be used to estimate
it. Although the treatment is mainly restricted to flows in which the boundary layers remain attached

over most of the wing, the possibility of extending the same computational techniques to deal with

appreciable amounts of rear separation is also discussed.

The plan of the Paper is as follows: in section 2, alternative approaches to the problem of

calculating the overall drag of a wing are discussed, with emphasis on the 'far-field' method, whereby
the dtrag can be split into three components - viscous (CDv ) , vortex or 'induced' (CD i) and wave (C 0Dw)

Simple approximations to all three of these components are then described so that they can be estimated
from calculations (or measurements) on or near the wing itself. Section 3 is concerned with VII

* techniques which can be used to obtain the information required to calculate these components of drag.
Here, the entrainment method is used to calculate the development of the boundary layer and wake, and a
brief account is given of recent improvements to it which are needed for accurate estisation of the
overall forces. Techniques are considered next for coupling with a suitable method for the external

inviscid flow, and the basis of the 'direct' and 'semi-inverse' iterative procedures Is explained. In

Aj
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sections 4 and 5 some recent 'VII' methods are described, first for aerofoils in two dimensions (section
4) and then for wings and wing-body combinations (section 5); and the accuracy of these methods for
predicting the pressure distribution and overall forces is assessed by comparison with experiment. For
aerofoils, the examples include some where appreciable boundary layer separation is present. In three
dimensions a particular wing-body combination has been chosen, typical of a modern transport aircraft
design, and it is shown how an analysis of the drag can be made by using the experimental pressure

distribution as input to programs for calculating the separate viscous, vortex and vave-drag components.

2 ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR CALCULATING THE DRAG OF A WING

2.1 The direct method

There are two basically different ways by which the drag of a wing may be estimated. The first may

bc called the 'local' or 'direct' method, in which one takes the calculated distribution of pressure and
skin friction over the wing surface, and then integrates the appropriate component of these local stresses
to obtain the total drag.

Thus the total drag coefficient CD is

CD D CDf, (D)

where the pressure and skin friction drag coefficients C and C are given respectively by

- J dy Cp dz (2)C Dp "r f

span

the inner integral being taken round the section contour,

andCDf I dy Cf dx (3)

span chord

the inner integral being taken over upper and lower surfaces of the local wing section. Here 9 is the
wing area and conventional 'wind' axes are used, with x in the streamwise di:e(tion and y spanwise.

Unfortunately this method - though obvious and direct - is subject to numerical errors because of
the difficulty of calculating the pressure component, CD , with sufficient accuracy. Even for a

p
symmetrical aerofoil at zero incidence in subcritical, inviscid flow, the correct (zero) value of CD

comes about by the cancellation of two relatively large (of order (t/c)) thrust and drag components. Thus
it is essential to take great care in choosing the distrib'tion of sufficient panels or mesh points near
the leading and trailing edges of the section, and ensuring that the local pressures near the stagnation
point(s) are calculated with adequate accuracy. This latter point is particularly relevant to numerical
methods for solving the Euler equations, where spurious entropy errors generated near the leading edge may
lead to corresponding errors in the local pressures. For viscous flows, another crucial region is the

rear part of the aerofoil, where the pressures are substantially modified by the growth of the boundary
layers and by the 'sink' effect of the near wake, which must therefore be carefully modelled.

For lifting aerofoils or wings there is another, perhaps less obvinus, potential source of error,
caused by the possibility - even probability - that the value of the inviscid lift coefficient CL , at a

given value of the angle of incidence a , may be appreciably underestimated. It is often found that, even
so, the predicted pressure distribution is indeed close to the correct one for the particular value of CL

(rather than a ). If this is the case, then we can obtain a rough estimate of the corresponding error in
C in the following way, at least for inviscid subcritical flow in two dimensions. Suppose that, at an I
angle of incidence a , the predicted pressure distribution is actually that appropriate to a lower
incidence m - 6a . Now for the correct solution at angle a , we have

0 - C = CT cos a + C. sin a = CT + CLO for smalloa

where CT and C. are the tangential and normal force coefficients, respectively along and normal to

the chord of the aerofoil. Thus we should have

C = -C tan a -C

T C N CLa

while in fact CT - -CL(a d-o)

FYI,
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It follows that, instead of the correct value (zero) for CD , a value

6CD = C LSa will actually be predicted

= C LL/a.

where a0 is the lift curve slope dC L/da
L2

If then the error in CL is pCL ,the error in CD will be PC2/a

Since a. 6 , this means that even a 1% error in CL will produce 4 'counts'* of spurious drag at

C - 0.5 ; and such a standard of accuracy is extremely difficult to achieve, particularly in three
L

dimensions where problems associated with the far-field boundary conditions can easily lead to much
greater relative errors in CL , and hence also in CD

p

In spite of the reservations mentioned above, it remains true that for some problems, particularly-
those involving extensive vortex-type flow separations, there is no sensible alternative to this direct
approach to the calculation of drag. In many cases, however, which include both transport and combat
aircraft at all but the more extreme regions of their flight envelope, the second, so-called 'far-field'
approach has several attractive features, both as regards accuracy and the insight which it can provide
into the sources of drag. The basic formulae involved in this method, obtained by considering the flux of
momentum across a large control surface surrounding the aircraft, are obtained in the next section,
together with certain simplifications and approximations which are convenient to use in practice.

2.2 The calculation of drag by the far-field approach

Consider first an inviscid flow, with or without shock waves. We take a control surface C bounded
by a plane normal to the x axis far upstream of the w-ng, a similar plane T downstream, and by an outer

cylindrical surface S of radius R with generators parallel to the x axis. Then, by the momentum
theorem, the drag D is given by

D p- T )dydz + PUVndS (4)

T S

where V is the normal component of velocity on S into the control volume.n

The equation of continuity gives (when multiplied by U0)

fUj(P.u - PTUT)dydz +ff PU-n dS - 0

T S

Subtracting this from equation (4), we get

D ° ff j T ' T0 T(0 - -0 )dydz + fi PV(0°< - )dS (5)

T S

Ncw let the radius R of the surface S tend to infinity. when the free stream is subsonic both VN N,

Sand U - U are at most of order R-2 ; when it is supersonic they become identically zero as soon as the
circle in which S intersects T lies outside the shock system produced by the wing. Hence the second
integral in equation (5) approaches zero, and we obtain the familiar formula** (dropping the suffix T)

D - ff Ip - p + NU(. - U))dydz (6)

T

I* count corresponds to C = 10-4

** The above proof is taken from Ref I. An alternative is to sureose that the outer surface S is a
large wind tunnel with solid walls, whose radius R is subsequently allowed to tend to infinity. In

that case, the integrals involving Vn are identically zero.

.ti S-•- - - \N-=,--' -

• ) I
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or

ICD - C 1-C p (I-IL dydz (6a)
IsDP PU00. U.0

where ' is the wing area and C the pressure coefficient (p - p.)/(. U') The next step Is to

express C and p/p. in terms of the velocity components (U,V,W) on T and the total head (stagnation

pressure) H , which will ditfer from its upstream value H if shock waves are present. The energy

equation (assuming constant enthalpv) can be written in the form

-~ -!. + iy- OU (7)

9 2( 2. 2

where q U2 + V2 + W2 .

Dividing both sides by a 2 o- or and rearranging, this be--ies

1~ 2)11M.( 0  
(8)

NwT T/Tt

Now -, s where Tt is the total (stagnation temperature);

and -- -
Tt Pt

Y3-1

00(i) '• from the isentropic relation - H
Pt

(H bein. the pressure when the flow is brought to rest isentropically).

Y-l

Similarly

T t H.)

so that T- "\i -- / (9)

Hence tT '-ý

P. . \T.00

H I

where from equation (8) 1 - 2)~(l 2$ (0

:w~h5 Y - (11)

2 U!

Now C -4<p -I

t Now p YM.H.
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Also, from equation (9), since T 0/P.

,I 1 y-I

we have _ H
SP. P_ H

" H ' from equation (10). (12)

Substituting the relations (11) and (12) for C and - into equation (6a), we obtain
p P.,

CD1 [1 Q!-Y I[ +4 -dydz

where .7- 1 ++' y - I)MH.(1 _s.) (13)

Note that this formula is exact and is in fact true for any plane T behind the trailing edge of che

wing. To reduce it to a more familiar and manageable form we confine our attention to flows with subsonic

free stream (M. < 1) , and now assume that the plane T is at 'downstream infinity'. Consider the nature

of the flow in this 'Trefftz' plane T_ • If we write U/U - 1 + u , V/U - v , W/U, - w , then the

non-dimensional perturbation velocity (u,v,w) is produced by two causes:

(a) the flow induced by the trailing vortex sheet, associated with the vortex ('induced') drag; and

(b) the downstream effect of any shock waves that are present on the wing, associated with the wave drag.

As regards (a), we can assume that the streamwise component u is much smaller* than v or w , so that

u - O(v
2 

+ W2) , while the shock waves will produce a deficit in U/Ut of order (I - H/IQ . Thus we

can assume that u is of order (v2 + w 2) or (I - H/Ha) , whichever is the larger. On T. , we can

certainly assume th.it 1l1/2(y - I)Mi (I - q 2/U2:) < I , and hence expand the terms involving jr In2 ~ 2 2

equation (13) by the b4 .imisl theorem. If we retain terms up to order u2 or (v2 + w2) , we get first,
from equation (11),

C 2H I2+[ +-- 1 2 +
-. .. + L[1' _. H. U..C H.' '-' U'.

1 2 N_ + [(2u +v
2 
+ w

2
) - u

2  
+ .[

2
(2u + v + w + O(u + v + W (14)

and from equation (12)

P _jM2 (2u + v2 + w2) + O(u +v +w2)2J• (15) W

-. Substituting from equations (14) and (15) into equation (6a), we obtain

I 2 1 2+ 2 2)2ý

CD _ [ L u -) v+-4 +W dydz (16)

the error involving terms in u
3

, u
2

(v
2 

+ w
2

), u(v
2 

+ .2)2 and (v
2 

+ w2) 
3

* Note that u is not identically zero (as is sometimes assumed), even in shock-free flow, because the

vortex filaments in the wake will not in general be precisely normal to the plane T , and hence will

cause a small non-zero streamwise component of velocity perturbation normal to it (cF Ref 17).

- . .-
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Equation (16) cap be written in the alternative form

wave drag vortex drag

cD T H.+'v

H- (i )(- +2 -. 12(l - 2 (2 + w22dydz16a)

Thus CD - w+ CDi + smaller terms, of order j(I- H/ý )(v
2 + w2) , Ju2 and v2 +w )

2  
(17)

whereC D 2-----f (I - T•dydz Is the wave-drag coefficient

y-419 T.,

and C I.ff [V
2 

+ w2)dydz is the vortex ('induced') drag coefficient,
T

Note that the error in the familiar formula (17), comprising the second line of equation (16a), is

essentially negative (Le equation (17) overestimates the drag) and contains terms of order CDW CD i CDW
2

a D22 For a transport aircraft at subsonic speeds, the wave drag will usually be smaller than the

induced drag, so that the third higher order term - which vanishes when M. + 0 - will be the most

imrortant. For an aircraft of aspect ratio 8, flying at M. - 0.8 at C L - 0.5, the value of £4C is
approximately 2 x 1075 so that the anticipated error is negligible.

For a viscous flow, in the absence of shock waves or trailing vorticity, pressure on the downstream
plane T will be unperturbed, so that equation (6) gives immediately for the viscous drag coefficient

T.CD .. fL(1d !y d(z8

2

span

where 0 P - i Vd

,s the momentum thickness far downstream in the wake.

In the general case we can therefore assume, again only to first order, that the total drag is given
by

CD +CDW +CV , (19)

the error being of the order of squares and products of the individual terms, none of which should
normally exceed 1 drag count.

However, in the real flow behind a lifting wing (even without shock waves), the situation is
complicated by the fact that the rolling up of the trailing vortex sheet interacts with the viscous
dissipation of the turbulent wake, making it extremely difficult to separate uniquely the 'viscous' and
'vortex' contributions to the drag, as investigated by Haskell . When shock waves are present, their
contribution to the drag will certainly be included in a measurement by a total head traverse of the wake
(cf Ref 1), but it is difficult or impossible to separate the wave drag from the viscous component.

There are better prospects for this approach when the flow is calculated by the VII technique, as
recommended in the present Paper (see section 3 below). For the fact that the flow field calculation is
split up into separate viscous and inviscid components means that, in effect, the same can he done as
regards their drag components. In practice it is usually inconvenient, and possibly inaccurate, to use
the 'Trefftr' plane analysis implied by equations (17) and (18) in its direct form. Instead, we show in
the next three subsections how each component can be approximated by a calculation on, or near, the wing

a7

, . .... •[
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surface itself.. For this purpose it is sufficient to consider the separate components alone, in the
absence of the other two,

2.2.1 Wave drag

The objective here is to express the wave drag as an integral over the forward surface(s) of the
V shock(s), first exactly and then to various degrees of approximation. We start by noting that, in the

absence of trailing vorticity, we can assume that on the downstream plane T the pressure is constant,

equal to p. , and that V W - 0. Thus from equatiot- (6a), with C. 0 , we have (reintroducing the

suffix T to denote values on T.

CDw x _pT- -(- - _-T ydz (20)

while from equation (11)

y-I I

skock

In order to express the wave drag as an integral over the upstream surface of the shock, we can
trace a streamtube forward from T until it meets the shock, as shown in the sketch above. The equation
of continuity shows that

plqlndo p TUTdydz on T.

where do is an element of area on the shock, suffix I refers to conditions just upstream of the shock

and qIn - .I"p_ - q1 I cos c is the velocity component normal to it.* Now the total head is

conserved along a streamline (except where it passes through a shock), so that the ratio H
1

H T appearing

in equstion (21) can be written in conventional shock notation as HI/H 2 . This ratio is given as a

function of MIn(- MI los C) , the component of upstream Mach number normal to the shock, by the equation

Y I

(Y- O)M 2+ 2k fI 2( 1 2yM + I1- / - N+ 5 \35 IM - \2.5
.1i )-- J -- In in for y 1.4 (22)H2 2+ I 6

t and since the flow upstream of the shock is isentropic, the mass-flow ratio ( 1qlIn/P-PU) is given by

* Note that in three-dimensional flow neither the normal to the shock nor the upstream velocity vector

9.I will, in general, lie in a plane y = constant (as shown in the sketch), nor will the stream tube

downstream of the shock; but this does not affect the validity of the argument given above.

tIN

4&,&
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plqn M 1 M + M: 2-- 2(y-) n 5 + M
Pl YM 1. 1+A -2  (23)--. 1 1+ F

Combining these results and substituting in equation (20), we obtain finally

I fI 'do

shock

S•+1 - U/U.

PýU T

2MI 5+ Mi( 1 7 2n 1 'L (24

where C; M. Ir ( M2 67 ~ (24
D ,5+ M2) M2 2 \

which expresses the wave drag exactly (for a single shock) as an integral over the 3forward face of the
shock. IThe proof given above is similar to that due to van der Vooren and Slooff i

This expression could of course be o'sed directly to calculate the wave drag, in conjunction with an
accurate numerical solution of the Euler equations coupled with a suitable shock detection scheme.
However, we have already seen (section 2.2.1) that in the general case, when vortex and viscous drag
components have also to be taken into account, we cannot expect - and therefore do not need - more than
first-order accuracy in estimating any one component. So we can now consider various ways of simplifying
and approximating equation (24).

First, it is instructive to express equation (24) in terms of the jump in entropy across the shock

wave, AS S -S 2

Now the specific entropy S is defined as cv In(p/p Y)

where cv is the specific heat at constant volume;

p/p H Y-i

so AS/C, Zn C( • = in ' from equation (12)
(p /P )y

2 1 2

Y-I

or _ . exp(AS/cp)

Hence, from equation (21)

U T 22

U L (Y -" )-M2

If we now assume that AS/cp is small, then a Maclaurin expansion gives, to second order,

U T AS/c r AS/1c
1 U, (Y - l)M:2 2(y - 2 (25)

so that, to first orde2r,

• 2 2. Plq 1 n (AS/c )do (26)
cW (Y - I)M-s shock
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"2 P q 1  I do (26a)
yM shoLk

6,7
a standard formula which has been used by several authors

Equation (26) is equivalent to D 1 f Sp 1 ýI "o (26b)
Ushock

a result originally due to Oswatitsch4 (adapted as an integral over the shock).

An alternative formula, which is equally simple and in fact more accurate for high subsonic ':ach
numbers, can be derived by writing _1HT(= HI/H,) - I + h in in equation (21) and expanding in vowers

of h . We obtain, again to second order,

'TI+ I (27)

so that to first order

C D J Pl nlI) do (28)

YMgshock '

By -omparing equation (27) with equation (25), we see that the relative error in formula (28) is (I - MI)
tires the corresponding error in equation (26a). Equation (28) is therefore the preferred formula; it may
be written in the form

C -] C do,
CDW 1ff ,D .

shock

(28a)

where CI) F(M.) '(MM 1n)

F(M) (I + 0.2 M)

GCM~3.5 In 25

As an example of the accuracy of this formula, it is found5 that for a case with M - 0.75

Mln = 1.4 (a value high enough to cause shock-laduced separation) the error in C' is only 1.2%.

The technique suggested above, whereby the wave drag is estimated as an integral taken over the
forward surface of the shock wave(s), is reasonably easy to implement in two dimensions provided that asatisfactory nimerical 'field' method for solving the Euler or full potential* (FP) equations is
available. The main problem is to devise a suitable algorithm for detecting the shock waves; and here

one ýan fortunately rely on the fact that the factor G in C; is of order (MIn - 1)3 which means

that shocks (or parts thereof) for which MIn < 1.05(say) are of negligible importance - or, to put it

more crudely, "if you can't detect it easily it doesn't matter".

Two alte:native schemes for shock detection have been found useful, in either case applying the test
on each successive circumferential line of the coordinate grid following the flow from leading edge to

* trailing edge, starting from the aerofoll surface and working outwards. In the first, the shock is
detected by looking for the first occurrence of a compressive jump in local (supersonic) Mach number
between successive grid points exceeding some suitable smell (but not too smell) value, say 0.05; in the
second, one looks for the pair of successive grid points in the supersonic flow region at which this jump
is the overall maximum. In most cases it has been found :hat the shock positions specified by these two
schemes differ by not more than one mesh interval in the streanwise direction, and are often identical.

* A FP method is cotisidered satisfactory in this respect if it is capable of predicting
"the true position and strength of the shock waves to adequate accuracy (cf Ref 10).

a 3
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With either method, it is important to avoid the detection of spurious shocks by checking that the flou
just downstream of the chosen point is subsonic; it is also desirable to take into a~count the
possibility of more than one shock of appreciable strength may be present on one surface of tne aerofoil.

6
Schemes of this type have been used by Jones and Firmin (RAE) and Bocd$ and Billing (ARA). in

conjunction with finite differerce methods for solving respectively the transonic small perturbation and
the full potential equations. In both cases the shock waves have been treated as though they were indeed
true physical ('Rankine-Hugoniot') shocks, ignoring the mathamaticill* different properties of the
non-physical 'shocks' that occur in isentropic, irrotational flows : that is, equation (26a) has been
used without modification to determine the drag. This assjm~tion is cemtanly reasonable in the case of
the ARA1 jethod, which uses the program of Garabedian et al to calculate the inviscid flov, as modiried
by Lock to improve the representation of shock waves. They also make the further approximation that the
flow direction upstream of the shock may be assumed to be normal to it: that is, they take .In to be

M1 I Any error involved here will be in the direction of overestimation, since clearly Mln s d, . Such

evidence as is available (eg ref 11) suggests that this error is unlikely to exceed 5% in CD.

In three dimensions a scheme similar to that described above is much more difficult to implement,
particularly when multiple shocks are present, as they often are. If the only numerical method available
is for potential flow, there is little alternative*. However, if a solution of the full Euler equations
is available, it is preferable to make direct use of the fact that the entropy (or total head) is
conserved along streamlines that do not pass through shock waves, in the following way (see Ref 13)

In deriving equation (24) above, we may replace the integral over the shock surface ,y one over any
suitable surface S2 downstream of all shock waves (but not intersecting the wake), as shown in the
sketch below.

S shock I

I IS S,

Thus, w'thout approximation,

i~J CD - • fJ { [ ¥ - () - - 1 . do (29)

Eliminating Y' from equations (10 and (12) above, we see that H is given in terms of the basic
*'arlables p and p by

H . - (P/P-) (30)

H (Pin. -I

Equation (29) is nominally exact; but unfortunately in most numerical solutions of the Euler equations,
spurious changes in entropy (or H) appear ahznd of any shock waves, probably generated by discretisatiw.
errors near the leading edge. Even so, it is often found that the jumE in entropy through the shock wave
is still predicted with reasonable accuracy (see for example Ref II), and we can take adva,itage of this
fact by subtracting from equation (29) tne corresponding integral taken over a similar contour S ahead
of the shocks (see sketch above). Thus we take finally

Ci -2 1 - 22 (/ p-'T I oq.n do; (31)

the integral over S,, ought of courcea1 o be zero, but if it is not then subtracting it witl improve the

overall accuracy, as shown by Yu et al in both two and three dimensions. Earlier Sells had used a
similar schnme with advantage in two dimensions, using a numerical method in which the spurious entropy
errors were much larger than it is now possible to achieve (±& Refs 15 or 16). Even with the best

Y u et al113 liave teied various possibilities, involving Integration of momentum flux round tontours "
enclosing the shockst but they were concerned with fully conservative potential flow solutions, which

will depart progressively from reality as the shock strength increases.

~- - -'
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methcJs, it is important not to take he contours S2 and SI too close to the shock, and also to check

for spurious entropy oscillations in the streamwise direction;, if these do occur, then the values for

(P/P.)Y/(Q/OP) used in equation (31) should be averaged over a few grid points along streamwis. grid

i1nes. Thus, although this technique for calculating the wave drag is extremely promising. it does
iequire further extensive checks on accuracy, first in two and then in three dimensions, before full
reliance can be placed on it.ý

Returning now to the approximations which were discussed earlier (equation 28(a)), it is possible to
make a further simplification which reduces the evaluation of wave drag to a process involving only a
knowledge of the pressure (or Mach number) distribution on the wing surface just ahead of the shock, and
yet still retains a useful degree of accuracy.ý This can be done in the following way.

In two dimensions, we may assume as a first approximation that the shock is normal to the aerofoil
surface and that the oncoming flow vector intersects the shock at right angles, Then equation (28a)
becomes

F(M).

CD I G(l I )dn (32)
shock

I+02I3M ) . M2 2.5 -
whereP F -G-'

c is the aerofoll chord and n is the distance along the outward normal at the foot of the snock. The
next step is to simplify the expression for G by using a two term polynomial in (M1 - 1) . Although
the obvious thing to do is to use the Maclaurin expansion

C 14 {( _ - 2(M1 - l)4ý . 0.750(M1 -1)3 - 1.sOO(, 1 -_ 4 (33)

it is in fact greatly preferable to choose the coefficients of (Ml - l 3) and (M1 - 4

so as to fit exactly the correct formula when M1 - 1.2 an. 1.3 (values which are typical of the cases

of greatest practical interest). We therefore take

G = 0.68(N1 - 1)3 - 0.85(MI - 1)4 ; (34)

the table below shows the superior accuracy that this gives when M1  > 1.1

C
MI Exact (equation 32) equation (33) equation (34)

1.1 0.000616 0.000600 0.000595
1.2 0.00407 0.00360 0.00408
1.3 0.0114 0.00810 0.0115
1.4 0.0226 0.00960 0.0218
1.5 0.0372 0 0.0319

We can now write equation (32) in the form

FCM.) M10 G(M1) d dn I 
(35)CDW c dMlld

where MN0 is the va,,c of MI on the surface of the aerofoil, just ahead of the shock.

We use a Maclaurin expansion for dMI/dn:

dN 1  dMI d
2 
H

dn dn T nO0 + d7-" 2,1n.O +

The leading term can be obtained as follows.

I 4
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We have M - q/a (where a is the local speed of sound),

so that " 3M . I q I aa--
M a q an a an

2
Differentiating equation (7) with respect to n and noting that Yp/P - a

3a 1we get a +- + 2 -n

__ 3M I - I).2 .
so that aM n (I + 1 y - 2)M 1 q

Now the flow ahead of the shock is irrotational,

so that I-h . -" '

where K is the local surface curvature, reckoned positive if the aerofoil is convex upwards*.

Hence -(36)

Substituting in equation (35), we obtain at once, to a first approximation,

FCH.) {10. i0 -14 _ 0.85, 5
C FM (-MIO .1) 1

5  
-( ID

0i cRY MI{ -- '- x)M' 01

0.2:3 ( 11) 0 1) (2 M H10) (7

, w ( M. 1 + 0.2H 2

S5VC(HMl.o)/(ce ) , say.
tw

The accuracy of this formula has beeen assessed
5

' 11 by comparison with values of the following:

(a) the wave drag coefficient C~ obtained by integrating along the shocks using equation (26a),() tewvdrgcefcetCD W 8,9r

applied to calculations by the FP code of Garabedian et al

(b) the pressure drag coefficient CD obtained both by an Euler code16 and the same FP code;
p

these calculations have been made at zero lift to minimise errors of the type described on
pages 2 and 3 above.

The latter procedure (b) is clearly the more satisfactory, provided only that the accuracy of the
pressure drag calculations can be relied on; and this can be checked by examining the values of CDp at

subcritical conditions. Two typical examples (from Ref II) are shown in Figs l(a) and (b), for the
symmetrical NACA 0012 and cambered RAE 2822 aerofoils (both 12% thick) respectively; the latter being at
a- 2* to give C L 0 . The following points may be noted:

(i) the values of C shown here have been obtained by subtracting the subcritical values

(about 0.0002 for the Euler code, less for the FP code) from the calculated values;

(ii) when this is done, there is excellent agreement between the two methods, so that there is
little doubt about the correct values of the wave drag for these two test cases,

(iiI) the approximate formula (37) overestimates the drag, by about 25% for NACA 0012 and 10% for
RAE 2822,

(iv) It is only the approximate metho4 which is capable of predicting the relative magnitude of the
contributions to the wave drag of the strong shock on the lower surface of the cambered RAE
2822 aerofoil and the weaker shock on the upper surface (see Fig l(b))..1 * The opposite sign convention is used in boundary layer theory (section 3). .

.--- '-~
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Similar assessments have been made5,11 (mostly using FP techniques) for a variety of aerofoils. The
general conclusion is that the error of the approximate formula (37) lies in the band -10% to -30%, so
that the tendency observed above for it to slightly overestimate the wave drag is confirmed.

The usefulness of this approximation would obviously be increased if a counterpdrt could be found in
three dimensions. Unfortunately this does not seem possible in the general case; but what can be done is
to derive the corresponding result for an infinite swept wing of constant section, and then apply it on a
'strip theory' basis to a real tapered wing.

Consider an infinite wing with sweep angle A and streamwise chord c in an inviscid floa with
freestream Mach number M . Denoting with a dash(') corresponding quantities for the equivalent
two-dimensional flow about an aerofoil having the shape of a section of the swept wing normal to its
leading edge, geometrical considerations give

c - c' sec A

so that the thickness/chord ratios are related by

t _ ,t
C c1-r) cos A (38)

Simple sweep theory gives

M. - M. sec A (39)

and C - C' sec2 A (40)
P p

It follows that the pressure drag coefficients, and hence the wave drags, are related by

C ' cos A (41)CD D

(since the pressure coefficients are in the ratio cos2 A (40) and the relative thicknesses are in the
ratio cos A (38)).

Also, the surface curvatures are related by

S- Cos
2 
AW~ w

w

Now the approximate formula (37) for the equivalent t'o-dimensional flow gives

C' -f (43
Dw 7')•( 0,•o) (43)

w 1

Using equations (39) and (42), it follows that the wave drag coefficient of the swept wing is given
by

cD C - C A 'nos ' ' (44)

where Mln(= M¶0) , the Mach number compol'ent normal to the shock at its foot, can be conveniently

ebtained from the value of the local pressure coefficient C , by the isentropic flow relation
P1

2 + M'2

2 -2

+ 0.7N,. C;1

~ -~ t ~

S.. .................................. Y -• ;* •"
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(5 + M! cos
2 A)

=-5. (45)
I + Oomicpl)

In the case of a tapered swept wing of finite aspect ratio, it is reasonable to assume that
conditions ahead of the shock, at any spanwise station, are locally similar - in particular as regards the
variation away from the surface of the shock strength and flow direction - to those on an infinite swept
wing having the same streamwise section and the same sweep angle as that of the shock at the surface, A.h
(see sketch).

We can then apply the approximate formula (44) to the strip of the wing between y r asad
y + 6y s (n + Sn)s , to obtain finally the following f, -ula for the wave drag coefficient of the complete
wing:

C IW .f "!--(n-) c';w(n)d, (46)

0no

4 / 2 )3 I
where coo A 1 O+ .2M. cos Ash (l. .- 1)4(2 - H )n

where cos - s 9

DW C M.MC + 0.2M 2

The value of n needed in this formula can, in the absence of direct calculation or measurement of the
The alueof MIn

surface flow direction ahead of the shock, be obtained to a consistent standard of accuracy from the
infinite wing formula (45), again with A replaced by Ash

The accuracy of this approximation is difficult to determine ot the present time, because
sufficiently reliable results for the wave drag of finite wings by nominally exact techniques are not yet
available. Instead, it can be assessed by direct comparison with experiment, as explained in section 5
below. This indeed Is its great merit, since no other technique can be used to estimate the spanwise
variation of the wave-drag coefficient and its relation to the local shock strength and surface geometry, L
simply from a knowledge of the surface pressure distribution.

2.2.2 Vortex ('induced') drag

The situation as regards the choice of the best numerical method for calculating the vortex, or
'induced', drag component is less clear than in the case of the wave drag, for which the procedure leading
to equation (31) above is both nominally exact and designed to reduce the effect of computational errors.
TPhere are perhaps three possibilities, and these are discussed briefly below.

(1) For Inviscid flow, vortex drag - total .rag - wave drag,

or C - C

and so one possibility would appear to be to use the standard pressure/momentum formula (6a), or its
equivalent (13), to calculate the total drag by integration oer any suitabla vertical plane T
downs~ream of the wing trailing edge, and then subtract the previously determined wave drag. However,
there seems no reason to expect that this procedure would lead to any greater accuracy in determining
C T•han would a direct integration of pressure over the wing surface. This is confirmed by a13

two-dimensional calculation quoted by Yu at al i; for a subcritical lifting flow on a NACA 0012 aerofoil,

V
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calculated by an Euler code similar to that of Ref 16, the spurious drag obtained from a downstream
pressure/momentum integral was 10 counts, very close to that obtained by a pressure integration over the
aerofoil surface (8 counts). Both errors are probably associated with the generation of spurious entropy

eirors near the leading edge, which are liable to persist downstream into the wake and hence affect the

accuracy of the wake integral.

(ii) In a sense, errors of the type just mentioned are analogous to a form of spurious wave drag where

none should exist. If then we refer to equation (13) and put H - H., we obtain the formula, valid for
shock-free flow,

C0  I ff _ I Y_ 2u( I + u)-9-YI1 dydz ,(47)

2

where 9' 1 - )2( L I) I y - 1)(2u + u2 + v2 + w
2
)

and u,v,w are the (non-dimensional) perturbation velocity components. Here, T may be any vertical
surface downstream of the trailing edge. It may be worth exploring the use of this formula for
calculating the vortex drag, though this does not yet appear to have been attempted. However, it should
be noted that for small u,v and w (which will be of the same order of magnitude unless T is far
downstream of the wing), the expansion of (47) is

C I .f J{v2 + . 2 _ u2(1 _-I + 0(MIu
3
)dydz, (48)

T

(this is exact for incompressible flow 2). This implies that the correct (zero) value of C for a

non-lifting wing must come about by the cancellation of the two non-zero terms ff(v2 + w2 )dydz and

(I - Mj)ffu
2
dydz; so that, once again, numerical errors are probable.

(iii) It therefore seems likely that the most accurate procedure is also the simplest, namely to use the

above formula in the 'Trefftz' plane:

1 ,.fv2 + 
2 

_ u2(l 2 nj~dydz (48a)
T

and to reduce this (approximately) to an integral over the wing span using the following standard
analysis.

17
Following Sears , we neglect the rolling up of the trailing vortex sheet so that its cross-section

by any plane T(x - constant) remains a horizontal slit (for a wing without dihedral) from y = -s to + s,
where s is the semi-span of the wing. Far downstream of the wing (T. ), the upwash at the vortex sheet

is of the order w - -
2

CL/(%A) , where A is the aspect ratio (this is exact for elliptic loading): so

that the sheet is inclined downwards relative to the x axis at an angle a = 
2

CL/(*A) , and hence

produces a perturbation in the velocity component in the x direction given by u = w a . Referring to

equation (48a) this means that the ratio of the last term of the integrand to the sum of the first two is

less than 4Cý /
2
A

2 
, which is less than 0.01 even for CL as high as 1 provided that the aspect ratio

A is greater than about 6. It follows that the term in u2 may be safely neglected, leading to the
'classical' result.

C I (V f 2+w 2)dydz (49)

We can nou defie a perturbation potential #(y,z) in the Trefftz plane T. such that
(v,w) Bgrad * and V 0jHence v

2 
+ w

2 
-grad*• grad * -div (B grad *); and so by Green's theorem

/

2- -Ii.-a

S, • -- ,•
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slit

- g f w0(.u -. )dy. ,

-s

where *,*£ are the values of * on the upper and lower sides of the slit (see sketch), and

""0 - z.O is the upwash at the slit.

Writing * - ' r , the strength of the trailing vortex sheet is dr/dy

9
so that I dr dy'

WO 2"r dy' y -y'

-S

and hence C = r(y)dy f ' (50)adhneC D 2wS fY - y'

s -s

Finally, the expression for the vortex drag coefficient may be related to quantities calculated (or

measured) on the wing surface itself by using the approximation of linearised theory:

r L(y) c
SL2

P.U

where c is the local chord and CL the local lift coefficient,

5 5

so that C~. = f c(y)CL(Y) J '-A- [C(i')CL(Y')] y - y'

-S -s

And if the spanwise loading c(y)CL(y) is expressed as a Fourier sine series in 8 e cos -- y/0s)

cCL - AI sin 0 + A3 sin 30 + A5 sin 5e + .... ,

then it can easily be shown that

C2

C D A I- + 6) (52)

where 8 - (3A2+5A2+ .... )/A

It is clear from the above discussion chat the derivation of the 'classical' formula for the vortex
drag of a wing involves a number of simplifying assumptions which render it of uncertain accuracy in cases

when these assumptions are violated - for example high lift or low aspect ratio; and moreover the absence
of reliable theoretical drag data for liftit.g wingd under such circumstances, even with the best numerical

methods currently esilable, makes it impossible to estimate the probable errors involved.

Further details cjccerning both %ne theoretical and experimental estimation of vortex drag are given
in the Paper by Hackett in the present Lecture Series, and also in Ref 2.

2.2.3 Viscous drag

In two-dimensional flow it may often be sufficient, provided that adequate care is taken in

calculating the development of the wake from the trailing edge to 'downstream infinity', simply to use the
standard result (equation 18 abova):

C D- 26 c

.1171.# •
° /~ *~'i
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In three dimensions, however, it is often more difficult to do this with enough accuracy, particularly for

lifting cases because of difficulties associated with the edge conditions in the wake behind the wing

tips. For this reason - and also in two dimensions when the treatment of the wake is inadequate or even

completely absent - it is often more convenient to estimate the viscous drag from a knowledge of the

momentum thickness of the boundary layer at, or (preferably) just behind, the trailing edge,,and to

extriolate downstream by an extension of the technique Srst suggested by Squire and Young , due to

Cook (for two-dimensional compressible flow) and Cooke (for infinite yawed wings).

"We shall first derive the two-dimensional formula and then show how it can be extended to the

three-dimensional case. In two dimensions, the standard momentum integral equation (see section 3 below),

in the wake where Cf - 0 , takes the form

dUIUs d 2 Ue) + e dU-a . 0 ,(53)
-2dx(%~U a Hidx -0

PeU e

where Ue and Pe are the values of the velocity and density at its edge of the wake and H is the shape

factor 6*/0 ; and this may be written

d [Xn(p U20)] d -.Htn U) (53a)

Hence, using the suffix T to denote conditions at the trailing edge (or other starting point), we have,

integrating equation (53) by parts,

HT) ~ {'T +J1 MU (54)

_Pe&T TeT .

21t

Squire and Young21 then made the assumption that H and In(1'eI/U_) are linearly related in toe wake.

Some evidence on this point will be presented later.

U

The value of the Integral in equation (54) is therefore _-(HT - Hj)In •- approximately
eT

so that .- Ttj(5

where H_ - 1 + (y - 1)M (see section 3).

It may be more convenient to express equation (55) in terms of the local Mach number MT

+ 11

using = MT"2 2

and

2 1

T +"

giving finally Cook's expression
1 9

6 e2 /•5 + M
(! . ; (56)

here the value of MT may be found from the pressure coefficient C by the relation

L.4k,
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5(+H

r (I + O.7M(C5T)T

Evidence concerning the basic assumption I nvolved in this argument is presented in Figs 2 and 3.
Fig 2 refers to some measurements made by Cook in the wake of models of two aerofoils (RAE 28142a1nd
2815), while Fig 3 shows the results of calculations by the lag-entrainment method of Green et al for
the aerofoils NACA 0012 and RAE 5225. Both the experimental and theoretical results suggest that the
relation between tn(UJ/Ue) and H is indeed satisfactorily linear provided that the value of H at the

starting point T does not exceed about 1.8. The error involved in assuming a linear relation all the
6ay from the trailing edge therefore depends on the value of H there; in the most extreme case
(Fig 3a), where H is 2.9 at the trailing edge, this results in a slight underestimation of 8 , by

about 5Z, falling to less than 2% in all the other cases. Moreover, it will be shown later
(section 3.1.2) that a more accurate form than equation (53) of the momentum integral equation has a term

I d t( - 2)

Ikpu--x f Pw Jdz

ee - 2

due to the Reynolds normal stresses. The value of this term is approximately

0.07 d 1 2U2(H - 1)81

PeU12 dx Pe e H / !

which will be negative in the wake and therefore result in a greater reduction in 0 between the trailing
edge and infinity than that implied by equation (53); and this has a compensatory effect which causes the
formula (56) to be more accurate than would be expected from the figures given above.

In deriving an extension of thii0method for the case of an infinite yawed wing, of sweep angle A
we follow the argument given by Cooke for incompressible flow. We start by obtaining an expression for
the drag, analogous to equation (6) of section 2.2, in an appropriate coordinate system defined in the
sketch below. 

'i...

-, 0 1U~I

Equation (6) is D - ff (U. - U)pUdydz
T.

and with the swept plane T. this becomes

D - f (u-- U)pU'dy'dz (58)

T'

and since U = UW cos A + V' sin A this may be written

D - cos A ff pU' (Um cos A - U' )dy'dz + sin A ff pU'(. sin A - V' )dy'dz (59)
ST 

.1 

T .'

Using the notation of Smith 23, the momentum thicknesses 011 and e2, in the wake are defined as

DL-

".1

tm I 

Iu 

l l 
uu 

l u•• wml 
a uu 

m • 
m ~m 

.

, 

, 
--
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II

"0 FU f (U' - u')dz --
e e

021 U2e fPU' (Ve' - V' )dz (60b)

where U',V' are the values of U' .'nd V' at the outer edge of the wakeee e

and Ue / = ý + Ve2) is the total external velocity.

[Note that for an infinite yawed Aing V' - U. sin A everywhere]e

Since the area of the strip ABCOis cdy' cos A , it follows that the viscous drag coefficient C may

be written in the form

C + 1 tan A) (61)
Dv V C11- 21'

since at downstream infinity U - UO, U' - U. cos A and V' - U. sin A.
e e e

As before, the next step is to relate values at downstream infinity to corresponding values at (or
just behind) the trailing edge. For this purpose we need the two components of the momentum integral
equation in the directions Ox' and Oy' , which for an infinite yawed wing take the form (see Ref 23,
equations (2) and (3), setting hi - q - 1, d/dy - ki - L Cfi * 0)

I d 2e ,A dU'

where 6,''-- (ýUe' - pU')dz
PeUe -

and2 d Pe2 021 - 0 (63)

dxUdx'

From equation (63) we obtain immediately

OU2
21- p& T2 1 (64)

Equation (62) can be put in a form precisely equivalent to the corresponding equation (53) in two dimen-
sions by non-dimensionalising ell and A with respect to U' instead of UIe Ue

I U2 1
If then we define ipU'(Ue' - U')dz --t2 1 (65a)

pi U
2 J ~ ' U'

and 1 ) (eJ u' )dz -1e &
Pe -' e

2l U' 1es-a

we obtain immediately .-- j.pUL 1  + 'Rj- - -0 (66)

PeUe' e

- ~~~I -1A .
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where H' - t•/01 -U/U(l/l)

t and this is identical in form to equation (53). It follows that, Provided that the assumption made abCve
regarding the linear variation in the wake of H' with In U' still holds,

e

I HH+, + 0.1 V +H. +14)

0' / H. ÷+(M;+4) \+o 2 .2 4

then I I._+._ 0. " , (67)

where 0' -0 sec A

H I + 0.4M cos2 A

can be obtained :.L'z equation (45) of section 2.2.1:

2 2

2 5 + M cos A

M42 "o (68)

(1 + 0.7m.
2
P

We need to be able to calculate 0 'ITa 021T and H from the integral quantities, based on ext,.rnal

streamline coordinates, that are normally output by a boundary layer program. From Appendix B of Ref 23
we find that

Aj = A, sec a - 81 - 82 tan a (69a)

2 2
011= 01 1 sec a - 011 - (012 + 821)tan a+ 022 tan a (69b)

22and 021 11 sin a cos a + 021 cos B
2  012 sin a- 022s n a co2 a (690

where a Is the angle between the external streamline and the direction Ox' (see sketch),

given by sin a - sin A UJUe - (70)

or cos c - IP/U ,

and 61,01j are defined in Appendix A of Ref 23, or on page 8-39 below. -_

I
61 -6 2t an

Hence H4 6 IT 2T 2 (71)
e 11T - (812T + 6214 tan 06 + e22T tan a4T

[Note that if the sweep angle A is small, so also is a , so that it will often be adequate to take
Hý ' (nl/811T)T 1 , and H.' - H. ; particularly since equation (67) is only approximate.] ,

Referring back to equation (61), we see that the drag coefficient is given finally

by V _I (el. cOs
2 
A+ 02 1 _ tan A) (72)

Swhere 0' ____ ~(~~Hl) 2 1.+I*1) - 2 . ta 11 - • ) (S--.--• ] )81. -(el12T+ e2 1T) tan + 2Tt2 "

CD /

-,!%+ +14/
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7

15+ 221T 0s T 012 s11 - 22T )sin aT .os aAT

- sin-' (UJUeT sin A)

I

o. 1  2
UeT " 62T n+/

-I2T t an ~�r•IlT 12T + e2T) tan aT-+ 022r tan
2  }

H' - I + 0.4MIcos2 A

MT2 5 + HM cos A
ý 2'-5

2

(I + 0"7N•cPT) 7

5 + H
22• ______ 2_-5 ,

2
(I + O.7MCpT)_

T

and the integral quantities o1,e2,0 1 1 1e2 1 '0 1 2 and 622 at the trailing edge are to be obtained from a

boundary layer method such as that of Ref 23 or 24.

For a wing of finite aspect ratio, the method described above can be used, on a strip-theory basis,
to derive local values of CDV as a function of spanwise position n - y/s ; and we can then integrate

to get the total viscous drag coefficient of che 'ing:

CDV = J c(rtX)dl .(3•:cv(n) ()dn •(73)

no

As in the case of the analogous procedure suggested for estimating the wave drag in section 2.2.1, this
scheme is likely to be most accurate fo- wings of high aspect ratio and moderate sweep, and shouid be used
with caution under other conditions.

3 THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES OF VISCOUS/INVISCID INTERACTION TECHNIqUE

In order to be able to calculate the drag of an a rofoil or wing, using the techniques described in
section 2, to the standard of accuracy - of the order of ine per cent - required for practical performance
estimates, we need to have available methods of a comparab.e standard for predicting - at the very least -
the detailed pressure distribution and boundary layer development over the wing surface; and in all but
the simplest, low speed cases this implies the need for a full flow-field calculation. In principle, this
could be achieved either by solving the full time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (NS), with appropriate
turbulence modelling; or by the technique known as 'viscous-inviscid interaction' (VII), whereby separate
calculations are made of the viscous shear layers - the boundary layer and wake - and of the external
inviscid flow, which are then coupjcd together in an iterative manner taking into accouct their mutual
interaction.

At the present time, NS methods are certainly more lengthy and sometimes less accurate - for the
class of problems with which we are concerned in the present Paper - than those of the 'VII' type; so in
this section we shall concentrate entirely on the latter. Here, too, there are choices to be made: the
inviscid component could for example be a panel method, a finite difference full potential (FP) method or
a finite-volume Euler solver, while for the boundary layers and wake either a 'differential' or an
'integral' method could be used. And sinc we certainly want to be able to obtain satisfactory results
under situations where the assumptions of 'classical' boundary-layer theory are no longer valid, it is
important that the method chosen for the viscous part of the flow should be able to deal adequately with
what are loosely called 'higher-order' effects. Examples of such 'difficult' situations include the
"following (see Pig 4):

• flow approaching separation at the trailing edge of a wing, where streamline curvature effects are
appreciable and the pressure can no longer be copsidered to be constant across the boundary layer,

. :i3. -'

S.%I
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0 flows with rear separation where the same effects will extend upstream to forward of the separation
point and where the boundary layer cannot be considered 'thin' in the usual sense,

0 flow in the interaction region between a shock wave and a boundary layer, where pressure gradients

will be large in both streamwise and normal directions.

0 interactions between shock-induced and rear separations,

* flows betlnd the blunt base of a wing or turbine blade, or in the 'cove' region of a slat or
flap-failing, where separations will certainly occur.

While it is :rue that only a 'differential' method - which must clearly be of the full NS type - can deal
completely with all these situations, it is also true that at the present time no such method has been
Incorporatec into a fully-integrated, practical procedure for calculating the complete flow over an
aerofoil or wing. % is therefore important to show how existing 'integral' methods, particularly those
involving tie entrainment principle, can be extended so that they can be used plausibly in the mjojty of
the situations listed above. A number of relevant reviews of the subject have appeared recently , so
that in what follows we shall concentrate on explaining the essential points of the subject, before
proceeding in sections 4 and 5 to describe some of the interactive methods that are currently available
and to see how well they perform in the task of predicting the overall forces on aerofoils (section 4) and
wings (section 5).

3.1 Generalised displacement effect and momentum integral equations

In this section we shall see how the well-established ideas ibout the displacement effect of a
boundary layer, and the momentum integral equation, can be generalised to situations such as those listed
above. Initially, we need not make any assumptions regarding the thickness of the boundary layer or the
variation of p:essure across it; although in practice we shall normally only attempt to allow for
departures from first-order boundary layer theory to a fairly rough - but usually adequate -
approximation.

It is convenient at this stage to introduce the idea of an equivalent !nviscid flow (ElF), which may
be defined as a smooth extrapoldtion of the truly inviscid flow outside the turbulent shear layers into
the region which, in the real viscous flow (RVF), is actually occupied by the boundary layers and wake.
It is admittedly difficult to define the EIF purely from experimental data; but in an interactive
calculation mLhod in which - as is often convenient - the inner boundary conditions for the Inviscid flow
component continue to be applied on the wing surface itself, the lIF is just the inviscid flow that is
actually calculated. This is therefore an example of the numerical technique known as 'zonal', with
different systems of equations being solved in adja.:ent zones and with the solution in one ione
overlapping into the other.

The account given below will be restricted to two dimensions; an extension to three dimensions would
no doubt be feasible, but the necessary analysis has not yet been completed. Since streamline curvature
effects may be important, it is necessary to take into account the curvature of the 'wall' (wing surface),
so it is convenient to use orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (s,z), where a is the distance along the
wall and z is taken normal to it; the corresponding components of mean velocity are U and W , while
the curvature of the wall is Kw , taken to be positive when concave upwards (see sketch):

k.w

Ctr W t aLraftU1M K.,~Skeri, (0. Skec (b-)

On the right is sketched a typical profile of mean mass flow in the boundary layer, pU , together with
the corresponding quantity, pUt , in the equivalent inviscid flow; note that the latter is not assumed

to be constant as would be the case in standard first-order boundary layer theory. Sketch (a) also shows
the displacement surface, z - 6" , the curvature of which K , is an important quantity in what follows.
Since the displacement surface is, by definition, a streamline of the ElF, it follows at once that, to
first order, the normal pressure gradient in the ElF is

2(74)

(the suffix e is used to denote values at the outer edge of the boundary layer), while since the EIF is
irrotational we have also

~g

- '
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S1 (75) -
3z •

i2

and -Yz(i Ui) - K*( - He)Ue (76)

Referrirg to sketch (b), we see that the value of Pi UI at the wall differs from its value at the outer

edge, and that their relative difference is

Pe~e - PiwUiw - K*6(1 - M ) approximately (77)
pU
ee

3.1.1 The displacement effect

After this preamble, the first step is to derive a generalised expression for the displacement
thickness, 6P , and to show how the displacement effect can be allowed for by introducing a transpiration
velocity, Ww , normal to the wall in the ElF. For this purpose - and in the subsequent derivation of

iw 26
the momentum integral equations - it is convenient to use a device introduced by Le Balleur and to
consider the difference between the equation of continuity in the real viscous flow and the corresponding
equation in the equivalent Inviscid flow.

Thus
a iUi PU) + [i - -z)(Pi~i - p o) 0 (78)

If we integrate this across the boundary layer, from z = 0 to z = 6 , and make use of the fact that, at
z ,iUi - PU and plWi - 6 , while at the wall (z - O)W 0 ,we obtain at once

6

PiwWilw f (P IU i - pU)dz (79)

0

If then we define the displacement thickness 6* by

r 6

6=-1 f (piU, - pU)dz , (80)
Piw Uiw 0

(a natural extension of the standard definition), we have

Wi - dL (piwUiw6*) (81)
iw

which defines the transpiration velocity at the wall, needed as an inner boundary condition for the
inviscid flow calculation to allow for the displacement effect of the boundary layer. Note tha, while
equation (81)(or its equivalent, equation (79)) is of the same form as that given by Lighthill , its
derivation is completely general and makes no assumptions of 'boundary layer' type.

3.1.2 The 3treamwise momentum integral equation

The next step is to apply the same procedure to the streamwise and normal components of the mean
momentum equation for turbulent flow, and thus to derive respectively a generalised form of the von Karman 7'
momentum integral equation that forms the basis of all 'integral' methods, and an equation which allows us
to take into account the variation of pressure across the boundary layj in the RVF and the way in which
this differs from that in the EIF. The details, which are due to East , are quite commplicated (see also
Ref 28) and only the main results will be given here. It should be stressed that all the relevant terms
in the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent flow are taken into account, including in
particular the effects of streamline curvature and Reynolds normal stress, even though in practice some
approximations have to be madc to reduce the resulting 'integral' equations to manageable form.

First, a generalised momentum thickness e is defined, such that

2iwwe + ) f (p" U - )dz (82)

0

using equation (80) to define 6P this implies that

• .- ,,j
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6
a- 2 [u(Uiw - u) + piui(Ui - Uiw)Jdz (83)

Piw iw

Here, the first term is an obvious generalisation of the usual first-order defnitilon, while the second
clearly vanx- es in standard boundary-layet conditions.

The complete streamwise momentum integral equation then takes the form

2 6 dU2 I . + 2 ds, (pi p-ez + f fP'dz '84)

iiwi2 ds oiw~iwv ds 2 f w' t 2 da -
ilw iw U1w iw~i

2r
w

Here, Cf w 2 is the skin-friction coefficient

Piv iw

6

2 (PiutWt- pUw)dz ,

1 f __
and -~�T " • •.F---l)dZ is the mean Reynolds stress coefficient.

The terms on the left-hand side of equation (84) are of the familiar form; bLt note that Piw and Ulw

appear in place of z and U , and this can make an appreciable difference when the curvature of theSe
displacement surfact, c* , is relatively large, since (Ue - Uiw)/Ue - K*6

On the right-hand side are four higher-order terms; the first two of these involve the wall curvature KW

and can usually be safely neglected, except in circumstances in which the wall itself is highly curved in

a region where tne boundary layer is thick. The oexr term, involving f
6

(p i- p)dz , has to be

0

estimated by means of the normal momentum equation. It can be shown (cf equation (86), section 3.1-3)
that, to a standard of approximation that is adequate for boundary layers close to separation whcre normal
pressure gradients are largest, this integ-al is given by

!6

f p, dn ;;•,--2 + d .+f* 3 (,,t2 _ U)d.
0 0 0 z

and East 32 suggested that the second integral may be approximated by pp 2wUiw(e + 6*)2 (see Appendix).

The streamwise momentum integral can thus be written in the form

dU dUI d wU2e)j, . I I +.._ _ (u,2 _ w, 2 )d._- .p U2 (8+6* (8a)
2 ds w dx 2 f + 2 ds [ ! iv i)

Piiw iv Uiiw 0

which should be sufficiently accu'ate under most of the circumstances of interest.

For equilibrum bound.ry layers having R less than about 2, East and Sawyer
3 3 

found that the values of the
Reynolds normal stress integral in equation (84) could be obtained from the empirical relation

f p~w' 2 - 7 2) dz - .07(!¶*J-) P iw i

0

where the transformed shape factor 9 is defined In equation (108) below (section 3.2.2). For higher
values of R , as separation iq approached more closely, the integral is found to increase more rapidly,
and the expression

6 3
12 J(w2 -u'

2
)d =. 0.018 + 0o.1(---) + 0.2

Plwlw 0 dPiwUiw e

~,,
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has been suggested
38 

as a rough fit to the few available experimental data; here H.(- 1.3) is the

value of H for a constant-pressure boundary layer at the same Reynolds number (see equation (112) below)

3.1.3 The effects of normal pressure gradients

A fall account of the results that 3 an be obtained by integrating the normal .omponent of the
momentum equation has been given by East (see also Ref 28). The main conclusions can be derived more
simply by the following argument.

The principal terms in the normal momentum equation can be written

a ( ) 2) 2 _ (85)

where K is the streamline curvature of the real viscous flow and K I tCat of the equivalent Inviscid

flow. As explained above(page 8-22), to a first approximation we can assume that K is constant (with
respect to z ) and equal to * . Integrating equation (85) with respect to z , we obtain

6 6

Pi - wp +e f (;),U - pU~)d.+ c()PU2d
z a

In the second integral, we know that the factor (s* - K) appioaches zero smoothly at the outer edge of the
boundary layer, whLle for boundary layers near separation U will be small over the inner half of the
layer. It is therefore reasonable to neglect this integral compaied with the first (some numerical
e~idence on this point is give- in the Appendix), and thus to assume Laat

6- 6
1 f (pU'- U')dz - (86)

7

In particular, at the wall itself we find that the pressures in the two flows (RVF and ElF) differ by an
amount given by

APw PW -P

2 2 w = *(0+ 8*) (87)
PU2PiwUiw Piw iw

The variatin of pressure across the boundary layer in the two fiows (omIttng the Reynolds normal stress

term Pw2 in the RVF) is shown in the Aetcb.

SNote that, to the same degree of a*F:oximation, .he pressure variation across the entire boundary layer In

the r, al flow is given uy

-w - Pe

Pi 2 - ra(d-O-6*) (88)

Sfor a boundary Jayer near separation this is about ½i•8 . Since this is of the same order as
oAtt/hat U

2 ) if follows that if the pressure variation across the real boundary is significant, then

1w Pe

so also is the pressure diffe'euce at the walh heween the RVF and ElF. Note a'ao that the approximation

, to f6(p1 - p)dz quoted in section 3.1.2 (see equation (84a)) is equivalent to assuming that this Is

0h h

S. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . ..- -
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equal to the area of the triangle ABC in the sketch above. Another deduction which may sometimes be
useful (.a in establishing a 'Kutta' condition for the ElF) is that the wall pressure in the real flow is
equal to that in the inviscid flow at A, where z - 0 + P.

The curvature of the displacement surface, K* , appearing in the analysis above, may be obtained
either from the obvious equation

d2*

* • +id .- (89)
w da2

or from its near equivalent (suggested independently by Collyer and Lock 34,35 and Le Balleur36

'C w (90)

where E - ___ d tpw U w6*) is the non-dimensional 'transpiration source strength'.Oiw iw d

Equation (87) and the above deductions from it are significant - and not just in a qualitative sense - in
establishing when the effects of normal pressure gradients are likely to be of importance in an
interactive flow calcL ation: it is clearly necessary that K , the curvature of the displacement
surface, should be relatively large when the boundary layer is at the same time fairly thick. Typical
situations in which this is likely to occur are illustrated in the following sketches, which show also the
consequent differences of pressure at the wall between the RVF and ElF:

(a) Near the trailing edge in an attached flow approaching separation

_P•vF

[Here we have assumed that the curvature of the lower displacement surface Is negligible.)

Two points should be noted:

(i) that the adverse pressure gradient in the EiF near the trailing edge is more severe than that
(measured) in the real flow, thus heiping to improve the prediction of separation,

(ii) that a pressure jump is implied along the mean streamline in the wake, and at the trailing
edge itself, hetween the upper and lower parts of the wake in tVe EIF. The Implications of this
will be considered in section 3.1.4.

(b) Near the separation point in a flow near the stall

Note that in this case normal pressure gradient effects are expected to be significant only in the
immediate neighbourhood of the separation point; downstream of it the displacement thickness will grow
almost linearly, so that e* will be relatively small.

k

*IT

--- ---
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(c) Near the foot of a shock wave

In this case, although the differences shown in the sketch between the streamwise variation of thepressure at the wall in the real flow (Pw) and in the EIF (Piw), , and in the pressure at the edge of
the bounaary layer bpe) , are qualitatively c-.rreet, It is unlikely that the values predicted by the

simple theory given above will be of adequate accuracy in this complicated situation.

3.1.4 Jump conditions in the wake

In the near wake we use the coordinate system shown in the sketch below, with s and z measured
along and normal to the dividing streamline of the real flow; this line naturally dividts the wake into
its upper and lower parts, for wbic'h the suffices u and L are used. The arguments that were used
above in deriving expressions for the transpiration velocity Wiw (equation (81)) and the pressure

difference Ap w (equation (87)) depend only on the condition that at the 'wall' the normal component Ww

of velocity in the real flow is zero; no use was made of the fact that U w is also zero there. The same

argument can therefore be used without modification in the wake, with the dividing streamline replacing
the 'wall', to derive 'Jump' conditions across this dividing line for the normal velocity and pressure in
the EIF; the second of which forms in effect a replacement to the familiar 'Kutta' condition that is used
to fix the circulation, and hence the lift, in a purely inviscid flow calculation.

/L 7 kr cle -:

0 e

At the point BC (see left-hand sketch) on the wake line, appndation of equation (81) t he upper
and lower parts of the wake gives

andiu 
Piu ds iPu U u j

Winat ste dsow i 6 t (measuring W as show in the

it Pi ts pit t 1) sketch)

also that a jump AWl is required in the component of velocity normal to the wake, given by
|W

iW tiu - win l pPlu ds iu iun u P-- d .s ait itwe)r (9se

[fe reason why p and Ut i are not necessarily the same on the upper and lower sides of the wake line

+ -" will appear immediately. ]

-. w

of vlocty n te rel fow s zro; no ue ws mde f te fat tat isals zer thre. Thesam
Am
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Similarly, a double application of equation (87) (see right-hand sketch) gives

x* -p = 
2 
(6* + ePw - Piu " uiuiu u u

and
2

Pw - Pit +I it it(6L + e0)

d2d* d 2
whr * + -u and W- ds

where K ds2 -* -- are the curvatures of the upper and lower parts of the

displacement surface (considered positive if concave upwards) and W is the curvature of the wake line.

It follows that a jump in pressure is needed in the ELF at the wake line, in order to match the variation
of pressure across the wake in the real flow (full line in right-hand sketch), given by

APw Piu - Pit , *uPiu uu(6* + 0) + k PiLU2£(* + .) " (92)

For computational purposes it is usually more convenient to express this in terms of a jump in the
streamwise component of velocity, U • Since this jump may be considered to be small, the usual

assumptions of linearised theory give

M Uiu -Ui - -U *Uo(6* + 0). + *U,(*+ 1 ) . (93)

Equations (91) and (92) or (93) provide the jump conditions needed to represent the interaction of
the viscous wake with the equivalent inviscid flow. Lwo points are of interest in this connection:

(I) referring back to sketch (a) or page 26, we see that the pressure jump in the wake, implied by
equation (92), leads to a discontinuity in pressure in the EIF at the trailing edge, given in fact by the
value of the right-hand side of equation (92) there. This discontinuity will be the same, whether the
trailing edge is approached from ahead or behind, provided only that K* and K* are continuous across

u
the trailfna Page. Now in principle we can think of the displacement surface as the dividing stream
surface of an inviscid flow (the EIF) produced by a certain distribution of sources and sinks on the
surface of the wing and along the wake; so in a mainly subsonic flow this surface, and in particular its
curvature, must be mathematically continuous. However, in practice the methods used to compute the
development of the boundary layer and wake, involving as they do certain empirical changes in going from
the one to the other, may lead to apparent discontinuities in the shape of the net displacement surface at
the trailing edge. It will therefore usually be necessary to apply numerical smoothing procedures,
certainly to 6* and possibly also to the pressure, to obtain a satisfactory solution in the trailing
edge region.

(ii) In most practical methods for the problem, the question of determining the precise shape of
the wake has been avoided, and instead the appropriate jump conditions have been applied on a converlent
coordinate line as close to it as possible; this should not normally introduce appreciable errors
provided that the two shapes diverge only slowly, because most of the 'wake effects' come from the
immediate vicinity of the trailing edge. In this case it is mast convenient to derive the two curvatures,
* and , required in equation (92) or (93), by approximatxng them as the streamwise rate of changeu 1

of the net flow direction, relative to fixed cartesian axes, in the ElF just dbove and below the chosen
dividing line:

d (
u d U iu/ (see sketch) (94)

-dx U It

144

The conclusior- of section 3.1 may be summarised in 'he following diagram, which shows the full
boundary conditions which have to be imposed in the equivalent inviscid flow.

4

I] II -1 II |• II i •I l• II•I ~ll I I1•II II• I•|4
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pres6U= Pe U, OLt(9)

(F-Z '37)

Note that on the wing the curvature effect on the pressure, needed to allow for normal pressure gradients,
merely provides a correction to be applied to the pressure calculated in the EIF after an iterative
process has converged; but in the wake it forms an essential part of the boundary conditions for the ElF,
and therefore has to be determined successively as the interaction proceeds. If all goes well, the
resulting corrected pressura distribution should then be smooth and single-valued along the two sides oi
the wake and, in particular, at the trailing edge - as of course it should be.

3.2 The entrainment methods

The relations derived in section 3.3 are applicable to any 'integral' method for calculating
boundary layers, and indeed may be used as a check on the overall accuracy of methods of 'differential'
type., In what follows 3 je shall now concentrate on methods which rely on the priniple of 'entrainment',
first proposed by Head , and in particular on the development due to Green et al known as the
lag-entrainment method.

3.2.1 The entrainment equation

The entrain-ment equation itself is derived by integrating the mass conservation (continuity)
equation across the boundary layer to obtain the direction of flow at its outer edge and hence the rate of
entrainment of fluid into it. 6

We obtain PeW - - -L - (p)dz

so that the rate of mass flow into the boundary layer is

(d 6 6

Ta pUdz
)ed e dsf

and hismaybe riten iUidz -! (p1 U1 - PU)dz
0 0

d P u (-8 6*), (from equation (80)

6

where - 1 f Pi Udz
iw iw 0

Defining the entrainment coefficient by t

6

CE 1e dsJ pUdz d6= eU
0 

e

we have therefore CE _iwUiw(• - (95)' PeUe T

In practice, the variation of U, across the boundary layer has been neglected, so that the standard

entrainment equation

-'CE piwUiw ] d P (66*)I (95a)E ds OiwUiw "•

~~~~1 -- 1WilLP..... . . . . ..- '' • i l •- -• . . .

iWFK7n
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has always been used. This may be written in the alternative form

C I d (PlwUiwHl6) (95b)C E U 7s iiwPii iw

where H is the entrainment shape parameter.I e
The above relation is little more than a definition of the two parameters CE and H ; the

E 17

crucial point is how these two parameters are to bjdetermined. In Head's original method , and in
Green's later extension of it to compressible flow , C was defined empirically as a simple function of

HI ; namely Cg 0.03(HI - 3.0)-0"617 over the wing,

with C, = 0.4(H - 1)0.9 in the far wake,

and a smooth blending of the two downstream of the trailing edge (see Ref 39 for details).

In the lag-entrainment method of Green et al22 a more sophisticated procedure was followed, in order
to give greater accuracy in boundary layers departing strongly from equilibrium*. For equilibrium
boundary layers, for which H is constant, equation (95b) together with the first-order form of the
momentum integral equation (8b) gives (dropping the suffix on U)

(CE) EQ I [ ICf - " ( )

where !dL- is chosen to agree with experimental results for incompressible flow
U do EQ

(I dU) 1i.~25~C 0.0242 H( 1 2]; (96)

s0 that () -H 00 30 1(H + 1)(H - 13 (021 1.25/H] (97)
(E)EQ [10 H 3  1Cf(O

For non-equilibrium flcws, a further ordinary differential equation is added to determine CE, based on

considerations of the streamwise variation of the maximum shear stress CT derived from theetruln

kinetic energy equation; this is of the form

dCE JI(CEQ - U I EQ dU()
zd-- : - C) _U -Ad 79 U VIds] "7(9

The reader is referred to Ref 22 for details, which include modifications to be applied in the wake and to
allow for 'secondary influences', the chief of which is the effect of surface curvature on turbulence
structure.

At the time when the lag-entrainment method was originally developed, the calculation of separated
flow had hardly been contemplated. Now that this is becoming feasible, it is hardly surprising that
modifications are needed to some of the empirical features of the method. As regards the equilibrium
entrainment coefficient (equation (97)), Helnik and Brook" haie recently suggested an alternative
definition whereby (CE) remains roughly constant, about 0.65, for H greater than 3; they also

EQ

propose some changes to the lag equation (98). Perhaps more important, it h.9 become clear that the
definition cf H1  used in the method (see below) becomes progressively less satisfactory as H increases

above 2. The derivation of an improved relation between HI and H is discussee in the following section.

3.2.2 The entrainment shape factor, H1

The best way of defining the parameter H1 - (S - OW)/" is to make explicit use of information

concerning the shape of the mean streamwise velocity profiles in the boundary layer. This has the added
advantage that, when the overall calculation is complete, one can then use the calculated values of HI,H

*A turbulent boundary layer is said to be in equilibrium if the velocity profiles are invariant in the

dO d*1 dU e
strealwise direction, so that H and H1 are constant, and if -! •- and - are also constant

(implying U - m sdd"5
""
X

. -i r
i mo l i i i • •m aul l a m .......
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etc to deduce the velocity distribution in the boundary layer and, after combination with the results of
the inviscid part of the calculation, the entire mean velocity field.

4.1
In a recent study the present author has used the following family of velocity profiles, for both

attached and separated flows (incompressible):

• ~u A

(5y)-u(C;u,,Re6,X) -, -~l(C u~Re6) + A] + C sinX i i (99)

where z/
6

, u Cf I) (positive for attached, negative for senarated flows)

is the non-dimensional skin friction velocity,

Re 6 . Ue6/u is the Reynolds number based on boundary layer thickness,

S- 0.41, A - 2.13 are standard constants o' -he 'law of the wall',

C - I - -- [In( I u, I Re6 ) + A] (to give u(1) - 1)

and X is a third parameter suggested by Cross42 which permits a distortion on the shape of the 'wake'
function of the standard Coles profile (for which X - 2) to allow for the effect of strong departures
from equilibrium. Cross has shown that, for attached flows, experimental evidence can be correlated by
specifying x as a function of the departure from equilibrium of the non-dimensional velocity gradient
e dU

ud-ra (see equation (96).

dUe i dUei
Defining dU d'U- - ds " Cross' correlation can be fitted by

u, TT- /ed. eeq

X - 0.7 + 1.3 exp(250fl) . (100)

Thus X is less than 2 for strongly retarded flows, greater than 2 for accelerated flows. Equation (99)
can be integrated to give the displacement and momentum thicknesses (to first order)

1 . + Cf(X) (10;)

2 C
-1 /uK

and 6 " A* 2U 2 - C22f(x) - f(2x)) -
2

-Cu-g(X) (102)

where f(X) - 1 s- ____

and g(x) I 1 + [ sinX(yl .)n(,)dn = f(x)/(0.434 + 0.288 f + 0.1355 f
2 + 0.142 f

3 )

0

Givin LT , Re 6 and X we can thus find A* and e from equations (101) and (102), and then

H - A*/e and H 0 - (1 -&)/

With this family of profiles, separation (uT - O) occurs when C I 1 , so that

A* = f(x), 0e f(2x) - f(x)
Sep sep

and H - Hep f(X)/If(2x) - f(t)) (103)
sep

the value of H at separation increases almost linearly with X , from 
2

.
7

(X = 1) to 
4

(X = 2).

For fully separated flows (u < 0), it has been found 4 thzt a reasonable fit with reliable

experimental data, such as those of Simpson et al and Dilery , can be obtained provided that X is
allowed to increase relative to its value at separation, Xsep (which will depend on the upstream

history of the flow), according to

,p
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X xs. +ep +0 1(H Hsep) (104)

Now the lag-entrainment method uses as inuependent variables the quantities 6,H and Re,(. e'Je/V)

rather than the basic parameters 8,u, and Re6  of the pre6ent profile family. To avoid this

difficulty, it has been found )ssible to fit the values of H1 , calculated from equations (100) and

(101) for a range of values of u ,Re. and X , by the following explicit formula (suggested by Gaudet

for X - 2
):

H -f

I (kf I (F" -)Hep +4( ep1-) (105)

where f " f(x), F - {2f(X) - f(2x)1/f 2
(X), 11 is given by equation (103)

sep

and B - 1 + 6
.

2
/(log10 Ree)3"3

This has the property that, as Re, ÷ - , B - I and we obtain the 'infinite Reynolds number' formula for

HI:

F2

H -I H (105a)

and for flows approaching and beyond separation, for which u is small, thig rercesents a satisfactory

approximation to the parameter H1 . For attached flows, particularly at low Reynolds numbers, the

departure of H from its infinite Reynolds number values becomes more significant and should be taken

into account.

For flows which do not depart far from equilibrium conditions at separation (so that -ep - 2 and

H - 4), the relation between H and H implied by equations (104) and (105a) can be approximated by
sep1

H - 4 + H- 4) , (4 <H < 12) (106)

and if for attached flows it is desired to avoid the complications of the full dependencc of H1  on Re

and X implied by equation (105), then the formula suggested by Green39, namely

1 12 1.093 " 05 H 1.093 ("H 1 1 -.12

provides a reasorable mean approximation to HN r

In Fig 5 are plotted a number of the alternative formulae that have been suggested to represent the
variation of HI with H , together with some relevant experimental data. The former include:

(a) the results of equations (104) and (105) (with Ree - 50000)

(b) the composite formula of equations (106) and (106e.), which is seen to lie close to the result of (a)
with Xsep - 2.0

(c) the formula normally used in the lag-entrainment .- thod , namely

H1 - 3.15 + 1.721(H - 1) - 0.01(H - 1)2 (107)

together with a modification for separated flows suggested by East et al4: V

HI - 4.55 + 295 exp(-3.325H) (H > 1.8) (107a)

The experimental data comprise:

(i) The attached flow equilibrium data of East and %wyer , together with values for a separated
equilibrium boundary layer measured by Hastings ; the agreement with (a) above (with X - 2)
and (b) is good.

.- .
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(i0) The low-speed separated flow measurements of Simpson et al3, which also agree well with (a)
and (b).

44(ii,) Measurements by Delery behind a shock-induced separation; these are consistent with (a)
with Xsep = 1.5 , as would be expected at a shock wave (here H is replaced by i , see

below).

(iv) Low-speed measurements in a strong adverse pressure gradient by East and Hoxey; these were
used to define eqiation (107), and are also seen to correspond closely to equation (105) with
X . I •

This figure confirms the suggestion that the simple composite formula (b) (equations 106 and 106a)
represents a satisfactory mean line through most of the low-speed data. For a shock-induced separation,
equations (107) and (107a) seem more satisfactory, at least up to T - 5 , above which the curve should
probably be blended into equation (1Oa).

Finally, for compressible flows Green39 has shown that H should be replaced (in any of the above
formulae) by H ,

6

where I U f (U i - U )dz /0 Is a transformed shape parameter, related to H by
PIW iw 0

(H + 1) + (ii+1)(1 + rM2 /5) , (108)

where r is the recovery factor, usually taken to be unity, and Me (or MiW) is the Mach number of the

local inviscid flow.

3.3 Skin-friction formulae

The final 'closure condition' required by nearly all 'integral' methods for turbulent boundary
layers is the relation used to determine the skin-friction coefficient, Cf , usually as a function
of HRe0 and (for compressible flow) the Mach number Me . This has an obvioas and immediate impact on

the calculation of drag without (as is the case with some of the 'higher-order' effects mentioned in
section 3.1 above) any compensatory effects in the wake.

Commonly used skin-friction formulae include the following:

53(i) Ludwieg-Tillmann (incompressible):

Cf -0.246Ree0.268 10-0.678H (109)

(ii) Swafford and Whitfield
5 1 

(incoa-ressible):

03- :.33H 4tn

Cf = 0.3ee
3 3

+ 0.31H + 1.1 X 10
4

[tanh (4 - 1.14H) - 1] (110)

22:
(III) Lag-entrainment

First, the following 'flat-plate' (zero pressure gradient) values are calculated:

0.01013 F. -011 1 1.02 )(1 + 33 /F
Cf0  - loglOFRRe8 J - R10e2(Ill)

, I
. (I + 0.04M2) ) (112)

wiere the compressibility factors FC and F are given by

F, - (I + 0.2M , FR I + 0.056M2

[The factors kI + 33/Re8 ), (I + 42/Re8 ) are Incl,,ded to improve the accuracy of the formula for low

values of Rep..

4•. •-
- ' __;...-..:- _



Then Cf .Cf 0.9/ ( )- 0.4 - 0.5- (113)

where R ib given by equation (108).

Equation (113) sug¶,ests that Cf = 0

when HH s 2.2 O 0

and since H (equation 112) varies between 1.2 (Re8 - 106) and 1.6 (Re 8 - 500), this implies that

'separation' is predicted for H between 2.6 and 3.4, depending on Reynolds number. Both these values

are lower than the value (4.0) for boundary layers near equilibrium, as implied by the velocity profile

family of section 3.2.2 (cf equations (99) and (103)) and confirmed by experiments like that of
Simpson et al (Ref 43: see also Ref 47); but they are consistent with values of 9 at separation that

will occur in strongly-retarded boundary layers, with X less than 2.

(iv) When the flow is Aeparated, equation (113) gives unrealistically high (negative) values of

Cf ; and Melnik has recently suggested a modification given by

Cf A l - exp[ - C(H- Hs)]} (114)
-4

with A - -2.2 x 10-4 and C - -0.28Cf0/(A%0)

This has the same slope as equation (113) at H - Hs , and rapidly approaches the value A for 9 ' Is , as

does Swafford's formula (110).

(v) The method described in section 3.2.2, based on Cross' family of profiles42, has its own

built-in skin-friction relation, through the basic parameter u. : thus

C - ± 
2

u• (+ for attached, - for separated flow)
f T

If H, Reo and X are given, equation (105) can be used to determine HI ; then *(. )and Re

follow from 6* - H/(H + II), Re6 - Re. (H + HI1) , so that equation (101) can be solved for u to give

Cf . [In the examples given below, the 'wall' part of the profile (98) has been modified very near the

wall and at the outer edge of the boundary layer to give a better representation of the flow: see Ref 41

for details.]

Values of Cf predicted by these formulae are compared in Figs 6 to 8. First, in Fig 6 oe show

the predictions for a flat plate (zero pressure-gradient): in the case of methods (i), (Ui) and (v) the

values of H0 have been taken from equation (112). If we accept that the formula (l10) used in the

lag-entrainment method is the mo% reliable (being based at its two extremes on the recent high Rey%Olds

number data of Winter and Gaudet and an unpublished analysis of low Reynolds number data by Green )9

then it is clear that:

(a) all the other methods require some upward adjustment at values of Re0 below about 5000, the

present method (equations (99) and (101)) less so than the other two;

(b) the Ludwieg-Tillmann formula also underestimates Cf at high Reynolds number but the other two

methods are satisfactory.

In Fig 7 we compared the results of the four methods for a moderate value of Re 8 . 10,000. We see

that

(a) the Ludwieg-Tillman formula (108) now gives slightly higher values (typically by I x 10
4
) than any

of the other methods, which all agree closely for H < 2

(b) the lag-entrainment form'la (110-112) predicts the most rapid approach to separation and

consequently the lowest valhb of Cf for H > 2

(c) unlike any of the others, the present method predicts that dC f/dH is (almost) zero at separation

(actually, it is of order I/Re 8 , see Ref 41); as a result, the shape of the skin-friction curve in the

vicinity of separation is appreciably different from the others, even though the numerical differences

remain low (less than 2 , 1071);

(d) for fully separated flow the experimental evidence is both sparse and of dubious accuracy (see
Ref 51, for examnle); but it seems to be generally agreed that the numerical values of Cf are likely to

remain extremely low, so that the mean value -2.2 a 10- assumed in methods (Hi) and (iv) is a sensible

one to take. The present method probably underestimates (-Cf) slightly at high Reynolds numbers, but it

) a- •. -. "
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does predict a plausible variation with Reynolds number (which is absent from the other formulae), eve.a
though there is no experimental evidence on this point.

In Fig § is shown the effect on the present method of varying the velocity grad'ent parameter X
for Re 0 - 10 (see equations (100) and (104)). At one extreme, with X - I up to separation (in a

strong adverse pressure gradient), separation occurs at H = 2.8, so that for H < H the sKin frictionsep

is now lower than that predicted by the lag-entrainment (or other) formula. At the other extreme, with X
- 4 (strong favourable pressure gradient), Cf is higher than its equilibrium value by a similar amount;

the overall 'spread' in the values of Cf reaches a maximum of about ±2 x 10-4 when H - 2 (increasing

to ±5 x 10 when Re, . O00o).

To sum up this section: it appears that the lag-entrainment formula - and of course the
compressibility correction that it contains - is adequate for most purposes (provided that it is suitably
modified for separated flow as suggested by Melnik). It would no doubt be desirable to improve its
performance in the vicinity of separation and in particular to allow for departures from equilibrium as
described above; but since such departures tend to be short-lived it may well be that the overall effect
on the prediction of drag will usually be negligible.

3.4 The organisation and numcrical stability of an iterative procedure for calculating viscous/inviscid
interactions

In the present section we shall consider how best to organise an interactive viscous/inviscid
calculation procedure, and explatn why, for flows that are sufficiently close to separation, something
quite different from the obvious, direct iterative scheme is not simply desirable, but absolutely
essential. Such a direct iterative procedure for calculating the viscous flow over an aerofoil - in which
we are linking a boundary layer method such as that described in the preceding sections with a suitable
itiviscid flow solver - can best be described with the aid of a simplified flow diagram (Fig 9). After
setting the initial data (M.,o,, Reynolds number etc), we start, if we are using an iterative (±& finite

difference) scheme for the inviscid component of the calculation, by performing a few inviscid iterations
to get a rough approximation to the pressure distribution. This is then fed into the boundary layer
method, to produce a first estimate of the displacement thickness 6* and hence of the transpiration
velocity W w (equation (81), which in turn is used to modify the inner boundary conditions tor the next

inviscid calculation; this will probably comprise P. further 5 to 10 iteration. cf a relaxation technique
or time-stepping procedure. In principle, one will then simply continue round this loop until the whole
process converges, as judged for example by the changes in the inviscid velocity distribution Uiw and

the overall forces. However, it was early discovered
5 5 

that such a procedure will almost inevitably lead
to unstable oscillations which will eventually diverge; so an under-rela'Ation scheme has to be use-':
that is, only a fraction w of the calculated changes to W is applied at each iteration. For many

years, this relaxation factor w had to be chosen empirically, but more recently Le Balleur has
developed an elegant linearised stability analysis of the process, which not only explains why this
instability occurs and gets worse as separation is approached, but also indicates how to proceed in cases
of fully separated flow when a direct scheme becomes impossible. His analysis is repeated briefly below.

We assume that the matching between the viscous and inviscid components of the method is done
through the 'source strength'.

U iW I d d(piw--,-*) (equation 81)
Uw iW w iw daiW iwl

We denote by E(n) the values of E at the nth ite~ation, aad by I the converged value - the 'right
answer' - and define an 'error function' for E : n - n -

Similarly, for the inviscid flow we define u(n) -iw iw
"Uiw

We now perfcrm a locally linearised analysis in which all coefficients in the appropriate differential
equations are assumed to be slowly varying 'compared with the errors) so that they can be regarded as

ft'constants'. Thus for the inviscid flow we can define a potential function ý such that

as' 3z

and then (I -M
2
). + 0 (115)

where M is the local (inviscid) Mach number. We now suppose that the function * (together with the

errors u and a ) is analysed into Fourier components of wavelength X,(- 2./vi), and study the growth or

decay of a particular component of wavelength X . The solution of equation (115) which varies as e

and goes to zero as z + - is * - Ae-V
8
Ze vs U
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where /o _-M)(for< M 1).

it follows that u - -io/B

(116)
du v/

or -. W/O

For the boundary layer, the momentum and entrainment equations (84a, 95b) can be rearranged to give
0 i~w

the source strength E in terms of the velocity gradient parameter -du 1 -
Uiw

OdUiw
-B dU- + C (117)

U1w d

where for incompressible flow

(, + 1)(HI -HH{)

B - /- (_H,)

C (H H /H11 f + C/H'

dHl

and Hi d1l

(the corresponding expressiona for compressible flow are given in Ref 28).

Notice that B + - as H1 + that is at the minimum in the (HIH) curve (see Fig 5); this explains at

once why a direct iterative procedure breaks down at .his point, where H(or H) m Hin f 2.7

The lineariled perturbation form of equation (117) is simply

-edua - -BO- ds 18
da

which shows how the errors in U and I are connected through the boundary layer part of the

calculation. We can now, by combining equations (116) and (118), see what happens to the error o(n) in

one complete cycle of the iteration: the inviscid part gives A v (n)/ , and then the viscous part

gives

(n + 1) -BOi (n)
a _BO0-a

(119)

,o(n)

where U - -BOv/B is the amplification factor of the iterative process. Note that B is positive when
H < Hin so V is negative, indicating an undamped oscillation and implying the need for

under-relaxation.

We can in fact at once deduce a suitable 'optimum' relaxation factor, in the following way. We reeall

that the converged solution, Z , is given by

(n) (n)

and also by E r(n + 1) - O(n + 1) - £(n + 1) _(n)

(n)If we eliminate a from these two equations, we obtain

U u (n) I (n+ 1•1 * For the corresponding analysis when M > I see Ref 57.

%.

vkik a
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which may be written Z . (n) + W(E(n + 1) - 1(n)) (120)

with w-w1
opt I- vB/B (121)

That is, the converged solution would be given (in principle!) in one step only, by the 'optimum'
relaxation process indicated by equation (120).

Of course, the numerous simplifying assumptions that have been made in deriving equations (120) and
(121) mean that they can only be regarded as a guide; and in particular an arbitrary element is

introduced by the presence in equation (121) of the wave-numbtr v(- 2w/k), where A is the wave length
of the error. With any particular numerical method the highe3t value of v (lowest A) will occur when A

is of the order of twice the streamwise step length (panel length or mesh size): that is, v - N
max As'giving

W (min) 1 (122)
Opt I+ wifO/(OfAS)

Equation (122) explains, at least qualitatively, why lower relaxation factors have been found, from

experience, to be necessary

"* when separation is approached (B becomes larger)

"* when the computational grid is refined (As becomes smaller)

"* when the local Mach number approaches unity (B becomes smaller)

"* at lower Reynolds numbers (0 increases)

To proceed beyond the state of intermittent separation (H H in), it is clearly necessary to

solve the boundary layer equations in an inverse manner: that is, instead of specifying Ulw and

calculating E , we specify Z and calculate Uiw In order to do this, equation (117) is simply

rc-written in the form

U dsiW (-E + C)/B (11 7
a)

Uiw d

which clearly resains regular as B + -

It remains, however, convenient - though not necessarily essential - to continue to calculate the inviscid
flow in the usual direct way: that is, also by specifying Z . So we can proceed as follows: suppose
that at the nth iteration we have a current estimate Z(n) of the source strength E , with error J(n)
as before. We can use this to perform oarallel calculations by both the (inverse) boundary layer and

(direct) inviscid flow methods, leading to alternative estimates for Uiw, which we call Vi and Uiw
respectively (V fo ,iscous, I for inviscid). Then we want to estimate the required -hange in E from

'J Ithe difference between Uiw and U iw

Now Le Balleur's analysis gives at once (for the errors in ui.):

duV _o(n)
Viscous: ds Be (cf equation 118)

SInviscid: dul vo(n) /B (equation 116)ds

Subtracting these equations, we obtain

I V(n)o(n) I _ du_ _du (n)
0(n -v/B 1 /Be -d dsV

_But a

(n) BBS du' du-
and so E1 + (123)

Is--



Rebrgt i n un)iw - 1)9 /Uw , equation (123) suggests that the new value of Z

should be taken to be

E ((n) + dUiw) V e- i ](n) (124),~~~F ,( +s 17inw•i dsl

with fl- again depending on the boundary layer quantities B and 6 and on the wave
vO + 8S1

number v . Note in particular that Q remains finite (non-zero) as H goes through Hmin and 81

through zero. As before, the lowest value of fl occurs when v - v .- w/A , and ismax

- a (125)
• n /As + B8

It has been shown by Williams56 that convergence ca' be obtained more rapidly if a sequence of values
R(P) is used in successive iterations,

where 0(p) - 16where + B p = 1,2,3... (126)no/(pAS) + SC-I

The algorithm given by equation (124) suggests the procedure known as 'semi-inverse' for calculating
flows in which separation is likely to occur, as shown in the flow diagram of Fig 10. As explained above,
having obtained an initial estimate for Z (which can in fact be chosen quite arbitrarily), we use this
as input to parallel calculations by the direct inviscid method and the inverse boundary layer equations,
and then compare the resulting values of the non-dimensional velocity gradient

_• dU iw
Uiw ds

using equation (124) to provide the next value for E: the whole process being then repeated until
convergence is obtained.

The semi-inverse technique has been used recently by several workers (2& Refs 29, 30, 56 ,58 and
59); most of whom have found - perhaps surprisingly - that ft works equally well for attached as for
separated flows, so that no 'switching' between inverse and direct solution of the boundary layer
equations is necessary. Some results obtained by this technique will be given in section 4 belGw.

3.5 Methods for three-dimensional problems

At the present time there is no three-dimensional counterpart of the 'higher-order' features of the
analysis described in sections 3.1 to 3.3, nor of the linearised stability analysis of section 3.4 It is
therefore necessary to rely in the main on essentially first-order methods, coupled with intuitive ideas
based on our experience in two-dimensions. A brief description of the principal equations is given below;
for full ietails the reader is referred to Refs 23 .60 and 61.

For the boundary laver over a wing the most physically-relevant coordtnate system on the body
surface consists of the projections on the surface of the external streamlines (s) and their normals (n),
forming an orthogonal curvilinear system (s,n), together with the surface normals (z). For numerical
purposes, however, this is clearly inconvenient since the position of these streamlines is not generally
known a priori and indeed will vary during the course of an iterative calculation. It is therefore more
convenient to perform the calculations In any suitable (non-orthegonal) surface coordinate system (x,y)
(see sketch) and to make the appropriate transformations to and from the (s,n) system; details are given
in Ref 13 but the (s,n) system will be used in the equations that follow.

\ 4 'rtnoV

flow can be taken into arcount by introducing a normal 'transoiration' velocity Wi. at the surface,

• given by the equation S' U

... .. .

3.
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W -1--L (peUe61) - 6S•s e - ('Ue6 )- 62n (127)
Pe se

6 6

where 6 f (eUe pU)dz and p2 f ( PV)dz

0 0

are the 'components' of displacement thickness and K sK, are the geodesic curvatures of the lines

s - constant (normals) and n = constant (streamlines) respectively. [If the (x,y) system is rectangular

Cartesian, then s L - Kn = where a Is the angle between the external streamline

and the x direction (see sketch on page 8-38).] Thus K. is a measure of the rate of divergence of

the streamlines; while since the component of vorticity of the external flow normal to the surface isaU1 e
generally zero, we have K Ue

n U an
e

The momentum integral equation now has two comporents, in the a .nd n directions respectively:

I d 1p) ~ (0 H+)-e (128)
pe ds (peli I -L L pee12) + (H + 2) ell a-e-+ K(0 2 2 - ell) " !f

and

1 3 ( + _L Use l2
2  

2 _L31 +.- Ue 0 221 ( (129)-57s o21} 621 +e an)h

where the momentum thicknesses ei0 are defined by

6 6

] -! 2 f pU(Ue - U)dz e12 -1 f 'V(Ue - U)dz
°e 0 %ee 6

6 6
21 - 1 [ -PUVdz 22 2 Pv2ed.I PeUe 6PeUe 6

H is the shape factor 61/011 and Cf . Cf are the components of the skin-friction vector in the
a n

streamwise and normal directions respectively: C - Cf coS i n Cf . Cf sin 8
S n

where B is the angle between the limiting surface streamline and the external flow direction (see
sketch on page 8-38).

The entrainment equation may be written

CZ - - (pele10) - (P6 2)- H1  • (130)
Pee es

where H = 6(e - 6 )/011 is the entrainment shape factor.

As In two dimensions, this may be supplemented60 by an additional equation for X.C/3s to take into

account departures of the boundary layer from equilibrium. Relations similar to their two-dimensional
counterparts (see section 3.2.3 above) may be used to define HI , normally as a function of H alone.

Similarly, the streaswise skin-friction coefficient, Cf , may be defined as a function cf H and ell
5

by any of the relations given in section 3.2.4. The limitations Introduced by these assumptions are
however likely to be even more restrictive in three dimensions than In two, as separation Is approached
and the cross-flow angle 0 becomes large.

To proceed further, it is necessary to make some assumptions regarding the shape of the cross-flow
profile V(z) ; the integral quantities 62' 21 and e22 can then be expressed in terms of 11

and the cross-flow angle 8 . In Smith's method it is usually assumed, following Mager2, that

I

--- . ... •/ ..: '•i•
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V" Utan (131)

e e

, (H-1)
together with the 'power-law' streawraise profile z) 'z-2

e

Equations of the form iJ m 1i,(H)6 11 tan 8 , 2 t(H) 6, tan 8 are then obtained (see Ref 23 for

details); so that finally the governing equationb (128-130) can be transformed, vsing the generalised
coordinate system (x,y), into a set of three partial differential equations for the three unknowns
8111 H and 8 in terms oi th- given external velocity field (Ue, a).

Alternatively, in Cross' metho.63 an explicit family of velocity profiles is assumed from the start,
analogous to that used in two dimensions (equation 99, section 3.2.2):

- - -Cos u [In(r.,Re 6) + A] + C sins ,€

e

(132)

u' si n 0[nCu R56  siXc.x
U Ki-i 8, + A] +1DsnIT3C
e

where u= -( f and the coefficients C and D are chosen to give, at 1 , U/U 1 and
V/U - 0

e

so that C - I - u./s cos 8 [tn(u Re6 ) + A]

and D - -ur/K sin 0 [fn(u Re6) + A] = (C - 1) tan 8

In Cross' original'. paper the exponents and X were given by Xe 2 - sin , 2 a 2 cos2 8;
but more recently the definition has beln modified empirically to improve the represesitation of profiles
with large values of S , and nnw he takes

Xs x(l - 0.17 sin2.2 r). Xc - xs(l - 0.4 cos
2 0)

uhere y is tht angle b.'tween the 'wall' and 'wake' components of velocity at the outer edge of the
boundary layer, given by f

sin y - sin 8/'CC
2 

+ D
2

) (see sketch)

and X is defined as in two dimensions (equation 100). [

vcaTmAt £tiU~-Le

With this family of profiles all the integral quantities A,(- 6i/6) and lj (- e1j/6) can be expressed

as functions of u,,Re. and 0 ; and no further empiricism is required concerning the definition of H 1

and Cf * The governing equations (128-130) can then be transformed Into a system of equations for

6, uT and B which form the basic dependent variables of the method.

Whichever methoi is used, when the external velocity field (Uea) is prescribed the result is a set

of hyperbolic partjl differential equations which may be solved as an initial value problem using a
marching procedure-. The bounding characteristics of these equatfons lie roughly in the direttions of
the external flow and of the skin-friction vector, so that as separation is approached and 8 becomes
large a numerical method of this type will become unstable. It is therefore natural to seek for an
inverse technique for solving the boundary layer equations, as has been done so successfully in two
dimensions. The obvious thing to try first is to specify the equivalent source strength t - Ui/U ,

iV e
supplemented (since two quantities are needed as input in a three-dimensional problem) by the condition
that the component of vorticity normal to the surface in the external inviscid flow is (normally) zero:

au• m •O _._e O•(131) "-

n e an

'This 'E,' approach has been used, In conjunction with the infinite yawed wing equations, by Smith
6 1

-~ . who was able to considerably improve thtjprediction of all relevant quantities for the yawed wing
experiment of van den Berg and Elsensar-
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Unfortunately, however, it is nf i--ediately applicable in a fully three-dimensional problem, since
the governing equations then turn out to be e~iptic rather than hyperbolic, so that a standard marching
procedure cannot be used. Wigton and Yoshihara have had some limited success by using H and a as
input variables; but since to specify a is equivalent, in principle, to specifying Ue as well

through the lvorticitl condition.,133), it seems unlikely that this approach will prove of lasting value.
'4ore recently Smitht and Cross have shown that a promising alternative scheme is to specify either H
and t , or u. and B - that is, to specify both the magnitude and direction of the skin-friction

velocity vector - coupled with equation (133) to eliminate cross-flow velocity derivatives. The resulting
equations then have real characteristics, all of which lie sufficiently close to the external streamline
direction to allow streamwise marching to be used even when the flow is separated.

There remains the problem of discovering a suitable algorithm, analogous to equation (124) in two
dimensions, for updating the linking quantities (for example uT and B ) in a semi-inverse iterative

procedure. For this reason it may be preferable61,66 to return to the 'E,E' approach and face the
resulting ellipticity of the equations by using some form of iterative relaxation procedure, which could
perhaps be organised in conjunction with the iterations required to couple the boundary layer with the
external inviscid flow calculations.

There is no doubt that higher-order effects, analogous to those already identified in two
dimensions, will be just as important In three-dimensional flows. In the absence of any more rigorous
treatment of the problem, it seems probable that the most important of these effects will continue to be
that of pressure gradients normal to the surface, induced by curvature of the streamlines in both the
viscous and equivalent Inviscid flows. The argument used above (section 3.1.3) in two dimensions can be
adapted as follows.

2In the inviscid flow we have apl/z = -espeU , where cs is the curvature of a section of the
/ai s1*e~e a

displacement surface by a plane normal to the wing surface through the direction of the external
streamline. Just as in two dimensions, we can therefore write

' ( - = e P U Q2 _ ,PQ2 where Q 2 U2 + V2

6/ 02 _2x +f Q(•s •d
giving - Pw -w = I e - )dz + J - .)dz

0 0

so that, neglecting the second integral compared with the first for the same reasons as before, we obtain

6

p f (PeU
2  PU2  pv2  

dz

0

U2(61 ell + 622) (13.)

Normally, the term '22 will be small compared with e11 1 leaving the obvious generalisation of the

two-dimensional formula (87). To evaluate e* , it may be convenient to use the equivalent of equation (94),

namely ca + _s K • (135)
a U

where Kws is the curvature of the wall along the direction of the external streamline.

The above argument implies that corrections to the pressures Piw calculated for the equivalent

inviscid flow will be required both over the wing surface and in the wake, where 'Jump' conditions similar
to those applied in two dimensions must be imposed in the inviscid part of the calculation. Appropriate
modifications must therefore be made to the boundary conditions usually applied In a purely inviscid flow
calculation, and this may not always be straightforward, particularly for an Euler method In the wake.

Additional problems, that have no obvious analogue In two dimensions, will occur; for example in
corner regions, such as the junction of a wing with a fuselage or pylon, and near the wing tip, where the
normal assumptions of thin shear-layer theory are no longer valid. Little progress has yet been made with
any of these problems, and it remains to be seen what effect they have on the accuracy of the estimation
of the overall drag. ___

4 PiACTICAL-IEthODS AWT "'fYWlRLSOU WITH 111 XPEEIEIRT: TWO DIMSIONS (AE•DPOILS)

In section 3 a A.-' was given of recent work on the basic principles and equations that are
required In the devwlopmeat sf accurate, practical interactive methods for calculating the viscous flow
over aerofolls and wings. The emphasis on the problems that occur when boundary layer separation is
encountered can be fully justified in the present context by the obvious Importance of this phenomenon in
the estimation and reduction of drag. In the nx two sections we shall describe som recent methods

, r

£~ g. *-r
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which make use of these ideas, and compare the results with experimental measurements of local pressures
and overall lift and drag: first for aerofoils in two-dimensional flow (section 4), and then for a
complete swept-wing-body combination (section 5). In all cases the drag has been calculated by means of
the 'far-field' approach described in section 2.2; in two dimensions by purely theoretical methods and in
three dimensions by a combination of theory and experiment, as described in section 5. No attempt has
been made here to give an exhaustive review of current methods or computer programs; instead, only those
which are directly accessible to the present author have been considered. This is also true of the
experimental results that have been used in the evaluation exercise that follows. It cannot be emphasised
too strongly that it is just as difficult to measure accurately the pressures and forces on a wing, under
precisely known conditions (free stream Mach number, angle of incidence, transition position etc), as it
is to calculate them. Particular uncertainties that occur in wind-tunnel tests include:

"* Wall constraint corrections: particularly severe with ventilaLed walls and with the relatively large
models that are commonly used in aerofoil tests.

"* Difficulties concerned with transition from laminar to turbulent flow: if transition is 'free' then
its position is seldom known with adequate accucacy, while if it is artificially 'fixed' then the
roughness (or other device) used to do this is liable to cause an appreciable and unknown drag
penalty, unleis great care is taken.

" Model support interference, particularly in aerofoil tests where the interaction between the main flow
and the boundary layers on the side walls can seriously affect the 'two-dimensionalit;' of the
experiment and the effective conditions at the measuring station. To minimise this effect it is
essential that the aspect ratio of the 3odel should be high (greater than 2, say), or that other
precautions -e±& end plates, side-wall suction - should be taken.

It is not of course claimed that the experiments referred to below are ideal in this respect, but at least
it is known that considerable care has been taken with regard to all the points referred to above.

4.1 Low speed flow: William's method56

This method, for calculating low-speed flows over single aerofoils with rear separation, has the
following principal features:

0 Inviscid flow calculation: the incompressible panel method of Newling and Butter71 is used.

* Boundary layers and wake: the lag-entrainment method22 is used, without additional tprmas in the
moment•ua equation or allowance for normal pressure gradients and wake curvature. The wake thickness
effect is however included.

* Equations (106) and (106a) are used to specify the shape factor H1

* Hatching between the viscous and Inviscid components is dons through the 'source strength' E , using
the 'semi-inverse' scheme described in section 3.4 (equation 124).

0 The 'relaxation factor' 2(p) is defined by equation (126).

The significance of the last feature is Illustrated in Fig 11, which shows for a typical case the effect
on convergence rate (judged by the lift coefficient CL) of the number of values of p (see

equation (126)) used In the Iterative sequence; the value 4 usually seems to give the best results, with
reasonable convergence achieved in about 50 cycles.

Two %Iparisons with experiment are given below. The first example refers to recent tests made by
iaastings in the 13ft x 9ft wind tunnel at RAE, Bedford, on a I metre chord model of the serofoil NACA

4412 spanning the larger dimension of the working section. The chord Reynolds number of the test was

4.2 - 106 and the Mach number 0.18. The main objective of the experiment was to make detailed
measurements of the upper surface boundary layer and near wake under separated flow conditions near the
stall, using laser anemometry, but detailed pressure measurements were also taken so that the overall lift
could be estimated accurately. Comparisons between measured and predicted values of CL are given in

Fig 12, showing excellent agreement right up to CL max ; note the very large effect of viscosity as the

stall is appraoched. At the highest angle of incidence at which measurements were made (a - 12.2") the
standard of prediction of the detailed pressure distribut:.=m is less asatisfactory (not shown here), with
separation predicted at x/c 0.9 compared wrln the value 0.8 measured. Calculations at a slightly
higher angle of incidence (a = 13.5•) are however in better agreement with experiment, as shown in Fig 13.
The development of the displacement thickness is also well predicted (Fig 14) at this incidence, but the
values of the momentum thickne-s, and hence of the shape factor II (Fig 13), are in less good agreement.
Unfortunately, rellabe measu. dents of drag are not yet available from this experiment to check the
theoretical predltions, but a comparison with the standard results for this eetofoil published by Abbott
and von floenhoff (Fig 16) shw-w reasonably good agreement near CL wax ; the discrepancies at lower

values of CL are probebly due to uncertainties with regard to transition, which was 'free' in the

experiment but assumed fixed on the theory at x/c - 0.015 (upper), 0.1 (lower).

The second example refers to tests by Render et al& on a model of the Cfttingen 797 aerofoll in the
aft x 6ft wind tunnel at Cranfield Institute of Technology (CIT), as pert of a research programme on wing

"sections suitable for remotely piloted vehicles (WPVs). At the low Reynolds number (0.7 x 106) of these
,. tests, which were mede with transition free, the natural variation with Incidence of the transition

SOne such review - admittedly now out-of-date - is given in Ref 25.

4
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position on beth surfaces is of great importaje; in the calculations the transition position was
estimated by means of TAranville's correlation , unless laminar-separation occurs earlier, when Horton's
semi-empirical theory was used. The model almost completely spanned the wind tunnel, with a small gap
at the wing tips to allow balance measurements to be made; the effective aspect ratio of the wing was

estimated by repeating the tests with a wing of smaller span and comparing the results, and then
corrections were made to reduce the measured forces to infinite aspect ratio conditions. The theoretical

and experimental lift curves (Fig 17) are in good general agreement, but CL max is underestimated by

about 0.06 (42). At the highest angle of incidence, 16, there is also fair agreement between the
detailed pressure distributions (Fig 18), particular with regard to the separation position (x/c = 0.5);
although the pressures near the trailing edge and on the forward part of the upper surface are slightly
overestimated. Bearing in mind the discrepancies in CL already noted, the standard of drag prediction

is also satisfactory (Fig 19), even at a - 16" where the drag level reaches 1000 counts, 10 times its
value at low incidences.

4.2 High subsonic flows: the VGK methods

During the past ten years a family of methods has been developed at RAE for calculating
compressible, viscous lIows over aerofoils up to high subsonic Mach numbers, known by the general
abbreviation 'VGKl (standing for 'viscous Garabedian and Korn'). The features common to all these methods
include:

0 The inviscid flow is calculated by the original method of Garabedian and Korn
8

'9, modified 
1
j improve

the representation of strong shockwaves by using a partially-conservative difference scheme-.

* For the viscous shear layers the lag entraintaent method is used; various modifications to it have

been gradually incorporated (see below).

* The coupling between the viscous and inviscid elements of the method is done by means of the surface
transpiration technique; jump conditions to allow for both thickness and curvature effects are

applied in the wake, along a coordinate line through the trailing edge.

In the original VOKmethod 343S the following additional features should be noted:

0 No 'higher-order' terms were included In the momentum integral equation.

0 The original formula for H! (equation 107) was used.

* In the expression for skin friction (equations 101-113), the low Reynolds number factors were omitted.

* Some attempt was made to allow for the effect of normal pressure gradients, but not in the logical way
described in sectici 3.1.3.

* The direct iterative technique was used, with constant relaxation factor w , usually chosen to be
about 0.1 or less.

58
In the 'advanced' version, known as AVOR , the following improvements were made:

0 All the additional terms in the streamuise momentum integral equation (84a) are included.

* The low Reynolds number factors are included in the expression for skin friction.

* The effect of streamline curvature on turbulence structure is included (see Ref 22, section 3.3).

a The allowance for the effects of normal pressure gradients (section 3.1.3) is fully incorporated.

As we shall see below, this version generally gives improved results, but at the expense of reduced
rate of convergence and5 Sange of applicability. Consnquently, a 'semi-inverse' version of the method has
recently been developed , known as BVOK:

4 The displacement thickness a , updated by means of Carter's algorithm5
9

;(n) - 1+ - ) (with constant 0),

"•9
is used as input to the inverse boundary layer equations , rather than the source strength £ as
described above.

* The origir &1 (Ri, U) relation (106) can be replaced by a near-equivalent of the method described in

section 3.2.2 (with X - 2), and with

a, 4 +- (2-4) for 11 4

4.2.1 RUh 2822 aerofoil

To investigate the accuracy of these methofs, experiments om two aerofoils have been selected. The
first of these, RAS 2822, is 12% thick with a moderate degree of rear camber (see top of Fig 20), and was

- - .
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tested in the 8ft x 6ft wind tunnel at RAE Farnborough at a chord Reynolds number of about 6 x 106 (see
Ref 75). The model was of 2ft (0.olm) chord and aspect ratio 3.0. Transition was fixed by narrow bands
of ballotini, usually at 3% chord on both surfaces; in most cases these were chosen to be of the smallest
size needed to be effective, so that any spurious increment to the drag should be minimised. The main
objective was to obtain detailed measurements of the boundary layer and near wake, so that relatively few
test cases are available; results from four of these are shown in Figs 20 to 25. Case I (Fig 20) is a
relatively simple example; at H. = 0.679*, CL - 0.566 , the flow is just supercritical near the leading

edge on the upper surface. The pressure distribution (Fig 20a) is well predicted by the standard VWK
method; of the two boundary layer integral thicknesses (Fig 20b) P is sLightly better predicted by the
advanced (AVGK) version, but there is no perceptible difference in the momentum thickness. As a result
the calculated values of CD are almost identical. The table below contains, in addition to the value

- 20. normally used for the drag, the alternative estimate C obtained by summing the integratedCDv 
CDT

pressure and skin friction components.

Values of CD x 104 at , - 0.679, CL - 0.566

CDV CDT Experiment

Standard 85.5 82.8 85

Advanced 86.4 84.4

In this particular case (though by no means always), the values of CDT and C are in good agreement

of each other, and also with the experimental measurement, obtained by a total head triverse of the wake
one chord downstream of the trailing edge. There is in fact a slightly more significant discrepancy
between the two versions with regard to the value of a required to give the specified value (0.566) of
CL : 1.78" by the standard, 1.92' by the advanced version. There is some uncertainty with regard to the

size of the wall inte-ference corrections in this slotted-wall wind tunnel; if the quoted value (-0.065)
of the factor 60 is used then the corrected angle of incidence is 1.86'.

lIt should be noted that an attempt has been made in this and "tost other cases to allow for the effect of
the flow curvature induced by the walls in the vicinity of the model by adding an equal and opposite
increment Azc to the camber line of the model used in the calculation. Thus, if the interference

factor 6P, is defined as usual by

6 2 3(wIu .)
i LC

81 2 (xlc)
2 CLc2

(where h is the tunnel height, 8 - /1I - 2•l) and VI is the induced upwash),

then Azc/c - with A -

The effect of this correction is usually small, and does not always improve the agreement between theory
and experiment, but it should certainly be included.)

The next two cases, 7 and 9, are ooth at a Mach number of about 0.73; in Case 7 (CL.- 0.66,

. - 0.729) there is a shock wave of moderate strength on the upper surface, a considerably stronger one

in Case 9 (CL - 0.80, M - 0.734), though the boundary layer is still attached over the whole chord. The

agreement between theoretical and experimental values of pressure (Fig 21) is excellent on the lower
surface and good over most of the upper surface; again, there Is little difference between the results of
the standard and advanced versions. As for Case 1, the advanced version does predict slightly higher
values of 6P (Fig 22), In better agreement with experiment; the values of e , and hence of the
viscous drag coefficient CDV are almost the same. Again, here is slightly more difference in the

predicted lift curves (Fig 23). There is even more uncertainty than for Case I with regard to the wall
interference corrections on a (see Ref 79), but at least a plauaibly good agreement between theory and
experiment is indicated. The values of drag shown in Fig 24 have been obtained by adding to the viscous
component CDv the wave drag C0DO calculated by the field integral method of Ref 6 (section 2.2.1,

equation 26a); in this case the author's approximate formula (equation 37) gives almost identical
results. The agreement with experiment is reasonably satisfactory; there is a slight anomaly in the

esasurements at CL - 0.8 because the diameter of the ballotini particles used to fix transition in Case
9 was three times that in Case 8, yet the drag is lower.

The last example for this aerofoil, Case 10 - at the sam angle of incidence as Cases 8 and 9 but
0.02 higher In Mach number - is the only out of this series In which the shock wave Is strong enough to

separate the boundary layer at its foot (x/c - 0.7), reattaching subsequently at x/c * 0.8 * As a
result, neither of the direct Iterative methods (VGX and AVCK) will converge, in spite of the use of the

SA blockage correction of +0.004 has been applied In all the cases shown here.
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spurious (Hln) relation (106). The semi-inverse version, however, converges without difficulty; but the

resulting pressure distribution (Fig '.5) is less satisfactory than in the other cases. The shock wave is
t about 5% chord too far back, and the pressure level behind it is uniformly high by about 0.1 in C . The

p
reason for this is that the displacement thickness behind the shock is underestimated; whether this could
be remedied by including addiLioral mesh points in the calculations near the foot of the shock, or whJther
a special treatment of the shock/boundary layer interaction like that proposed by Stanewsky and Inger is
essential, remains to be seen. The momentum thickness is also underestimated, and so as a result is the
overall drag: theory, 0.0215 experiment 0.0242.

4.2.2 RAE 5225 aerofoil

The second serofoil, RAE 5225 (Fig 26), is 14% thick and has considerably more rear camber than
RAE 2822. The additional rear loading that this produces Involves a severe adverse pressure gradiant from
50% to 802 chord on the lower surface, causing high values of H and thus presenting a difficult prob•.n
to the boundary layer method. The model, of 25 inches (0.635m) chord and aspect ratio 3.8, was tested

in the 8ft x 8ft wind tunnel at RAE Bedford, at Reynolds numbers 6 x 10 and 20 x 106. There are two
features of this experiment which make it particuLarly suitable as a test case for CFD methods:

(i) Transition was fix& (at 5% chord), by air injection through small holes normal to the
surface. This technique causes minimal disturbance to the boundary layer and hence the least
possible spurious Increment in drag.

(ii) The fact that the wind tunnel has solid walls makes it poesible to calculate the wall
interference effects - blockage, incidence correction and induced curvature - with a greater degree
of precision than that normally possible with ventilated walls, even though some of these
corrections will be larger (see Ref 78).

In spite of the more advanced nature of the aerofoll design, at the higher Reynolds number

(20 x 10 6) there is again excellent agreement between calculations of pressure by the standard (VGK)
method and the experimental measurements (Fig 27). The four cases shown here are all at a lift
coefficient around 0.55, with Kach number progressively increasing from a subcritical case (Fig 27a)
through to one where there is a fairly strong shock wave on the upper surface (Fig 27d). At the lower
Reynolds number (6 x 10 ), however, the boundary layers are quite close to separation on both surfaces,
and consequently (Fig 28) the standard method (full line) now gives less satisfactory results, both on the
lower surface around 701-80% chord and on the upper surface near the trailing edge; but the situation is
much improved by the Inclusion of higher order effects (AVGK - broken line).

No boundary layer measurements are available from this experiment, but far more data points were
taken than for RAE 2822, and this allows a thorough assessment to be made of the prediction of the overall
forces. This is shown i• Figs 29 and 30 for the drag and lift respectively, at a free stream Mach number
of 0.735. At the higher Reynolds number there is little difference between the values of CD predicted

by the standard and advanced versions, and the agreement with experiment is good, about I to 2 counts

below the measured values. At Re - 6 x 106 , however, there is a greater difference between the two
versions and even the AVGK method underestimates the drag by 4 to 5 counts (about 5%). The situation with
regard to lift (Fig 30) is similar, but the discrepancies in the values of a required for a given value
of CL are relatively somewhat larger than in the case of the drag.

5.1 Methods and results for wina-body combinations

Following up on earlier work
8
" at RAE in which a 'transonic small pertujtion' (TSP) inviscid code

was successfully coupled with Smith's three-dimensional boundary layer method , an extension of the same
techque - with the inviscid element replacedly the more accurate full potential (PP) code of Forsey and
Cair - has recently been developed by Arthur and Firmin; this is known as the VFP (viscous full
potential) method. Its principal features are as follows:

* The inviscid flow is calculated by a modification of the ARA FP method 85. In this, an '0-H1' grid is
formed by conformelly mapping (using the fast Fourier technique) the individual wing sections across the
span into circles, the fuselage (if present) having been first transformed into a vertical slit in the
plane y - 0 by a Joukowski transformation. In this non-orthogonal coordinate system a non-conservative
(or partially conservatives) finite difference form of the full potential equations is solved by a
successive line relaxation iterative scheme.

* The inadequate representation of the front and rear ends of the fuselage is partially remedied by
making a separate calculation for the fuselage alone, and from this deriving at each spanwise station a
mean Mach number Increment, averaged over the chord, which is used to modify the upstream boundary
conditions for the wing-body method.

23 6
0 The boundary layer and wake are calclAsted by Smith's entrainment method , including 'lag' effects

The original equation of Green et al (equation 106, section 3.2.2) is used to define HR , together

with Mager's approximatioa62 for the cross-flow profiles (equation 131, section 3.5). Although both
these assumptions are known to be unrealistic as the flow approaches szpsration, they do have the
advantage that numerical stability problems are delayed, thus allowing the use of a direct iterative
scheme in situations where it would otherwise break down.

M Matching between the inviacid and viscous components is achieved by modifying the normal boundary
conditions in the Inviscid code to allow the 'surface transpiration' representation of the tv

* In the calculaticns described below (Fig 32), the partially-conservative factor X was set it 0.5. I"
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displacement effect to be used. Jump conditions in the wake are added to take into account thickness,
but not curvature, effects. No other 'higher-order' effects are incl-ided.

0 The direct iterative technique (section 3.4) is used, with constant relaxation factor w , normally
taken to be between 0.03 and 0.1.

a No allowance Is made for the boundary layer on the fuselage, whose drag would therefore need to be
estimated by other means.

* Calculations are usually made through a sequence of three meshes, the finest of which has 160 points
round the chordal 3ections, 36 points spanwise and 20 points in the outward normal direction. The
outer boundary condition (zero perturbation potential) is nominally applied at 'infinity', but the
sparcity of points in the far field can lead to a loss of lift in the inviscid part of the calculation
which can be as large as 10% for wings of high aspect ratio.

The example chosen to illustrate the use of this method is a wing-body combination, typical of a
modern transport aircraft design, shown in Fig 31. The wing is of aspect ratio 8, the leading edge sweep
is 28" and the trailing edge sweep over the outer panel is 14'; there is a 'crank' in the trailing edge
at n(- y/s) - 0.41, inboard of which the sweep is reduced to 3.5'. The configuration has been tested in
the 7ft - 8ft wind tunnel at RAE Bedford in two forms, as a floor-mounted half-model (with half-fuselage)
and as a complete model mounted on a conventional rear sting support. The maximum Reynolds numbers (based

on mean wing chord) for the two models were 12 x 106 and 6 x 106 respectively; transition was fixed on
both surfaces by roughness bands at 5% chord. Detailed pressures were measured at the seven spanwise
stations shown in Fig 31, with 36 pressure holes at each station.

Typical results for the half-model at Re- - 12 x 106 , M - 0.78 are shown in Fig 32 at two

values of the overall lift coefficient CL , 0.57 and 0.65, at the higher of which the wing is close to

its separation boundary. The calculations by the VFP method were matched with experiment as regards CL

rather than a , the values of which are about 0.2* higher than their experimental counterparts. This
contrasts with the situation that would have been expected from experience In two dimensions (cf Fig 30)
where, with the standard VGK method to which the VFP method most closely corresponds, the corresponding
values of a would have been about 0.2* lover than experiment. The reason for this discrepancy is
thought to be that, In contrast to the Garabedian and Korn method used in two dimensions, the FP method
does underestimate tK• lift coefficient in inviscid flow for wings of high aspect ratio, as noted above.

In discussing the comparison between theory and experiment shown In Fig 32, two general points may be
made first: (a) although on the lower surface the agreement is generally very good, examination of the
results ahead of x/c - 0.5 suggests that the Mach number increment used to simulate finite-body effects
(which varied between 0.013 at the root to 0.006 at the tip) may have been slightly underestimated; and
(b) the pressures on the upper surface near the trailing edge are uniformly overestimated, by about 0.05
in C . This would have been expected from experience in two dimensions, since the values of R near

P
the trailing edge are quite high (>2.5) over most of the span. Looking at the upper surface results at
the four successive spanwise stations (1), (3), (5) and (7) included here, we see that at the root (I)
there is good overall agreement and that the weak shock occurring at ,lc - 0.4 at the higher lift
coefficient is well predicted. At station (3), near the position of the trailing edge crank, the
near-lsentropic (apart from a few wiggles) compression over the forward part of the chord is well
predicted, ae is the weak shock that develops at x/c = 0.5 at the higher value of CL . Behind this

shack (and similarly at the two outboard stations) the pressure is apparently overestimated (by about 0.07
In C ), but it should be noted that there are unexplained discrepancies of that order in this region

p

between 6 the experimental results for the half and full models, admittedly at a lower Reynolds number
(6 a 10 ). At station (5), in the middle of the outer wing panel, the position of the shock - now fairly
strong - is perfectly predicted* and so is the pressure ahead of it; and it is this region of the wing
that produces most of the wave drag, as we shall see shortly. Behind the shock there are again
discrepancies of about 0.05 in C but the point made with regard to station (3) still applies. At thep

outermost station (7) the pressures over the front half of the chord are again well predicted but the
shock position is too far back - about 0.05 in x/c at CL - 0.57 , 0.1 at CL - 0.65 . In fact, at the

higher lift coefficient the shock has clearly caused the flow to separate at its foot, to a greater extent
even than for Case 10 on the LAE 2822 aerofoll considered in section 4.2; and yet the present method
produces nearly as plausible a result as did the semi-inverse BVGK method for the two-dimensional example
(cf Fig 25).

This comparison between theory and experiment has been discussed in some detail because no reliable
drag measurements could be obtained from the half-model tests; so that for the purpose of assessing the
accuracy of drag prediction we must turn to the conplete model, for which conventional balance
measurements are of course available. Unfortunately, at the lower Reynolds number of these tests

(6 x'10 6), systematic calculations by the VFP method have not yet been made. However, from what we have
seen above it is reasonable to assume that its predictions of pressure would be entirely adequate for use
in the estimation of drag by the techniques described in section 2, none of which require a knowledge of
anything beyond the detailed pressure distribution on the wing. We shall therefore use the measured
pressure distribution on the complete model for Illustrative purposes, In exactly the same way as would be
done In the course of a completely theoretical prediction of dra6.

First, the procedure explained in section 2 for estimatiag the three components of drag - wave,

vortex and viscous - will be presented In some detail for M. - 0.78, and then results for other Mach

,nubers will be briefly described. In Fig 33 upper surface pressure distributions measured at this Mach

see footnote on page 45.
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number on the complete model83 are shown for four cases, A to D, covering a range of values* of CL from

0.32 to 0.66, over which the flow develops from a situation (A) where it is only just supercritical (in
the swept wing sense) to one (D) where a shock system has developed on the outer wing strong enough to
cause shock-induced separation. The general pattern of flow development is naturally similar to that on
the half-model at the higher Reynolds number (Fig 32), but there are some additional features worth
mentioning. At the root (station (I)), there is an additional expansion near x/c - 0.4 which is thought
to be spurious, caused by a small manufacturing imperfection in body shape; it is not present on the half
model, and the weak shock wave that it causes extends over only a small part of the wing, so that it can
be safely neglected in the estimation of wave drag. Except for this, the whole inner wing panel, from the
trailing crank station (3) inboard, remains satisfactorily shock-free up to the highest incidence (D).
By contrast, over the outer wing panel a clear shock wave is visible for Case (B), and by Case (D) it is
sufficiently strong to cause the boundary layer at its foot to separate, from station (5) (n - 0.65) out
to the tip.

Clearly, there is no difficulty in identifying the shock system, both in position and strength, with
sufficient precision to be able to carry out the steps involved in estimating the wave drag by the
approximate method g'ven in section 2.2.1, as described below.

5.1 Estimation of wave drag (C13

The positions of the shock wave on the wing platform are sho,,n in Fig 34, for the three cases E, C,
and D where it can be clearly identified. Note the steady rearward movement of the shock as the incidence
increases, except near the tip where this process is reversed by the onset of separation. At each station,
therefore, we can determine the local shock sweep Ash and upstream pressure coefficient C , and from

equation (45) derive MlI, the component of upstream Mach number normal to the shock. Values of MI. are

shown in -ig 35; in Case D these reach 1.4 near the tip, again clearly indicating the likelihood of
shock-induced separation. Next, the local wave drag coefficients, CD (n) , can be found from equation

(46); these are shcvn in Fig 36. Notice that in Case B, even though the shock on the outer wing cou!A be
clearlf identified from the pressure distribution (Fig 33), the wave drag that it produces is extremely
small. By contrast, in Case D the predicted values of C exceed 170 counts near the tip, out remain

small over the inner wing panel. Perhaps more informative is Fig 37, which shows the values of
C D(n) c(n)/I , the effective contribution of a particular station (W) to the overall wave drag. Because

of 'he wing taper, this is seen to peak at n - 0.5 rather than at the tip where CD it',elf is

grevt,.st.

Finally, the local ialues of Fig 37 can be integrated across the span to obtain the total wave-drag
coefficient, CDN , shown in Fig 38 as it varies with CL ; in addition to Cases B, C and D described

above, results from four intermediate cases are also shown. Clearly, for this Mach number (0.78) the
onset of wave drag occurs at CL - 0.4; and because the shock wave system is confined to the outer wing

panel, the subsequent increase in C is less than half that of the local values shown in Fig 36.

5.2 Estimatiun of vortex drag (C13

The vortey drag coefficients have been obtained in the conventional way described in section 2.2.2,
using equation '51). Ir this formula, the spanwise variation in CL(n) required has been derived from

the experimental values of CL at the seven measuring stations, plotting cCL/Z aga~nst cos-(-) and

interpolating by the 'cubic/circle' method, as shown in Fig 39. As explained in Ref 83, alternative ways
of allowing for the effect of the fuselage on the vortex drag have been investigated; the results showed
very little variation in the values of CD (1 to 2 counts at most), and the scheme shown in Fig 39, in

which the values of cCLC/ are simply extrdpolated smoothly to n - 0 and then used in the 'wing-alone'

formula (51), is thought to be as accurate as any in this particular case. I
The results of these calculations (taken from Ref (83)) are shown in Fig 40 in the form of 'excess

vortex drag', defined by subtracting from the actual value the 'ideal' vortex drag coefficient (for

C
2  C

2

elliptic)2 aL . 5
elliptic loading), C IA); - C13 - A -0-Ta (see equaton (52)).

It appears that the excess vortex drag remains roughly constant, at between 4 and 5 counts, for values of

CL up to 0.65. If an induced drag factor K is defined in the usual way by K -C D %/ 2, 1 + 6 , then

a seen to decrease initially as CL increases, particularly betveen CL - 0.45 and 0.6 . The reason

for this ig that the appearance of a shock wave on the outer wing initially increases the local lift and
hence brings the spanwise load distribution closer to the Ideal elliptic shape. For qtill higher values

* Values of CL quoted here were obtained from balance mensurements.
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of C(0.65), the shock-induced separation already noted near the wing tip then reduces the loading there

and hence causes the vortex drag factor to increase rapidly.

5.3 Estimation of viscous drag (C0D

The third component of drag, due to the boundary layer on the wing, is estimated as explained in
section 2.2.3. The relevant integral parameters (0ij etc) at the trailing edge, required in this method,

were calculated from the measured jIordwise pressure distributions (on both upper and lower surfaces) by
an 'infinite tapered wing' version of the lag-entrainment method; this allows for the effects of sweep
and taper on the boundary layer development on the assumption that the spanwise variation of pressure
distribution is small - clearly a reasonable one in the present case except perhaps very close to the root
or tip of the wing. The local values of the viscous drag coefficient, CD (n) were then obtained from

equation (72) (section 2.2.3).

Fig 41 shows three typical results for M - 0.78 . The local values of Cv t full lines) increases

steadily from root to tip, partly because the local chord Reynolds number is decreasing and partly because
the adverse pressure gradients on the upper surface become more severe (see Fig 33). The effective local
drag contribution, CDV c// (dashed line), on the other hand, decreases because of the taper effect, so

that it is the inner half of the wing which contributes the greater proportion of the viscous drag, in
contrast to the situation as regards wave drag.

These viscous drag contributions can now be integrated across the span to obtain the total viscous
drag coefficient of the wing, C . The variation of C with C at H. - 0.78 is shown in Fig 42.

Just as in two dimensions (cf Fig 24), there is a slow but steady increase in C as the lift

increases. For CL greater than about 0.55 the calculated values of C become increasingly

unrealistic (they actually begin to decrease) because, as we saw earlier, the flow near the tip has
started to separate; and under these circumstances it is well known that to use a standard first-order
ooundary-layer method together with a measured pressure distribution will inevitably lead to serious
underestimation of the drag. Instead, a simple extrapolation has been guessid (dotted line); this may
well be an underestimate of the rate of increase of viscous drag caused by separation.

5.4 Comparison with experimental measurements of total drag

In Fig 43 are collected together the values of the three components of wing drag obtained in the way
discussed in sections 5.1 to 5.3: the wave drag, the vortex (induced) drag and the viscous drag. For
eventual comparison with balance measutements on the complete wing-body combination, we need aso to know
the drag of the body. In the present exercise this has simply been taken from separate balance
measurew'nts, on the body alone. This is of course not precisely the same as the drag of the boiy when the
wing is mounted on it, but at subsonic speeds the error involved here is likely to be small. It will be
seen from Fig 43 that, over the range of lift coefficient considered here (0 to 0.7) the body drag is
effectively constant (about 80 counts) and is close to the viscous drag of the wing. At a value of CL

typical of long-range cruise conditions (say 0.5), the vortex drag is also of a similar size, while as
noted in section 5.1 the wave drag is just beginning to become appreciable (less than 10 counts).

We now come to the crucial point: how does the sum of the four drag components,

C DT- CDB + CDv + CDI + CDW

estimated in the fairly simple way described above, compare with the total drag measured on the balance?
Such a comparison is given below in two ways. Fig 44 show the total drag coefficients, theoretical and
experimental, plotted against CL

[Note that the value of CL quoted here, and used in the calculation of the main part, CL/%A of theJ

vortex drag, are obtained from the balance measurements rather than from the integrated wing lift.]

We notice first that, for values of Cb below 0.4 when there is no wave drag, the general predicted drag

level is about 8 counts (5%) lower than the measured values - a creditable standard of accuracy that would
be difficult to better, even in two dimensions, at this Reynolds number (compare with Fig 29) - and that
the increase of drag with lift is well predicted by the 'classical' vortex drag theory. For higher values
of CL , as the wave drag appears and starts to increase, the agreement between 'theory' and experiment

actually improves, indicating that the wave-drag component is being slightly overestimated by the present
approximate method. This point is brought out more clearly in Fig 45, which shows the respective values
of

hC C -C 2 C/WA,S•6CD - DT-cs^ L

on a larger scale. Here, nearly all the apparent drag increase is due to viscous and wave drag, mostly to
the latter./
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A similar anJysis has been carried out at other Hach numbers by the staff of the Engineering
Sciences Data Unit . Comparisons with experiment, analogous to Fig 45, are shown in Fig 46 for
M. - 0.80 and in Fig 47 for HM - 0.82. At the lower Mach number (Fig 46) the conclusions are the same as

those given above: at low lift coefficients, between 0.2 and 0.3 where the onset of wave drag occurs, the
drag is again underestimated by about 5%, and again the wave drag component appears to be overestimated
when it becomes important. The failure to predict the increase in drag for CL below 0.2, due to wave

drag from the lower surface, is largely caused by the sparcity of pressure points in the region of the
shock wave (see Fig 31) and the consequent inability to estimate the upstream Mach number properly. At
M - 0.82 (Fig 47), there is now no condition in which the wave drag disappears completely; as the lift is
reduced a shock appears on the lower surface before the one on the upper surface has vanished. At the
condition of minimum wave drag (CL - 0.25) the total drag is again Lnderestimated by about 8 cuunts, but
the tendency to overestimate the wave drag at higher values of CL has disappeared; although the flow

has now started to separate near the wing tips when there is less overall wave drag than in the two
previous cases, so that what we are seeing may be as much an underestimation of viscous drag as a correct
estimatior of wave drag.

Similar analyses are also available for M = 0.70, 0.74, 0.79 and 0.81, and the results of these

are summarised in the two concluding figures. Fig 48 shows a 'carpet' of values of the estimated
wave-drag coefficient C0D , plotted against the two variables M. (from 0.70 to 0.82) and CL (from 0.2

to 0.6); some minor smoothing has been needed to obtain these curves. One point of interest is that, for
values of CL greater than 0.4, appreciable wave drag has already appeared at H, - 0.70 (30 counts at

CL - 0.6); this remains roughly constant until, at a value of M. depending on CL , a really rapid rise in

wave drag occurs. This unezpected wave drag at the lower Mach numbers is caused by high leading edge
suction peaks, leading to shock waves of appreciable strength in the region 5% to 10% chord.

Finally, in Fig 49 the overall 'excess'drag coefficient, CDT - CL/sA , is compared with experiment
T L

in a similar way. The 'theoretical' results shown here are both including (full line) and
excluding(dashed line) the wave drag contribution. The most important feature is that for all values of
CL beLween 0.2 and 0.6, the variation of drag with Hach number is uniformly well predicted, until the

onset of appreciable boundary layer separation over the outer part of the wing (indicated by a broken
line). As noted above, the absolute accuracy of the prediction improves with increasing CL , the deficit
being about 8 counts (5% of total drag) at CL - 0.2 decreasing to less than 1% at CL - 0.6 . However,

as already suggested, this apparent improvement comes about as a result of cancellation of errors: an
overestimation of the wave drag compensates for an underestimation of the viscous drag contribution that,
for this particular configuration, appears to occur throughout the range of conditions considered - as
indeed it does in two dimensions for aerofoils of comparable standard at this rather low Reynolds number

(6 x 10 6), as noted in section 4 above.

Attempts are currently in progress to apply the same technique to wings of lower aspect ratio,

typical of military combat aircraft. The same insight into the sources of unwanted drag are still
provided but, as might perhaps be expected, preliminary results suggest that the overall errors involved
are somewhat greater than those obtained with the example given above. To reduce these to an acceptable
level, it will probably be necessary to go to a full 'field' technique for calculating the wave drag (i&
equation (31), section 2.2.1), and to improve the representation of viscous effects on both the wing and
the fuselage. t

6 CONCLUSIONS

(1) For the class of problems considered in this paper - flows up to high subsonic speeds on
conventional wings with a modest degree of separation - it appears at the present time to be more
satisfactory, both as regards accuracy and the insight prcvided to the designer, to estimate the drag by
the 'far field' technique (section 2.2) rather than by the more obvious 'direct' method (section 2.1).
And the approximations derived in 2.2 allow this to be done with a reasonable degree of accuracy from a
knowledge only of the pressure distribution on the wing, as shown in sections 4 and 5.

(2) Nevertheless, in really difficult cases, for example when extensive regions of separated flow are
present, there seems no alternative to the direct approach, used in conjunction with numerical solutions
of the full time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Authors of CFO codes for such problems should
therefore be encouraged to pay much more attention to the prediction of overall forces; so often they
appear to be content with demonstrating reasonable overall agreement with regard to (say) the pressure
distribution for a given value of CL , without considering whether the implied values of drag are of even

tolerable accuracy.

(3) Equal attention needs aluo to be paid to the Accuracy of drag measurement; in particular

' 0 to ensuring that transition is fixed with the minimum unnecessary disturbance to the boundary layer,

0 to improving the accuracy of prediction of the effects of wind-tunnel wall interference or to
eliminating them completely and indisputably; and

* to minimising the interference effects of model support systems or (in two dimensions) of the
side-wall boundary layers, and of checking the two-dimenaionality of the flow.

• _J '
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(4) In two dimensions a standard of accuracy in drag prediction hae been demonstrated whi:h depends,
very roughly, on the state of the boundary layer at the trailing edge 3s measured by the value of the
shape factor (TE) there. If this is less than about 2 the agreem:it with experiment is excellent, but

for higher values the accuracy deteriorates progressively even with the most advanced methods currently
available, particularly when boundary layer separation takes place. To remedy this situation, further
Improvements in our ability to predict separated flows, whether shock-induced or otherwise, are clearly
needed.

(5) In three dimensions the relatively simple technique of analysis described In section 2.2, which as
shown in section 5 c4n be applied to measured as well as to calculated pressure data, provides a valuable
insight into the sources of the three components of wing drag which in itself should be useful 'o
designers seeking to reduce them. The overall standard of accuracy has been shown to be comparable to
that achieved in two dimensions for wings of high aspect ratio (( 8 say), but has been found to
deteriorate for lower aspect ratios (around 4). Improvements should be possible when full 'field' methods
are available for calculating the wave drao, when better account is taken of 'higher-order' effecte in
boundary layer and viscous-inviscid interaction theory, and when the viscous flow over the fuselage and
its interaction with that on the wing are properly treated.
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Appendix

THE EFFECT OF NOAAAL PRESSURE GRADIENTS

"As shown in section 3.1.3, the difference between the pressures in the inviscid and viscous flows,
due to normal pressure gradients, can be approximated by

6 6

Pi - p - c* f (Pee -U 
2 ) dz + f U'd. (Al)

z z

here the normal stress term p--' has been omitted.

We want to show that, for flows approaching separation (ii > 2, say), the second integral in (Al) is small
enough to be neglected. To do this we must first make some assumption about the variation of (,* - K)
acrois the boundary layer. We know that this must tend smoothly to zero at the outer edge, z - 6, at

least as fast as ( I - z/6)2 , and have the value (K* - K ) at the wall, z - 0 . The simplest expression

with this property is just

K*- K -(K Kw)(I _ C, 2

where C - z/6 .

If we make this assumption, write u = U/U e and neglect density changes, then we have

1 1

Ap/+ -- ) (1 - ¢)2 u
2

d. (A2)

C C

- + (1 -. K )f (0, say

To evaluate the integrals fI and f2 two alternative simple expressions for the velocity profile can be
used:

(a) the power law profile u - CP, where p - J(H - 1) ; this is sensible for values of H
up to about 2,

2(b) the 'wake' term of the Coles profile, u - 1 - C(O + cos vý), where C - • (H - )I/H ; this
becomes increasingly realistic as separation is approached (H - 4).

Results obtained with these two simple profiles are given below.

(a) u- CP

In this case fl 2p + _- C C2p+ I (A3)
2p +I 2p 4 1

and
2p + 2p + 2 2p+3 (A4)

2 (p + 1)(2p + 1)(2p + 3) 2p + I p - - 2p + 3

SValues of f, and f2 are given in the table below for H -2 and 3.

H-2 H -. 3
f 2 f1flfl f2 f2/f

C1f 1 22 2

0 0.500 0.083 0.17 0.667 0.033 0.05
0.2 0.320 0.068 0.21 0.469 0.031 0.07
0.4 0.180 0.040 0.22 0.288 0.023 0.08
0.6 0.080 0.016 0.19 0.139 0.011 0.08
0.8 0.020 0.002 0.11 0.037 0.002 0.05
1.0 0 0 0 0

IN.

...i ij. _ .. . - •_ . .
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(b) u 1 -C(1 + cos m;)

Writing 3; -0 ,the result is

fl (1 - A)(I - )- B sin 0 + D sin 2e (A5)

f -±A(, _ 4)3 2 B 1 2(1 co -i e. 0-2, if 0 --1 2 si

2 3 0 28i20+ c05
8  

25 e )Lsn M

2 22

where A -(-C)
2 + 2C(I-C)w and 2

+TC B, Cl C/ n D -C /(4m)

Values of f and f 2  are given in the table below for H - 2, 3 and 4,

H 2(C --) H - 3(C - i). - , c - •

C f I f 2 f 2/f I f I f 2 f 2/f I f I f 2 f 2/f I

0 0.500 0.079 0.16 0.593 0.041 0.069 0.625 0.030 0.05
0.2 0.325 0.059 0.18 0.397 0.038 0.095 0.425 0.030 J.07
0.4 0.171 A.038 0.22 0.215 0.029 0.135 0.235 0.025 0.11
0.6 0.060 0.016 0.26 0.078 0.014 0.18 0.087 0.013 0.153
0.8 0.008 0.030 0.011 0.002 0.21 0.0125 0.002 0.19
1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

It is clear from these tables that, whichever form of the velocity profile is chosen, the function f2(0
has a maximum value (at the wall), of about 0.08 for H - 2 decreasing co 0.03 for H - 4 , that is less

than 1/6 f 1 (0) for H = 2 or 1/20 fl(0) for H = 4 . The second term in equation (A2) can therefore be

safely neglected compared with the first for H > 2 ; and in particular the validity is confirmed of the
approximation suggested in section 3.1.3:

e *(O + 6*) , (86)

where Apw - Ptw - P.

t We can also use the same argument to check the validity of the approximation to f pdc , required
0

in equation (84a). We find that
6

ApdC I 2 2) = + 1 --it I2 (A7)

0

1 1

where I~ I I f I(C)dC and 1 2 -jf 2 (C)dC

0 0

For profile (a), II =H2(11+ I 2

and 12= (H + )( + 2)(W +3)

so that 12/I1 (H - )(1 + 2)(H + 3)

which is less than 1/5 for H greater than 2.

* I ) For profile (b). 11 c(, .) c
2

4

nn| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 +d 12 )

H C I I2/1

2 0.160 0.193

4 0.196 0.105

• 1
4 - 0.211 0.08

As the above table shows, as before 12/11 < 0.2 when H > 2

6 6 C

The approximation J Apd C - C f dz f UPe2-ePU2) dz (AS)

0 z

is therefore satisfactory. We can now assess the validity of East's suggestion32 that

J Ape. 1 ( + 6*)2
0

To do this we have to compare 1I with -- -- / 2 e obtain the following values:

Profile (a) Profile (b)

1 (+ 6*)2 1(0+ a*)2

I I

2 8 1 0.160 0.1256 8

1 
2

4- 0.196 0.176

4 0.211 0.195

5 0.219 0.205

Bearing in mind that only a rough approximation is required, we see that this is satisfactory for H > 2 •

%I

Ii x

~~~~~~~~ ....- > I l II I I~ ~ ~ mII II
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TRANSONIC DRAG RISE AND DRAG REDUCTION
BY ACTIVE/PASSIVE BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

I by

E. Stanewsky and P. Krogmann
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Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt

fir Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.
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SUMMARY

Accurate drag prediction and efficient drag Re Reynolds number, U. c/v
reduction are, particularly in the transon- R Reynolds number based on
ic speed range, paramount to the future of
economical aircraft design and operation. momentum thickness
In the present , -per the prediction cf drag S entropy
based on high-,peed wind tunnel results swng reference area
will be disci ssed with emphasis being ref
placed on problems associated with testing t airfoil thickness
at transonic speeds and the transfer of low T transonic sensitivity pa-
Reynolds number wind tunnel results to rameter
full-scale aircraft conditions. This dis-
cussion is preceded by a more general U, V velocity
consideration of the drag development asso- W airplane weight
ciated with compressibility and viscosity
and the viscous-inviscid interaction of the x,y, z coordinates
flow on an aerodynamic configuration. The a angle of incidence
second part of the paper treats drag 8 boundary layer thickness
reduction methods which are mainly based on
active and passive boundary layer control
by means of slots and perforated strips 61 displacement thickness
utilized to either draw material from
and/or add material to the boundary layer. " kinematic viscosity
It may be concluded that (a) present tran- P density
sonic drag prediction methods need further z wall open area ratio
improvement, especially at off-design con-
ditions, and (b) some of the approaches to
boundary layer control considered may be
quite efficient in increasing aircraft
aerodynamic performance. Subscripts

NOMENCLATURE TB buffet onset

d.r., D drag riseAwe wetted area
b span j blowing

b pnL local
bs span of suction regionLloaspanof R location of tripping device
c chord

CD drag coefficient 8 shock
T. E. trailing edge

CD compressibility dragT.Etringee
c r b yI condition ahead of shock

CDP profile (parasite) drag 2 condition behind shock

CL lift coefficient - free stream conditions
C LMC max., cruise lift coeffi-

cient
CN normal force coefficient AbbreviaUons
Cf skin friction coefficientSC pressure coefficient
pprssure coficient 50 K carborundum with grain size
cp*i/(PU~b~c) cpat sonic condition ISO
C / suction coefficient ct(s) drag counts (1 ct = 0.0001
c'= mj V /qc momentum coefficient
D drag CD)
FS component form parameter Further symbols are explained wit..in the
h roughness height text
H test section height; shape

factor
L lift

& mass flow rate
M Mach number
p pressure

-¢~- r

'Xu$.
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1. INTRODUCTION 2. TRANSONIC DRAG DEVELOPMENT

t The state-of-the-art in aircraft drag pre-
diction as of 1973 is summarized in the pro- 2.1 General Considerations
ceedings of the AGARD-Symposium "Aerodyna-
mic Drag" [1]. Further detailed treatments One dominant design goal, at least for com-
of this sub2ect are contained in the mercial transport aircraft at high subsonic
AGARD-Lecture Series "Prediction Methods cruise speeds, is low fuel consumption
for Aircraft Aerodynamic Characteristics" which is equivalent to operating the air-
of 1974 [2]. The latest summary is a survey craft near the maximum MJL/D) since
and critical review of the present
state-of-the-art entitled "Thrust and FUEL CONSUMPTION SFC W
Drag: Its Prediction and Verification" DISTANCE U X m/3
which will be published in the AIAA Prog-
ress in Astronautics and Aeronautics Series
[311), Where applicable to the transonic where SFC is the specific fuel consumption,
speed range, the present contribution on W is the aircraft total weight, Vý(M.) is
drag prediction will draw considerably on the cruise speed and L/D is the lift to drag
the contents of these references, ratio. The aerodynamic performance parame-

ter M.(L/D) increases with increasing Mach
A summary of research in the field of drag number until the drag rise due to the grow-
reduction up to about 1979 is contained in ing compressibility drag (mainly wave drag)
another volume of the aforecited AIAA is no longer offset by the Mach number
snotheri entlumedof "io Flowd Drag increase, Fig. 1 [7]. The curves in Fig. I
series entitled "Viscous Flow Drag indicate the performance parameters
Reduction" 14). In the present context fur- attainable with today's transonic technol-thermore to be mentioned are two AGARD ogy. Their maximum values and form are
sponsored events, viz., a Special rourse on dependent on the quality of the aerodynamic
"Concepts for Drag Reduction" [5j and the design (mainly the wing design) and, of
latest, a Symposium on "Improvement of Aer- course, on the specific design require-
odynamac Performance Through Boundary ments. It can easily be recognized how the
Layer Control and High Lift Systems", held topic of the present paper relates to the
in 1984 [6]. optimization of the performance parameter

There is certainly no need to outline here since the latter requires
in detail the importance of an accurate * cruise at transonic Mach numbers,
drag prediction and an efficient drag
reduction to aircraft design and to cruise the accurate prediction of drag and the
and off-design performance. This subject drag - div rgence Mach number- and, of
will therefore only briefly be addressed drag odhen aehdnumberp-randrof
when considering the transonic drag devel- course, other aerodynamic parameters -
opment in Chapter 2. In this chapter we will and
also treat in a similarly brief manner the t
characteristics of tri isonic flow, the gen- the reduction of drag either by active
eral drag buildup ant- the effects of Mach or passive boundary layer control meth-
number and Reynolds number on drag. It is ods which might be incorporated in
quite likely that other authors of the pre- future aircraft developments,
sent Lecture Series will follow a similar
approach; however, in order to keep the
present paper self-contained, this more
general discussion is retained.

15
Drag prediction is here understood as the
prediction based on low Reynolds number
wind tunnel results, Chapter 3 of this
paper is accordingly concerned with the 14

problems associated with low Reynolds num- LONG RAWDE

ber transonic wind tunnel testing: Boundary
layer transition, transition fixation, 13
wall and sting interference and its cor-
rections and the transfer of experimental (.)
results thus obtained to full-scale air--
craft conditions. Also briefly considered 12.
are specific flow diagnostic studies. Drag
reduction, treated in Chapter 4, is
restricted to the reduction by active and
passive boundary layer control mainly
administered by means of slots and perfo-
rated strips autilized to either draw 0' 06 M.
material from and/or add material to the
boundary layer,

Fig. 1: Performance Parameter of Commer-
cial Transport Aircraft, Ref. 7

1) The authors are indebted to the princi-
ple editor of this work, Prof. Eugene E.
Covert of MIT, for providing them with an
early copy of the manuscript.

R.,
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While commercial transport aircraft P.re
almost exclusively designed for fuel effi- 2 Sciency, tactical military aircraft encom- r ,• r I |
pass a vast spectrum of operational -- -
requirements, Fig, 2 [8]. For example,
wings designed fc.- efficient transonic
cruise and maneuvet may also be required to -00

"have the capability to accelerate rapidly
to supersonic speeds and exhibit efficient 0
performance in that range, demands which 2 06 0 2

actually call for different wing character- I
istics. However, for aircraft with strong 04,-•----
emphasis on transonic operation, suffi- i9... R..6, . 24. 10611

cient similarity in wing design exists so -
that all that is said for commercial trans-
ports holds, to a large degree, also fortactical military airplanes. --

R.R~:TSONX REMcm N>Y;

2.2 Transonic Flow Characteristics

Transonic or supercritical airfoils or
wings typically exhibit a large supersonic
region on the upper surface while the
freestream velocity is still subsonic. At
the design (cruise) condition, the upper
surface flow decelerates to subsonic veloc- Fig. 3a: Shock-free Pressure Distribution
ities either through an isentropic at the Design Condition.: Airfoil
recompression or via a weak shock wave, DFVLR 48080
Fig. 3a [9]. In designing such a wing, one
would like to maximize the supersonic flow
region on the upper surface to produce the
desired Lift coefficient while, at the same
time, minimizing the shock/recompression F - -
strength in order to keep the viscous -
interaction weak, hence the drag low.,

As tia, freestream Mach number or angle of
attack is increased beyond the design
point, stronger shock wave. develop on the
wing upper surface resulting at a certain w M

strength directly or indirectly in a flow
separation. As is indicated in Fig. 3b ci . , ,.

(10], direct shock-induced separation is
restricted to a separation bubble originat-
ing at the foot of the shock and closing
upstream of the trailing edge while an
indirect separation originates at the t 'IA

trailing edge caused - in most instances -

by the weakening of the boundary layer due
to the shock wave. The various combinations /_ .

16: 0

16 ttK~ A 20 • 71.. -

CL oAW vi DRAG.RISE-4•

08 1r Fig. 3b: Types of Transonic Flow Separa-
SUSTAMEDtions.

Sonly cause a rapid increase in drag, they
0 M/ . 20 also constitute a major source of signif-

SUPER$ONX CPUISE' icant scale effects in wind tunnel tests
Swhich make the transfer of low Reynolds
number wind tunnel results to full-scale
aircraft conditions, as will be shown

Fig. 2: Typicrl Performance Map for later, so problematic.
;' Fighters, Ref. 8

FgtrThe drag contribution of the wing is, in
essence, the contribution responsible for
the Mach number dependence of the overall
drag. Before considering the relation

in the onset and development of separation between the flow development described

possible with increasing Mach number or above and this Mach number dependence,
"angle of attack were classified by H.H. i.e., the transonic drag behavior, it is L

deemed sensible to first consider briefly •
Pearcey et al. in 1968 [11]. These strong the elements comprising total dkag.
shock wave boundary layer interactions not y

P*~

* A -/P-
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2.3 Drag Buildup A-N4FRICTIO•R DRAG

The resultant aerodynamic force caused by a
flight vehicle's motion with respect to the vIscOus- FORM DRAG
atmosphere is the sum of the pressure or WAE--VOR '- X DRAG
normal forces and the tangential or skin -PWR4AL -
friction forces acting on the vehicle's PRESSURE - LIFI.DEPENCENrWAVEDRAG
surface. These forces are resolved into INVSD
lift, i.e., the aerodynamic reaction per- WAVE
pendicular to the flight path, and drag, VOLWE- DEPENDENT WAVE RA

i.e., the component of the total force that
opposes motion in the flight path
direction. Fig. -5: Components of Aircraft Drag

In almost any approach to drag prediction
and analysis, the total drag at cruise is
considered to consist of three major ele- the skin friction, form and vortex drag
ments: with Mach number [13]. This indicates that

the simple classification of aircraft drag
* Minimum profile drag (basic parasite as depicted in Fig. 4 is somewhat artifi-

drag) at a lift coefficient different cial and reflects the (past) state-of-the-
from zero art, though still applied, in drag

prediction methodology. Butler [14] sug-
* Lift dependent induced drag gests a drag break-down more directly

associated with the basic causes for drag
* Compressibility drag, i.e., the drag and closely related to the physics of the

increase with Mach number. flow, Fig. 5. As computational methods -
and the diagnostic tools in wind tunnel

The first two contributions are generally tests - become more powerful such a drag
taken at subcrit~cal Mach numbers, typical- classification as base for predictive and
ly Mm i 0.60, As indicated in Fig. 4 analysis methods seems much more appropri-
[3][12), the basic parasite drag comprises ate.

In the context of the present paper the pre-
diction of drag will only be considered for
those drag elements (Fig. 4) needed to

FR,•C4O, FRICOr*oE relate low Reynolds number wind tunnel
PRESRE PRESSURE ELIC 0 WAVc
,N*f4FCE oW-E.[U.,, LO 0 "S"fCC-/tWE results to full-scale conditions.

*ERCAMENCE LOAD SEPARATIO
*ROUGHNESS

CE ' 2.4 Mach Number Dependence (Compressibilityj Drag)
SS Co,(,E Compressibility drcg is, as noted above,

SR El mainly associated with the wing, ti.- latter
accounting for about 63 % of the totel drag"FR•COOW SOS of a commercial transport aircraft [71. It
is configuration dependent: A highly loaded
wing associated with a smaller wing area

CC 01 O will exhibit a different drag behavior than
a large wing with correspondingly lower
lift coefficients. To demonstrate the drag
development with increasing Mach number -

Fig. 4: Transonic Aircraft Drag Buildup, as well as the Reynolds number dependence
Ref. 3, 12 in the next section - it is convenient to

utilize a supercritical airfoil tested in a
wide range of Reynolds numbers, for which
detailed pressure distribution and wake

friction and pressure (form) drag and drag measurements are available [19. The com-
resulting from interferences between the pressibility drag development on a
different aircraft components and from two-dimensional airfoil is quite similar to
excrescences and roughness. The lift the one occurring on a complete aircraft
dependent drag contains a contribution, provided the wing section characteristics
ACD , which accounts mainly for the effect are the same.
of ýncreasing lift, i.e., load on the boun-
Cdary layer, on the friction and form drag. The development of compressibility drag
The major lift dependent component is, of with increasing Mach number at constant
course, the vortex drag, generally referred lift coefficient can be separated into four
to as induced drag which is due to the segments, Fig. 6: First, there is a gradual
finite span of the wing. increase in drag that can occur before any

substantial supersonic velocities arise
Increases in airplane drag coefficient as (M. < 0.70). It follows a somewhat more
the Mach number is increased towards the pronounced increase (drag-creep) leading
cruise point and beyond are commonly to a plateau, typical of many transonic
referred to as compressibility drag, the airfoils, as larger regions of supersonic
latter being associated with the formation flow and shock waves form and start to move
of local regions of supersonic flow, mainly downstream. In particular, the increase in
on the wing. One must, however, realize the vicinity of M. = 0.75 is associated
that it also includes, in reality, in addi- with the development of a double shoc. in
"tion to the wave drag and any drag due to the mid-chord region resulting in stronger
shock-induced separation, ths variation of shock losses. As the double shock system

0.•
6 /

14 MIN

--: : . . ... . ... . ... . ..... . . ... ' ":.,• • .4! : .z- . •
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Fig. 6: Transonic Drag Development-Com-
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resolves into a single shock, a siight
reduction in drag occurs with increasing CDD = CDM = 0.6 DM
freestream Mach number despite the higher = 0.60
shock-upstream Mach number. The third
region is characterized by the transition
from the more gradual drag increase to the where CDD is the drag coefficient at drag
steeper drag rise (M. < 0.78), this devel- rise ana ACOM , commonly taken to be 0.002,
opment being due to a further increase in is the increase in compressibility drag
shock strength (wave drag) and an excessive above the drag level at M. = 0.60, and
thickening of the boundary layer resulting
in a higher form drag. Finally, there is (OCD/am1 )c = 0.10
the very steep drag rise, usually starting " = const.
when the shock-upstream Mach number exceeds
Mml.25 and separation starts to develop.
Note, that for complete aircraft configura- Both criteria must be applied judicicusly
tions the Mach number at which this steep if large amounts of drag creep are present
drag rise commences may also be influenced (see curves at lift coefficients of CL =
by interference drag situations. 0.50 and 0.70, respectively). Fig. 8 shows,

as a summary, the drag-rise boundary in the
The sum of the compressibility drag curves well-known CL - M. -diagram. Also depicted
at constant lift coefficient, Fig. 7, leads is the buffet boundary which is completely
to the drag- divergence or drag-rise bound- associated with flow separation thus limit-
ary for a specific aircraft configuration. ing the maximumr possible cruise lift
Criteria used to determine this boundary coefficient (CLMC = CLB /1.3).
are, as indicated in Fig. 7, At the cruise condition compressibility

drag constitutes about four percent of the
total drag (Fig. 4). This seems a rather

0008 unimportant contribution compared to the
0 00,;ocsU CTo-o2D other drag elements, mainly friction and

rr. -- I •form drag and (subsonic) lift dependent

j FREUE rtPonI drag. However, such an interpretation is
d /oJ misleading since compressibility draq"? 0006sets, as is indicated by the drag-rise'. 1 060 behavior, the boundary up to where fuel

' DfO.,RdE - , - -efficient flight canbeperformed [7]. This
0 R, N I (A •ERWIC) boundary, as well as the drag level, must be

o "0.... ,1* R S,•-m I RC, predicted with a high degree of accuracy:S} • ' Assuming an accurcy of ACD = 0.0001 (see
Section 3.1 and Ref. 15) requires, trans-

0 .. lated to the airfoil considered, the Mach
number near the drag-rise boundary to be
determined with an accuracy of AM. = 0.003.

FREMIREAM MA4CH NUMBER, 14.a O 72.5 Reynolds Number Dependence

The Reynolds number capability of today's.7: operational large transonic wind tunnelsDrag-Rise Boundaries (except NTF [16a ) is substantially less
than required for correctly "duplicating" ,

"lps

\'
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the full-scale aerodynamics of cur-ent and A comparison of the predicted drag, using
future aircraft, The Reynolds number defi- the above equation together with numericalciency would not, however, constitute a values given in Ref. 17, and the measured
major problem if only viscous drag was drag at the subcritical Mach number M=.
affected. In reality, scaling problems 0.60 (CL = 0.50) is presented in Fig. 9 [91.
arise due to the influence of the Reynolds It can be seen that at Re a 10 x 106 the pre-
number on dicted and measuied trends in the Reynolds

the boundary layer (displacement)
thickness and hence the effective wing
contour - supercritical sections may be 7
sensitive to changes in that parameter, • 0014 FIXED RANSITION CAUSING PRWMATURE

pressure gradient induced boundary T TRAILING EDGE SEPARATION

layer separation, the latter occur- I i.
ring, for instance, in the low Reynolds " FREE TRANSITION
number wind tunnel tests but not, or to & 0010 , \ /
a lesser degree, ir flight, and -S /

* shock-induced boundary layer sepa-ration. 0006.. LIFT k
These Reynold, number dependent changes in / ....... / . FRICTION

the flow development not only affect lift V /
but in an intricate way, that seems no long- CO.'e FS Fret;
er predictable by conventional means, also 0002 C S
drag and the drag-rise Mach number. In what I
follows, some examples of Reynolds number 106 2 S i07 2 5
effects shall be presented, again utilizing REYNOLDS NUMBER, Re
results obtained with the supercritical
airfoil introduced in the previous section, Fig, 9: Drag Dependence on Reynolds Num-

1.00 AIRFOIL c4sr 10.2 ber at Subcritical Conditions.,1 '3o 100 I-[ Airfoil CAST 10-2/DOA2
O FAR• rRANSITDrO'

BUFFET BOUNDARY

Q80----- FIXED TRANI FREE TRANSITION

NA X C-RUISýE uNff 0016

R0 AE. (FCIlTIOUS)
N Y O OF 9

ooBIIDARA G-RISE Q3t\ _____SCALING ERRORS

I 0000120

o~~Mo- 025 070o6
F1ES I' AC NU14 N i. 10 rgDpneceo enlsNm

ber 01 al 0 upr6rtic -ICndtlos.

i040 8sei CAT -2DA
DRAG -RISE CR'ITE',UNNWUC

CDO ' 'ýM_60 -'CD 010- UK

slNs folwngcgt, fte szu

02 CD14 0002 =-101

0020006SUCIIA
CORRESPONDS To(FG9

iACO. (000lI 106 2 5 107 2 5
f kt)L.. REYNOLDS NUMBER, Re

0 070 025 0 80 085
FREESTREAM MACH NUM'BER, M.. Fig. 10: Drag Dependence on Reynolds Num-

ber at Supercritical Conditions,
Fig. 8: Drag-Rise and Buffet Boundaries Airfoil CAST 10-2/DOA2

Airfoil drag at subcritical conditions con-
sists, following Fig. 4, of the minimum nme eedneareqiewlipy
profile drag, i.e., mainly friction and number dependence agree quite well, imply-form drag at some optimum lift coefficient, ing that here the change in skin frictionand the lift dependent contribution of the coefficient dominates. (The form parameter
friction azd form drag. This dependence is only represented by a constant factor!)
can, according to Ref. 17, be written as At the lower Reynolds numbers some devi-

ations occur: With transition fixed a
A wpremature trailing edge separation devel-

CD =(Cf)o Swet. . FS - F(CL) ops due to the thick initial boundary= ~ ref. layer, while in the case of free transition

large regions of the flow are still
where Cfo is the skin friction coefficient laminar.
at optimum lift, A Wet and Sref are the wet-
ted surface area and the reference area, At supercritical freestream conditions the
respectively, FS is the (empirical) form Reynolds number dependence of drag no long-
fac-'or accounting for form drag and F(CL) er follows the trend given by the skin fric-
is a factor representing the lift depend- tion coefficient, Fig. 10. At the lower
ence. It will be shown later that a quite Reynolds numbers form drag due to partial
similar procedure is still being used in separation dominates. As the Reynolds num-extrapolating wind tunnel results to ber is increased, the separation disappears
full-scale conditions, and the displacement thickness is reduced

-iu-- --v-v .
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resulting in a rapid drag decrease. At the
higher Reynolds numbers (Re > 17 x 106) the above, be due to the varying balance in the
shock strength increases due to improved interaction between the outer inviscld flow -m

conditions at the trailing edge. The shock and the boundary layer as the Reynolds num-
losses become larger, partly because the ber is increased.

shock associated pressure gradients close
to the surface are no longer weakened uy the A note of caution, complicating matters,
thick boundary layer, and compensate to must be introduced: There exists some evi-

some extent the positive effects of the dence that the Reynolds number dependence

Reynolds number on displacement thickness of the drag-rise Mach number may, in part,

and skin friction. (Note, that also the be due to the effect of the Reynolds number
"sudden" effect of surface roughness on on the effective wind tunnel wall charac-

skin friction may contribute to such a teristics, the latter being more pronounced

trend in the Reynolds number dependence.) for perforated than for slotted wall wind

The shift in the dominance of the various tunnels 1181. The topic of wall interfer-

dreg components results in a drag depend- ence effects will again be addressed in the

ence that can, as indicated in Fig. 10 by next chapter.

the dash-dotted lines, no longer be pre-
dicted by classical methods.

The development of the compressibility drag
with Mach number is also Reynolds number
dependent, Fig. 11. Both, the drag-creep 3. DRAG PREDICTION BASED ON HIGH-SPEED

and the drag-rise Mach number are influ- WIND TUNNEL TESTS

enced: The initial drag-creep is reduced as
the Reynolds numLer is increased, since the
higher Reynolds number boundary layer can The wind tunnel is considered an indispen-

better negotiate the more severe loads sable tool for the development of forecasts

associated with the increasing Mach number, for U'e full-scale aerodynamic character-

and the drag-divergence Mach number is here istics as well as for the configuration

shifted to higher values. It is indicated optimization [121, The effect of the frees-

in Fig. 12 that the influence of the Rey- tream conditions, such as Mach number and

nolds number on the drag-rise is, however, angle of attack and, unfortunately only to

lift dependent. A pronounced reversal of a limited degree, the Reynolds number on

the Reynolds number dependence can be the lift and drag of complete configura-

observed at CL = 0.60 and the higher Rey- tions and aircraft ýomponents can most

nolds numbers which may, as was indicated rapidly and easily be obtained by wind tun-
nel tests. The wind tunnel can also be used
for specific diagnostic flow studies on
almost any aircraft component or any sensi-

SSble combination of components. In all
S... ---- -I studies flow visualization on the various

000I aircraft surfaces and in the sorrounding
FIX"ED I ANS flow field can be performed to aid in the

I, 10| 0f6I . design process, particularly of the wing,
I Iand the concurrent drag analysis. Consider-IO

F - - ------ ing today's demands, a confident prediction
rRISEaR,,N "" ' CIEO of the aircraft performance can only be

C" 002• 10 011 •I, ,Made through the integration of all types
0002_ . 079 of information from the wind tunnel - pres-

-sure data, force data, flow visualization
.- studies - together with, and this is espe-

cially true for the transonic speed range,
065 70 05 08 065 the maximum correlation with full-scale

055 0A0 05 BOR M. tosults on similar configurations.

In the preseh, chapter only the drag pre-

Fig, 11: Reynolds iNumber Effect on Com- diction based on wind tunnel results will

pressibility Drag and Drag-rise be considered with empnasis placed on the
Mach Number discussion of

the difficulties arising in such wind

0 78 -AIRCAST1-2 tunnel tests due to wall and support
A•IR0I , ZC..AS interferences and the low Reynolds num-

__0 ber capacities of the wind tunnels
C• O�5 - involved and on

076 - extrapolating the low Reynolds numberwind tunnel results to full-scale con-

-~5 -4/.,.0007 ditions.

Si074 • Conventional, generally bemi-empirical
- prediction methods will only be considered

O R as they cre employed today to "cale the said
HAFFLE YBL IXDTASTO 7c wind tunnel results. Specifm(. diagnostic

CRITERION,: . 002 flow studies (see, e.g., Ref. 19) will also
072 not be treated in any detail.

20 S 2 S Fig. 13 gives an indication of the time when
REYNOLDS NUMBER, Re the wind tunnel tests enter the design

"F 1 e d m E t Dcycle, starting with e..ploratory tests of

rise Mach Number tunnel tests with the complete configure-

'~1i~ii

97 /<



S€,,%N ' • •,04 11 or ,,•, drag - to use the drag buildup of Fig. 4 -
• • • _ _ can be estimated with a fairly high degree

. sIAS e'lY,,SY NiA N•CTA• -,S, e r-Cc of accuracy, viz., +1.5 % and ±0.5 %,
3AIS ,SMfl COI- M 0 -UD sliwi 'Cs-, respectively, while the prediction of com-
,•.-,s pressibility drag is believed to be accu-

.I3R• •"'G • P"---0S AT DRA6 lOe-:XS rate within 13 %, Fig. 14. So, the ability
[ ,G,,t,3hu~ts ]in predicting the total drag seems quite

u .f-• IOU high - as long as one remains far enough off
...... , .... the drag-divergence boundary: Near cruise

IWINGAIRF&UýlgIN( W "the prediction of the drag level is coupled
CO-', MIS to the determination of the drag-rise Mach

0sr. Co.mo number, Assuming the average prediction
AO, 1SIM Xrfl,,O capability given in Fig. 14, i.e., AMOD =

±0.006, results at the draq-rise Mach num-
ber for the design lift coefficient of a

Fig. 11: Airplane Development Schedule, modern transport aircraft in a change in
Ref. 12 the total drag level of about ±3 % which,

incidentally, corresponds to the accuracy
tion commence shortly before the final that ceems attainable in flight tests [3].
design phase. The wind tunnel investi- Note, that the numbers quoted reflect the
gations end with diagnostic studies, if situation as of 1974. With the wind tunnel
, quired, as a result of open questions based methods of drag prediction described
a:ising during the flight test program, below, one is likely (?) to do better than
Also shown in Fig. 13 is the relative time this.
span of theoretical studies whose main role
today is the provision of a more rapid con- An outline of accuracy requirements and the
vergence of the (best) aerodynamic design. resulting demand on wind tunnel flow quali-

ty, including the requirements for setting
the freestream conditions and the demand
placed on wall interference correction

3.1 Accuracy Achieved and Accuracy Required methods, is given in Ref, 15. Here, it is

To determine the accuracy with which the distinguished between the requirements for

drag at full-scale conditions can be pre- * small configurational changes, i.e.,
dicted requires extensive flight tests and fairings, wing/pylon arrangements,
a very thorough analysis of flight data. etc.,
Very few reports are published which
attempt the total comparison between pre- . major configurational changes, for
diction and flight test results - a instance, different wing geometries,
glorious exception is, for instance, Ref.
17 - reasons being that 'I) such a venture assessment of computational methods
requires a considerable "hardware" effort and
and expert technical attention and that (2)
the data gathered are considered highly * the prediction of the performance of
proprietary since they contribute signif- complete configurations.
icantly to a company' s "know-how" 112].

SFrom the information available it seems Concerning drag, for the first three cate-
gories an accuracy of AC0 = ±0.0001 (±1 ct)

that for a long range transport minimum was quoted by various industry*and research
profile drag and subcritical lift dependent sources to be required, while for the

determination of the absolute drag level
the situation is somewhat relaxed and an

100 TYPICAL LONG RANGE CRUISE accuracy of about ACD = ±3 cts, correspond-
0ESTIMAT.RW ACCURACY ing to an accuracy of about ±1 % for a large

80 commercial transport, was seen adequate.
Q I,•C % The latter requires an accuracy in the

S60 [determination of the drag-rise Mach number
of approximately AM = ±0. 003 which in the

S40 rating of Fig. 14 set les somewhere between
"A-azing" and "Very Good". The latter are,

20 , N of course, 1974 (?) - standards. A summaryA 1of the most stringent f-ow quality and data
0 accuracy requirements given in Ref. 15 is0 [-R L #presented in Table I. •

MINIMUM JBCRITICAL COMPRESSIBILITY
PROFILE LIFT DEPESNOrT DRAG
DRAG DRAG

L/D Level M.D Rating 3.2 Wind Tunnel Testing Techniques
Achieved

Wind tunnel testing techniques have been
±3% ±0.002 Amazing developed, in part, to cope with the inade-
+5% ±0.004 Very Good quacies resulting from the fixed suspension

of a sub-scale model at sub-scale Reynolds
±7% ±0.006 Average numbers in an airstream bounded by test

±10% -±0.010 Below Average section walls of some kind, For accurate
drag prediction one must first overcome the
"known" deficiences of the wind tunnel and

Fig. 14: Drag Source and Estimation Accu- only then be concerned with extrapolating
racy for a Long Range Transport the recults to full-scale conditions.
Aircraft, Ref. 12

/
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Itei Descripti•o Value I a I ue

w/0, Flaw .. nge Z0.01* [
181./0 )Ildn Sp•t.I. ,at..n in fl o.91w •0 a " 0 . .o, j-/

14 4(a. ch/t g-,d,eit WJ.0006

Item Iescription 2xValue C 002 ..* -

P
0  Stagnation pressure 0 001 Pfs c M EE ?PAST 45

P Static press-e C 001 Pfs t

SSt.n~tlon temperature 0.01 T D0)2 r"---
iI Mach n,.ber 0.002 g/S/Angle of attacK 0 01,-

FN MNom I force 0.0008 F " 00zoau'.

FC Chord force 0.00008 F' ft. .30,104. 5de, PP.INO4AN

* design is - full sca1e ,20 0 20 4 0 6 60

.0noa1 •lo• ty iompoo~nt AWLEC1-ATTrACK, a (DEOJ

Note: The basis is an accuracy requirement
in drag prediction of ACD = ±0.0001 Fig. 15: Effect of Transition Point Loca-(I count) tion on Total Drag

Table 1: Flow quality and data accuracy It was, nevertheless, agreed, at least
requirements, Ref. 15 among the European airframe manufacturers,

to fol .ow common proceduies in placing
transition fixing devices, the position of

3.2.1 Transition fixing the roughness element for the purpose of
drag prediction selected to be near the

Due to the large difference in Reynolds wing leading edge, Fig. 16 121]. It is

number between wind tunnel and flight there beyond the scope of this paper to consider
may be a considerable difference in the the simulation of high Reynolds number flow
boundary layer developn.ent on the model as behavior by aft-fixat-,on, the latter being,
compared to the actual aircraft (see 2.5). for instance, applied in the case of the
While the boundary layer on a large air- determination of buffet onset. The reader
craft is generally fully turbulent - is here referred to Ref. 9, 22 and 23.
disregarding here laminar flow aircraft -
extensive regions of laminar flow may exist The application of a transition strip -
at the low wind tunnel Reynolds numbers (Re sparsely distributed carborundim grains or
< 10 x 106 N.The size of the laminar regions ballot--ni glass beads are co.mmonly used

depends strongly on the wind tunnel envi- today - requires scme skill; huwever, expe-
Lonment, mainly noise and turbulence level rience has shown that a once selected and
and structLre, the model roughness and the optimized strip can be reproduced confi-
(streamwise) pressure gradients on the mod- dently. "Optimizing" means to select the

onumber rrect" trip size for the model and test
eI surfaces, thur. on freestream Mach codtinucnierdbRyodsnmbra
and angle of attack. The latter is indi- conditions considered: Reynolds number at
cated in Fig. 15 [9g using the the trip location, Mach number and/or angle
supercritical airfoil previously consid- of attack or a certain range of these paras.-

eters since one is generally not inclined
ered as an example. One observes that drag to change the trip location beyond the
variations up to ACD = 0.002 (20 cts) occur
due to the upstream movement of the transi-
tion point with increasing angle of attack.

PREDICTION TYPE OF BOUNDARY LAYER
Due to the wide range possible in transi- OF FIXATION
tion location, it seems that today the only ZERO-LIFT•PIT04 NO MOMENT FREE TRANSITION
feasible way for an accurate drag predic- (cmo)
tion is the fixation of the boundary layer
transition near the leading edge of the NEUTRAL-PONT POSITION FORWARD FI/ATON
wing and other aerodynamic surfaces. I) (dCm/dCL)
This has, however, the disadvantage that DRAG FORWARD FIXATION
one must deal with a relatively thick,
though turbulent, boundary layer which may TRPPITN DEVICE AT
cause premature separation and hence BUFFET ONSET ABOUT 15%c UPSTPEAMO
increased form drag and a lower drag-ri3e OF SHOCK LOCATION
Macb number (see Fig. 11). It seems that, as
a result, one must, at least ;n the vicinity
of the cruise point, design the wing in such
a way that even at the low wind tunnel Rey- Fig. 16: Transition Fixation/Location
nolds number separation is avoided. This Methodology, Ref. 21

may, of course, lead to a very conservative
wing design.

scope indicated in Fig. 16. Correct trip
1) Note, that a remotely controllable tran- size or critical roughness height implies
sition locaton together with adequate that the laminar/turbulent transition
transition monitoring devicea, such as sur- occurs immediately at the tripping device
face hot-film elements [20], would avold a without introducing additional "roughness"
"permanent" forward transition fiyation. drag.

ý K1
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There are several means of checking whether
the trip selected meets the above require-
ments. One commonly used technique is based
on the sublimation process which depends on
the difference in heat transfer between
laminar and turbulent boundary layers OVRFxCD

using, for instance, Acenaphthene as an 4C
agent [211. Other methods include the
observation of the variation of a suitable ,P

aerodynamic parameter, such as drag or . *oI -c -an' ,-
trailing edge pressure, with Reynolds num- C JCD-0
ber {24), the use of surface pressure holes T .Q111
[251 or, as will be demonstrated below, the 0(2 co-, ,
application of the surface hot-film tech- ±
nique [201. F0OS

Both, "underfixing" the boundary layer,
where transition occurs somewhere down-
stream of the trip, and "overfixing" it,
where the viscous layer becomes too thick, Fig. 17: Effect of Roughness Height on

have their influence on drag, Fig. 17: Drag for a Transport Conf2gura-tion, Ref. 21

Underfixing has a negligible effect at
the lower lift coefficients (cruise UNDERMXED I0KAIGRAE)
lift) if the trip size is underrated by
one grain size on the carborundum grit FREETPAsOn W --
scale. However, considering the free 010
transitLon results, one recognizesthe -e .
great potential for error. Comparing /
the free and fixed transition results /
at the higher CL-values, one realizes // OVERFXEDfO0K;26RAOCS)

that here the roughness element is not 
C //

at all successful in promoting transi- / C FIXATON 1150K)

tion giving most favorable, though • /erroneous, results.

Overfixing 
the boundary layer by one 

//1

grain size has the same negligible / ,/.influence as underfixing it except for./te 
avse nluce a th -

the adverse influence at the I/Iabove-cruise lift coefficients. Over- ANGLE OF INCI•E•CE, a
fixing by two sizes, however, results
in a drag penalty at cruise of about 5
cts which cannot be tolerated. Fig. 18: Effect of Roughness Height on

Lift for a Transport Configura-
One must, of course, remember that the tion, Ref. 21
"ccrrect" roughness height does not imply
the correct simulation of full-scale flow
behavior. It is -ust the prerequisite for should be noted here, that more research
the correct scaling of drag, The effect of concerninq transition fixation devices and
under/overfixing on lift is depicted in techniques is needed.
Fig. 18. One problem still to be addressed is the

selection of the initial roughness heightAs already indicated in Fig. 17, optimizing prior to the first tunnel entry. Today,
the tripping device for cruise conditions there exists, of course, considerable expe-
(zero penalty drag) may lead to an under- rience with the tunnel operators and the
fixed boundary layer at higher angles of aircraft manufacturer's teams responsible
attack - which again suggests the need for a for the wind tunnel tests with empirical
remotely controllable trip. This is due to correlations having been successfully
the stronger acceleration of the flow established [231. Originally, the initial
resulting in an increased stability of the trip selection was mainly based on the work
laminar boundary lay'er. The development is of Braslow et al. (see, for instance, Ref.
demonstrated in Fig. 19 utilizing results 27) according to which the grit size (of
of surface hot-film meaaurements on a carborundum) was chosen such that the Rey-
sheared wing, Fig. 19a [25). With free nolds number based on local flow conditions
transition (left column of Fig. 19b), the and nominal grit height was ReK > 600.
flow stays laminar up to about 45 % chord. Here, one recent research effort to deter-
It follows a region of intermittent mine the critical roughness height should
laminar/tarbulent boundary layer behavior be mentioned: Michel and Arnal of
and finally, at x/c = 0.65, a fully turbu- ONERA/CERT carried out fundamental studies
lent viscous layer. At an angle of attack of on a flat plate for zero and positive and
a = 2 and transition fixed at 4 % chord negative pressure gradients, investigating
(right column), a turbulent boundary layer a great number of different size tripping
is present at and '.ownstream of the first devices and measuring the boundary layer
hot-film station, i.e., 8 % chord. At an development for all configurations (281. As
increased angle of attack of a= depmnti they were able to plot
6.8"(center column), a laminar boundary a practical result, te eeal opo
layernprevails downstra iaofuthetripal-y the critical grain size required for fixinglayer prevails downstream of the trip fol- transition at the roughness location, Fig,

lowed by an intermittence region with Tranit onda t ugheslocat Fig
transition to turbulent flow being com- 20. They found, furthermore, that the
pleted only at about 50 % chord. The highly roughness drag associated with an "opti-

unsteady flow behavior indicated at x/c > about CDK =0.0002 (2
0.50 is due to shock oscillations. It ta). It must, however, bepointed out that



the roughness elements considered were,
against common practice, densely packed.
The results of the basic studies were suc- + HOr -FILM SENSORS

cessfully applied tv transition fixing on a
supercritical airfoýl..

For military coibat aircraft at full-scale
conditions transition is likely to occur at
or near the leading edge of the wing, so
that fcr the drag prediction in sub-scale
wind tunnel tests a forward transition fix-
ation is frequently employed.

Fig.19b: Surface-hot-film Signals for
Laminar, Transitional end Tur- U
bulent Boundary Layers on a
Sheared Wing

PECFig. 19a: Shea;ed-wing Instrumentation
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X, , DISTANCE OF ORM MOM ItAL(I5 EVE

SI IF 3.2.2 Wind tunnel wall interference

\ - It is obvious that the constraints imposed
/ be by the wind tunnel walls - unless they are

- - ,• , fully adapted - may influence the flow
about a model thus inducing deviations from
free-air flow in the measured freestream
conditions and the forces and moments act-

_ _ _ing on the model. Major aerodynamic prob-
°o 2 1 lems may arise from

* mRIuI " UA mr•b •rlS, WITH ZERO. Pt•CIW E W"ORA Mr
I0VNWIR••~ON OWNSWRAN or pc rffl,`ýNo DEVCE

0 TRANTION FIXE•' ON THE FRIPMNO •EVIICE solid and wake blockage effects, intro-
ducing a disturbance flow velocity in
streamwise direction which may vary
over the model length,

• . __ lift interference effects (upwash and
o" N,.... streamline curvature), mainly intro-

-- ducing a disturbance velocity normal toW_ - the freestream direction, and

E .--. - - * shock wave reflections at the walls at

:W Nearly all aspects of test section walls,

wall interference effects and correction
0L T,8-methods are treated in detail in Ref. 29

0 (ventilated test section walls), Ref. 30
CI,,CAL ,•RO5NESH,, s •, wRES,,•EsA&EE•.Rs (classical correction methods), Ref. 31

(modern approaches to wall interference)
and Ref, 32 (two-dimensional wall interfer-

-I ence ).
"Fig, 20: Critical Roughness Height,

Ref. 28

a'ký

1 ... --m~m !, .. ,•• .
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Both, blockage and lift interference may Correction procedures have been applied to
affect drag and the effective drag-rise the freestream conditions and the aerodyna-
Mach number as a result of the longitudinal mic coefficients of the results depicted in
disturbance velocity distribution and its Fig. 22 [33]. This figure shows the com-
level. Inaccuracies in the angle of attack pressibility drag of the airfoil CAST
enter the drag prediction due to the fact 7/DOA1 near the -esign lift coefficient
that the forces measured by the internal (CL = 0.52) determined in four different
balance are normal and tangential forc- wind tunnels. One observes that deviations
"that must be converted into lift and drag. in drag level with respect to the adaptive
The data accuracies that must be maintained wall wind tunnel T2 (ONERA), considered
by the combination wall interference/wall essebtially interference free, is about
correction are listed in Table 1. It is AC0 = ±0.0003 prior to the drag divergence,
believed that these demands cannot be met while the spread in the drag-divergence
by classical correction methods. Mach number Is AM-D = 0.003. This is judged

to be the best one can achieve today in
At transonic speeds the blockage and lift two-dimensional non-adaptive wall wind
interference effects on drag and tunnel tests.
drag-divergence Mach number may be quite
severe. This is demonstrated in Fig. 21
again using the previously cited supercri - __ ___

tical airfoil as an example. In this 0014 C

figure, the Reynolds number dependence of
the drag-divergence Mach number at CL =
0.50, originally plotted in Fig. 12, is •"
compared with corresponding data obtained 0012 -7A C AIRFD CAST?

with two different sized models of the same Z; R A ?05 e

airfoil in the NASA 0.3-m Transonic Cryo- RAN5ITI 7O c
genic Wiud Tunnel (TCT) [18]. In the lower
Reynolds number range agreement exists in q
the gradients, while the level in the
drag-rise Mach number is widely different. T +_4TAB-AND4M. .

0
003

The latter is, at least in part, due to dif- CRITERION 6CD1 M., -0

ferences in the magnitude of wall 0008
interference. It seems that the effective
freestream Mach numbers for the larger mod- 070 075 080 085
els (height/chord = 4) are lower than MAa-,NUMBERM.
indicated by the respective curves. At the
higher Reynolds numbers - Re > 10 x 106 - a
deviation in trends occurs in addition to Tunnel Wall Type t(%) H/C
the difference in level. One possible
explanation: The effective wall open area 0 S3Ma Perforated 9.7 3.9
ratio increases with Reynolds number more 6 TWB Slotted 2.35 3.0
strongly for the perforated CFWT than in
the case of the slotted TCT resulting for 0 ARA Slotted 3.2 3.6
the former in a pronounced reduction in the
effective freestream Mach number. At the • T2 Adaptive --- 1.9
lower Reynolds numbers this process is Fig. 22: Airfoil Drag Behavior Determined
masked by the dominance of viscous effects.
The drag-rise behavior, determined froi
uncorrected wind tunnel results, demon-
strates the need for adequate correction One can minimize wall interference effects
procedures. in the follo-.wing ways: 1) Reduce model size

PIXED FREE CFWT H/C 4(PERFORATFO) (blockage < U.5 %), utilize partially open

Z 078 wi= => wind tunnel walls optimized for zero block-Q. , L, TRANSITION age (2-d tests) or zero lift inte.-ference

AIRFOIL CAST 10-2 ~ .(3-d tests), apply appropriate correction
methods, i.e., correction methods based on

076 / 7Cr N/c TSLoTTEO measured boundary conditions [31] or, ulti-

mately, use adaptive wall wind tunnels. As
S// / TTan example of the considerable merit of

V) Lu,• -such a tunnel, Fig. 23 [34) presents theS//_- diag polar determined in the adaptive wall

074 rubber-tube wind tunnel of the DFVLR [35]
for a generic fighter aircraft with slats
and flaps deployed. The data are compared

CRITERION CD, , . 00a to results obtained with the identical mod-
072 [ . el in the DFVLR 1 x I m

2 
Transonic Wind

Tunnel Gdttingen (TWO) and the 1.6 x 2.0 m2
106 2 5 107 2 5 High Speed Tunnel of the NLR (HST), the lat-

ter being considered interference free. The
REYNOLSNUMBER, Re small adaptive wall test section of 0.8 m

CFWT = Compressible Flow Wind diametei (0.50 m2) provides r'esults, espe-
Tunnel cially in the minimum drag and positive
(Lockheed Georgia Comp.) lift range, in close agreement with the

data of the much larger HST, while the TWG
TCT = 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Indicates a noticeable deviation from these

Tunnel data (ACDmin = 12 cts).
(NASA Langley R.C.)

Fig. 21: Reynolds Number Dependence of 1) Listed in the order of "sophistication"
Drag Rise and Wall Interference

1h
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Fig. 23: Drag Polar of a Generic Fighter
Model: Comparison of Conventional
and Adaptive Wall Results (D Probe drive (3 Airfoil c Probe support and probe

Q Sting support (3) Sting (g) Rotatable discs
©l Sd~heren window (® Perforated warlls

Today, most large transonic wind tunnels

have partially open slotted or perforated a Airfoil model test setup, (Ref 9

test section walls. In the past, it was
believed that in these tunnels for "reason-
able size models" at moderate lift coeffi-
cients wall interference was negligible,
hence most aircraft configuration exper-
iments did not include any corrections for
wall interference [36].However, for the
more advanced transonic configurations
with substantial regions of supersonic flow
it seems no longer possible to neglect wall
interference effects and the best (cor-
rection) procedure available must be
applied.

3.2.3 Support interference effects b) Half-model Test Setup,
Ref. 36

There exist various arrangements to suspend
a model in the test section of a wind tunnel
mainly dependent on the purpose of the
tests. Some model support systems are
illustrated in Fig. 24 [9][36]. Fig. 24a
shows the typical setup for airfoil tests,
here with a probe mounted for extensive
boundary layer and wake surveys, the latter
to determine the airfoil drag components.
Support interferer.ces result mainly from

the interaction of the model and its flow
field with the side-wall boundary layer, It Lockheed C-5A aircraft
is indicated in Ref. 37 that these effects
can be neglected if aspect ratios - tunnel
width/model chord - greater than two are
employed. Half-model tests, Fig. 24b, may
in general be used if model details must be
resolved that cannot otherwise be achieved.
Typical examples, mainly related to wing
flow, are investigat'ons of winglets,
wing/pylon/nacelle interferences, the
.interference due to simulated propulsion
systems employing, e.g., Turbine Powered
Simulators (TS) (see 3 2.4), and complete-
ly new wing designs. The support
interference is in essence restricted to
the fuselage. The half-model approach is
generally not well suited to predict abso-
lute drag levels [38). For production type
aircraft developments, sting mounted mod-
els are generally employed, Fig. 24,.

A significant amount of uncertainty in the
drag prediction may be introduced by sting
suspension systems, several of which are Grumman advanced fighter configuration
sketched in Fig. 25 [12] Each of the dif-
ferent mounting systems introduces a dif- c) Examples of Sting Mounted

Models, Ref, 36

Fig. 24: Typical Model Support Arrange-
ments

S• m ww (mm mmmw ( t m( ram * l •W• wmm• mwm wm)
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e AFT $INO MOUNT 0 WIN D MOUNT

*UPPER STING MOUNT

* lOWFR STINMO MOUNT

-RFTTACTABLE DUMMY STING TODETERMINE TilE EFFECT Or iNe
AFT-STING

Fig. 25: Typical Model Suspension Systems,
Ref. 12

S&0H4N NACELLE . HIGH PRESSURE AIR

ferent upwash and buoyancy due to its own
pressure field and thi' additional blockage
introduced into the wind tuunel test sec-
tion. (Note, that an adaptive wall wind IA

tunnel also eliminates these interferen- DISCIARGE

ces. ) In addition, and this seems more
severe, viscous, form and vortex drag may POWERED NACaLC HIGH PRESSJRE TURBINE
be generated at the intersections between DR, FLOW
the model and its support system which must
be corrected for. Such corrections may be
determined by using various combinations of IN;ET FLOW

supports with the same model (Fig. 25), An --
excellent example of the etfort one must IM

invest to determine the interference drag DIS' W

due to the model support is given by Pat-
terson et al. (171 who preferred the lower
sting/blade mount (Fig. 25) for che regular Fig. 26: Propulsion System Simulation,
Lests and used the upper sting mount Ref. 12,39
together -with a "dummy" lower blade to
determine the interference. Patterson et nel testing, preferrably using powered
al. found that the interference drag for nacelles in combination with either com-
the model (C5A)/lower-sting-mount system plete, possibly, however, half-models,
was approximately six (6) aircraft drag Fig, 26 [12][391. The drag buildup can
counts at the cruise lift coefficient, or here, as proposed in Ref. 12, be associated
about 2.5 %(!) of the total dreg, an amount with the equation
that cannot be neglected. For further
information on sting interference,, the
reader is referred to Ref. 31. CD = CD' + ACDINLET + LCDTHRUST

where
3.2.4 ComponenL testing and flow diagnostics

Col is equal to the full-scale predic-
An aircraft consists of many components tion of drag based on complete model
which can initially be tested independent tests with flow-through nacelles, cor-
of each other. That way, 3]rger models (or rected for exc:escence drag, trim drag,
smaller facilities) may i,' utilized and Reynolds numbe'r effects,, etc.,
much more detailed invesatgations, espe-
cially into the physics of the flow, are -£COINLET is the incremental force due
possible. A good example are airfoils and to a veriable inlet velocity ratio and
individual wings where, besides develop-
ment tests, detailed studies can be * ACD THRUST is the incremental force due
performed consisting of surface pressure, to the fan and/or the primary exhaust
boundary layer, field and wake measurements flow (Fig. 26a).
using either conventional probes (Fig. 24a)
or more sophisticated LDV-equipment; It is Note, that tests with powered nacelles at
not intended to elaborate further on this cruise conditions are only carried out if
"Lecture-series-filling" suoject except the effect of the exhaust jet on the air-
for a brief outline of procedures used to craft flow field is expected to be signif-
determine t.e drag contribution of the pio- icant. For the determination of ACDINLET,
pulsion system which is again an area in tests with throttled flow-through nacelles
drag prediction associated with a large might suffice. (For the effect of the pro-
amount of uncertainty. pulsion system on the aircraft flow field

and test procedures see, e.g., Ref, 40).
The complete aircraft is in tests used to
develop the airframe commonly equipped with The influence of the power plant installa-
flow-through nacelles set at cruise inlet tion on drag is obtained as shown :n the
airflow conditions (Fig. 24c). Inter- drag polar buildup of Fig. 27 [12], also
actions at the inlet and/or the nozzle of indicating one possible drag/thrust inter-
the propulsicn system produced by changes face: Given is the drag polar obtained with
of airflow accompanying thrust changes flow-through nacelles at the cruise inlet
require separate and very careful wind tun- velocity ratio corrected as indicated above

", io

AYI
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and with the nacelle internal drag removed,
the latter, for instance, calculated with 'c'
the measured internal pressure distr~b- _--...
ution. Added or subtracted (inlet lip
suction dominates/ will be the contribution
due to the change in inlet velocity ratio,
V1//Vw,l obtained from tests with varying
inlet mass flow. The tn-ust effect is"determined by blowing at '.,rying rates rel- W,,, TE ,

ative to the ram pressure ratio of the
flow-through nacelle at cruise conditions. ........
It should be noted that when using powered
nacelles, the wind tunnel balance registers
the difference between thrust and drag. The
thrust is accounted for by calibration DAG ANO THRUST INTERFACE

results obtained with the TPS in static
tests. The latter are described in some C "C, ,
detail in Ref. 39 and 41. f .ZECTS

M.OSTA T.FT-,U 'sh-T"T.T I [T" CC ,s'.

3.3 Extrapolation of Wind Tunnel Results to C CC
Full-Scale Conditions CRUISE

The process of transforming wind tunnel ;C
test results to full-scale aircraft perfor- CD INLEr vv. 4C0 THRusT C04 ,
mance data in the transonic flight regime *RWIND rUNNEL DAT * VARIABLE XLC M45S EFFECTS * :.CLFS

CORRECTED FOR WALL FLOW TESTING • 9A•,E7MrEI';7 OLE To EFFECS

is one of the main and most difficult tasks EFFECTS, ETC 810011106,v THRESPEC C
of aircraft design. It is so important *CRUISE E•EtIELoTh' PRE5E RAYo O

slnce errors in the prediction of cruise r
d agc *ACELLE XITE&JAL4

drag can have serious consequences for the DRA REMOVED
manufacturer due to the stringent require-
ment to guarantee performance data within Fig. 27: Drag Polar Buildup Procedure,
close margins in order to be competitive Ref. 12
[7]. Erroneous load prediction may, in
addition, cause grave re-design problems. * ventilation drag accounting for air

For the scaling process, based on already conditioning, cooling and other vents.
corrected (for wall and support interfer- All of the abov. drag increments may be sub-
ences) wind tunnel data, several operations ject to Reynolds number effects; however,
are necessary to arrive at the full-scale in the direct method only the skin friction
aircraft drag: (1) The model data must be drag is adequately treated. The overall"adjusted" due to one or two orders of mag- methodology of the approach is sketched in
nitude difference in Reynolds number Fig. 28 taken slightly modified from Ref.
between wind tunnel and flight.(2) Drag 21: Basically, the skin friction at the
items which cannot be simulated in the mod- wind tunnel Reynolds number for all compo-el test - surface roughness, excrescences, nents is removed from the total drag andetc. - must be assessed. (3) Corrections similarly is the skin friction drag at the
for thrust effects must be applied. Today, full-scale Reynolds number added using
basically two approaches to full-scale air- results based on flat plate calculations.
craft performance prediction from wind The form or pressure drag can be treated in
tunnel measurements are being pursuit, the same 4ay. It is, however, as will be

seen below, gencrally being accounted for
by a multiplicative factor to the skin
friction drag which is mainly based on

3.3.1 The direct scaling method empirical dat'i. The procedure implies that
The drag components comprising the total C CDPmin
drag (Fig. 4) can be split into the minimum DPmin
profile drag (parasitic drag) and the lift Cf Wind tunnel Cf
and Mach number dependent drag, the latter Full-scale
.including trim drag which is, however, gen-
erally not accounted for in the drag polars • C0 . C. . ..
established in the wind tunnel:

CD = CD + ACD(C; M TES,

In the direct scaling approach, the second FTI "[,,AT .

term is directly transferred to the actual (o,aircraft, although this term might be high-
ly Reynolds number dependent. The first row. •AG .. .... C,

term can be split into its components T_090K.

frtnnrsef )r,"• friction and pressure (form) drag, 0 " .G

* interference/intersection drag, o SEA,,TE

.41 FRWCUD co" TESTS-.* roughness/excrescences drag accounting
for steps, gap$, rivets, antennae,canony, lights, roughness different Fig. 28: The Direct Scaling Method"from tue model, etc. and

A~ ~ ~~~ VA -":i -~
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Roughness is dealt with by assuming a cer- is supposed to be accurate to within ±4 per-
tain "sand grain roughness" for the actual cent in a Reynolds nLmber range between
aircraft on which the skin friction coeffi- Re = 105 and 109.
cient at the flight Reynolds number is
based [31, while the excrescence drag to be The form drag resulting from the effect of
added is obtained from handbook-type sourc- the non-zero pressure gradient (aircraft
es as, for instance, Ref. 42 (also see Ref. component thickness) is, as mentioned
43). Jet-induced drag is obtained as above, commonly accounted for by a mulci-
described in the previous section. Trim plicative factor applied to the skin fric-
drag, resulting from the fact that, in tion drag for each component, hence
flight, all forces must be balanced is also
determined in (separate) wind tunnel tests A wet
with control surfaces deflected. D~C Pmn S refPmin Se

The main effect of the Reynolds number on
drag is, as indicated above, obtained
through relations based on some flat plate with FS being the component form or shape
skin friction laws. For the laminar part - factor. Formulae/graphs for determining
known for the model due to the effort put the form factors for all aircraft compo-
into transition fixing - there exists lit- nents are given, for instance, in Ref. 42,
tle controversy in using the Blasius 45 and 46 (also see Rei. 12) along with
formula derived from the exact solution to their application in drag determination. It
the laminar boundary layer equations for must, however, be realized that the form
zero pressure gradient [3]: drag follows the same dependence on Rey-

nolds number as the skin friction which
Cf= 1.32824/Re 1 / 2  may, as is indicated in Fig 10, lead to

Cf considerable errors in the predicted
full-scale aircraft drag.

For the turbulent boundary layer various
correlations exist, Fig. 29 [31: One The deficiencies pointed out above together
observes that a very significant change in with the fact that the Reynolds number
Cf - hence in predicted drag - can occur in influence on all other drag components
scaling from wind tunnel to flight (e.g., lit- dependent and compressibility
(Re = 3 x 106 - Re 40 x 106) if differ- drag) is no; at all accounted for, led to

ent correlations are used. Patterson et al. he introduction of a further (complementa-
[17] have shown, however, that the -y) method for the prediction of the

Karman-Schonherr formula full-scale aerodynamic characteristics of
.a new des' gin.

Cf-1/2 = 4.13 log (Re , Cf)

where Re is the Reynolds number based on a 3.3.2 The reference scaling method
typical component length, e.g., the wing The reference method utilizes the experi-
reference chord, constitutes a good repre-Ssentation of existing experimental ence gained in a company in wind tunnel and

results. A relatively new relation for the flight tests and the correlation of the
compressible turbulent skin friction, data sets obtained in these tests. Best use
developed by White and Christoph [44] and of the method can, of course, be made if the
reported in Refý 12, aircraft to be developed is in many aspects

similar to an earlier configuration tested
in the whole range of Reynolds numbers up to

=0.42/n2 (0.056 - Re), flight conditions. It is especially adven-
Cf 0tageous if the fuselage stays quite similar

in shape as in an aircraft family concept
such as Airbus [7].. Here, most(!) prerequi-

00044 sites for a successful application of the
KARRA4N -SCH0RR method are met, viz., the (near) identity

- -SPALONO.-CHI for the reference and the new aircraft ofS00040 . PRANDTL - SCJ•uUNCrn
--- WNTZRGo1UD * wind tunnel, wind tunnel balance and

model support,
D 00036

SZ model scale, fuselage and model materi-
o00032 al (aeroelastic effects),

3,o\
0 * transition location, Mach and Reynolds

00028 number.

00024 Using the same wind tunnel, support and
model scale will, of course, put less
emphasis on wind tunnel wall and support

002 correction procedures.

The basic principle of the present scaling
0001662 methodology, first introduced in 1975 [471,

2 66 70 74 78 82 86 is sketched in Fig. 30 taken slightly modi-
LO6,0 (REYNOLDS NUMBER) fied from Ref. 21. The changes in aerodyna-

mic drag between wind tunnel and flight
Fig. 29: Comparison of Empirical Flat test of the known aircraft are transferredFignrafor to the new design. Prior to this transfer,)lt 29 Somaisn oFrmirtical Fomlatoincompressible Turbulent Flow, the reference full-scale data are stripped

no ei T of drag components not present on the windRef. 3 tunnel model and/or particular to either

½--

2- I tom / -
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T•NEI PFUU-SCAL•EF 4r laminar to turbulent flow to occur at the
RECERE NEW REFCR&NCE NE[W

MC ANCUrr leading edge at full scale and at 15 % chord
ME-EANOCD CO.C• .4DCL, , M CD P,0(• • EC for the model Reynolds number, are shown in

.. . Fig. 31b. One observes essential differ-
T ences in the development of the displace-

rop -[c,•J-- [,A.] ment thicknesses at the wind tunnel and at
5- 5,•s the full-scale Reynolds number which are,

/ --O0(4OPCss as far as the outer inviscid flow is con-
/ _IN D CD cerned, mainly due to the stronger (upper

DRA6 surface) rear adverse pressure gradients
I4d4,)- (ACo),

0
, i (400 and the more aft shock location in case of

-I model Reynolds number, the boundary layer
on the projected wing increases so strongly
that the displacement thickness at the

Fig. 30: The Reference Scaling Method trailing edge is larger for the new wing
than for the reference wing, at the

aircraft, such as for instance trim drag, full-scale Reynolds number the reverse is
roughness drag. jet-induced drag and skin true. When scaling by the conventional ref-
friction drag. After adjusting the new con- erence method, this behavior would lead to
figuration %ind tunnel data, these drag an overly pessimistic prediction of the
items, determined for the new design, will full-scale lift to drag ratio, the
be added to give the final "predicted" drag drag-rise Mach number and separation, hence
coefficient for the new aircraft. The accu- buffet onset. The "Reynolds number sensi-
racy in drag prediction attainable with tivity" of a configuration thus plays a
this method seems quite high, There is, crucial role in scaling by the reference
however, no published evidence that it will method that must in some way be accounted
meet the accuracy requirements given in for. Fig. 32 depicts the Reynolds number
Section 3.1. sensitivity of wing sections with regard to

drag. It was established in Ref. 9, based on
There are still some major drawbacks inher- experimental results, that this sensitiv-
ent in the method as it is applied today: ity depends on the freestream Mach number,
Conventional semi-empirical means are used i.e., the type of pressure distribution,
to determine the skin friction drag, assum- and certain geometric parameters repres-
ing that the form drag stays essentially enting the upper surface rear adverse
the same for both aircraft. Also assumed pressure gradients and the trailing edge
is, of course, that the lift and Mach number angle. It is indicated below how such
dependent drag follow similar trends for curves can bridge the gap between any ref-
the reference and the new design as the Rey- erence and new wing section when scaling by
nolds number is increased. If the wing the reference method.
section characteristics are drastically
altered, however, as was done in going from An improvement of the reference method is
conventional to supercritical wings (tech- outlined in Fig. 33 (7]. In addition to the
nology jump), the approach cannot provide "DELTA" obtained from wind tunnel and
the necessary accuracy. flight test results for the reference air-

craft, calculations must be performed for
the reference as well as the projected air-
craft (wing) at model and full-scale

3.3.3 Higher order reference method Reynolds numbers. This will indicate essen-
tial differences in the sensitivity between

Fig. 31(a) [7] compares the pressure dis- the two configurations considered which may
tributions of two wing sections, designated then be accounted for by theoretical or
reference and projected aircraft, at the emp]zical corrections, the latter attain-
design lift coefficient and a Mach number nble from graphs like the one shown in Fig.
above the design, where mainly the shock 32. Note, that the curves of Fig. 32 may
location and the rear loading are also be used to check the Reynolds number
different. The boundary laye displacement sensitivity of any wing design.
thicknesses computed with these pressure
distributions, assuming transition from

- - -- REFERENCE AIRCRAFIT

PROJECTED AIRCRAFT CCc SeNRFECE NEW
TR TRANSITION DEVEIDNEN

; . 076

6,1C WIND TUMNEL M. ,.0m"
.....I R 2s 1 •R , ,,2oo0

8 i,/f I d I-

Fig. 31: RersnaieesueadBu-_g.3:Ryod ube estvt n

0)dary Layer Developments for a "Tcnlg"Da nrmn
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REFERENCE AIRCRAFT PROJECTED 4RCPAFrT the sustained rear adverse pressure gradi-
ents would be less pronounced at the wind

rii-- - tunnel Reynolds number. The integration ofWOJRL TE O IPU AIRMI.04L CA MTuNNEL advanced computational methods into theS RPiR 'LPROJ AIRCR PROJ AIRCR scaling process may thus allow in the
. ._f u t u r e

RI5 COR CM COMP, CORR TEST
REF L REF , PROJ --4 PROJ PROJ a more reliable scaling of low ReynoldsAIRCR~~ _J R- -_ICRi I IC a• • • number wind tunnel results in the case

... . o different wing sections for the ref-O101 TESTrCORP CO-P PRET erence and the projected aircraft,I " i A FULL ' AfOTr PAULDA•-AE PAIRFOILIAIAD UL-A which is in part due to a more realisticREPAPI EfA'RfOIL DATA AI .I DATA' DATA.... t•.Cj _RC_ _J transition fixation on the wing in the
wind tunnel experiments,

The latter requires, however, as outlined
Fig. 33: Higher Order Reference Method, above, for a successful application the

Ref. 7 development of new transition fixing tech-
niques.

Alternately, knowing the sensitivity may
allow the selection of more realistic test In concluding this section it should beconditions, implemented, for instance, by a noted that there exists, at present, themore aft fixation of transition, in the low AGARD Working Group 09 "Boundary-layer Con-
Reynolds number wind tunnel tests. In the trol and Simulation in Wind Tunnels" whichcase of Fig, 31 this would mean that the is concerned with the very subject of this
boundary layer growth across the shock and chapter.

J,
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4. TRANSONIC DRAG REDUCTION BY A typical total drag buildup for a long
ACTIVE/PASSIVE BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL range transport airplane at cruise condi-

tions has been described earl~er in the
present paper, Fig. 4, showing the basic

•< drag (mainly friction and form drag) to be
4.1 General Remarks about 57 percent and the induced drag to be

about 31 percent of tl.e total drag. The
One of the principal objectives of largest potential in reducing total drag
present-day airplane design is the opti- lies, of course, in the reduction of fric-
nization of the aerodynamic efficiency tion and induced drag. Corresponding drag
parameter M x L/D. Typically, this perfor- reduction methods have been described vari-
mance parameter increases with Mach number, ously in the literature, [49] through (551,
as was shown in Fig. 1, until the transonic and are the topic of several papers of the
drag rise associated with the occurrence of present Lecture Series [561. The compressi-
local supersonic flow regions and shock bility drag, mainly wave drag associated
waves offset the Mach number increase [13]. with the occurrence of shock waves on the
On the other hand, the direct operational upper wing surface, contributing in this
costs (DOC) of a commercial transport example 4 percent to the total drag, may be
decrease gradually with increasing cruise minimized by utilizing shock-free airfoil
Mach number to a ninimum near Mc, = 0.80 for design [57][58). However, during a given

a transcontinental airplane. flight the cruise lift coefficient may vary
by as much as ACL = 0.1, and such deviations

Wing sweep enabled the optimum cruise Mach from the design point will immediately
number to be increased when conventional cause shock waves, although weak, to occur
airfoil sections iere used, but increased on the wing, and the total drag will corres-
the structural weight of an airplane as pondingly increase through increased wave
well, In comparison to earlier designs drag and possibly higher form drag due to
improved airfoil technology allows - for shock induced separations on the wing.
the same cruise Mach number - the wing sweep Since the wing and its components contrib-
to be reduced, the relative thickness of ute as much as two-thirds to the total drag
the airfoil section and the wing span to be of the airplane at cruise conditions, [13],
increased. Less wing sweep increases the the off-design characteristics of an air-
low speed performance and reduces the foil have to be carefully determined, and
structural weight. A thicker wing increases it is worthwhile to look for or consider
the fuel volume, hence the range, and means of drag reduction at off-design con-
increased wing span reduces the lift ditions in order to improve the airfoil

dependent induced drag, section performance in this regime.
advantages are To influence the flow development mostAppreciable performance favralyaasondphyiclsndrsanin

obtained by utilizing (so-called) super- favorably, a sound physical understanding
critical airfoil sections, Due to an of the flow phenomena to be affected is nec-
extended supersonic region on the upper essary. Because of the complexity and mixed
surface and a highly cambered aft portion character of the transonic airfoil flow
these airfoils produce substantially high- (supersonic regions embedded in a subsonic
er lift for a given thickness and drag at flow, and possibly separated regions) which
high subsonic Mach numbers. In addition, is strongly influenced b) viscous effects,
the drag-divergence Mach number is appre- it is useful to consider the relevant flow

ciably increased for a given thickness, features first for the two-dimensional
Fig. 34. Instead of increasing the cruise case. We shall give, in the following, a
speed at the same wing sweep and thickness, brief description of the nature and the
the current trend for commercial airplanes effects of normal shock boundary layer
is to reduce the sweep angle with the above interaction on transonic airfoils. This
mentioned potential of increasing thick- will be followed by a consideration of
ness and aspect ratio [131]481. methods which may be used to affect this

interaction and a presentation of repre-
sentative experimental results.

4.2 Transonic Shock Boundary Layer Interaction

0100

0080 4.2.1 Two-dimensional flow
a00 AThe flow about a supercritical airfoil at
.0060 ADVANCED high subsonic speed is characterized by the

.0040 CONVENTIONAL, relatively large supersonic region on the
.4 upper surface which, at the design condi-

tion, is terminated by a near isentropic
.recompresson (shock-free design) or byweak shock waves, Fig. 3, hence the wave

drag is minimized. With increasing frees-
0.6 -tream Mach number or incidence the shock

MACH NUMBER strength is increased and the shock posi-
tion shifts downstream simultaneously.
This progressive rearward extension of the
supersonic flow as the terminating shock
moves downstream over the upper surface is
an essential feature of the flow develop-

Fig, 34: Drag Rise of Conventional and ment on m supercritical airfoil. During
the shock grows thicker, allowing viscous

... . >1-/
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interaction effects to become more pro- ations. Further details on this topic may
nounced. While in the outer inviscid flow be found in Refs. 63, 69 and 70.
the pressure increases nearly discontin-
uously across the shock, this steep Since in almost all practical cases on
pressure rise is smoothed in the boundary transonic aircraft wings the boundary layer
layer because the overall pressure rise is is turbulent from or from near the leading
partly transmitted upstream through the edge, we will be mainly concerned with tur-
subsonic part of the boundary layer. This bulent shock boundary layer interaction and
causes the streamlines at the front of the its control, though laminar interaction
interaction region to diverge, generating will be of some importance on airfoils with
compression waves in the outer supersonic laminar flow control (LFC) or natural lami -
flow field, thus thickening the boundary nar flow (NLF).
layer in the shock region strongly ("vis-
cous wedge").

As the shock strength is further increased, 4.2.2 Three-dimensional flow
either by Mach number or incidence, the
rearward movement of the shock is slowed The flow development about a
down by the progressively thickening bound- three-dimensional wing is much more compli-
ary layer until, at a certain shock cated than in the two-dimensional or quasi
strength, the boundary layer can no longer two-dimensional (infinitely swept airfoil)
negotiate the pressure gradient imposed by case [711[72][731. Although significant
the shock and separates, forming a sepa- features of two-dimensional shock boundary
ration bubble. Although the boundary layer layer interaction may be utilized as a
velocity profiles may not have fully recov- guide in swept wing design, [741[75][761,
ered even after 50 boundary layer the flow field on a swept wing at high sub-
thicknesses downstream of reattachment, sonic speeds is almost unpredictable due to
the consequences on the overall flow and strong spanwise flow components, shock
airfoil loading are usually not serious waves, vortex systems, separating and reat-
159). However, when the shock fails to taching flows. An airplane designer,
re-establish subsonic flow immediately therefore, has to rely on wind tunnel
downstream, the separation bubble expands experiments despite of all the inherent
rapidly towards the trailing edge [9)[60] shortcomings as scale effects, wall inter-
[61][621. ferences etc., outlined in Chapter 3,

[22][36][77][78][79], It is difficult to
Sustained adverse pressure gradients down- give a general description of the
stream of the shock, most likely to occur on three-dimensional swept wing flow, because
present-day highly loaded aft-cambered of the numerous parameters characterizing
airfoils, will either amplify the effects each particular case: wing sweep angle,
of shock-induced separation or cause a thickness, aspect and taper ratio, camber
trailing edge separation to occur first and twist distribution..
which may lead to different combinations in
the development of the two types of sepa-
ration [11]. In any case, significant
effects on the steady-flow loading and the
overall flow development on the airfoil are root flow
generally observed when severe separation
occurs at the trailing edge which is indi-
cated by a rapidly decreasing trailing edge
pressure, Due to displacement effects )f
the separated region, the downstream move-
ment of the shock is reversed, and any
fluctuations of the trailing edge pressure,
arising from the inherent unsteadiness of
the separated flow, may lead to shock
oscillations with corresponding fluctu-
ations in overall loading (buffet-onset) -,
[631 [6411651[661.

It was one of the major findings in the very
early experiments on transonic shock
boundary layer interaction of Ackeret et
al, (67] and Liepmann [68] that the shock
wave patterns and pressure distributions o^4
are strongly dependent on the state of the
boundary layer. For a constant Mach number separation
the interaction between a normal shock in (most likely to
the outer flow with a laminar boundary lay- occur first in this region)
er results in the formation of a X-shock
system, the interaction region extending
about 15 to 100 boundary layer thicknesses Fig. 35: Three-Dimensional Swept Wing
upstream, Shock-induced separation occurs Flow Pattern
at lower shock strength than for the turbu-
lent case, and the extents of interaction
and separated regions are strongly Reynolds
number dependent. For a turbulent boundary A typical flow pattern on a swept wing at
layer the interaction region is much small- high subsonic speed is sketched in Fig. 35,
er, only 5 to 15 boundary layer thick- exhibiting the characteristic three-shock
nesses, higher shock strengths can be system, A weak shock originates near the
negotiated without separation and the shock leading edge of the wing root and extends"turbulent boundary layer interaction is downstream and outboard. A second, stronger

.. less sensitive to Reynolds number vari- shock is formed near the trailing edge of
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the inboard wing and merges with the for- In view of improving the off-design charac-
ward shock somewhere in the mid-span region teristics of a supercritical airfoil by
to form a strong outboard shock extending slot suction within the shock region, the-
to the wing tip. The inboard shocks are oretical studies were made and subsequent
strongly affected by the root flow, and experimental investigations were carried

V some of this influence can even be trans- out in the DFVLR Im x Im Transonic Wind Tun-
mitted to the outboard shock near the nel [82][831 [ 8 4 j[ 8 5 ). A two-dimensional
merging point. Shock-induced separation is model of the VFW-VA-2 airfoil section, not
most likely to occur in the region at and particularly designed for suction applica-
downstream of the strong outboard shock. tion, was equipped with a 0.6 mm wide
For high aspect ratio wings the flow over suction slot at 58.5 percent chord. The
the outboard wing is most analogous to ide- airfoil and its genaral arrangement in the
al swept wing flow and hence to wind tunnel is sketched in Fig. 36 a and b.
two-dimensional flow models. In order to simulate realistic boundary

layer properties at the shof-k boundary lay-
er interaction region for a freestream
chord Reynolds number of 2.5 x 106, the

4.3 Active and Passive Boundary Layei Control boundary layer was tripped at 30 percent
chord on the upper surface and at 25 percent

The idea of boundary layer control (BLC) chord on the lower surface [9] [36]. Lift
for the purpose of improving airfoil per- and drag coefficients were evaluated from
formance is almost as old as modern aero- surface pressure and wake impact pressure
dynamics. A comprehensive history of measurements, respectively. Further infor-
boundary layer control research in various mation on the flow development as obtained
countries and descriptions of different BLC from boundary layer probe measurements at
methods, many of which are suitable for selected angles of attack and at different
transonic application, are presented in chordwise positions. Monitoring the
Ref. 49, It is beyond the scope of the pre- RMS-value of the airfoil root bending
sent paper to discuss in detail all the moment on an oscillograph and simultaneous
methods which might be or have been applied Schlieren observations during the measure-
for transonic drag reduction. In the fol- ments enabled the onset of buffet to be
lowing we will concentrate mainly on detected.
methods which affect the shock turbulent
boundary layer interaction and related phe-
nomena by different means.

In the context of this paper BLC methods for ///
the purpose of transonic drag reduction ,d1

have been classified into two main catego-
rie8: Methods requiring an additioaal ener-
gy source for accomplishing the desired
control effect have been named "active", derging vAlon chamber

and devices affecting the flow development
simply by their presence in the flow, with- - ___9'"_' ngl.. go

out any need for additional energy, have
been named "passive".

4.3.1 Active boundary layer control M.

It was shown above that the transonic drag
rise is mainly due to increasing wave drag __/

with growing shock strength and increasing j
form drag, caused by shoek-anduced or tto occ
trailing edge separation. Viscous effects, Icausing shock-induced separation to occur .

at a certain shock strength, limit the - _ _ !
increase of wave drag at high subsonic L;
speed, while the form drag may grow exces- ' ,
sively. The greatest potential in reducing o [0n
the transonic drag rise, therefore, lies in
the reduction of form drag by delaying or h
preventing separation. chod 1-91h C :2Omm

rot tbicknt.s tiC . 0 13
Transonic flight speeds were still far from
a practical application when Regenscheit
180] in 1941 proposed to reduce the strong
drag rise, which had been observed in wind
tunnel experiments on airfoils at near son- Fig. 36: a) FWN-VA-2 Single Slot Airfoil
ic speeds, by boundary layer suction in the b) Model Arrangement (top view)
region of shock-induced separation. First
experiments on a circular arc airfoil with
suction applied through a single slot sub-
stantiated this hypothesis. Considerable Lift and drag coefficients obtained at M =
drag reductions with increasing suction 0.76 for different suction rates, ranging
mass flow rates were obtained at M. = 0.8 from CO = 0 to 8 x 10-4. are shown in Fig.
and 0.90. The most effective slot location 37. The effectiveness of single slot suc-
was found to be at 70 percent chord at the tion at flow conditions where strong shock -

foot of the shock, Similar investigations boundary layer interactions are present is
were reported a few years later in 1943 by clearly demonstrated. At higher incidence
Fage and Sargent [81]. the drag is considerably reduced and, in

If

V- 5m .
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Fig. 37: Effect of Single Slot Su tll wito suct of Single Slot Suction
on Left and Drag, Mg= 0.76 on Lift and Drag, M u= 0.7t

additlon, the lif s uot favorably files over the rear of the arfol and by
increased by suction. ;.t a slightly higher greater shock strength, respectively.
Mach number Mý = 0.1/8, F~g. 38, these
falvorable effects become less pronounced. For a = 50, Fig. 40, the shock location,
The drag is at high incidences still without suction applied, has moved far
reduced however, at lower incidences suc- upstream= inducing separation over the
tion even Inlcreases the drag. This, at P entire aft section of the airfoil up to the
first glance, unexpected iesult may be tr-ailing edge, Ps indicatee by the pressure
explained by surface pressure distribution distribution and negative trailing edge

and boundary layer measurements taken at pressuire. The most favorable effect of suc-
corresponding angles of attack, a = 4, and tion is denonstrated by tl.e pressure
50. distributions and boundary layer thick-

nesses ior the non-suction and suction
The -neasured velocity profiles in the shock casa. With su'tion applied, the shock is
region at a = 4', Fig. 39, reveal that with located at the suction slot; the low pres- j
suction the boundary layei thickness, ai~d sure coefficient ahead of the shock
correspondingly the displacement thick- represents a local Mach number of Ms 1.44
ness, is considerably reuuced at the su'- which normally would lead to total sepa-
tion slot location, caubing the following ration from shock to the trailing edge. Due
effects: The shock is aslowed to displace to the thin boundary layer 4pproazhing the
rearward to the suction slot, the inter- shock location and suction applied in the
action region over which the snock pzesaure shock boundary layer interaction region,
rise takes place i, reduced, and, in spite the flovi is able to negotiate the down-
of the qreater zhock strength, no ztream adverse pressure gradients without
shock-induced aeparntion bubble occurs, severe separation at the trailing edge.
which is obviously present for the
non-suction case. For this particular flow Since the effectiveness of single slot ,uc-
condition the reduction of form drag due to tion is dependent on the shock location, it
reduced displacement effects is apparently was expected that the range of effective-
"exceeded by the increase of friction and ness (Mach number and incidence) could be

. - wave drag, caused by fuller velocity pro- extended by applying suction through two

! , • .+'l. ...
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oil Cowlty

Fig. 41: VFW-VA-2 Double Slo* Airfoil
0 06, 0

...- l. (I ... .°0 60•0 02 . ..

"slots rather than one. The two-dimensional
airfoil was correspondingly equipped with
two slots, Fig. 41, at 55 and 62.5 percent/ chord, respectively, which were connect-!d

- to one common suction chamber [861. Lift
2~ and d-ag curves, shown in Figs. 42 and 43,

obtained at M. = 0.76 and 0.78 without and
10• with suction applied, exhibit only minor

effects of suction. These results are, at
first glance, surprising. A comparison of
Fig. 42 and 37 reveals, however, that even

6 . 20,1C0 for the non-suctior case the drag of the
6,1, . -double slot airfoil at high incidence is

considerably lower than that of the singlu
S-.-cQ- o.slot airfoil. A further comparison, viz.,

.2_ 01 of corresponding pressure distributions at•' ~~~ ~ M •" • ,___M= 0.78 and a = 5°, Fig. 44 and 40, may

--___, give, preliminary, an explanation for these
differences. On the single slot suction
airfoil without suction at a = 5" the flow

__-- -was totally separated from the shock to the

Fig. 39: Boundary Layer Properties and C.
Pressure Distributions on 1,I -- -
Single Slot Suction Airfoil, C, 0 X a Cam 0
M = 0.78, = 40 • I 6 -3-x 10

0o,~. -

0. / I/

1 7121

3 . 5 6 7 8

0'(0

Fig. 40: Pressure Distributions and Dis-
placement Thicknesses on Single
Slot Suction Airfoil,
M,,= 0.78, a = 50 Fig. 42: Effect of Double Slot Suction

)n Lift and Drag, M.,= 0.76 t;

• \ x
-I.

S ... I m# i i mm • I li i il lm u ail i Im m iiu i ii Il •" /
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Fig. 45: Distributed Suction Model

__l (Ref. 62)
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In order to prevent or reduce shock-induced
separation effects, distributed suction
may be applied as well, either locally or
over the entire airfoil surface. In exper-

Fig. 43: Effect of Double Slot Suction iments described by Pearcey [62] a "bump"
on Lift and Drag, M.= 0.78 model, Fig. 45, subdivided into a large

number of suction compartments (to prevent
spurious inflow and outflow under external
pressure gradients), covered with a perfo-

1 rated metal skin, was used. At a fixed Mach
number, with suction applied, the shock was

2, appreciably displaced rearward due to
reduced boundary layer thickness, and no
significant separation effects were
observed, Similar investigations of Wede-
meyer [87] on two-dimensional airfoils
having porous surfaces of sintered metal

0,6 showed that the shock-boundary layer inter-
action region was considerably reduced by

__,2 .C boundary layer suction, and the overall

---- •C' . .1. . flow development was altered towards a bet-

02 U1 ter agreement with inviscid flow theory. In
utilizing such arrangements with extended

0 7 D - area suction, it seems, however, from
present-day point of view, more advanta-
geous to adjust the suction distribution
such as to laminarize the flow and gain a
(large) friction drag reduction.

Fig. 44: Pressure Distributions and Dis- Instead of affecting the turbulint boundary
placement Thicknesses on Double layer upstream of the shock, significant
Slot Suction Airfoil, separation effects may as well ce reduced
M..= 0.78, a = SO by applying local area suction in tne shock

region or downstream. An NACA 64 A Oi0 air-
foil section with a plain flap of 30 percent
chord and a perforated suction area,
extending from 69 to 90 percent chord, was
used in the investigations of Smith and

trailing edge, causing an excessive drag Walker, [88], Fic,. 46. The suction area was

rise. In contrast, on the double slot air- varied and the greatest drag reduction %,-s

foil without suction applied the flow at obtained by suction over the area from 69 .o

the trailing edge is attached ana only a 72.5 percent chord. Typical pressure dis-

local separation bubble can be detected tributions and boundary layer profiles (at

from the surface pressure distribution. x/c = 0.85) without and with suction

This most favorable effect of the double applied are depicted in Fig. 47 a and b.

slot/cavity arrangement shall be described With suction the shock is displaced rear-

in more detail in a later section. ward to the suction region (marked by the
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shaded strip), the extent of the inter-
-C I d.W V Pd action region is reduced, approaching the

inviscid step-pressure-rise, the pressure
k recovery behind the shock and at the trail-

ing edge is much better than for the
non-suction case, and there is no indi-
cation of separation, though the shock

A A strength is increased, The improve~ment in
-I-A boundary layer development due to suction

. 85 percent chord, Fig., 47 b. However,

increased skin friction due to fuller
velocity profiles along with increased wave
drag due to greater shock strength lessen

cýreqA* bo the effect of suction on total drag
A, reduction, especially at conditions where

no significant separation effects are p'es-
_ __ ent. Therefore, only at higher incidences

were appreciable drag reductions obtained.
A &.,1 _ dar" Since at a constant lift coefficient for

the model with the surface closed drag
reductions of the same order were gained by

Seow A-A deflecting the flap, indicating the merits
of airfoils with variable camber [89],
Smith and Walker consadered area suction of
no great importance. In the opinion of the
present authors, the suction area was too
far aft relatie to the shock locations, as
to be fully effective either in the

Fig. 46: NACA 64 A 010 Airfoil with "active" or "passive" mode.
Area Suction Flap, (Ref, 88)

Flogged symbols- Lower surface 7

-8 0 o o=oo0o --

o Czo0

-4-

00

4 2

1 o
0 20 40 60 80 100 0 .2 A 6 8 10 12

Percent chord ML
Me

Fig. 47: Effect of Local Aea Suction
on Pressure Distribution and

"S i Velocity Profiles,
NM= 0.8 (from Ref. 88)
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ct airfoil, however, the drag is substantially
reduced, as demonstrated in Fig. 49.
Included in this figure are also the
results obtained with single slot and dou-% oble slot suction applied. A reference

( throttling holes measurement at a = 5.50 with suction
, \..~applied through a 15 percent chord wide

perforated area extending from 50 to 65
at__ __, _ -_-%c percent chord, Fig. 48 b, confirmes the

8% open area trend of the results of the narrower perfo-
ration. It has, however, to be noted that
the main drag reduction is due to an inher-
ent passive effect of the perforation/-
cavity and double slot/cavity arrangement.

Fig. 48: VFW-VA-2 Local Area Suction Since the largest improvements are gained
Airfoils at high incidences, it is obvious that the

onset of shock oscillations (buffet onset)
may be favorably affected by area suction.
Experiments of Finke [91 ] on a conventional
and a circular-arc airfoil showed that
shcock oscillations resulting from severe
separation could be totally suppressed by
area suction, though high siction rates

o CLOSED SURFACE were necessary. The effect of suction on

* SINGLE SLOT the buffet boundary of the supercritical
0 DOUBLE SLOT airfoil with 7.5 percent chord wide perfo-

.11 PERFORATION, 75A°oc ration is shown in Fig. 50. Lift
a PERFORATION,' 150 .c coefficients at the onset of unsteady shock

motion, observed from the increase of the

.10 RMS-value of the airfoil root bending
.10 I . moment and from Schlieren observations, are

R =2 0 plotted as function of the freestream Mach
.09 C =6X16 4x 15 number Compared to the solid-surface air-LJ foil the onset of buffet is considerably

delayed to higher Mach numbers or higher

.08- lift, respectively. With increasing Mach
J. number the growing passive effect of the

0 perforation, without suction applied,
0 .07becomes evident.

.07.

z i
w.06 i 4  12

0w I i.
o .04 1,

.03 M =.78 ,O.

.02-• 0.8-z

.01

0 Q6-I.L

,o 10 20 30 40 50 60 *0 05

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, ox a

o CgO-1
A 0 0 S 1 PERFORATION, ?5%c

Fig. 49: Effect of Different Suction 0 x 0i4
Methods on Airfoil Drag 02 Rn, 2.Sx 106

Similar investigations on the supercri- Q 65 00 0.75 Q80 08 0.90
tical airfoil section mentioned earlier, MACH NUMBER, Ma
equipped with a 7.5 percent chord wide per-
forated suction area, Fig. 48 a, were per-
formed in the DFVLR Im x Im Transonic Wind
Tunnel. The drag reductions obtained on
this model with suction, compared to the
non-suction case, were only small [901. Fig, 5O: Effect of Area Suction on

Compared with results of the solid-surface Buffet Boundary
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In contrast to boundary layer suction, whe-
re low energy air flow near the wall is
removed, thus increasing the fullness of
the velocity profiles and thinning the / tp ,
boundary layer which then will be less sus-

4 ceptible to separation, the near-wall flow
may as well be energized by appropriate
means. One method in common use is to gener-
ate streamwise vortices by suitably shaped
protuberances (passive device) or by dis-
crete air jets, Fig. 51, described in
detail in Refs. 62 and 70. These vortices
transfer low energy air up from the bounda-
ry layer into the outer flow and high energy
air from the outer flow into the boundary
layer, thus separation may be suppressed or
the reattachment process promoted. These
devices are, of course, mainly suited to
reduce form drag in the vicinity of the
drag-rise boundary.

•w•... • , 15

Fig. 52: Tangential Slot Blowing

-0"'_q

ILJELE .-.

Pus 8T,
5

(ig.o 52: Tanghent ial Slot Blwn2 .

0 'V3 06 0,7 06 0 1 .0
Moch ft"T601 M.

(1) SAppression of spraion dn -stewn of slot

( 2) Ditto, after movement of shock from upstteam to downstream of slot
Fig.51:Vortx Gnereors(3) Flow attachment at leading edge to shock downstreami of slot

F , 5e a rtx G nrs g h(4) Accelerated reattachment of shock-taiduced separatIon upstream of lot
(5) Ditto, after flow g attachment at leading edge
(6) Accelerated reattachment of leading-edge separatbon

Another approach of energizing the near Fi.3:IpoentObaednSv-

through a narrow spanwise slot along the (from Ref. 62)
surface, Fig. 52, wlich may delay sepa-
ration or promote an earlier reattachment.
Improvements obtained on a conventional
airfoil in different flow regimes by slot cent chord. For a shock position just
"blowing at 15 percent chord are demon- upstream of the slot, the application of a
strafed in Fig. 53 1631. Similar improve- small blowing quantity resulted in a fairlyments were observed on a half-airfoil with rapid reattachment of the flow with a sub-

slot blowing in the shock region at 70 per- stantial pressure rise. At higher blowing

r-

S ... . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... ... ...... .. . ... .... ,
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rates the pressure recovery at the trailing Typical variations of the pressure distrib-
edge, too, was considerably improved. Fur- utions of the maneuver configuration with
thermore, experiments of Finke (91] on an blowing are presented in Fig. 56 for Mm =
NLR-airfoil showed that unsteady shock 0.80, a = 30. With increasing blowing rates

Soscillations could be completely sup- the shock location is displaced progres-
pressed by employing slot blowing at either sively rearward causing the normal force
15 percent or at 60 percent chord, coefficient to be increased by ACN = 0.16.

Without blowing a trailing edge separation
Combining slot blowing with a favourable is indicated by the negative trailing edge
contouring do;nstream for "active dif- pressure. Blowing results in a better pres-
fusion control" (92] may be employed in sure recovery at the trailing edge without
order to improve the performance character- the flow separating.
istics of a transonic airfoil. The primary
device of active diffusion control, schema-
tically shown in Fig, 54, is the
"antiseparation taylored contour" (ATC)
downstream of the blowing slot in the boun- Cp AALYSISC,.1.17.
dary layer energizing region, followed by a
severe diffusion step. If the boundary lay- -1.0
er existing at the slot location is
properly energized, significant diffusion I 0.8
over a short distance should be possible. 30
In order to prove this hypothesis, Haight -.5
and Mask [92] investigated the aerodynamic
characteristics of a cruise (7 C) and a
maneuver (7 M) configuration of a seven 0
percent thick transonic antisaparation 0
taylored contour (TATC) airfoil, Fig. 55,
comparing the results with corresponding
Whitcomb-type and a conventional NACA 64 A
406 airfoils.

S0 0132 1.08
107ra U - 0-0161 1.15

UP L ~ .. TATC7M

2.5

-77I (AC0

NN Fig. 56: TATC7M Pressure Distribution

Data at Blowing, M,= 0.8,
a 3.0. (from Ref. 92)

Fig. 54: Schematic of ATC Active Diffu- -0.5
sion Control Device
(from Ref. 92) 

. 0

SCC 0.7 0

SIm
WITCO70 -TYPE. t/C 0 0 77 2 t ..... 0 73 0 020

TATC7C

TAU7N1A 7m07
AATTC

o sILO•ATION, Fig. 57: TATC7C Pressure Distribution

I Data at Blowing, M,.= 0,9,7a = 2 deg. (from Ref. 92)

5 07 000

TATE SECTIONS. t/c 0 For the cr',se configuration at M. = 0.90,

a = 2*, Fig, 57, a blowing jet momentum
coefficient c = 0 005 suffices to displace
the shock prgssure rise downstream of the

Fig. 55: Baseline and TATC Section blowing slot, increasing the normal force
Geometries (from Ref. 92) coefficient by ACN = 0.14. Further

-' increasing the blowing quantity has - with

.. . .
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the exception of a distinct spike in the fairly high drag level at pre-divergence
pressure distribution at the slot location Mach numbers which might be reduced by var-
- a negligible effect, On the contrary, iable geometry, rpfinements in the blowing
higher friction drag and wave drag due to rates, and the reduction of blowing slot
increased shock strength may even increase drag.
the total drag. Experiments of Haight et al., cited in Ref.
For the cruise configuration TATC 7C air- 92, showed that the application of active
foil the total drag (CD + CIL) is plotted in diffusion control on a 12 percent thick
Figs, 58 and 59 as function of Mach number airfoil resulted in similar improvements of
for CL = 0.40 and 0.60, respectively. Con- the drag divergence Mach number as demon-
ventional airfoil data and analytically strated above. Furthermore, corresponding
predicted results for a Whitcomb-type air- estimates, using existing engine technolo-
foil are added in the figures for gy, showed the Cp required, even for
reference, maneuvering, to be well within the limits

of engine bypass bleed or even of compres-
sor bleed.

I'.'.' _111) - -0 Active diffusion control, employing com-
I, /.1 ,.,,,x bined blowing and contouring may also be

applied to laminar flow control (LFC) or
"natural laminar fJow (NLF) airfoils, sup-
pressing separati3n in the very strong
adverse pressure gradient region near the
trailing edge. A corresponding two- dimen-
"sional airfoil, integrating laminar flow

.€" stabil.zation by pressure gradient
---......... ,,A, shaping, and active diffusion control tech-

nique near the trailing edge, was designed
..... ... ,., C."* by Mask, [ 93 ], for MI = 0.6 and a chord Rey-

_ _ _hnolds number of Re = 40 x 106, Figs. 60 and
61. So far, results of full scale Reynolds
number experiments defining maximum tran-
sition Reynolds number and environmental
influences on transition, but no particularFig. 58: Cruise Drag Divergence, drag measurements were published.

CL = 0.40 (from Ref. 92)

€•Ctq to .*trlAg t' c•m~

.. INN1_ 1,0 NA'to SU C

o C, -*€ - ..3. - o
- " ca - 000301 . 0 ,--< 2. ............ ......... ....IIt

Fig. 60: ATC/Laminar Airfoil Design
... .(from Ref, 93)

-I 5
Fig. 59: Cruise Drag Divergence, 06

CL = 0.60 (from Ref. 92) "0
-I€ C 40.x 106

The onset of drag divergence at CL = 0.40,
Fig. 58, is delayed to appreciably higher "S
Mach numbers relative to conventional air-
foil data and baseline Whitcomb calcu-
lations. However, considerably higher
pre-divergence drag levels are observed,
although the C1 = 0 curve approaches the
l',wer drag levels. Blowing slot step drag ;0
for Cg = 0 and nun-optimized blowing may KS
contribute to these effects, since Ct
accounts for 25 to 50 percent of the total 0 5 ,NURAL STABILITYP OIoT

drag. T TAMSITION LOCATION

At higher CL, Fig. 59, the performance at Cg I C0MACTIO, "TAtZ•'AT35 REGI0N

= 0.005 exceeds that at either C = 0 or I SLOING JE LOCATION

0.010 for all Mach numbers, indicating the
existence of an optimum blowing quantity.
In any case, the drag rise occur-, at con-
siderably higher Mach numbers than f-r Fig. 61: ATC/Laminar Airfoil Design
comparable conventional and Whitcomb-type Pressure Distribution
airfoils. Disadvantageous is still the (from Ref. 93)
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It has been shown above that each of the strength and the pressure and velocity gra-
active boundary layer control methods can dients across the shock. The consguences of
be beneficial to trarsonic airfoil perfor- such "passive" arrangement on transonic
mance. No attempt will be made here to give airfoil flow development will be discussed
a general assessment of the different below by typical analytical and exper-
active BLC methods or give a recommendation imental results.
for a particular method, because the tran-
sonic airfoil flow development is so Utilizing transonic small disturbanc'. the-
strongly dependent on so many parameters. A ory the flow about a NACA 0012 airfoil sec-
particular BLC method may be successful in tion at zero incidence with a perforated
improving the aerodynamic characteristics surface from close to the leading edge to
of one airfoil, but may fail if it is the trailing edge was studied analytically
applied in the same manner to a different by Savu et al. [961[97][98). Assuming the
airfoil shape. To achieve the optimum cavity pressure to be constant and intro-
effectiveness of a BLC method, it has to be ducing a porosity distribution as shown in
thoroughly examined for and integrated in the lower part of Fig. 63, the resulting
the airfoil design process. pressure distribution was calculated for a

Mach number M. = 0.82. The original
solid-airfoil pressure distribution for
this Mach number shows a clearly defined

4.3.2 Passive boundary layer control shock at about 40 percent chord. In the cal-,
culated pressure distribution for the

The most economic means of boundary layer porous-surface airfoil the recompression
control for the purpose of drag reduction over the rear of tne airfoil is apparently
are those which do not require additional shockless, This pressure distribution cor-
energy or energy consunption devices to be responds to that of an equivalent solid
effective, as compressors or pumps for airfoil shown at the bottom of Fig. 63,
blowing and suction, respectively. The
inherent drag, if present, of the control
device itself should be as low as possible UNVENTILATED CAVITY
in order to gain maximum effectiveness, MRCH=0.82
and, a crucial point for some active BLC INCIDENCE=0.
methods, the control device should quite ID -S0Li0 NACA 0012 AIRFOIL
easily to be incorporated into an aircraft A -POR0OU NRC 0012 AIRFOIL
wing and require the least amount of main- ' E - RE 90LI2 RIRF0IL

paper, we shall not consider passive means
of drag reduction which arc well estab-
lished, as for exaaple vortex generators
energizing the boundary layer flow, contour
tayloring, area ruling, natural flow lami-
narization or means of boundary layer
transition control [94 [951, but will place
emphasis on a most promising method of
transonic airfoil drag r-iuction which has
been investigated independently at differ-
ent locations in recent years.

SHOCK

•' • --- ORIGINAL POROUS AIRFOIL

5 X POROSITY DISTRIBUTION -

Fig. 62: Schematic of Passive Shock-
Boundary Layer Interaction
Control

The basic idea of this method is to place a I ,-0

permeable surface with a cavity underneath
on a transonic airfoil at a chordwise posi-
tion where normally a shock wave would
occur, Fig, 62 Due to the strong pressure EOUIVALENT SOLID AIRFOIL
rise across the shock in the external flow a
secondary flow through the permeable sur-
face and cavity is induced. Decelerated
boundary layer air at higher pressure down-
stream of the shock is forced to flow
through the permeable surface into the cav- Fig. 63: Pressure Distributions on the
ity and out into the low pressure region Original Solid, the Porous,
upstream of the shock, By this effect the and Equivalent Solid Airfoil -'

shock pressure rise at the wall is spread in (from Ref. 98)
chordwise. direction over the widtn of the

"-~" permeable surface, reducing the shock

22ka
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indicating how the effective contour of the
airfoil is chanced by the secondary flow .100
through the perfurated surface. In princi-
ple, any porosity distribution may be
introduced in order to obtain a desired .090.
pressure distribution (or equivalent solid
airfoil shape). NAGAMATSU,

These results from inviscid flow theory are 0.080. 1
promising, but have to be validated by a

more complete flow mode] including viscous
effects, espe-cially the complex inter- -. 070
action betwe-n the shock and the boundary Z - DDSURE
layer, arA by experiments. The latter v.ere 56% OPEN /
restricted to Schlieren visualizations, - .060 5 6% OPEN
[96], which verified that in a range of Mach It 2% OPEN
numbers the foirmation of a shock wave could W I/ /
apparently be suppressed. A residual shock 3.050 / ,/ /
appearing at higher Mach numbers was still
much weaker than on the solid surface, 0
indicating that the wave drag should be 4 .040

greatly reduced. No pressure distribution 0 .. I 1

measurements and in particular drag meas- / /
urements have been published so far. .030

For practical application it might be dif-
ficult to incorporate a permeable surface 020 AGAMATSU
with a cavity underneath over a wide por- 020. 101
tion of the chord into an airfoil. Further- Ref. 1
more, it can be suspected that a wide-chord
perforated area may be detrimental to sub- 1010
critical and low speed performance due to
increased skin friction. On a suggestion of
Mr. D. Bushnell and Dr. R. Whitcomb of NASA 0
Langley Research Center experiments were 0.70 0.80 0.90
made at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute by MACH NUMBER, M,
Bahi et al. [99) and Nagamatsu et al.
[100] [101] on a circular-arc and 14 % thick
supercritical airfoils (mounted as
half-airfoil on the tunnel floor) using 25 Fig. 64: Passive Effect of Porosity/
to 30 percent chord-wide perforated Cavity Arrangement on 14 % Thick
surface/cavity arrangements at the shock Airfoil Drag (Refs. 100, 101)
location. Exploratory surface pressure
distribution measurements, wake impact
pressure data and Schlieren observations As a logical consequence of the investi-
indicated appreciable drag reductions on gations at DFVLR on active boundary layer
the porous-surface airfoils, though a small control by suction through a double slot
loss of lift was observed. The original and a 7.5 percent chord wide perforation,
normal shock on the solid surface was Refs. 86 and 90, the passive effects of
changed to a lambda (X) shcck system by the these devices, i.e. without suction
porous surface, and a variation of cavity applied, was also investigated, Refs. 102,
depth from 0.75 in. to 0.25 in. revealed an 103, 104 and 105. First experimental
increased effectiveness for the shallower results for the aforementioned supercri-
cavity [99]. In subsequent experiments on tical airfoil VFW-VA-2, equipped with a 15
14 percent thick NASA supercritical air-
foils, 0.25 in. deer cavities were used.

.060
Drag 'oefficients of the 14 % thick (tunnel [ =30
floor mounted) airfoils are plotted as
function of Mach number in Fig. 64, Refs. 0.050
[100] [1011. A porosity of 1.4 percent,
based on total airfoil area (5.6 percent solid surface
open, based on porous area), fails to o .040o s pei orutfon(,5a c)
reduce the total drag. For all Mach numbers op
tested, increased drag, relative to the S 8% open, cQ.0
closed-surface airfoil, is observed. With L .030
2.8 percent prosity (11.2 percent open, W t
based on porous area), however, the drag at 8
higher Mach numbers is substantially 020
reduced on both airfoils. At lower Mach 0
numbers (subcritical, or the shock being <
located upstream of the perforated region), • .0__
the drag coefficients are considerably 0

higher than on the closed surface, presuma-
bly due to increased friction drag of the 0
relatively coarse perforation (hole diam- 0 60 0.70 0.80
eter 0.64 mm, model chord 101.6mm).

MACH NUMBER, Mo,

SFig. 65: Passive Effect of Perforation/

Cavity Arrangement on VFW-VA-2
Airfoil Drag

Sh
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percent chord wide perforated region rang- 10 r __ -- -___
ing fiom 50 to 65 percent chord, were
reported in Ref. 106, they will be supple-
mented in here. The perforation (8 percent Q9
open, based on perforated area) was elec- -

"tron-beam drilled with hole diameters of 0
0.3 mm, giving a very smooth surface. Drag
coefficients at constant a versus Mach num- -

ber, Fig. 65, show that for subcritical .07
Mach numbers no drag penalties arise from .07

the perforation/cavity arrangement which, z
at higher Mach numbers, becomes fully 306 -(-,
effective and reduces the total drag sub- o solid surface
stantially by shifting the drag ribe to a n 05%c)
higher Mach number. In the entire range of 0.5 C 0
Mach numbers and incidences, essentially no ' |
disadvantageous effects of the perforation • 0.4
were observed.4

For three relevant Mach numbers close to 03 - -

the design Mach number the drag coeffi-
cients of the airfoils with perforation/-
cavity (15 % c) and with double slot/cavity 0.2 -....
arrangement (slots at 55 and 62.5 % c, con-
nected to a common cavity) are plotted
against angle of attack in Fig. 66 along 0.1
with corresponding solid-surface data. For
subcritical conditions at M.= 0.74 and low
incidence the drag is by no means affected 0 L
by the presence of either the perforation 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85
or the double slot/cavity arrangement. With MACH NUMBER, M.
shock waves occurring in the fl.od field the
passive devices become effective, reducing
the drag at high incidence by more than 50
percent. For the higher Mach numbers the
drag is even at low incidence reduced; an Fig. 67: Effect of Perforaticn/Cavity
explanation will be given below by discuss- Arrangement on Drag-Rise
ing characteristic flow features. It is Boundary
remarkable that the double slot/cavity
arrangement is almost as effective as the
perforation/cavity device. The differences
appearing between the two corresponding
drag curves result obviously from the fact
that the two slots were only 7.5 percent
chord apart while the perforated region was10
15 percent chord wide. regon as

010 09

~007
00 ... 25,0 1~0

Air oil wi Difrnwasv

005 De Le 0.6
n sa o solid surface

0e CL * dou=le slot, Ca

00 . 6 0ag Q5 i s-ah n m e . A

002,
A 04 ---

-a- ----------------- P

0 ________________ Q3 - i ---

0. 0M 0u 2' 3' mb' 5f 6a 7
i..0 70) (076) (07s) ANGLE oF O ns anENCE. a

02-
Fig. 66: Drag Coefficients of VFW-VA72Airfoil with Different Passive

BLC Devices 01- .

In comparison to the solid-surface airfoil,
both passive devices improve the drag-rise 0 LIV Q6 065 0.70 0.75 QOO Q85
boundary most favorably. Lift coefficients
at drag rise, obtained from drag versus MACH NUMBER, M,
Mach number curves at constant lift, using
the 6CO = 0.002 criterion, are plotted in5
Fig.. 67 and Fig. 68 against Mach number. At
constant Mach number the lift at drag rise Fi.6:Efc fDulUltCvt
is significantly increased, or at constant Figr68 nEf eet of DoubeglotCaitye
lift coefficient the drag rise is substan- Arneeto rgRs
tially shifted to higher Mach numbers, Boundary

St

÷~
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The importance of the aerodynamic perfor-
mance parameter M x L/D has been emphasized -- PRO IONI.%
above. How the lift-to-drag ratios are -Cp
affected by the perforation and double R R...2
slot/cavity arrangement is depicted in Fig.
69. In the entire range investigated L/D, C_
compared with corresponding solid- surface . _Cp
data, is considerably increased due to the
passive effect of both devices, substanti-
ating their potential of improving the
airfoil performance at design conditions _

(CL - 0.5 to 0 6) as well as at off-design. x/C

so 2s o 
070 T / T,

0 o cSOLID , SURFAC SOI - S URa0FACE
a Pefomnc armte /D--saPRF0iI0N. 15%ic.

70076 55

71f, 1C

aeodnai -hrceitc o- -h -lfi -C -. -, --

20 A 4 X/

00

0 0 0 0102 032045D6 07 DOCL 9 t
M_...0 7) (076) 1074) LIT COEFFICIENT. ,

Fig. 69: Effect of tassive BLC Devices
on Performance Parameter L/D SOLID SURFACE

PF45RV6MIN. 15%/.c
M..Q78

So far, only improvements of the global -PR.25I 0

aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil C

due to the presence of the passive devices C;
have been demonstrated but the mechanism I ------ i~'
and effects causing these improvements
stil1 need some further explanation. Since
no direct experimental information on the
secondary flow in and around the passive -"C
devices is available at present, the
improvements gained can only be interpreted CL40

indirectly by the effects of the secondary
flow on characteristic flow features,

For characteristic stages in the flow 0
development over the airfoil at the con-
stant Mach number M.o = 0.78, different
effects of the perforation/cavity arrange-
ment, in comparison with the solid-surface
airfoil, are illustrated in Fig. 70. Com- SODSURFAC
pression waves at an angle corresponding to - -•E'0A7ON. '5%c
the local Mach numbers, obtained from the R M.7•. 6
surface pressure distributions (shown at._..d /1
left) in the interaction region, have been ', •

h drawn at the edge of an assumed boundary
layer to give an izrression of the d ffer-
ent shock patterns. ------

The severe shock pressure rise at a = 20 on
the solid-surface airfoil is weakened on/
the perforation/cavity airfoil due to the \ X/
pressure equalizing effect of the flow

I, through the perforated surface and cavity. I
By this the pre-shock Mach number is low-
ered and the pressure rise is spread overthe perforated region (indicated in the
pressure distribution by the shaded
region). The latter will cause a less
strong boundary layer thickening, thus
reducing the form drag in addition to the Fig. 70: Pressure Distributions and
wave drag reduction resulting from the Schematic Shock Patterns

: ; i
,- %- -
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reduced shock strength. It is suspected of attack (a = 50) the wave drag on the per-
that the additional boundary layer thicken- forated airfoil is no longer reduced but,
ing due to outflowing mass at the upstream due to higher shock strength, even
part of the perforation is offset (for con- increased, and -le large drag reduction
tinuity reason) by the inflow over the rear (seen in Fig. 66) has to be exclusively
part, The counteracting effects of the attributed to a reduction of form drag.
thinner boundary layer o, er the rear of the
airfoil and possibly roughness of the per- The entropy production across a shock wave
foration (increased friction drag) are may be taken as some measure for the wave
obviously smaller than the effects of drag. Utilizing normal shock relations,
reduced shock strength and displacement the elfectiveness of the perforation/-
thickness. Hence a (small) drag reduction cavity arrangement in reducing the wave
is gained even at low incidence, as was seen drag relative to the solid surface airfoil
in Fig. 66. is illustrated in Fig. 71 for a range of

Mach numbers and incidences. The behavior
At slightly higher incidence, a = 30, the corresponding to the curve for M.= 0.78 has
maximum chock strength (M, = 1.'08) is been described in the example above and it
reached on the solld-surface airfo-i 4nich is seen that the curves for differing Mach
the boundary layer can negot-ate w.-.,out numbers follow a similar trend viz., the
detrimental shock-induced or trailing edge wave drag reduction diminishing with
separation. Therefore, maximum wave drag increasing incidence, and the wave drag
reduction is attained at this stage by the being increased on the perforated airfoil
perforation/cavity arrangement. The larger above a certain angle of actack. From the
pressure difference over the perforated above example it was furthermore seen that
region, indicated by the higher different shock displacement behavior on
shock-upstream Mach number, causes strong- the two airfoil models was responsib.e for
er in- and outflow velocity components, the this trend.
latter inducing stronger compression waves
which coalesce to an oblique shock, merging
in the outer flow with the terminating nor- NORMAL SHOCK:
mal shock.

Further increasing the incidence toe = 40 a-s-=_-In[ I I 1 T

results in an upstream movement of the nor R F(,-- I);M 2÷2
mal shock on the solid-surface airfoil,
causing a shock-induced separation, clear-
ly indicated in the corresponding pressure 1.4
distribution. The slightly lower pressure
coefficient at the trailing edge signals ,
%eparation to be present there, but from
the mere pressure distribution it cannot be
clearly distinguished whether this sepa-
ration is caused by the shock-induced
separation bubble extending to the trailing M.. /"'
edge or by the rear adverse pressuie gradi- 0.8
ents. On the perforation/cavity airfoil
the surface pressure increases steadily
from immediately upstream of the perfo- 0.6
ration to the trailing edge, and neither
shock-induced nor trailing edge separation .7
is evident. Since the shock strength is 0.4
about the same for both airfoils, the
effect of the perforation on wave drag
ceases at this stage ana the form drag 0.2
reduction, due to suppressed separation,
prevails; the total drag reduction at this 0
point (see Fig. 66) is about 47 percent. 00 r 20 30 40 50 6- 70

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,
Severe separation effects become v3sible
for the solid-surface airfoil at a = 5 o.
Monitoring the RMS-value of the airfoil Fig, 71: Relative Entropy Production
root bending moment and Schlieren observa-
tions during the experiments revealed shock
oscillations to be present and the flow to The shock movement on the closed-surface
be totally separated from the shock to the airfoil for different Mach numbers is
trailing edge. The (mean) pressure distrib- dep~cted in Fig. 72a as function of angle of
ution shows the shock location far upstream attack, exhibiting at lower Mach numbers
and indicates the severe separation by the the generally observed downstream movement
negative trailing edge pressure coeffi- with increasing incidence to a most rear-
cient. Though on the perforated model ward position, and tnen a rapid upstream
trailing edge separation was evident too, movement. For the higher Mach numbers the
the shock location was steady (and remained shock is at low incidence already located
steady even for incidences up to a = 70), fairly aft on the airfoil and shifts
located at the front of the perforated upstream with increasing angle of attack..
region, thus substantiating, in addition to
the large drag reduction (53 percent), the It may be noted that the "shock location" is
great potential of the passive device in defined here as the beginning of the sur-
affecting the onset of buffet. It seems face pressure rise (most upstream point of
likely that the mutual interaction of the the shock boundary layer interaction
shock and the separated trailing edge flow region). Since the spacing of the pressure
is interrupted or greatly suppressed by the measuring orifices in this region was 4
perloration/cavity arrangement and the percent chord, uncertainties in the shock
coresponding secondary flow. At this angle position of about 3 % chord are likely,
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It was mentioned above, and seen in Fiq. 70,
that the passive device has a strong influ-
ence on the shock position. This is illus-
trated for the perforated airfoil at
different Vach numbers in Fig. ',2 b. For the -

two lower Mach numberi the upstream move-
ment of the shock io, at higher incidences, - -
delayed over a certain range of angles of -
",attack For M. = 0.78 the shock pressure
rise starts immediately upstream of the " -

perforated surface/cavity region in a range
from a = 20 to 60, and is thel, slowly shift- / / / '"
ed upstream. The aft fi.tdtion of the snock
at the nigher incidences results, due to SOLID SURFACE
the increased supersonic region, 3n an
appreria.,e gain in lift which, in addition
to the observed total drag reductions, con- -_-

tributes most favorably to the imp:ovemesnts --
ir. the pe-formance parameter L/D (Fig. 69). -

The overall boundary layer thickening in
the interaction region is obviously
reduced, permitting the shock to remain
located at a ost rearward position.

A similar efftact of the com~bined suction /ot
and blowing on the shock location is/
observed on txe airfoil with double
slot/cavity arrangement, Fig. 72 c. At low
Lncidenc-e the shock is positioned between PERFORATION ICAVITY
the two slots and shifts upstream of the
front (blowing) slot with increasing inci- Fig. 74: Effect of Passive Device on
dence. Here, it is fixed over a range of Transonic Flow Development
angles of attack, thus causing the observed
improvements of the airfoil aerodynamic
characterist;cs, viz., lift-to-drag ratio, secondary flow thzxugh the aurf&ce and cay-
drag rise, and the onset of buffet. ity, thus reducing the adverse pressure

gradient and the shock strength, By these
It was established earlier that a rapidly effects and, partly, since the region of
decreasing trailing edge pressure indi- reversed flow is dibplaced beneath the ai--
cates the presence of s~gnificant sepa- foil contour, the overall boundary layer
ration at the trailing edge. A romoarison thl.ckening in the interaction region is
of Fig. 73 a and Fig. 72 a reveals that for drastically reduced. The thickening of the
the closed-surface airfoil the divergence boundary layer at the front of the perfo-
of trailing edge pressure is associated ration due to outflowing mass is offset
with a rapid upstream movement of the downstream by the same amount of mass flow-
shock, and vice versa, demonstrating the ing into _1e cavity. A "healthier"
strong interaction between the shock and velocity profile, less susceptible to sepa-
separated trailing edge flow. Comparisons ration, enters the downstream region of
of the corresponding data in Fig. 73 b and adverse pressure gradients. Furthermore,

the flow issuing from The holes of the per-Fig, 72 b for the perforation/cavity air- foration may act as some kind of air jet
foil and Fig. 73 c and Fig. 72 c for .the vortex generators altering the small scale
double slot/cavity airfoil substantiate turbulence -rithin the boundary layer, thus
the assumption that the interaction between additionally affecting the separation
the shock and the separated trailing edge behavior, favorably, but this is still ape-
flow is largely suppressed by the pabsive culative,
arrangements: The trailing cdge pressure
coefficient has decreased well below zero
before the shock location is affected. tur-
thermore, with passive BLC devices, the
trailing edge pressure divergence is less
prcnounced which lets one conclude that
separation effects are less severe. 5. CONCLUDIWG REMIARKS

The main effects of thp passile devices may
be summarized by the schematic flow models
in Fig. 74. On the solid-surface airfoil Accurate drag prediction and efficient drag
the boundary layer in the interaction reduction are, particularly in the transon-
region is severely thickened due to the ic speed range, paramount to the futu~e of
strong pressure rise across the shock and economical aircraft design and operation.
due to the displacement effect of the In the present paper the prediction of drag
shock-induced separation bibble. After based on high-speed wind tunnel results was
reattachment the boundary layer veloc.ty discussed, emphas-zing problems associc
profiles do not fully recover thus being with testing in the transonic speed range
still highly suscertible to separation in a and with the extrapolation of low Reynolds
downstream adverse pressure gradient. The number wind tunnel results to full-scale
presence of a passive BLC device, here per- aircraft conditions. Drag reduction math-
foration/cavity, has the following effects ods were treated, emphasizing active and
on the flow development. If the sh, rk is passive boundary layer control mainly based
located on the perforation the shock pics- on direct modifications of the wing
sure rise is spread over the width of the surface, such as slots and perforations,
perforated region by the pressure eg-.iliz- utilized to -:ther draw material from
ing effect of the (self-adjusting) and/or aad ,-terial to the boundary layer.

SJ T
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The accurate determination of the transonic This statement holds, of course, as well
drag rise, mainly caused 1 y wave drag due to for the passive BLC methods described
shock waves occurring in the flow and above. btilizing the most favorable effect
increased form drag due to boundary layer of a secondary flow through a permeable
thickenin-, and, ultimately, separation, surface and a cavity or plenum underneath,
requires the wind tunnel as an indispensa- placed at the shock location, substantial
ble tool since theoretical methods are wave and form dLag reductions, especially
still inadequatc. Concerning the testing at hig

1
ly off-design conditions,, were

techniques employed in low Reynolds number obtained by different investigatols. It may
wind tunnel experiments, improvements are, be worthwhile to note that these improve-
however, necessary: Transition fixation is ments were gained on supercrit~cal airfoils
required to provide reliable results upon neither designed for the application of
which the extrapolation of wind tunne 1 data boundary layer control nor were the extent
can firmly be oased. Here, ,urther research of the permeable surface, the porosity and
is needed to develop devices, preferrably the cavity depth optimized. Therefore,
remotely adjustable, that ensure transi- further improvements may be expected on
tion to occur at the trip location - or, if appropriatoly designed airfoils with opti-
suitable sensing elements cin be employed, mized passive control devices. It is
at any desired location - without generat- anticipated that full-scale flight tests on
ing additional drag and over- or underfix- a swept wing, recently initiated [1071,
ing the boundary layer as the freestream will validate the improvements due to pas-
conditions are changed. Also, but not sive BLC also for three-dimensional flows.
only, with respect to the new generation
high Reynolds number wind tunnels, must
wall interference correction procedures
based on measured boundary conditions be ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
further developed - or adaptive wall wind
tunnel techniques improved to become feasi- The preparation of the paper was preceded
ble for large facilities throughout the by a detailed discussion of the contents of
transonic range - in order to meet the over- the chapter on transonic drag rise with
all accura..y demanded for the drag Messrs. Hilbig, Anders and Mantel of MBB-UT
prediction of future aircraft. Concerning (Bremen) whose valuable suggestions are
scaling metlods, better results seem possi- gratefully acknowledged. The research on
ble by replacing or supplementing the BLC at DFVLR reported here was conducted in
direct scaling approach, based on account- close cooperation with Prof. Thiede of
ing for Reynolds number effects on drag MBB-UT (Bremen). Finally, we would like
through flat plate skin friction computa- again to express our appreciation to Prof.
tions, by the reference scaling method, The E.E. Covert for providing us with an early
latter requires, however, close similarity copy of the manuscript of Ref. 3.
b•zween the reference and the new aircraft
design; it seems to fail if essential dif-
ferences exist in the Reynolds number
sensitivity of the two configtrations con-
sidered. Here, again, more research is
needed with the objective of understanding
the Reynolds number sensitivity of transon-
ic configurations dependent on their 6. REFERENCES
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